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Abstract

Due to the popularity of the Internet, people are in-
creasingly accepting the integration of electronic service
applications. Whether it is communication, trading, or
transportation, these have gradually changed people’s
lifestyles. Electronic auctions have also become one of
the popular e-commerce activities. Electronic auction
systems usually include bidders, auctioneers, and third
parties that allow bidders to bid via the Internet. It re-
places the inconvenience and low efficiency of traditional
tendering. Electronic auctions can be divided into two
types: open bidding and sealed bidding. The public bid-
ding method is to continuously increase the bidding price
until no bidder is willing to pay a higher bid. The dead-
line has arrived. The highest bidder is the winner of the
public tender. Since bidders can bid multiple times, this
bidding method is also called multiple bidding. The bid-
ding method for sealed bids is that the bidder can only
send the bill once. Once the deadline arrives, the auction-
eer will compare all bills. The bidder with the highest bid
is the winner of the ”sealed bid”. Since bidders can only
bid once, this bidding method is also called a single bid
auction. Both bidding methods have their practicabil-
ity. But no matter what kind of bidding. It should rely
on intermediaries to allow buyers and sellers to conduct
transactions. Lead to trust and transaction cost issues. In
this regard, we will use blockchain technology to develop
smart contracts for public bidding and sealed bidding. It
uses the characteristics of blockchain decentralization and
low transaction costs to improve the shortcomings of elec-
tronic auctions.
Keywords: Bid; Blockchain; E-auction; P2P Network;

Public Bid; Sealed Smart Contract

1 Introduction
Due to the popularity of the Internet, most people

have gradually accepted electronic integrated applica-
tions. Whether it is communication, transaction, or ser-
vice, it has profoundly changed people’s living habits.
Electronic bidding has become one of the popular e-
commerce activities [1, 8].

Electronic auctions originated from traditional auc-
tions. It is an application that combines Internet tech-
nology and auction mechanism to speed up transaction
efficiency and speed [2,3,14,18,23]. It is a trading system
that breaks the limitations of time, space, and geography
through Internet technology. Therefore, electronic bid-
ding has become an incredibly popular transaction mode
in e-commerce.

Electronic bidding is usually composed of bidders, auc-
tioneers, and third parties (see Figure 1). Currently, most
e-bidding systems are mainly provided by intermediaries
to provide platforms and services. Buyers and sellers
can publish, bid, or trade. Popular auction platforms
include Yahoo auctions, open-air auctions, and shrimp
auctions. However, due to the current need to rely on in-
termediaries’ platforms and services, intermediaries must
pay some fees, such as publishing fees, transaction fees,
etc. It may cause the problem of increased transaction
costs between the buyer and seller [19,20,22]. Therefore,
this research applies blockchain smart contract technol-
ogy to electronic bidding [4–7, 15–17, 21, 25]. The use of
the blockchain’s decentralized nature eliminates the inter-
mediary in electronic bidding, so buyers and sellers can
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directly conduct transactions without relying on interme-
diaries.

Bidder Third Party Auctioneer
- -

��

Figure 1: The entities in the electronic bidding system

2 Types of Bidding
Electronic bidding can be divided into three main types

of bidding:

1) English Auction:
English auctions, also known as price-raising auc-
tions, are the most common and frequently encoun-
tered auction method [9,12,24]. During the auction,
the price suggested by all bidders must be higher than
the previous price. When the auction time expires,
the highest bidder will get the item. However, ”Snip-
ing” often occurs in online auctions. In other words,
until the last few minutes before the auction ends,
a specific bidder makes a bid. So there is no time
for the remaining bidders to fight back. The solution
to this phenomenon is to add an ”expansion period”
before the original fixed period. For example, if the
extension time is set to ten minutes, it means that in
the last ten minutes, if there are any bidders, the auc-
tion deadline will be automatically extended by ten
minutes. This method effectively solves the sniper
phenomenon.

2) Dutch Auction:
Dutch auctions are also called reduced price auctions.
After a specific time interval, the main feature is that
the price will be reduced according to the initially set
price reduction rules until the bidder is willing to buy
at that price [10,11,13]. This action is more suitable
for perishable items such as fruits and vegetables.
In English auctions, the initial price of the product is
usually lower than its market price. After bidders bid
with each other, the price will be close to the market
price. As prices increase, the number of bidders will
also decrease. Dutch auctions are the opposite of
English auctions. The initial price of the commodity
will be higher than its market price. As the price
drops, the number of bidders will increase.

3) Sealed Bid Auction:
In the sealed bid list, the prices of all bidders will be
sealed. The prices of all bidders will not be compared
before the deadline for the bid opening [8, 14, 18].
Electronically sealed bidding auctions often have a
common flaw. Before the bid opening deadline, bid-
ders cannot ensure that their bid prices have been
leaked by third parties (leading bidders), which may

result in malicious bidders colluding with leading bid-
ders to obtain the best bid price. The research topic
aims to use blockchain smart contract technology to
ensure the confidentiality, non-repudiation, and non-
changeability of electronically sealed bids and solve
electronically sealed bids’ shortcomings.

With the current development of electronic bidding,
two main problems can be found. First of all, the trans-
action process of electronic bidding must rely on inter-
mediary agencies. It is difficult for buyers and sellers to
communicate directly. It also causes problems such as
increased transaction costs. Therefore, this research pro-
poses three research topics:

1) Applying blockchain technology to electronic bid-
ding. Using the blockchain’s decentralized nature,
intermediaries that were originally indispensable for
e-bidding have been deleted to reduce transaction
costs.

2) In sealed bidding, the bidder cannot ensure that the
lousy bidder leaks the bid price. The protection of
fair competition may be less. Therefore, this research
topic aims to use blockchain smart contracts to im-
prove the shortcomings of sealed bidding. Use the
blockchain’s immutability to write rules in a sealed
bid so that no one can open it before the bid opening
time comes to ensure the data’s privacy.

3) Use private blockchain to conduct related research on
public bidding and sealed bidding.

3 Research on Blockchain Bidding
Systems

Due to the rapid development of Internet technology,
electronic bidding has replaced traditional bidding. The
inconvenient and ineffective bidding mechanism of tradi-
tional bidding has been improved. It allows bidders to
bid through the Internet anytime and anywhere. Provide
bidders and bidders with a faster and more convenient
transaction mechanism. However, in the current elec-
tronic bidding transaction mechanism, it is necessary to
rely on intermediaries to complete the two parties’ trans-
actions. Therefore, the following two problems may occur:

1) Trust Issues:
To complete a transaction through an intermediary,
you may first need to use personal data to apply for a
set of accounts that can be used to use the platform’s
services. After the transaction is completed, the ac-
count’s transaction details will be stored in the plat-
form’s database. Users may worry that their personal
information or transaction records will be leaked out,
causing mistrust.

2) Transaction Cost Issue:
In the transaction process, to use the platform’s ser-
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vices, users may need to pay some platform publish-
ing fees, advertising fees, or transaction fees. It may
lead to higher transaction costs between buyers and
sellers.

In response to the above two electronic bidding issues,
this research aims to use the characteristics of blockchain
decentralization and zero trust foundation to develop an
electronic bidding system based on blockchain smart con-
tract applications to solve the trust problem and reduce
transaction costs. The following subsections will illustrate
the implementation methods and steps of these research
topics.

3.1 Research on Smart Contracts for
Public Bidding

A complete public bidding e-bidding mechanism has
the following basic requirements:

1) The identity of the bidder during the bidding process
is anonymous. After the bidding is over, the bidders
and successful bidders are anonymous.

2) During the sending process, the content of the bid list
cannot be changed. Everyone can verify the source
of the bid and the correctness and completeness of
the content.

3) No one can pretend to be a legitimate bidder. After
bidding, the bidder cannot deny that the bid has been
submitted.

4) The bidder must prove that he has submitted his bid
or prove that he has won the bid.

5) After winning the bid, the bidder can ask for money
from the winning bidder, but the bidder cannot ask
for money from the winning bidder.

The electronic bidding process of public bidding is
shown in Figure 2. In the beginning, the bidding meet-
ing announced bidding information, including product de-
scriptions and starting prices. After that, the bidder can
continue to bid. The bidder will receive the bid submitted
by the bidder. And send a message to the bidder notifying
that the bid has been received. And announce the cur-
rent highest bid to everyone. Before any bidder offers a
higher price, the bidder will announce the final bid price.
And collect money from the winning bidder, and send the
goods to the winning bidder after confirmation.

The first research topic is the study of smart contracts
for public bidding on the blockchain. This research will
develop public bidding through blockchain smart contract
development. Write the public bidding transaction con-
tract on the blockchain. Use peer-to-peer technology to
achieve the purpose of decentralization. All bidders can
bid by calling this public bidding transaction contract
without relying on intermediary agencies. To this end,
the steps of this study are as follows:

1) Create an Account:
The process of creating an account. Use the
Ethereum wallet to create two blockchain accounts
to facilitate subsequent testing, transactions, etc.

2) Mining:
Use the command line and MinerGate to perform
mining. Get currency to pay commissions when cre-
ating contracts and transactions.

3) Perform Block Synchronization and View Block Sta-
tus:
At this stage, use the command line to synchronize
the blocks. After that, you can enter a block to view
the detailed information in that block.

4) Create a Smart Contract:
Establishing a smart contract is mainly divided into
three execution steps: writing, compiling and deploy-
ing. Use Sublime to write the Solidity programming
language. Then use the Solidity real-time compiler
and runtime to compile the agreement into Bytecode
and Interface. Finally, use the Ethereum wallet to
deploy the contract and publish the contract to the
blockchain.

5) Test Contract:
When the contract is verified in the contract test-
ing phase, the contract’s address can be obtained.
Use the previously created Account 2 wallet and the
interface obtained by compiling Solidity to add the
contract to test its related functions.

6) The Structure of Smart Contracts for Public Bidding:
Figure 3 shows the program structure of the open bid
smart contract in our system. The contract is mainly
divided into initialization and contract functions.

In the initialization data, the following data will be
announced in advance:

• Auctioneer: It is used to record the address of the
bidder who initiated the contract.

• AuctionStart: It is used to announce the start time
of the bidding.

• bidding time: It is used to announce the significant
time of the contract.

• maximumBidder: It is used to record the address of
the current highest bidder.

• maximumBid: It is used to record the current maxi-
mum price.

In the contract function, the following information will
be announced in advance:

• Bid(): Anyone can call this function to perform bid-
ding operations. Before executing this function, first,
use AuctionStart and bid time to determine whether
the contract expires. If not, the bidder can enter the
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Bidders announce bid information

Bidders start bidding

The bidder announces the current highest bid

The tenderer announces the final bid price

The winning bidder pays the bidder

After the bidder confirms that it is correct, send the goods to the winning bidder

?

?

?

?

?

-

6
�

Repeat
until
there
is
no
higher
price

Figure 2: Public bidding process

Public bidding smart contract

Auctioneer

AuctionStart

biddingTime

highestBidder

highestBid

Bid()
AuctionEnd()

Initialization

Contract Function

Figure 3: Contract structure of public bidding

bid amount. If the price is greater than the current
highest price, the highest bid and highest bidder will
be used to record the bidder’s amount and address.

• AuctionEnd(): In this function, AuctionStart and
bid time are automatically used to determine the con-
tract’s sufficient time. If the significant time is over,
the winning bidder’s address and the amount will be
automatically sent to the bidder. This function will
be turned off to avoid repeated execution.

It is expected that potential problems will be encoun-
tered when conducting this research. The following is an
explanation of the solutions to these problems: In a pub-
lic tender, each bidder can make multiple bids. Therefore,
during contract testing, multiple accounts need to be used
for mutual bidding. On the public chain, a small fee is
required for each execution of an instruction. Therefore,
mining operations must be performed on each account. In
this way, too much time is spent testing the contract. To
this end, this research will first use a testnet to test the
contract. Save mining time for each account. After the
test is completed, deploy the completed smart contract
on the leading blockchain network.

3.2 Research on Smart Contracts with
Sealed Bids

A complete sealed bidding mechanism has the following
basic requirements:
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1) Throughout the bidding process, the identities of bid-
ders and successful bidders are anonymous.

2) During the transfer process, the content of the bid list
cannot be changed. Everyone can verify the source
of the bid and the correctness and completeness of
the content.

3) No one can pretend to be a legitimate bidder. After
bidding, the bidder cannot deny that the bid has been
submitted.

4) The bidder must prove that he has submitted his bid
or prove that he has won the bid.

5) Bids must be delivered within a significant time; ex-
pired bids are invalid.

6) Before the bid is opened, no one can open the bid.

7) When encountering the same price, there must be a
fair solution.

The bidding process for sealed bidding is shown in Fig-
ure 4. In the beginning, the bidders announced the bid
information, including product descriptions and starting
prices. Bidders who want to participate in the bidding
must first register with the exhibition agency. After the
identity is confirmed, all legal bidders can bid before the
deadline for bidding. All bids will be encrypted and then
sent to bidders. All encrypted bids will be unlocked before
the bid opening, and the final winner can be determined
after comparison.

In the sealed bidding mechanism, it is necessary to rely
on impartial intermediary agencies to assist. However, it
is also possible that the tender and the impartial agency
may conspire to disclose bid information in the bid before
the bid opening. Therefore, the second research topic
is the study of smart contracts with sealed bidding on
the blockchain. Sealed bidding will be developed through
blockchain smart contracts. Use the decentralized func-
tion of the blockchain to improve this problem. The steps
of this research are as follows:

1) Extend the first research topic into mining, contract
writing, contract preparation, and contract deploy-
ment.

2) Seal the structure of the smart bidding contract. Fig-
ure 5 shows the program structure of the sealed bid
smart contract in the research system. The con-
tract is mainly divided into initialization and con-
tract functions.

In the initialization data, we declare the following data
in advance:

• auctioneer:It is used to record the address of the bid-
der who initiated the contract.

• auctionStart: It is used to announce the start time
of the auction.

• biddingTime: It is used to announce the contract
time.

• bididngEnd: It is used to announce the bidding time
of the contract.

• maximumBidder: It is used to record the address of
the current highest bidder.

• maximumBid: It is used to record the current maxi-
mum price.

In the contract function, the following information will
be announced in advance:

• blindAuction(): Activate the contract by calling this
function. And use auctionStart and biddingEnd to
record the start and end time.

• bid(): The bidder can call this function to perform
bidding operations.

• Reveal (): Perform bid opening action by calling this
function. And compare the prices of all bids to get
the final bidder.

• auctionEnd(): By calling this function, the number
and addresses of successful bidders will be collected.

• withdraw(): Refund the bid amount of someone other
than the winning bidder.

It is expected that potential problems will be encoun-
tered in the implementation of this research. The follow-
ing is an explanation of these problems: In a sealed bid
smart contract, the contract’s function is more compli-
cated. For bidders and bidders, the wrong contract func-
tion may be called. For example, the bidder accidentally
called show() to open all bids, so bids must be terminated
and redeployed. To this end, this research will establish
authority judgments for different functions. Before exe-
cuting this function, it will determine whether the caller
can execute this function.

3.3 Research on Public Bidding and Pri-
vate Chain Public Bidding

The public chain is an open node. Anyone can enter
other nodes to view transaction status and contract con-
tent. Therefore, the privacy of smart contract code may
not be protected and may be abused by others. There-
fore, the study of public bidding and sealed bidding on the
private chain will use the private chain to develop smart
contracts for public bidding and sealed bidding. Use the
command line to create a dedicated chain. Use the char-
acteristics of a dedicated chain to control the write and
read permissions of the node. They are used to protect
private transaction records and smart contract content.

It is expected that this study will encounter some po-
tential problems. The following is an explanation of the
solutions to these problems: At present, most blockchain
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Bidders announce bid information

Those who wish to participate in the tender should register with the fairness authority

One-time bidding by legal bidders

After the time expires, compare all bids

?

?

?

Figure 4: The bidding process for a sealed bid

Sealed bid smart contract

Auctioner

AuctionStart

biddingTime

biddingEnd

revealEnd

highestBidder

highestBid

blindAuction()

bid()

reveal()

auctionEnd()

withdraw()

Initialization

Contract Function

Figure 5: Contract structure of a sealed bid

smart contracts focus on the research of public chains, and
there is less literature on private chain smart contracts.
Therefore, there is less content to be cited. It requires
repeated research to find the best solution. This research
aims at the application of Ethereum token in private chain
contract testing.

4 Conclusions

In this article, we have proposed three research topics:
1) Research on smart contracts for public bidding; 2) Re-
search on smart contracts with sealed bids; 3) Research
on public bidding and private chain public bidding.

This research deployed smart contracts on public and
private chains. Use the respective characteristics and ad-
vantages of public and private chains to develop appli-
cations suitable for different fields. This research uses
blockchain smart contracts to improve the shortcomings
of the e-bidding system. Replace the transaction mecha-
nism that previously relied on a third party. It not only
solves the issue of trust enforcement between the par-
ties to the transaction. It can also reduce transaction
costs. The results of this research can be applied in many
fields. For example, it can be applied to cross-border re-
mittances, contract insurance policies, and loan credit in
the financial market. The industrial supply chain can be
applied to product history tracking and supply a collab-
orative chain supply.
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Abstract

Currently, many data owners choose to outsource the data
storage to cloud service providers. Data owners store the
local private data with plaintext form in the cloud server.
It is difficult to guarantee the data privacy and security.
So data owners usually encrypt the local private data and
upload it into cloud server. The traditional multi-keyword
ciphertext retrieval methods cannot take both accuracy
and security into consideration. Therefore, we propose
a modified homomorphic encryption method for multiple
keywords retrieval in this paper. It can effectively solve
the privacy leakage of search keywords problem. The re-
trieval performance is greatly improved in multi-keyword
retrieval process. Experimental results show that this new
scheme is more efficient and accurate than other cipher-
text retrieval schemes.

Keywords: Homomorphic Encryption; Multi-keyword Ci-
phertext Retrieval; Private Data

1 Introduction

Cloud storage [16] is a new network storage technology
which is the extension and development of cloud com-
puting [3]. It uses the grid technology, distributed file
system, cluster application, virtualization functions and
software to control network in large-scale heterogeneous
storage devices and provide on-demand services to re-
mote users of mass data storage access and processing
functions. Cloud storage greatly saves the cost of storage
hardware and software, reduces the investment of main-
tenance personnel, and has outstanding advantages such
as low cost and high utilization rate. At the same time,
professional cloud storage service providers have unparal-
leled technology and management level [8, 11], which can
provide users with better data security services such as
redundant backup and disaster recovery. In order to pre-

vent the disclosure of privacy, users usually encrypt the
data and then upload them into the cloud storage plat-
form, and keep the decryption key by themselves such
as government documents, national medical and health
data, business secrets related documents, personal pri-
vacy data, etc [7, 12]. However, the encrypted data will
lose some characteristics of the original plaintext such as
order and similarity. As a result, the traditional plaintext
based retrieval schemes cannot work well in the encryp-
tion cloud storage system. For this reason, researchers
propose a secure ciphertext based on retrieval problem.
The method is divided into two classes:

1) The indexing file-based retrieval method [13,18];

2) The matching-based retrieval method [14, 17]. How-
ever, the two methods either need to maintain com-
plex index structure or have low retrieval efficiency,
which is difficult to meet the retrieval requirements of
massive ciphertext data in the cloud storage environ-
ment. The encrypted data also brings new problems.
For example, how can data user retrieve the data of
interest quickly when facing massive ciphertext data.
A common solution is to use keywords for retrieval.

Single-keyword retrieval cannot meet the needs of users
for accurate retrieval, so the research of multi-keyword
retrieval emerges at the right moment. Lu [9] proposed a
secure sorting keyword retrieval algorithm, scoring docu-
ments containing keywords, and using one-to-many order-
preserving mapping algorithm to encrypt data. The
scheme improved the retrieval efficiency, but reduced the
security of data and the precision of retrieval. Li [4] pro-
posed a multi-keyword based on Boolean query scheme,
which generated search results based on whether or not
the keyword was included. However, this scheme could
not distinguish the degree of relevance of multiple docu-
ments containing the same keyword. Hu [2] proposed a
multi-keyword searchable public key encryption scheme,
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but it was later proved that it could not resist keyword
guessing attacks. Teng [6] proposed a secure ordering
multi-keywords retrieval algorithm, and adopted the co-
ordinate calculation keyword matching scheme and the
correlation between document, using the inner product
similarity evaluation of correlation between keywords, but
the solution method of Boolean made documents that
contained the same number of keywords score the same,
with no guarantee of accuracy. Therefore, we propose an
modified homomorphic encryption method for multiple
keywords retrieval in this paper. It can effectively solve
the privacy leakage of search keywords problem. The re-
trieval performance is greatly improved in multi-keyword
retrieval.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Homomorphic Encryption

Homomorphic encryption [5,19] is an encryption method
that can directly process ciphertext data. Under the
premise of effectively protecting the privacy of user sensi-
tive data, the homomorphic operations such as addition
and multiplication can be directly implemented on the ci-
phertext, and maintain the plaintext order of the cipher-
text when operating. However, homomorphic encryption
scheme requires a great deal of computational overhead.
How to design a homomorphic ciphertext retrieval scheme
with less computational overhead and convenient for in-
dexing is a difficult point in current research.

Using homomorphic encryption technology, it can
guarantee the ciphertext algebraic operation results and
the same in plaintext encrypted algebraic operation. That
is, for any valid operation f and plaintext m, there is
f(Enc(m)) = Enc(f(m)). This special property allows
third parties to perform algebraic operations on cipher-
text. No decryption is required. Its significance lies in
fundamentally solving the confidentiality problem of data
and its operation is entrusted to a third party. At present,
there are three main frameworks for constructing full ho-
momorphic encryption.

1) GCD problem. First, a partial homomorphic encryp-
tion scheme is constructed. And then the decryp-
tion circuit is compressed to perform homomorphic
decryption of the ciphertext. So it can achieve the
aim of controlling ciphertext noise growth. Finally,
a fully homomorphic encryption scheme is obtained
under the assumption of cyclic security.

2) R-LWE problem. First, a partial homomorphic en-
cryption scheme is constructed [14]. After ciphertext
calculation, key exchange is used to control the ex-
pansion of ciphertext vector dimension, and mode
exchange is used to control the increase of noise.
Without using homomorphic decryption technology,
a layered all-homomorphic encryption scheme can be
obtained.

3) LWE problem. The N × N matrix represents the
ciphertext, and the key is a n-dimensional vector.
The addition and multiplication of ciphertext matrix
are still matrices, which will not lead to the change
of dimension of ciphertext calculation result. If the
ciphertext matrix is ”strongly B-boundary”, that is,
the element in ciphertext C is at most 1, and the
element in error e is at most B, then a hierarchical
all-homomorphic encryption scheme that can execute
polynomial depth can be obtained.

2.2 Retrieval Scheme based on Homo-
morphic Encryption

The retrieval scheme based on homomorphic encryption
proposed in this paper consists of the following five mod-
ules:

1) Init(). The data owner at the client side produces
the public key Pk, private key Sk of the homomorphic
encryption algorithm according to the parameter λ.
Initializing the key Ek of document encryption algo-
rithm.

2) Encrypt(). The data owner generates document vec-
torD according to document set (DS). The document
vector D is encrypted using Pk to get DPk

. The doc-
ument set is encrypted with Ek to get DSEk

. Upload
encrypted data by calling the public API interface of
the application interface layer.

3) Query(). Date user applies Pk, Sk and Ek for date
owner. When data user performs the retrieval, the
original retrieval vector is expanded to the standard
retrieval vector Q to get QPk

by using Pk, and the
application interface layer public API is called to sub-
mit the retrieval request.

4) Score(). After receiving the retrieval request, Cloud
Server calculates the correlation score between the
retrieval vector Q and document D in the ciphertext
form, and returns the retrieval vector and the corre-
lation score of each document to the client.

5) TopK(). Data user decrypts the returned score with
Sk, runs TopK algorithm to obtain K document
numbers with the highest degree of relevance, and
calls the public API of the application interface layer
to request document data. The server receives the re-
quest to read the encrypted document from the stor-
age layer and returns it to the client.

2.3 Correlation Score

The similarity between the query vector and the docu-
ment vector reflects the matching degree of the keyword
and the document of the user query, which is the basis of
the retrieval and sorting. Query vector Q and document
vector D have the same dimension I, this dimension cor-
responds to the total number of distinct feature items in
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Table 1: Symbols in this paper

λ Security parameter
ρ The length of the noise. In order to resist violent attack, the noise length should be taken as ρ = w log λ.
η The binary length of the private key. Private key length satisfies η ≥ ρΘ(λ log 2λ).
τ The number of public key. τ ≥ γ + w(log λ).
γ The binary length of the public key. Public key length satisfies γ = w(η2 log λ).

all documents. The correlation scores of query vector Q
and document vector D are expressed by the vector inner
product as follows:

Dj = (w1j , w2j , · · · , wlj). (1)

Qq = (w1q, w2q, · · · , wlq). (2)

Score = sim(Qq, Dj)

=

l∑
1

wiq · wij . (3)

The the correlation score between query vector Q and
document vector D is higher, the document D conforms
to users’ query requirements sharply. If the correlation
score is lower, the document D meets the user’s query
requirements rarely.

3 Modified Homomorphic En-
cryption

The basic management of cloud storage provides cipher-
text retrieval function. The relevant document number
can be retrieved through the query conditions given by
users. The ciphertext retrieval scheme designed in this
paper is based on homomorphic encryption technology.
Therefore, we give a modified homomorphic encryption
scheme in this paper to provide more safe retrieval.

Firstly, the symbols used in this paper are explained
as Table 1.

It includes four polynomial time operations: Setup(),
Encrypt(), Circuit(), Decrypt(). The proposed scheme
is valid.

1) Setup(1n, 1l). Input security parameter n = 2k(k ∈
Z), maximum user number l and positive integer p ≤
q = 1mod(2n), q is prime number. Randomly select
s ∈ Rq = Zq[x]/ < f(x) >, f(x) = xn + 1 as private
key. Public key is a, b = a · s+ p · e. In here, a← Rq

is uniformly selected. Error term e is independently
selected from error distribution χ ⊂ Rq.

2) Encrypt(id, pk,mi). Given the data identification
id and the user’s public key (a, b). In order to en-
crypt a n − bit plaintext message mi ∈ 0, 1n ⊂ Rp,
uniform randomly select ti ∈ Rq. Output cipher-
text (c1i , c

2
i ) = (a · ti + pe1i , b · ti + pe2i + mi), where

eji (j = 1, 2) is independently selected from distribu-
tion χ.

3) Circuit(id, αi, (c
1
i , c

2
i )

l

i=1). Input identification id, ci-
phertext (c11, c

2
1), · · · , c1l , c2l with weight α1, · · · , αl.

Output ciphertext (c1, c2) = (
∑l

i=1 αic
1
i ,

∑l
i=1 αic

2
i )

= (
∑l

i=1 αi(a× ti + pe1i ,
∑l

i=1 αi(b× ti + pe2i +mi).

4) Decrypt(id, sk, (c1, c2)). After receiving the data id,
the user’s private key sk and ciphertext (c1, c2), the

plaintext m =
∑l

i=1 αimi can be obtained by calcu-
lating (c2 − c1 · s) mod p.

Theorem 1. To decrypt the ciphertext, suppose the ci-
phertext is c1, c2 =

∑l
i=1 αi(a× ti + pe1i ,

∑l
i=1 αi(b× ti +

pe2i +mi), then

(c2 − c1 · s) mod p =

l∑
i=1

αi(b× ti + pe2i +mi)

−s ·
l∑

i=1

αi(a× ti + pe1i mod p)

=

l∑
i=1

αi[(a · s+ pe) · ti + pe2i +mi]

−
l∑

i=1

αi · s(a · ti + pe1i ) mod p

=

l∑
i=1

αimi. (4)

So the proposed scheme is proofed. The encryption
scheme is linearly homomorphic.

Proof. Known message mi ⊂ 0, 1n ⊂ Rp, and weight
αi(i = 1, · · · , l, according to Encrypt algorithm, a lin-

ear combination
∑l

i=1 αimi of the message mi has the
corresponding ciphertext (a × t + pe1, b × t + pe2 +∑l

i=1 αimi. On the other hand, the corresponding ci-
phertext of the message mi is (c1i , c

2
i ) = (a · ti +

pe1i , b · ti + pe2i + mi)(i = 1, · · · , l), then cipher-
text (c1i , c

2
i ) has the corresponding linear combination

(
∑l

i=1 αic
1
i ,
∑l

i=1 αic
2
i ). If the Decrypt algorithm de-

crypts the ciphertext (
∑l

i=1 αic
1
i ,
∑l

i=1 αic
2
i ), the corre-

sponding plaintext
∑l

i=1 αimi can be obtained. Ob-
viously, the corresponding plaintext of the ciphertext
(a · t + pe1, b · t + pe2 +

∑l
i=1 αimi) also is

∑l
i=1 αimi.

Therefore, the encryption scheme in this paper is linear
homomorphic.
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Table 2: Performance comparison with dofferent schemes

Scheme Mould exchange Approximate eigenvectors Start
DGHV None None O(λ14)

BGV Õ(λ · L3) None Õ(λ2)

Bra12 None None Õ(λ6)

GSW13 None Õ((nL)w) Õ(n(nL)w)

Proposed None Õ(nw) Õ(nw)

4 Performance Analysis of Pro-
posed Scheme

4.1 Security Analysis

Suppose that let the advantage of a PPT adversary A to
correctly distinguish its corresponding plaintext through
ciphertext be ε in the chosen plaintext attack. The attack
model of A is as follows:

1) Setup(1n). The challenger runs Setup(1n) to get
the key s, (a, b = a · s+ pe) and sends the public key
(a, b) to the adversary A.

2) Queries. A random selects m1, · · · ,mqs and sends
them to challenger. The challenger computes
(c1i , c

2
i ) = Encrypt(id, (a, b),mi)(i = 1, · · · , qs) and

send it to A.

3) Challenge. Once the Queries is completed, A out-
puts two different plaintext m0 and m1 and sends
them to the challenger, the only condition being
that m0 and m1 are not queried. It randomly se-
lects b ∈ (0, 1) and will challenge the ciphertext
(c1, c2) = (a · t+ pe1, b ·+pe2 +mb).

4) Output. A outputs the guess value b′ of b.

If b′ = b, the adversary A won this game, its probability
is Pr(b = b′), the advantages of A is Adv = |Pr(b =
b′)− 1

2 |.

4.2 Keyword Retrieval Security

The retrieval request submitted by the user to the server
is the ciphertext after the conversion of P , g and x. On
the premise that P , g and x cannot be obtained, the key-
word plaintext M cannot be obtained, which ensures the
security of the user’s keyword retrieval. At the same time,
the server only operates on the ciphertext in the process
of performing the retrieval, and cannot learn the plain-
text of user data and keywords in the whole process, thus
realizing the ciphertext retrieval function.

4.3 Security of Confidential Parameters

When generating system secret parameters, it must be
considered that the key P must have enough key space to

prevent the key P , g and x from being exhausted. How-
ever, the larger P is, the greater the overhead is. How to
achieve a good balance between efficiency and security is
one of the problems that this scheme needs to focus on.

4.4 Efficiency Analysis

The retrieval efficiency of proposed scheme is closely re-
lated to the keyword length. For files with fixed length,
when the plaintext M is grouped, the grouping length is
larger, the grouping division will be smaller, and the cor-
responding retrieval cycle times will be less. On the con-
trary, the more groups are divided, the more cycles needed
in retrieval. Meanwhile, when grouping, it is possible to
divide the keyword into different groups, which leads to
the failure to correctly retrieve the keyword. Therefore,
the retrieval accuracy is not 100%, but decreases with the
increase of the number of groups. How to design a reason-
able grouping length is also one of the difficulties in this
scheme. In addition, because proposed scheme supports
multi-keyword joint query, it can significantly improve the
retrieval efficiency compared with other schemes.

4.5 Performance Analysis

The client initializes the key and establishes the vector
space model only on time, so the performance of the
retrieval scheme is mainly determined by the encryp-
tion query vector, score calculation and decryption cal-
culation TopK module. Currently, there are four clas-
sical full homomorphic encryption schemes, namely, all-
homomorphic encryption scheme (DGHV) on integer,
modular exchange scheme (BGV) scheme, modular in-
variant scheme (Bra12) scheme and approximate eigen-
vector scheme (GSW13) scheme. Compared result of per-
formance with our proposed shceme is given in Table 2.

5 Comparison Results

Through the establishment of indexes with different num-
ber of keywords, the retrieval efficiency of the scheme is
tested and compared with three state-of-the-art methods
WMF [10], FPH [1] and OCVR [15]. Taking 100 pure Chi-
nese text documents as test samples, the average of each
document is 2MB. In the test process, the keyword length
is determined to be 2 Chinese characters, corresponding
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Table 3: Time comparison with three schemes

Keyword number WMF FPH OCVR Proposed method
1 11.8ms 9.6ms 8.5ms 5.4ms.
2 15.7ms 12.5ms 10.7ms 7.6ms
3 18.3ms 15.8ms 13.6ms 9.4ms
4 21.3ms 18.5ms 15.3ms 11.4ms
4 24.6ms 21.7ms 19.7ms 15.9ms

Table 4: Retrieval accuracy rate comparison with three schemes

Keyword number WMF FPH OCVR Proposed method
1 89.6% 92.3% 95.7% 98.6%.
2 84.5% 91.1% 94.8% 97.5%
3 82.1% 88.5% 89.9% 94.3%
4 80.5% 86.7% 89.2% 93.2%
4 79.4% 82.4% 87.7% 90.1%

to 32-bit binary number. The number gradually increases
from 1 to 5. 50 retrieval tests are performed for each in-
dex keyword number, and the average time is taken as
the final result. The result is given in Table 3.

It can be seen that the keyword retrieval efficiency of
the three schemes has big difference, and proposed scheme
is slightly faster. But as the number of indexes increases,
the time of proposed scheme grows more slowly.

As mentioned above, keywords may be divided into
different groups in ciphertext grouping, resulting in the
retrieval accuracy lower than 100%. The above 100 text
documents are still taken as test samples to test the re-
trieval accuracy of proposed method. 10 different keyword
combinations are randomly selected for each quantity, 50
tests are conducted and the average accuracy is recorded.
The test results are shown in Table 4.

It can be seen that with the increase of the keywords
number, the accuracy of proposed scheme decreases to
a certain extent, the comprehensive retrieval accuracy is
above 90%.

6 Conclusions

Compared with the traditional data storage, cloud stor-
age has the characteristics of low cost, scalability, rapid
scaling and high utilization rate, which makes cloud stor-
age get more and more attention and support. However, if
the security problems in cloud storage cannot be properly
solved, especially the efficient ciphertext-based retrieval
problem, it will seriously restrict the sustainable develop-
ment of cloud storage applications. Aiming at this urgent
problem, this paper proposes a new ciphertext retrieval
mechanism based on full homomorphic encryption. By
double ciphertext encryption mechanism, the ciphertext
retrieval can be approximately accurate without recover-
ing the encrypted plaintext information, and the order-

ing of the results can be realized. This scheme not only
protects the user’s data security, but also improves the
retrieval performance of the full homomorphic encryption
algorithms in multi-keyword retrieval, which has a certain
application prospect.
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Abstract

Pseudorandom sequences with good autocorrelation prop-
erties have been widely used in communications, cryptog-
raphy, and other digital systems. In this paper, for odd
prime N , new balanced quaternary sequence of even pe-
riod 2N is constructed using Gray mapping. The distri-
bution of autocorrelation function of the proposed qua-
ternary sequence is also derived. Specially, a new class of
balanced quaternary sequence with optimal autocorrela-
tion value is obtained under certain condition.

Keywords: Autocorrelation Function; Balance; Binary
Sequence; Quaternary Sequence

1 Introduction

Binary and quaternary sequences have received a lot
of attention since they are easy to be implemented as
multiple-access sequences in practical communication sys-
tems, radar, and cryptography [4]. In the application of
the various wireless communication systems, the periodic
autocorrelation property is used to extract desired infor-
mation from the received signals. Therefore, the employed
sequences should have out-of-phase autocorrelation val-
ues as low as possible to reduce interference and noise.
There have been numerous researches on binary sequences
with good autocorrelation property [2,8,11–14], which in-
clude m-sequence, GMW sequences, and sequences from
the images of polynomials, etc. The quaternary sequences
with good autocorrelation property have been also stud-
ied in [1, 3, 9, 10].

Meng and Yan [7] proposed two constructions of binary
interleaved sequences of period 4N by selecting appro-
priate shift sequences, subsequences and complement se-
quences, and gave their autocorrelation functions. Zhang
and Yan [15] discussed the linear complexity of two classes
of binary interleaved sequences given in [7].

In this paper, we present a new family of balanced qua-
ternary sequences of even length using the inverse Gray

mapping. Section 2 introduces some related definitions
which would be used later. In Section 3, we give a new
construction of balanced quaternary sequence, and com-
pute the complete autocorrelation distributions of this se-
quence.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Correlation Function and Difference
Function

Let a = (a(t), t = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1) and b = (b(t), t =
0, 1, · · · , N − 1) be two sequences of period N over Zm =
{0, 1, · · · ,m − 1}. They are called N − periodic m −
ary sequences. Let |S| denote the cardinality of the set
S, and define Nk = |{0 ≤ t ≤ N − 1 : a(t) = k}|, 0 ≤
k ≤ m − 1. If |Nk −Ns| ≤ 1 for any 0 ≤ k 6= s ≤ m − 1,
then such a is called a balanced sequence. If there is no
integer τ such that b(t) = a(t+τ) for all t, they are said to
be cyclically distinct. The (periodic) cross correlation
function between a and b at the shift 0 ≤ τ ≤ N − 1 is
defined as

Ra, b(τ) =

N−1∑
t=0

ωa(t)−b(t+τ)m ,

where ωm = e
2π
√
−1

m is the complex primitive mth root of
unity.

If a = Lτ (b) for an integer 0 ≤ τ ≤ N − 1,
where L is the left cyclic shift operator, i.e., Lτ (b) =
(b(τ), b(τ + 1), · · · , b(τ + N − 1)) in which the addi-
tion t + τ is performed modulo N , Ra, b(τ) is called
the (periodic) autocorrelation function of a, denoted by
Ra(τ). Furthermore, these Ra(τ), τ ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N − 1},
are called the out-of-phase autocorrelation values of the
sequence a.

Let a = (a(t)) be a binary sequence of period N . The
set

Ca = {0 ≤ t ≤ N − 1 : a(t) = 1}
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is called the support of a; and a is referred to as the
characteristic sequence of Ca ⊆ ZN = {0, 1, · · · , N − 1}.
For any subset A of ZN , the difference function of A is
defined as

dA(τ) = |(τ +A) ∩A|

for any nonzero element τ of ZN , where τ +A = {τ + a :
a ∈ A}. Let a = (a(t)) be the characteristic sequence of
Ca ⊆ ZN . It is easy to show that

Ra(τ) = N − 4(|Ca| − dCa(τ)).

or

Ra(τ) ≡ N (mod 4).

According to the remainder of N modulo 4, the opti-
mal values of out-of-phase autocorrelations of binary se-
quences are classified into four types as follows:

1) Ra(τ) = {0,±4}, if N ≡ 0 (mod 4);

2) Ra(τ) = {1,−3}, if N ≡ 1 (mod 4);

3) Ra(τ) = {±2}, if N ≡ 2 (mod 4);

4) Ra(τ) = −1, if N ≡ 3 (mod 4), where 0 < τ < N .

In the first case, Ra(τ) is three level, and it can also
be called optimal autocorrelation magnitude. In the last
case, Ra(τ) is often called ideal autocorrelation, then bi-
nary sequence a of this case is called ideal sequence.

2.2 Interleaved Structure

In [5], Gong introduced the interleaved structure of se-
quences. Let {a0,a1, · · · ,aT−1} be a set of T sequences
of period N,ai = (ai(t), t = 0, 1, · · · , N−1), 0 ≤ i ≤ T−1.
An N ×T matrix is formed by placing the sequence ai on
the the ith column, 0 ≤ i ≤ T − 1, i.e.,

U = [a0,a1, · · · ,aT−1].

Concatenating the successive rows of matrix U , one can
obtain an interleaved sequence u of period NT . For short,
we write the interleaved sequence u as

u = I(a0,a1, · · · ,aT−1),

where I is the interleaving operator, and call
{a0,a1, · · · ,aT−1} the column sequences of u.

Let
v = I(b0,b1, · · · ,bT−1)

be another interleaved sequence constructed from the
column sequences {b0,b1, · · · ,bT−1},bi = (bi(t), t =
0, 1, · · · , N − 1), 0 ≤ i ≤ T − 1. Consider its left cycli-
cal shift version Lτ (v), where τ = Tτ1 + τ2(0 ≤ τ1 ≤
N − 1, 0 ≤ τ2 ≤ T − 1. It was shown that is just another
interleaved sequence [5]. Namely, we have

Lτ (v) = I(Lτ1(bτ2), · · · , Lτ1(bT−1)), Lτ1+1(b0), · · · ,
Lτ1+1(bτ2−1)).

Then, the correlation function between the interleaved
sequences and at the shift becomes the summation of the
inner products between the pairwise column sequences in
u and v, i.e.,

Ru, v(τ) =

T−1−τ2∑
i=0

Rai,bi+τ2
(τ1)

+

T−1∑
i=T−τ2

Rai,bi+τ2−T
(τ1 + 1). (1)

2.3 Gray Mapping and Its Inverse

The Gray mapping φ : Z4 → Z2 × Z2 is defined as

φ(0) = (0, 0), φ(1) = (0, 1), φ(2) = (1, 1), φ(3) = (1, 0).

Using the inverse Gray mapping ψ : Z2 × Z2 → Z4, i.e.,

ψ(0, 0) = 0, ψ(0, 1) = 1, ψ(1, 1) = 2, ψ(1, 0) = 3,

any quaternary sequence u = (u(t), t = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1)
can be obtained from two binary sequences a = (a(t), t =
0, 1, · · · , N − 1) and b = (b(t), t = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1) of the
same period N as follows:

u(t) = ψ(a(t), b(t)), 0 ≤ t ≤ N − 1. (2)

It is easily checked that

ωu(t) =
1

2
(1+ω)(−1)a(t)+

1

2
(1+ω)(−1)b(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ N−1,

where ω =: ω4 =
√
−1.

Krone and Sarwate [6] derived the relation between the
periodic correlation function of two quaternary sequences
in Equation (2) in terms of the cross correlation functions
between their binary component sequences in the follow-
ing lemma.

Lemma 1. [6] Let a = (a(t)) and b = (b(t)) be binary
sequences of period N . Then the periodic autocorrelation
function Ru(τ) is given by

Ru(τ) =
1

2
[Ra(τ) +Rb(τ)] +

ω

2
[Ra, b(τ)−Rb, a(τ)]. (3)

2.4 Subsequence

Lemma 2. [7] Let N be an odd number, s = (s(0),
s(1), · · · , s(N − 1)) be a binary sequence of period N .
Take two subsequences of sequence s : s1 = (s(0), s(2),
· · · , s(2t), · · · ) and s2 = (s(1), s(3), · · · , s(2t+ 1), · · · ),
where t = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1, 2t and 2t + 1 are performed
modulo N respectively. Then

1) Rs1(τ) = Rs2(τ) = Rs(2τ);

2) Rs1,s2(τ) = Rs(2τ + 1), Rs2,s1(τ) = Rs(2τ − 1).
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3 Constructions of balanced Qua-
ternary Sequences from Ideal
Binary Sequences

Construction: Let N ≡ 3(mod 4), s =
(s(0), s(1), · · · , s(N−1)) be a binary ideal autocorre-
lation sequence of period N . Take two subsequences
of sequence s : s1 = (s(0), s(2), · · · , s(2t), · · · )
and s2 = (s(1), s(3), · · · , s(2t + 1), · · · ), where
t = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1, 2t and 2t + 1 are performed
modulo N respectively. The construction consists of
the following two steps:

Step 1: Generate two binary sequences a and b of period
2N as

a = I(s1, L
d(s1)), b = I(s2, L

d(s2) + 1),

where s1,2 are the complement sequences of
s1,2, L

d(b) + 1 = (b(d) + 1, b(d + 1) + 1, · · · , b(d +
N − 1) + 1), 1 < d < N , and d 6= N+1

2 is an integer.

Step 2: Construct a quaternary sequence u of period 2N
as

u = ψ(a, b), (4)

where ψ is the inverse Gray mapping.

Theorem 1. The sequence u constructed by Equa-
tion (4) is a balanced quaternary sequence of period
2N , and

Ru(τ) =


2N, once,
−2, N − 1 times,
0, N − 4 times,
N+1
2 ω, twice,
−N+1

2 ω, twice.

Proof. By Lemmas 1, 2, let τ = 2τ1 + τ2, there are
two cases to discuss the autocorrelation of u.

Case 1: τ2 = 0, 0 < τ1 < N .

Ra(τ) = Ra(2τ1) = Rs1(τ1) +Rs1(τ1) = 2Rs1(τ1)

= 2Rs(2τ1),

Rb(τ) = Rb(2τ1) = Rs2(τ1) +Rs2(τ1) = 2Rs2(τ1)

= 2Rs(2τ1).

Since 0 < τ1 < N,N ≡ 3(mod 4),
then 2τ1 6≡ 0(mod N). Therefore, Rs(2τ1) = −1,
we have Ra(τ) = Rb(τ) = −2. Also,

Ra, b(τ) = Rs1,s2(τ1)−Rs1,s2(τ1) = 0,

Rb, a(τ) = Rs2,s1(τ1)−Rs2,s1(τ1) = 0.

Substituting them into (3), we obtain Ru(τ) = −2.

Case 2: τ2 = 1, 0 ≤ τ1 < N .

Using (1) to the calculation of the autocorrelations
Ra(τ),Rb(τ),

Ra(τ) = Ra(2τ1 + 1)

= Rs1,s1(τ1 + d) +Rs1,s1(τ1 + 1− d)

= −Rs1(τ1 + d)−Rs1(τ1 + 1− d),

Rb(τ) = Rb(2τ1 + 1)

= −Rs2,s2(τ1 + d)−Rs2,s2(τ1 + 1− d)

= Rs2(τ1 + d) +Rs2(τ1 + 1− d),

and

Ra(τ) +Rb(τ) = 0.

Again applying Equation (1) to the sequences a, b, we
have

Ra, b(τ) = Ra, b(2τ1 + 1)

= −Rs1,s2(τ1 + d) +Rs1,s2(τ1 + 1− d)

= Rs1,s2(τ1 + d)−Rs1,s2(τ1 + 1− d)

= Rs(2(τ1 + d) + 1)−Rs(2(τ1 + 1− d) + 1)

= Rs(2τ1 + 2d+ 1)−Rs(2τ1 − 2d+ 3),

Rb, a(τ) = Rb, a(2τ1 + 1)

= Rs2,s1(τ1 + d)−Rs2,s1(τ1 + 1− d)

= −Rs2,s1(τ1 + d) +Rs2,s1(τ1 + 1− d)

= −Rs(2(τ1 + d)− 1) +Rs(2(τ1 + 1− d)− 1)

= −Rs(2τ1 + 2d− 1) +Rs(2τ1 − 2d+ 1),

and

Ra, b(τ)−Rb, a(τ) = Rs(2τ1 + 2d+ 1)

+Rs(2τ1 + 2d− 1)

−Rs(2τ1 − 2d+ 3)

−Rs(2τ1 − 2d+ 1).

1) If τ1 = N−2d−1
2 , then 2τ1 +2d+1 ≡ 0(mod N), 2τ1 +

2d− 1 6≡ 0(mod N), 2τ1 − 2d+ 3 6≡ 0(mod N), 2τ1 −
2d+ 1 6≡ 0(mod N). So, Ru(τ) = N+1

2 ω.

2) If τ1 = N−2d+1
2 , then 2τ1 +2d−1 ≡ 0(mod N), 2τ1 +

2d+ 1 6≡ 0(mod N), 2τ1 − 2d+ 3 6≡ 0(mod N), 2τ1 −
2d+ 1 6≡ 0(mod N). So, Ru(τ) = N+1

2 ω.

3) If τ1 = N+2d−3
2 , then 2τ1−2d+3 ≡ 0(mod N), 2τ1 +

2d+ 1 6≡ 0(mod N), 2τ1 + 2d− 1 6≡ 0(mod N), 2τ1 −
2d+ 1 6≡ 0(mod N). So, Ru(τ) = −N+1

2 ω.

4) If τ1 = N+2d−1
2 , then 2τ1−2d+1 ≡ 0(mod N), 2τ1 +

2d+ 1 6≡ 0(mod N), 2τ1 + 2d− 1 6≡ 0(mod N), 2τ1 −
2d+ 3 6≡ 0(mod N). So, Ru(τ) = −N+1

2 ω.

5) If τ1 6= N−2d−1
2 , N−2d+1

2 , N+2d−3
2 , N+2d−1

2 , then
2τ1 − 2d + 1 ≡ 0(mod N), 2τ1 + 2d + 1 6≡
0(mod N), 2τ1 + 2d− 1 6≡ 0(mod N), 2τ1 − 2d+ 3 6≡
0(mod N), 2τ1−2d+1 6≡ 0(mod N). So, Ru(τ) = 0.

According to the above discussions about Ru(τ).
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Let us now consider the matrix expression U,A, and D
of the sequences u,a, and b, respectively,

U = (Ui,j)0≤i≤N−1,0≤j≤1,

A = (Ai,j)0≤i≤N−1,0≤j≤1,

B = (Bi,j)0≤i≤N−1,0≤j≤1.

Suppose Ui,0 = 0 (respectively, Ui,0 = 3) for some i with
0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1. By the Gray mapping, (Ci,0, Di,0) =
(0, 0) (respectively, (Ci,0, Di,0) = (1, 0)). From
the construction of the sequences a and b, we know
(Ci+d,1, Di+d,1) = (1, 0) (respectively, (Ci+d,1, Di+d,1) =
(0, 0)), i.e., Ui+d,1 = 3 (respectively, Ui+d,1 = 0), where
the addition of the subscript is reduced modulo N . The
converse deduction holds as well. Then, we know that
N0(u) = N3(u) = N0(s), which is equal to N−1

2 or N+1
2 ,

the number of occurrence of 0 in a periodic segment of
the ideal sequence s. If Ui,0 = 1 (respectively, Ui,0 = 2)
for some i with 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1, similar arguments will
lead to N1(u) = N2(u) = N1(s), which is equal to N+1

2

or N−1
2 . Therefore, the sequence u is balanced, then the

desired results follow.

Example 1. Let s = (0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1) be the binary se-
quence of period 7 and d = 2, then

s1 = (0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1), s2 = (0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1),

and

L2(s1) = (0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0), L2(s2)+1 = (1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0).

According to Construction, a balanced quaternary se-
quence of period 14 is generated as

u = (0, 1, 3, 0, 2, 2, 3, 2, 1, 1, 1, 3, 2, 0).

It is easily calculated that

Ru(τ) = {14, 0,−2, 4i,−2, 4i,−2, 0,−2,−4i,−2,−4i,−2, 0}.

Remark 1. Let d = 1. Then 2τ1 − 2d + 3 ≡ 2τ1 + 2d −
1(mod N). So in cases (2-2) and (2-3), Ru(τ) = 0, we
have the following corollary.

Corollary 1. Let 0 ≤ τ < 2N , and d = 1. The se-
quence u defined by (4) is a balanced quaternary sequence
of period 2N , and

Ru(τ) =


2N, once,
−2, N − 1 times,
0, N − 2 times,
N+1
2 ω, once,
−N+1

2 ω, once.

Example 2. Let s be the binary sequence of period 7
defined in Example 1 and d = 1, then

L1(s1) = (0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1), L1(s2)+1 = (0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0).

According to Construction, a balanced quaternary se-
quence of period 14 is generated as

u = (0, 0, 3, 1, 2, 0, 3, 2, 1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 3).

It is easily calculated that

Ru(τ) = {14, 0,−2, 0,−2, 4i,−2, 0,−2,−4i,−2, 0,−2, 0}.

Remark 2. Let d = N+1
2 . Then 2τ1 + 2d + 1 ≡ 2τ1 −

2d+ 3(mod N), 2τ1 + 2d− 1 ≡ 2τ1 − 2d+ 1(mod N). So
in Case 2, Ru(τ) = 0, we have the following result.

Corollary 2. Let 0 ≤ τ < 2N , and d = N+1
2 . The se-

quence u defined by (4) is a balanced quaternary sequence
of period 2N with optimal autocorrelation value, and

Ru(τ) =

 2N, once,
−2, N − 1 times,
0, N times.

Example 3. Let s be the binary sequence of period 7
defined Example 1 and d = 4, then

L4(s1) = (1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0), L4(s2)+1 = (1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0).

According to Construction, a balanced quaternary se-
quence of period 14 is generated as

u = (0, 2, 3, 2, 2, 1, 3, 3, 1, 0, 1, 1, 2, 0).

It is easily checked that u has optimal autocorrelation
value

Ru(τ) = {14, 0,−2, 0,−2, 0,−2, 0,−2, 0,−2, 0,−2, 0}.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, for odd prime N, we presented a new con-
struction of balanced quaternary sequences of even period
2N using the inverse Gray mapping method, and gave the
distribution of the autocorrelation functions. As an ex-
tension of this paper, we will consider the linear complex-
ity of this sequence. It would be interesting to construct
balanced quaternary sequences using the Gray mapping.
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Abstract

At present, traditional intrusion detection methods have
some shortcomings, such as long detection time, low de-
tection accuracy and poor classification effect. This pa-
per will combine PCA and OCSVM algorithm to build a
multi-level intrusion detection model, using attack feature
analysis method to preprocess data, while data cleaning
and data feature selection of training set. It highlights the
characteristics of abnormal data and normal data, and
weakens the influence of irrelevant features on training
model. PCA algorithm is used to process data to im-
prove detection rate and reduce noise. Different models
are trained by different data features to detect four attack
types, namely Probe, DDOS, R2L and U2R. The optimal
dimension of PCA is automatically obtained by calculat-
ing the contribution rate M of feature, which improves
the traditional method that requires frequent input of K
value. The model is trained by using OCSVM algorithm
based on RBF core, and the disadvantage of poor classifi-
cation effect of OCSVM algorithm is eliminated through
improved multi-layer detection mechanism. Finally, the
KDDCUP99 data set is used for experimental verification.
The results show that the proposed method has more ad-
vantages than the traditional detection method.

Keywords: Intrusion Detection; KDDCUP99; Self-
Convergent PCA-OCSVM

1 Introduction

With the rapid development of computer technology, peo-
ple pay more attention to information security. According
to CNCERT 2018 overview of China’s Internet network
security situation [11], it is found that there are more se-
rious apt attacks, data leakage, distributed denial of ser-
vice attacks in 2018. In 2018, CNCERT handled 106000
network security incidents. The main types of security in-
cidents are system vulnerability exploitation and DDOS

attacks. Through the combination of basic telecom en-
terprises and cloud service providers, the DDOS attacks
launched in 2018 fell 46% year-on-year, and the accused
end fell 37% year-on-year. The defense measures of se-
curity experts have played a certain role, but there are
still about 20000 government websites implanted in the
back door. Therefore, while strengthening the network
defense means, the research of intrusion detection also
needs to continue in-depth. At present, the traditional
intrusion detection method mainly relies on the regular
matching method to analyze the structured data stored in
the database. For example, the success of Snort [23] and
other intrusion detection systems is based on strong prior
knowledge and customized attack rule set, but it is dif-
ficult to effectively detect unknown attacks. In addition,
when the Snort Intrusion detection system matches too
many or too complex rule sets, it will have a great impact
on the performance of the server itself, reduce the detec-
tion rate, and even lead to the collapse of the intrusion
detection system. With the rise of the field of artificial
intelligence, researchers found that most of the machine
learning algorithms can be applied to the field of intrusion
detection with appropriate changes based on their mathe-
matical principles [6,12,16,26].Different machine learning
algorithms can achieve better results by combining with
other algorithms. Intrusion detection by machine learn-
ing can reduce the workload of manual data analysis, and
find more differences between abnormal data and normal
data in the way of digital characteristics. Combined with
the big data analysis method, according to the network
traffic and the information brought by the log, we can
explore the deeper correlation within the security events.
To realize intrusion detection methods with higher detec-
tion rate, higher accuracy and more types of detection
attacks [5].

The one class SVM studied in this paper is a classi-
fication of SVM algorithm. In [17] schölkopf and others
proposed a class of SVM (one class SVM) algorithm. Its
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main principle is to train data set by support vector ma-
chine, separate data points from the feature space of the
origin, and maximize the distance from the hypersphere
to the origin. According to different probability density, a
hypersphere is divided, and the data in the area of small
probability density is divided into abnormal data. One
class SVM usually needs kernel function to solve nonlinear
problems. Kernel function can make vector calculate in-
ner product directly in the original low dimensional space,
avoiding the complex calculation directly in the high di-
mensional space. Common kernel functions include lin-
ear kernel function, polynomial kernel function, Gaussian
kernel function, etc. Among them, Gauss kernel is very
flexible and one of the most widely used kernel functions.
When using Gaussian kernel function, the choice of its pa-
rameters will have a great influence on the formation of
hypersphere. In this paper, the principal component anal-
ysis (PCA) is improved. By calculating the characteristic
contribution rate M, the optimal dimension of PCA is au-
tomatically obtained, and the traditional method which
needs frequent input of K value is improved. Using the
improved PCA algorithm to reduce the dimension and
noise of the data set, make the hypersphere generated
by one class SVM smooth enough, and reduce the im-
pact of noise points on the hypersphere [19].Finally, the
KDDCUP99 data set was used. The data set was pro-
duced in 1999 by DARPA, an intrusion detection evalu-
ation project in MIT Lincoln Laboratory. Although the
data set was collected in the attack log 20 years ago, it
still has important reference significance for the charac-
teristics of current network attacks. At present, although
there are many changes in the means of network attack,
the traffic caused by the attack is still similar to the in-
formation characteristics recorded in the log [21].
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

1) By using the attack feature analysis method to pre
filter the data, at the same time, the training set
is cleaned, selected, digitized and normalized. High-
light the characteristics of abnormal data and normal
data, and weaken the influence of irrelevant features
on training model;

2) The PCA algorithm is improved, and the best di-
mension of PCA is obtained automatically by calcu-
lating its characteristic contribution rate M, which
improves the traditional method that needs frequent
input of K value;

3) By combining the characteristics of PCA algorithm
and OCSVM algorithm, a layered PCA-OCSVM al-
gorithm detection framework is proposed to optimize
the detection model;

2 Related Research

At present, the research on SVM algorithm is still hot.
Yingchao Xiao et al. [24] proposed to use MIES method

Figure 1: Different gaussian nuclear parameter results

to automatically obtain the optimal Gaussian kernel pa-
rameters, so as to obtain the optimal hypersphere. Using
different Gaussian kernel parameters will have different
effects on clustering results. As shown in Figure 1, this
paper uses MIES method to study the geometric position
of the edge and internal sample mapping in the feature
space relative to the OCSVM hyperplane, and uses the
distance difference between the internal sample and the
edge sample to the closed surface to evaluate the applica-
bility of the Gaussian kernel parameter D. Through the
appropriate evaluation method, the optimal Gaussian ker-
nel parameters are obtained. It can be seen that the se-
lection of parameters of Gaussian kernel function directly
affects the final classification effect. Cui Mei Bao [4]
proposes to use one class SVM to implement intrusion
detection based on SNMP MIB data set. Since the out-
put of one class SVM defined in different feature spaces
represents the absolute distance between the correspond-
ing data and the decision boundary, it is not feasible to
determine the related classes by comparing the absolute
distances in different feature spaces. This method empha-
sizes the detection of DDOS. According to the protocol,
DDOS is divided into tcp-syn flooding, ICMP flooding
and UDP flooding. After adjusting the corresponding pa-
rameters, the classification results of DDOS attacks are
better, all of them are over 98%, and the false alarm rate
is still high at 9%.

Ming Zhang et al. [8] proposed one class SVM detec-
tion method based on Gaussian kernel function, and car-
ried out security analysis on KDDCUP99 data set. At
the same time, a new network intrusion detection model
based on a class of support vector machines is proposed.
The accuracy of using this model to detect normal data
is as high as 100%. However, the disadvantage is that
the detection rate of R2L and U2R attacks based on a
class of support vector machine model is relatively low,
only 26.85% and 69.23%, part of the reason that affects
the accuracy of the results is the lack of data, and the
establishment of R2L and U2L models is not comprehen-
sive.

From the existing research, it can be found that
OCSVM based intrusion detection has the problems of
low detection rate for low-frequency attacks and single
type of detection attacks [25].Therefore, this paper pro-
poses a pca-ocsvm multi-layer detection method, which
optimizes the detection effect of OCSVM multi-layer
model by preprocessing and feature extraction of KDD-
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CUP99 data set and smoothing with PCA algorithm.

3 Algorithm Research

3.1 Self-Convergence PCA

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is mainly sup-
ported by covariance and covariance matrix. In signal
processing, it is considered that the signal has larger vari-
ance and the noise has smaller variance. By filtering out
the signal with smaller variance, the overall signal qual-
ity can be improved [10].PCA algorithm is mostly used
in image processing and data dimensionality reduction.
Through linear mapping, the high-dimensional data vec-
tor is projected onto the low-dimensional space, and the
main components of the data are retained. That is to say,
the data features with large variance are retained, and the
unimportant part of data description is weakened. This
can not only retain the main characteristics of data, but
also reduce the amount of calculation and improve the ef-
ficiency of operation. The improved PCA algorithm flow
is in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Working of the self convergence PCA

1: Begin
2: Algorithmic input: Input data set Xmxn.
3: Calculate the mean Xmean of the data Xmxn. set

Xnew = Xmxn −Xmean

4: The calculated covariance Xnew matrix is denoted as
Xcov,and computed eigenvalues and eigenvectors of
Xcov.

5: Arrange the eigenvalues from big to small, select the
first k values and take the corresponding k eigenvec-
tors as column vectors to form a matrix Xnxk

6: Computing Xnew Xnxk,the dimension-reduced data
set Xnew can be obtained by projecting the matrix
composed of the data set to the matrix composed of
the selected feature vectors Xnew Xnxk.

7: Set the threshold value m according to the contribu-
tion value of each dimension of the reduced dimen-
sion data set,and round off the dimension that does
not reach the threshold value, so that the number of
remaining dimensions is p;

8: while the contribution rate of a certain dimension is
less than m do

9: Let k = p and return to step 3 until all dimension
contribution values greater than or equal to m.

10: end while
11: End

The main components of data set screened by PCA
algorithm have the following properties:

1) The principal components are orthogonal, and the
difference is more significant;

2) The variance of principal components decreases in
turn;

3) The data characteristics after processing lose their
original explanatory nature;

4) The total amount of information remains unchanged.

Using PCA algorithm to preprocess data characteristics
can highlight the internal differences of data character-
istics, reduce the data processing dimension and max-
imize the characteristics of normal data and abnormal
data, which is conducive to further exception analysis of
subsequent algorithms [27]. When dealing with data sets
with higher dimensions and there is a certain correlation
between dimensions, PCA can be used to recombine at-
tributes into uncorrelated principal components to repre-
sent the original information. Using PCA algorithm can
also effectively reduce the dimension of sample set and
improve the efficiency of operation.

3.2 OCSVM

Schölkopf et al. [17] extended the original SVM algorithm
and proposed OCSVM algorithm. Its core idea is to trans-
form a classification problem into a binary classification
problem through hypersphere. Based on known input
data sets D = {xi},x ∈ RN ,1 ≤ i ≤ n.At the same time, it
is assumed that there is a mapping χ from original space
RN to multidimensional space ϕ,and ϕ(xi) ∈ χ.At this
point, the problem is transformed into finding a binary
classifier, which divides the high-density region contain-
ing most of the normal sample points into some anomalous
discrete points, which are recorded as ‘+1’ and ‘-1’.

In this paper, we mainly use the Gauss kernel as the
kernel function of OCSVM. For the Gauss kernel function,
there are:

K(xi, xj) = exp(−‖xi − xj‖
2

s
),

〈ϕ(xi) , ϕ(xj)〉 = K(xi, xj) = 1.

It can be found that the training samples are mapped to
the feature space and distributed on the circle with coor-
dinate origin as the center and radius R = 1. Gaussian
kernels can effectively avoid the impact of data standard-
ization and bring a very smooth estimation to optimize
the classification effect. Gaussian kernels can adjust the
fitting degree by adjusting the scale parameter s.

4 Hierarchical PCA-OCSVM
Model

This paper presents an anomaly detection method based
on PCA-OCSVM, which integrates the characteristics of
PCA and OCSVM. By extracting different data features
of KDDCUP99, the original data are digitized and nor-
malized, and then input the data set into the layered
detection model [18]. Comparing the performance of
OCSVM linear kernel with Gauss kernel in the algorithm,
it is found that Gauss kernel has better detection effect in
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Table 1: Samples of raw training and testing KDD Cup 1999 dataset

num Example

1
0,tcp,http,SF,291,1096,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,1.00,0.00,0.00,29,
255,1.00,0.00,0.03,0.05,0.03,0.01,0.00,0.00,normal.

2
0,tcp,http,SF,219,1098,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,1.00,0.00,0.00,7,
255,1.00,0.00,0.14,0.05,0.00,0.01,0.00,0.00,normal.

3
26,tcp,ftp,SF,116,451,0,0,0,2,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,1,1,1,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,1.00,0.00,0.00,1,
1,1.00,0.00,1.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,ftp write.

4
0,icmp,eco i,SF,18,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,100,1,0.99,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.01,0.08,0.00,13,
245,0.23,0.15,0.23,0.25,0.00,0.00,0.08,0.00,ipsweep.

5
0,icmp,eco i,SF,18,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,2,1,0.00,0.00,0.50,0.00,0.50,1.00,0.00,14,
245,0.29,0.14,0.29,0.25,0.00,0.00,0.07,0.00,ipsweep.

Figure 2: PCA-OCSVM training model

detection because of its superiority in dealing with non-
linear data.

4.1 PCA-OCSVM Training Method

This section mainly puts forward the training method for
OCA-OCSVM model, and the method for obtaining the
training model is shown in Figure 2. For the data pre-
processing method in this figure, the method of digital
substitution and normalization is mainly used to prepro-
cess the KDDCUP99 data set. The original data is shown
in Table 1. Some replacement methods are given in Ta-
ble 2. The fields 2,3,4 columns of the dataset are digi-
tized in a way similar to Table 2. The digitized dataset
will be identified by PCA algorithm to form a matrix.
The results after replacing the original data are shown in
Table 3. The function of PCA algorithm is to expand
the variance within the data. If the variance of some
data features in the data is very large, it cannot highlight
the difference between normal data and abnormal data.
Therefore, it is necessary to filter and normalize the data
features, otherwise the normal data and abnormal data
will be confused, and the detection rate will be reduced.
In the data preprocessing stage, firstly extract the data
features of KDDCUP99 data set. According to the differ-
ence between U2R, L2U, Probe, DDOS attack data and
normal data in different dimensions, filter the data fea-
tures with large travel differences to form a new training
data set, and then normalize the new data set to reduce

the impact of one of the features on the data set. Ex-
pand the comprehensive impact of different dimensions of
data, improve the detection accuracy. Data normalization
is defined as follows:

Xi =
Xi −Xmin

Xmax −Xmin

Table 2: Conversion table

Raw data tcp udp icmp
Replacement data 1 2 3

Then PCA is used to reduce the dimension of the nor-
mal data. Finally, we use OCSVM based on Gauss kernel
to train the normal model, and get the normal model in
four different dimensions.

4.2 PCA-OCSVM Detection Method

In this section, a detection model of multi-layer PCA-
OSVM is proposed. For the four different normal models
which are trained to be used for anomaly detection of test
data sets, the anomaly detection flow is shown in Figure 3.

1) The DDOS detection model is used to determine
whether a DDOS attack is established or not, and
the data not considered as a DDOS attack is trans-
ferred to the next model.

2) The probe detection model is used to determine
whether the probe attack is valid or not, and the data
not considered as the probe attack is transferred to
the next model.

3) The R2L detection model is used to determine
whether the R2L attack is valid or not, and the data
not considered as the R2L attack is transferred to the
next model.

4) U2R detection model is used to judge whether U2R
attack is established or not, and data not considered
as U2R attack is regarded as normal data.
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Table 3: Data samples after KDDCUP99 digitization

num Example

1
0,1,22,10,291,1096,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,1.00,0.00,0.00,29,
255,1.00,0.00,0.03,0.05,0.03,0.01,0.00,0.00,normal.

2
0,1,22,10,219,1098,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,1.00,0.00,0.00,7,
255,1.00,0.00,0.14,0.05,0.00,0.01,0.00,0.00,normal.

3
26,1,21,10,116,451,0,0,0,2,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,1,1,1,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,1.00,0.00,0.00,1,
1,1.00,0.00,1.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,ftp write.

4
0,3,24,10,10,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,100,1,0.99,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.01,0.08,0.00,13,
245,0.23,0.15,0.23,0.25,0.00,0.00,0.08,0.00,ipsweep.

5
0,3,24,10,10,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,2,1,0.00,0.00,0.50,0.00,0.50,1.00,0.00,14,
245,0.29,0.14,0.29,0.25,0.00,0.00,0.07,0.00,ipsweep.

Figure 3: PCA-OCSVM detection model

OCSVM algorithm can only detect one model, and for
using different kernels, the detection results will be very
different. By analyzing the characteristics of KDDCUP99
data set and different kernel functions of OCSVM, this pa-
per finds that OCSVM based on linear kernel functions
performs poorly in detection results, and it is difficult to
distinguish abnormal data and normal data, while using
Gaussian kernel OCSVM based on different kernel param-
eters gets better detection results [13]. Through the lay-
ered detection mechanism, the disadvantages of OCSVM
which can only detect one model are improved, and the
advantages of OCSVM in solving unbalanced sample clas-
sification are continued. On the basis of making OCSVM
as simple and fast as possible, it can detect many kinds
of exceptions and expand the available scenarios of the
algorithm.

4.3 Preprocessing of Training and Test
Data

In this section, KDDCUP99 data set will be analyzed and
feature selection [15], and irrelevant features in different
models will be cleaned to improve the identification of
detection model. The original KDDCUP99 data set con-
tains 41 dimensional data characteristics, including the
basic characteristics of TCP connection (9 kinds in to-
tal), the content characteristics of TCP connection (13
kinds in total), the time-based network traffic statisti-
cal characteristics (9 kinds in total), and the host based
network traffic statistical characteristics (10 kinds in to-
tal). However, for different attack features corresponding
to different attack detection models, under our proposed
layered detection model, redundant features will interfere
with the correct training of the model [7]. Therefore, it
is necessary to pre filter the data set. According to the
differences of data records caused by different kinds of at-
tacks, the data dimensions related to the attack principle
are saved and trained, and the data features irrelevant to
the corresponding attack types in the 41 dimensional fea-
tures are screened. For example, the data phenomenon
caused by scan attack comes from the basic characteris-
tics of TCP connection and the statistical characteristics
of host network traffic. The content characteristics of the
scan attack for TCP connections are roughly the same as
the normal traffic, so the data samples filtered according
to the scan attack characteristics are shown in Table 4.
In this section, by analyzing the characteristics of Probe,
DDOS, U2R and R2L attacks, different attack features
are extracted to test the intrusion detection model, so as
to highlight the data set differences caused by different at-
tack modes and improve the detection accuracy [20, 22].
The data feature dimensions retained after filtering are
shown in Table 5.

5 Experiments and Results

In this section, we will test the proposed layered PCA-
OCSVM detection model on the VM virtual machine of
Ubuntu 16.04, using 3G memory, virtual machine with 4-
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Table 4: Porbe replaced data samples

num Example

1 0,10,222,773,0,11,11,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,normal.

2 0,10,212,786,0,8,8,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,normal.

3 0,10,260,1837,0,11,11,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,normal.

4 1,5,0,0,0,128,2,0.00,0.00,0.53,1.00,portsweep.

5 0,6,0,0,0,17,1,0.05,1.00,0.02,0.00,ipsweep.

Table 5: Data feature dimension after filtering

Attack types Data Feature Dimensions Retained after Screening

Probe 1,4,5,6,11,23,24,38,39,40,41

DDOS 5,6,13,23,24,25,26,29,30,32,33,34,35,37

U2R 1,3,10,11,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,23,24,25,31,32,33,34,35,36

R2L 4,10,11,14,15,16,17,18,19,23,24,27,28,32,33,36,38,39,40,41

core CPU performance and python 2.7.6 compilation en-
vironment. KDDCUP99 data set is adopted for train-
ing and test data. After analyzing contribution rate of
each dimension by improved self-convergence PCA algo-
rithm, the threshold value of contribution degree is m
= 0.001. Dimension parameters under different attack
models obtained by self-convergence are shown in Ta-
ble 6. Table 7, Table 8, Table 9 and Table 10 show
the detection results of intrusion detection test based on
the parameter model obtained by self-convergence algo-
rithm. The results show that this method can optimize
the engineering efficiency, quickly obtain excellent dimen-
sional parameters, and has a high detection accuracy.
Let jε{Probe,DDOS,U2R,R2L}, i be the correspond-
ing subclass attack under each big class attack. The ac-
curacy is ACji, the number of tests is TQji, the number
of hits is HQji, and the average accuracy is AACj . The
calculation formula is as follows:

ACji =
HQji

TQji

ACCj =

∑
i

HQji∑
i

TQji

Table 6: Algorithm parameters corresponding to different
models

Attack types m n gamma nu
Probe 0.001 8 1 0.1
DDOS 0.001 8 1 0.1
U2R 0.001 10 5 0.1
R2L 0.001 7 5 0.1

Through the comparison of experiments, it is found
that when the parameter nu and gamma are larger, the
fitting degree of OCSVM model is higher, and when the

parameter nu and gamma are smaller, the fitting degree
is lower. In the process of engineering implementation,
increasing gamma parameter can improve the detection
rate, but the false alarm rate of normal data will also
increase. By reducing the nu parameter, the false alarm
rate of normal data can be reduced, but the detection rate
of abnormal attacks will also be reduced [1]. For exam-
ple, in Table 10, R2L model has a low detection rate for
guess passwd attack, but when we choose to remove the
23, 24 witter sign, the detection rate for guess passwd
attack can reach 100%. This is because the contribu-
tion rate of 23 and 24 features is large when training the
normal model, and the PCA algorithm still has a great
impact on the data set features after the principal com-
ponent extraction, but it can not show a good effect for
guess passwd attack detection. In fact, the removal of
23-dimensional and 24-dimensional features will also lead
to a decrease in the detection rate of other types of at-
tacks on R2L. This is because for other attacks on R2L,
these two types of attacks can help the detection model
to obtain a better distinction between abnormal data and
normal data. In fact, the removal of 23-dimensional and
24-dimensional features will also lead to a decrease in the
detection rate of other types of attacks against R2L. This
is because for other subclass attacks in R2L attack type,
these two features can help the detection model to obtain
better differentiation between abnormal data and normal
data. Therefore, it is found that for some special types of
attacks, a special detection model can be established to
improve the reliability of the intrusion detection system.

By comparing [1,8] with the detection model proposed
in this paper, it can be found that the detection rate of
the intrusion detection method proposed in this paper
is similar to that of [1, 8] in the detection of Probe and
DDOS attacks, but it is greatly improved in the detection
of U2R and R2L attack types. The comparison results
are shown in Figure 4. This shows that the Hierarchical
PCA-OCSVM Model method proposed in this paper is
better than OCSVM and SVM-ELM detection method in
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Table 7: Detection results for different probe attacks

Probe Attack Test Accuracy
Types Quantity Rate
Ipsweep 1247 93.5
Portsweep 1040 99.9
Nmap 232 88.8
Satan 1589 99.9
normal 5000 96.8

Table 8: Detection results for different DDOS attacks

DDOS Attack Test Accuracy
Types Quantity Rate
teardrop 979 100
smurf 280790 99.9
pod 264 76.5
neptune 107201 99.9
normal 5000 98.5

Table 9: Detection results for different U2R attacks

U2R Attack Test Accuracy
Types Quantity Rate
buffer overflow 30 86.7
loadmodule 9 100
perl 3 100
rootkit 10 100
normal 5000 98.1

Table 10: Detection results for different R2L attacks

R2L Attack Test Accuracy
Types Quantity Rate
warezclient 1020 93.5
warezmaster 20 100
multihop 7 85.7
imap 12 100
ftp write 8 100
guess passwd 53 30.2
normal 5000 98.7

Table 11: Detection results for different attacks

Attack types Average Accuracy Rate
Probe 97.4
DDOS 99.9
U2R 92.3
R2L 90.6
normal 97.1

Figure 4: Comparison of hierarchical PCA-OCSVM de-
tection accuracy with other methods

some functions, to some extent, it overcomes the prob-
lem of poor classification when OCSVM detects multiple
attacks, and improves the effect of anomaly detection.
The average accuracy for different attacks is shown in
Table 11.

6 Conclusion

Firstly, this paper investigates the severe forms of current
network security, and finds that the current network at-
tacks can be divided into four major categories: Probe,
DDOS, R2L and U2R. However, various kinds of small
attack methods emerge in endlessly under different large
categories, and traditional detection methods are gradu-
ally being broken down, so the intrusion detection method
based on machine learning is becoming more and more
important [3, 14].

According to the characteristics of OCSVM algorithm,
this paper combines it with PCA algorithm to enlarge the
difference between normal data and abnormal data. At
the same time, the characteristics of KDDCUP99 data
set are analyzed, and the data characteristics of different
attack types are screened and preprocessed. The exper-
iment of anomaly detection is carried out by using the
OCSVM algorithm based on different kernel parameters.
The disadvantages of OCSVM are improved by the multi-
layer anomaly detection model. By specifying the thresh-
old value of the lowest characteristic contribution rate in
PCA, the self-convergence function of PCA dimension pa-
rameters is realized, and the engineering implementation
of PCA algorithm is optimized. Finally, based on KDD-
CUP99 data set, we test the accuracy of Probe, DDOS,
R2L, U2R and different attack methods including these
four attack types. The test results show that the detection
accuracy of the proposed detection method for various
types of attacks can reach 100%, and through the statis-
tical average detection accuracy compared with previous
studies, the proposed detection method is more excellent.
In the follow-up research, we will focus on how to real-
ize the automatic optimization and dynamic adjustment
of parameters, so that the detection method can adapt
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to different detection environment faster and get better
detection effect. In the project implementation, the orig-
inal KDDCUP99 data set is combined with the data set
generated by the new attack [2, 9], so that the intrusion
detection model can detect more kinds of network attacks.
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Abstract

Cyberattacks become one of the most concerning threats
to governments, businesses, and people. Efficient incident
investigation is vital to identify the root cause of an
attack, which requires expertise in analyzing audit logs.
System logs are an important audit trace to understand
the status of systems and useful for analyzing anomalies
in case of a security breach. However, due to the diversity
and massive volume of the logs, log analysis requires
expertise domain knowledge as well as a large amount
of manpower and computing resources. To make an
incident investigation more accessible, this study proposes
a machine-learning-based system log analysis approach
that identifies suspicious event activities automatically.
The experimental results show that the proposed neural
network-based approach could identify malware efficiently
with the precision of 95.5% and outperforms SVM.

Keywords: Anomaly Detection; Big Data Analysis; Ma-
chine Learning

1 Introduction

The explosive expansion of electronic commerce offers
unprecedented opportunities for businesses to expand
their markets. Government, businesses, and people
rely on seamless ubiquitous computing services heavily,
putting valuable and confidential data over the internet
and on clouds. However, these convenience services have
been accompanied by a commensurate increase in cyber-
attacks and caused serious damages and financial losses.
Cybercrimes kept increasing worldwide these years. Not
only have financial firms suffered serious losses from
cyberattacks, but also high-tech companies, governments,
and academic institutes have experienced severe data
breaches.

Attackers attempt to exploit vulnerabilities at different
layers, such as most common application technical or
logic attacks [12], and penetrate target systems. In order
to detect suspicious behaviors, systems record important

activities performed. The process of recording events
during the execution of the operating system, process,
network, or application is called logging, which produces
log files composed of useful information associated with
events that occurred in the system, network, or applica-
tion [11] and is useful for analyzing anomalies in case it is
compromised. Incident investigation faces enormous data
collection as well as data analysis, which consumes a lot
of time for system administrators or incident investigators
to discover suspicious behaviors from a massive amount
of system logs. An efficient system log analysis method is
desired to identify suspicious events.

There are two common attack detection approaches:
misuse detection and anomaly detection. Misuse detec-
tion is a rule-based approach that contains the signatures
of intrusion patterns and effective in identifying known
attacks but usually performs poorly on new attacks or
variants of known attacks. Anomaly detection approaches
profile normal or abnormal behaviors and apply devia-
tions or similarities from the respective profile to anomaly
detection, which may employ statistics, machine learning,
or data mining techniques to train the detection model.

Most studies analyzed network traffic or alerts from
defense systems, but the issue of analyzing system logs
was not yet fully explored in the literature. In real-world
cases, attackers circumvented the defense mechanisms and
implanted malware into target systems, and the defense
systems failed to discover them.

Identifying attacks efficiently is time-critical in order
to reduce the damage caused by an attack. The more
informative audit trails are, the more efficiently the de-
tection model could build to identify attacks. System logs
provide informative data about the activities performed
on systems and are useful for detecting suspicious events.
However, analyzing audit trails is labor-intensive, and
most organizations are short of security professionals
as well as resources to perform the task promptly and
efficiently. An automatic and efficient system log analysis
method is desired.

Over 78% of systems are Windows-based [19], and in
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addition, Windows has become attackers’ favorite hacking
platform [20]. Event logs provided by Sysmon (System
Monitor) are comprehensive and useful for identifying sus-
picious activities on Window-based systems. Hence, this
study focuses on analyzing system logs and identifying
anomalous events for Windows-based systems.

Neural Networks (NNs) are one of the most popular
machine learning algorithms at present. It has been
decisively proven over time that NNs outperform other
algorithms in accuracy and speed [13]. Recurrent neural
networks (RNNs), a variation of NNs, handle time-series
data efficiently like system logs. In order to make system
log analysis and anomaly detection accessible for short-
of-staff organizations, this study proposes an RNN-based
system log analysis approach to automatically identify
suspicious behaviors.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2
briefly reviews the related studies on attack detection and
log analysis and a background study of Windows system
logs; Section 3 elaborates the proposed detection; The
performance evaluation is presented in Section 4 followed
by the concluding remarks and future work.

2 Related Work

Raftopoulos and Dimitropoulos [16] asserted that the
alerts from intrusion detection systems often produce
lots of false positives. They proposed an alert reduc-
tion method that employs entropy-based information-
theoretic criteria to find recurring alerts. Zargar et al. [23]
proposed an intrusion detection framework for a dis-
tributed computing environment where service providers
collaborate to cope with attacks. Lo [9] proposed a
framework for detecting attacks by exchanging alert infor-
mation with other intrusion detection systems. A compre-
hensive trust management scheme is required to support
the trust relationship among the service providers.

Liu et al. [18] proposed an alert correlation model
for constructing attack scenarios that require the given
attack graphs and signature rules to correlate security
events. Siraj et al. [1] proposed a framework of attack
prediction, which includes the following components:
alert normalization, reduction, prioritization, and attack
scenario construction and prediction. To obtain effective
detection results, Amini et al. [2] proposed a detection
method that combines multiple classifiers: neural net-
work, fuzzy clustering, and stacking combination meth-
ods. The experimental results showed that the proposed
multi-classifier approach performed better than single
classifiers.

A significant amount of research has been contributed
to attack detection. Various approaches including data
mining, finite state machines, etc. have been explored
in order to propose efficient approaches to identifying
anomalies.

Serketzis et al. [17] proposed a log management system
that collects the audit logs from network equipment, secu-

rity devices, operating systems, and applications. Users
could facilitate search function for discovering suspicious
events. Dwyer and Truta [6] proposed a statistic-based
approach for identifying anomalies in Windows event log
data using standard deviation. The average number and
standard deviation of the events of a specific type at
any time of a day for any server or user are calculated;
an anomaly is determined if an event goes outside of
the standard deviation. The results show the proposed
solution lowers the amount of logs to be reviewed to a
feasible amount.

A Windows event log is a detailed record of the
system, security, and application notifications stored by
the Windows operating system and useful for identifying
system faults and attacks. It can be broadly categorized
into two levels of logs: the operating system and appli-
cations. Both can utilize event logs to record important
events. Windows system logs record software installation,
security management, system setup operations on initial
startup, and problems or errors; the other level is service
logs that record application related events. To identify
suspicious events on a system, this study focuses on
analyzing Windows system logs.

System Monitor (Sysmon) is a Windows system service
to monitor and record system activities to the Windows
event logs that provide detailed information about pro-
cess creations, network connections, and changes to file
creation time. Sysmon does not provide event analysis,
but the official document claims that, by collecting and
analyzing the event logs, anomalous activities can be
discovered.

Various machine learning algorithms have been de-
veloped recently based on deep learning that exhibits
remarkable capabilities in classification and clustering.
Among them, supervised machine learning algorithms
have been applied to anomaly detection. A classification
task involves separating data into categories based on the
information learned from the labeled training data, where
each instance in the training data set contains one “target
value” (i.e. class label) and some “attributes” (i.e.
features or observed variables). The goal of a supervised
learning algorithm is to produce a model (based on the
training data) which classifies or predicts the target values
of the test data given only the test data attributes.

The supervised learning machine model, SVM (support
vector machine), is widely used in classification. Given a
training set of instance-label pairs (xi; yi), an SVM model
is to find a linear hyperplane with the maximal margin
to separate the data. Four basic types of kernel functions
are used in modeling the hyperplane: Linear, polynomial,
radial basis function (RBF), and sigmoid. In general, the
RBF kernel is a reasonable choice. This kernel nonlinearly
maps the samples into a higher-dimensional space, so it
can handle the case of a nonlinear relation between class
labels and attributes. The linear kernel function is a
special case of the RBF, and the sigmoid kernel behaves
like RBF for certain parameters.

Zidi et al. [24] employed SVM classification model to
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identify failures in wireless sensor networks and claimed
that the fault detection has to be precise to avoid negative
alerts and rapid to limit loss. Comparing with other
algorithms, their study indicates that SVM is efficient.
Wang et al. [22] proposed an efficient intrusion detection
framework based on SVM and concluded a similar finding
that SVM achieves a better performance than the existing
methods in terms of accuracy, detection rate, false alarm
rate, and training speed. Anton et al. [3] applied SVM
to network anomaly detection on industrial environments
and the experimental results showed that SVM performs
well.

NN is one of the most popular machine learning algo-
rithms. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) perform
well on pattern recognition and image categorization
but are not suitable for data with time sequence. The
neural network models have been employed on anomaly
detection. Radford et al. [15] showed that RNN can
represent sequences of communications on a network and
discover anomalous network traffic. Prasse et al. [14]
analyzed HTTPS network flows, employed a natural
language model to extract features from domain names,
and proposed an LSTM-based detection method, where
LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) is an RNN model
dealing with time-series data. Their experimental results
show that the LSTM classification model outperforms a
random forest model. Kim and Ho [8] employed CNN
to extract spatial features and LSTM temporal char-
acteristics and proposed a neural network for detecting
anomalies on web traffic.

3 System Design

According to the literature review, attackers might cus-
tomize their attack to evade the detection mechanism.
Sysmon logs provide detailed information about the ac-
tions performed on a system, including network connec-
tions, running processes, registry files, and file systems.
Analyzing audit logs with informative details could im-
prove detection performance. RNN models are suitable
for analyzing time sequence data like such audit logs. This
study proposes an RNN-based log analysis method to
automatically classify suspicious events, where the system
model is plotted in Figure 1. This research collected
malware behaviors by emulating attacks in a controlled
environment and collected normal user behaviors from a
campus network. Both parts of the labeled data were
verified manually.

Our preliminary study discovered that most attacks
contain the following four types of behaviors: process,
file access, registry, and network access, and all can be
captured by the system logs. Log records are informative,
but most are benign. Therefore, the preprocess module
extracts security-relevant event records from log files in
order to reduce the processing time in the following
steps, where the security-relevant event records extracted
represent the behavior of a given process. The proposed

RNN model learns to classify misbehaviors from the
labeled data collected from benign users and malware.
The detail of the proposed method is explained below.

3.1 Security-Related Events

To identify the misbehaviors of a process, process behav-
iors should be captured and analyzed. In this study,
process behaviors are delineated as a sequence of the
events captured by the system logs. Based on our
preliminary study, the above four types of security-
relevant events are selected from Sysmon event logs
for identifying critical activities and status changes of
a system. As event attributes provide the detailed
information of an event, key event attributes are selected
to improve the description of an action performed. In
summary, by describing process behaviors in a sequence of
the performed events with the associated event attributes,
the proposed anomaly detection method plots the status
changes of the system and discovers anomalous behaviors.
The security-relevant events and attributes selected in the
proposed method are explained below.

Process Events

A binary image file needs to be loaded into memory
to be able to run this program, while some malware
injects its executable file to another legitimate process
or kills a process. Such behaviors can be captured by
process events. Based on the above injection anomaly
and the literature review on malware misbehaviors, the
selected critical process events/behaviors include creating
a process, terminating a process, loading image, creating
a remote thread, and accessing a process, where Table 1
summarizes the selected process events and attributes.

File Access Events

Malware accesses file system for various purposes. Down-
loader or dropper may download additional malware or
payloads to perform further attack; ransomware accesses
and encrypts documents and files; some malware steals
and sends out confidential information. The file access
events record the access behaviors of the file system. The
selected critical file access events include changing file
creation time, accessing a file, creating a file, and creating
a file hash, where Table 2 summarizes the selected file
access events and attributes.

Registry Events

The registry [10] is a hierarchical database that contains
data about the operation of the Windows operating
system, applications, and services. The data is structured
in a tree format. Each node in the tree is called a
key. Each key can contain both subkeys and data
entries called values. Sometimes, the presence of a
key is all the data that an application requires; other
times, an application opens a key and uses the values
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Figure 1: The proposed log analysis and anomaly detection method

associated with the key. Registry file contains important
information including applications installed, files and
paths recently accessed, network setup, and account
information. Malware [7] might modify registry keys in
order to achieve persistence on a system, like exploiting
Run, RunOnce, BootExecute, Winlogon, and Startup
Keys. The selected critical registry events include setting
a registry key value, renaming a registry key and value,
creating and deleting a registry object, where Table 3
summarizes the selected registry events and attributes.

Network Events

Most malware performs network connections for various
purposes. For example, botnets connect to the command
and control server for reporting victim information and
receiving attack instruction; miner malware connects to
the mining pool; Some malware attempts to exploit and
infect more machines. Hence, network connections are
critical in identifying misbehaviors. Table 4 summarizes
the chosen network event and attributes.

3.2 Log Analysis and Anomaly Detection
Method

The Sysmon system logs record the events performed by
all the running processes in a system but lose the time
order of process events. However, the time sequence
is crucial to understand process behaviors. This study
utilizes Process ID to link all the event records of a process
in chronological order, and the observed process events are
outlined in Figure 2.

The traditional neural network models perform poorly
on time-series datasets; based on literature review LSTM
is suitable for dealing with time-series data. This study

Table 1: The selected process events and attributes

Event Attribute

Event ID 1: Process creation

Event ID
Image
User
ParentImage

Event ID 5: Process termi-
nated

Event ID

Event ID 7: Image loaded
Event ID
ImageLoaded
Signed

Event ID 8:
CreateRemoteThread

Event ID
TargetImage

Event ID 10: ProcessAccess
Event ID
TargetImage
GrantedAccess

Table 2: The selected file access events and attributes

Event Attribute

Event ID 2: A process
changed a file creation time

Event ID
TargetFilename
CreationUtcTime
PreviousCreationTime

Event ID 9: RawAccessRead Event ID

Event ID 11: FileCreate
Event ID
TargetFilename

Event ID 15:
FileCreateStream-Hash

Event ID
TargetFilename

employs an improved RNN as well as a variation of
LSTM: GRN (Gated Recurrent Unit) [4],as it eliminates
the vanishing gradient problem faced by standard RNN
and produces equally excellent results as LSTM. The
proposed GRU classification model consists of the input
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Table 3: The selected registry events and their attributes

Event Attribute

Event ID 12: RegistryEvent
(Object create and delete)

Event ID
EventType

Event ID 13: RegistryEvent
(Value Set)

Event ID

Event ID 14: RegistryEvent
(Key and Value Rename)

Event ID
EventType

Table 4: The selected network event and attributes

Event Attribute

Event ID 3: Network
connection

Event ID
Protocol
Initiated
SourcePort
DestinationPort

layer x, embedding layer E, GRU layer G, and output
layer y, where the proposed model structure is outlined
in Figure 3.

Non-numerical input data needs to be encoded in
order to feed into the input layer of the proposed GRU
classification model. The proposed features belong to one
of the following value types: numerical, categorical, and
string data. Most of the proposed features are numerical
data like event ID; some belong to categorical data;
attributes like file name or environment variables belong
to string data. The numerical data is straightforward
and does not need any encoding. The categorical data is
encoded by numbers, where each category is denoted by a
different number. One-hot encoding is commonly used for
encoding string data but is inefficient in handling sparse
data. This study employs label encoding to reduce the
dimension embedding and to reduce the processing time.

The input to the input layer is composed of a sequence
of the events performed by a process as described above.
Let Nevents be the maximum number of the events to
be captured to represent the behavior of a process and
Nattr be the maximum number of the associated event
attributes. All time-series need to have the same length.
In order words, the behavior of a process is represented
as a matrix of Nevents × Nattr at the input layer and
zero is padded if it is needed to match the required
dimension. The GRU classification model applies vector
transformation on the embedding layer. The GRU layer
consists of Nevents neurons, matching with the number
of the events in a process, and learns the relationship of
the events and attributes among benign and malicious
processes from the training data.

4 Performance Evaluation

To evaluate if the proposed method can identify malicious
behaviors and unknown malware, this study emulated
machines compromised by various types of malware. Each
injected attack was executed for 5 minutes in a controlled

Figure 2: The events of a process

environment, and the system logs were collected during
the execution.

10051 malware samples from 36 different malware fam-
ilies were retrieved from Malware Knowledge Base hosted
by the National Center for High-performance Computing,
where 8889 have been analyzed by VirusTotal, and the
rest had not been uploaded or analyzed at the time the
evaluation conducted and were considered as unknown
malware in this study. A total of 10048 event records
were collected from the aforementioned experiments.

The normal behaviors with common benign program
execution were collected from a campus network, includ-
ing Windows system processes and common user pro-
cesses such as document editing software, web browsing,
and other benign applications. A total of 47175 event
records were obtained from the benign.

4.1 Performance Evaluation of the Pro-
posed Model

The proposed ML-based detection system aims for ana-
lyzing system logs and classify anomalies efficiently. This
study adopts accuracy as the performance measurement
as classifying benign and malicious behaviors correctly is
equally important. Accuracy is expressed below, which
is calculated from the confusion matrix summarized in
Table 5.

Table 5: The selected network events and their
attributes

Benign (Detected) Malicious (Detected)

Benign True Negatives (TN) False Positives (FP)

Malicious False Negatives (FN) True Positives (TP)

Table 6 lists the parameter settings of the proposed
GRU model, where Nevents is set to 100 and Nattr is set
to 100 and Nattr is set to 8; 100 events are extracted to
represent the behaviors of a process and the maximum
of 8 event attributes from an event. The experiments
on 10-fold cross-validation with different ratios (training:
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Figure 3: The proposed GRU model

Table 6: System parameters of the GRU model

Layer Parameter Parameter setting

Input layer
Input size (None, ∞)
Output size (None,800)

Embedding layer
Input size (None,800)
Output size (None,800,21)
Mask zero True

GRU layer
Input size (None,800,21)
Output size (None,100)
Dropout 0.2

Output layer
Input size (None,100)
Output size (None,1)
Activation sigmoid

Other parameter
setting

No. of Epochs: 60
Batch size: 400
Loss function: binary cross entropy
Optimizer: adam
Evaluation: accuracy

Testing ranging from 2:8, 5:5, to 2:8) were tested and the
detection results are plotted in Figure 4. The proposed
model gives good accuracy even the training data is 20%,
and its performance improves when it has more training
data to learn anomalous behaviors.

AccuracyRate =
TP + TN

TN + FN + FP + TP
(1)

4.2 Performance Comparison with SVM

The literature review informed that SVM performed well
on anomaly detection and was selected as the baseline
comparison in this study. The kernel function of SVM
maps the data to a different space where a linear hy-
perplane can be used to separate classes. The RBF

(radial basis function) is generally used kernel function
and achieves a better performance comparing with other
kernel functions. The parameters of SVM were optimized
during the evaluation in order to build an SVM model
with the best detection performance. The parameters of
the best SVM model obtained are: the kernel function
is Gaussian RBF, γ = 0.00001, and C = 1000, where
the hyperparameter γ controls the tradeoff between error
due to bias and variance in the SVM model and the
hyperparameter C controls the trade-off between the
slack variable penalty (misclassifications) and width of
the margin. Each experiment was tested by random
subsampling 5 times. The results of the performance
comparison are outlined in Figure 5 and demonstrate that
the proposed GRU model outperforms SVM and classifies
both malicious and benign behaviors efficiently.

Figure 4: The detection performance on cross-validation

4.3 Performance Comparison with Hu-
man Analysis Report

To verify if the proposed system can identify valid
malicious events, the generated results were compared
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Figure 5: The performance comparison

with an analysis report [21] of PhotoMiner conducted
by a security expert. Besides mining cryptocurrency,
the malware PhotoMiner (screen.scr) exploited vulner-
able FTP servers by password guessing attacks. The
human analysis report indicates that the malware invoked
cmd.exe to store the mining pool’s information (pools.txt)
to a temp folder and invoked NsCpuMiner32.exe mining
and xcopy.exe spreading it to the disk device of the
victim machine. Besides the above behaviors observed by
the human analysis, the proposed system could provide
additional detail information such as the locations of the
suspicious programs and files as shown in Figure 6, where
the malware screen.scr created NsCpuMiner32.exe and a
html file and spawned a child process (cmd.exe) to create
pools.txt at the temp folder.

Figure 6: A portion of the detection results on file
system

The detection results of the proposed system demon-
strate that the malware spawned out many processes
and provide a detailed parent-child process relationship.
Figure 7 plots the spawned child processes in depth level
one, where the red box denotes the malware process
(screen.scr), the beige circle on its right indicates its
location, the big green one concludes its child processes,
each honey colored circle in the green box denotes a
spawned child process, and the num-ber on a honey circle

represents the locatioin of the child process. It can be
seen that the malware spawned many xcopy.exe processes
to spread the malware. The relationship of higher depth
level can be produced as well.

Figure 7: A portion of the detection results on process
relationship

As for registry, the human analysis report
identifies that the malware invoked cmd.exe executing
reg.exe which created a new entry under HKCU\
SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run
in order to auto-start during system reboot.
Besides this finding, the proposed system flagged
more registry anomalies: network security setting,
and multiple registry key values under HKU\
(User)\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion
\Internet Settings\ ZoneMap, including ProxyBypass,
IntranetName, UNCAsIntranet, AutoDetect, were
modified. Because of the massive amount of registry keys,
human experts could not identify all the distinguished
key values without a valid tool, while the proposed
system is useful and could identify registry changes. This
comparison concludes that the proposed system could
detect suspicious events efficiently.
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Table 7: Detection results of unknown malware
PPPPPPPPDetected

Real Malicious
(Positive)

Benign
(Negative)

malicious 97.15% 3.80%
benign 2.85% 96.20%
Accuracy 96.68%

4.4 Evaluation of Unknown Malware De-
tection

1162 malware samples had not been analyzed and re-
ported in VirusTotal and were considered as unknown
malware. 1072 samples were able to run successfully on
a sandbox environment, and a total of 1159 malicious log
records was obtained. The same amount of benign be-
haviors were blended in order to evaluate if the proposed
method can classify correctly on unknown malware as well
as benign processes. Table 7 lists the detection results and
demonstrates that the proposed detection model has a
precision of 93.23% and a low false positive rate of 3.8%.
The results prove that the proposed solution performs
very well in detecting unknown malware.

5 Conclusion

In case of a security attack, it is time-critical matter
to identify the cause and to reduce the impact of the
damage. Audit logs are a reliable source to discover
attacks and should be well-protected to prevent them
from being compromised. Many organizations keep their
important log files on cloud storage; hence data privacy
becomes a concern. Efficient cryptography solutions,
such as attribute-based encryption data sharing scheme
based on Elliptic Curve Cryptography [5], are suitable for
fulfilling the security requirement of cloud storage access.

Most organizations are lack of security experts and
manpower to analyze a large number of audit trails and to
discover suspicious events. This study proposes a GRU-
based detection method that analyzes system logs and
identifies malware misbehaviors.

The experiments emulated the attacks as well as nor-
mal usages in real-world environments. The experimental
results indicate that the proposed solution classifies both
benign and malicious behaviors efficiently, identifies un-
known malware well, and outperforms SVM detection.
In summary, the performance evaluation demonstrates
that the proposed machine learning model is practical and
efficient. Future research could enhance log analysis and
anomaly detection by including additional log files and
expertise knowledge to improve detection performance.
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Abstract

Securely and effectively outsourcing Modular exponential
(MExp) computation which is one of the most complex
operations in public key cryptography to an untrusted
server is popular in recent years. Based on smart contract
in the blockchain, we propose an efficient outsourcing al-
gorithm of MExp with single server. With the mechanism
of smart contract, the results returned by blockchain af-
ter the smart contract execution must be right. There
is no need for verifying the results since the checkability
has been 1, which greatly reduces the computational cost
of outsourcer and server. We give a strict security proof
of the scheme and make the implement on Hyperledger
Fabric. Both theoretical analysis and experiment results
indicate that our algorithm improves the computation ef-
ficiency of outsourcer and server, protects the secrecy of
input and output data, and keeps the outsourcing results
valid with a probability of 1.

Keywords: Hyperledger Fabric; Modular Exponentiation;
Secure Outsourcing Computation; Smart Contract

1 Introduction

Accompanied by the rapid development of the technology
about digital information, computation power becomes
an essential resource today. Almost all digital informa-
tion engineering involves important and complex compu-
tation, however, it is often difficult for lightweight mo-
bile devices to afford [14]. At this point, the clients with
limited resource are willing to be an outsourcer and out-
source computation they can’t afford to a powerful server
by paying a certain fee. The processing of computation
outsourcing realizes a more reasonable allocation of re-
sources, saves a lot of time for outsourcer and benefits
the server. Especially, with the development of cloud
computing, outsourcing computation to cloud server with
powerful computing resource has become an important
computing mode [8, 23,28].

However, excepting solving complex computing for out-
sourcer and improving their computing efficiency, out-

sourcing computation also brings the challenge of data
security protection. The challenges come mainly from the
secrecy of the data and the checkability of computation re-
sults [7]. Firstly, the server is untrusted to the outsourcer.
Once the computing process involves some private infor-
mation, the privacy of outsourcer may be leaked [11].
Therefore, a secure outsourcing algorithm must ensure
the input and output data cannot be directly obtained by
the server to protect the privacy of outsourcer. Secondly,
server may return invalid computation results for saving
workload or colluding with a third party. So, outsourcer
needs to check if the computation results from the server
are valid [9]. Meanwhile, in the whole outsourcing com-
puting processing, the computational complexity of out-
sourcer must be much lower than that of non-outsourcing
computing, making sure the operability and significance
of outsourcing computation [19]. Therefore, how to de-
sign an outsourcing scheme covering the data privacy, the
results checkability and the operability has aroused great
attention of academic and industrial circles. There is a
broad prospect about research of secure outsourcing com-
puting.

1.1 Related Work

In the field of cryptography, there are many extremely
complex computations, one of which is modular expo-
nential computation. Using the method of square-and-
multiply, single modular exponentiation (MExp) will take
approximately 1.5L modular multiplications (MMs), in
which L represents the bit length of the exponent [16].
Secure outsourcing of modular exponentiation is a focal
point in the research of outsourcing computation. There
are mainly two directions in the research field, which are
secure outsourcing of MExp based on multiple servers and
based on single server [29]. Especially in recent years,
secure outsourcing algorithms of MExp based on single
server develops rapidly. Dijk et al. [10] proposed an out-
sourcing algorithm for MExp based on single server, which
was however unable to protect the secrecy of inputs in-
formation. Then, Wang et al. [24] gave a scheme for out-
sourcing MExp based on single server. Though it pro-
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tected the secrecy of inputs, its efficiency was low and
checkability was just 1/2. At that time, researchers hoped
to improve the efficiency and checkability of MExp out-
sourcing algorithm with single server without losing the
secrecy of inputs and outputs. Kiraz et al. [15] presented
more than one algorithm of outsourcing MExp based on
single server with an improved checkability which was still
lower than 1. Cai et al. described an algorithm in [5]
for outsourcing MExp based on single server, but its ef-
ficiency was still low and there would be many queries
from outsourcer to the server. Ye et al. proposed two
algorithms of outsourcing MExp with two servers and
single server, respectively [26, 27]. The checkability was
improved to a large extent in their algorithms, however,
the outsourcer needed to pay a large cost of computation.
Ren et al. [21]. presented two more efficient outsourcing
algorithms of MExps with a checkability of 1 based on
two servers and single server respectively. However, the
outsourcer still has to make much computation to check if
the results from sever are valid, which make the algorithm
complex.

Though the checkability of MExp outsourcing scheme
based on single server which presented by Ren et al. is the
highest, it causes a huge computational cost while keeps
data secret to server and computation results verified by
outsourcer. Obviously, if the computation results must
be right without any verification, the computational cost
will be greatly reduced. Smart contract, an automati-
cally executing program according to contract contents
gives sprint to us. The inherent properties of smart con-
tract guarantee that the executing results from it must be
correct and there is no need for any correctness check of
executing results.

In recent years, blockchain technology develops rapidly.
Unlike traditional centralized systems, there will be a
public distributed ledger maintained by the entire net-
work based on consensus mechanism to record the state
of blockchain system. The validity of any system behav-
ior needs authentication from all nodes in the system net-
work. Therefore, it can maintain correct system state
without any trust mechanism [6]. In particular, smart
contract as the important features in second generation
of blockchain breaks the restriction in the first generation
of blockchain, which is represented by bitcoin and only
applicable to specific application scenarios finance [12].
Specifically, it is the Ethereum, which is the representa-
tive of second generation of blockchain, provides a plat-
form for developers to build blockchain applications in
line with their own needs by programming smart con-
tract [2]. Smart contract is proposed by Nick [18] in 1995
firstly. It is essentially a computer program which can
execute according to the trigger conditions those have
been programmed on it automatically. It is deployed to
blockchain, and after invoked, it can be executed by all
nodes in blockchain without any central mechanism. Ide-
ally, smart contracts work in strict accordance with what
programs do, so the executing results from it must be
correct. Of course, Ethereum is a powerful platform to

program smart contract and construct blockchain appli-
cation. But the programming language is solidity on it,
which is not very friendly to developers. Hyperledger Fab-
ric, another popular blockchain programming platform,
provides programming languages of Java, Go and other
traditional languages, which is more programming and
applicating friendly [3].

Our contributions. In this paper, based on smart con-
tract, we present a secure outsourcing algorithm for mod-
ular exponentiation whose checkability is 1. We choose
smart contract to replace the outsourcing server. Differ-
ent from the traditional untrusted server, smart contract
is totally trusted to outsourcer. When the outsourcer out-
sources modular exponentiation to smart contract, they
needn’t verify the validity of the computation results,
which will greatly reduce the complexity of the algorithm.
Compared with previous algorithms, the scheme we pro-
pose has the higher efficiency while keeping the checkabil-
ity of 1. Despite the theoretical algorithm construction,
we make a simulation experiment of our scheme on Hy-
perledger Fabric, a popular blockchain platform support-
ing the programming and running of smart contract. We
give the detail data about the checkability and computing
efficiency of our scheme and make comparison with pre-
vious algorithms of checkability and computing efficiency
to show the advantages of our scheme.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
give some definitions of secure outsourcing computation
and introduce smart contract. The proposed algorithm
and comparisons are given in Section 3. Then we do some
experiments to evaluate the performance of proposed al-
gorithms in Section 4. Finally, conclusion is made in Sec-
tion 5.

2 Security Model and Smart Con-
tact

In this section, we give the details about the definitions
of secure outsourcing computation, the secure outsourcing
computation model, the Euler theorem which is the im-
portant theoretical basis of our algorithms and the smart
contract.

2.1 Definition and Security Model of Se-
cure Outsourcing Computation

The formal definitions of secure outsourcing computation
were given by Hohenberger and Lysyanskaya [13] firstly,
which will be used in our algorithm.

Firstly, we name the algorithm Alg, two parties in
Alg T and U.T is the outsourcer which is trusted but has
limited computational ability. U is an untrusted server
with rich computational resource. T can invoke U , de-
noted as TU . T and U will make an implement of Alg,
however, there will be a server named U ′. U ′ tries to
replace U , working maliciously and recording all compu-
tations when it is invoked. (T,U) is regarded as a se-
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cure outsourcing implementation of Alg when U ′ could
get nothing about the inputs and outputs of TU

′
during

computing.
Then we will give the specific definition of secure com-

puting outsourcing which was proposed by Hohenberger
and Lysyanskaya in [13].

Definition 1. (Algorithm with Outsource-IO). An algo-
rithm which gets 5 inputs and generates 3 outputs will
be called complying the specification of outsourcing in-
put/output. Meanwhile, according to the degree of known
to adversary A = (E,U ′), the inputs and outputs are dis-
tinguished. Thereinto, E represents the adversarial envi-
ronment.

The specific classification of the inputs and outputs is
as the following introduction. At first, there are three
inputs created by an honest party. The one protected
from not only E but also U ′ is regarded as an honest,
secret input; the one may be unprotected from E, but
protected from U ′ is regarded as an honest, protected
input; The one may be unprotected from both E and U ′

is regarded as an honest, unprotected input. Meanwhile,
E also generates two inputs. The one unprotected from
E, but protected from U ′ is regarded as an adversarial,
protected input; the other unprotected from both E and
U ′ is regarded as an adversarial, unprotected input.

Analogously, the output protected from E and U ′ is
regarded as secret; the output may be unprotected from
E, but not U ′ is protected is regarded as protected; And
the output may be unprotected from both E and U ′ is
regarded as unprotected.

Definition 2. (Outsource-security). If (T,U) which is a
pair of algorithms with outsourcing I/O satisfies the fol-
lowing conditions, we say it is an outsource-secure imple-
mentation of Alg.

• Correctness: TU is a correct implementation of Alg.

• Security: For any adversary = (E,U ′) , there are
simulators (S1, S2) which can make it computation-
ally indistinguishable for the following pairs of ran-
dom variables.
Pair One : EVIEWreal ∼ EVIEWideal

The adversarial environment E is unable to get any
information about input or output when it executes TU .
Real process and ideal process go ahead in turn. The real
process:

EV IEW i
real = {(istatei, xihs, xihp, xihu)

← I(1k, istatei−1);
(estatei, ji, xiap, a

i
au, stop

i)

← E(1k, EV IEW i−1
real, x

i
hp, x

i
hu);

(tstatei, ustatei, yis, y
i
p, y

i
u)

← TU
′(ustatei−1) × (tstatei−1, xihs, x

i
hp, x

i
hu, x

i
ap, x

i
au) :

(estatei, yip, y
i
u)}

(1)
EV IEWreal = EV IEW i

real if stopi = TRUE;

At round i in the real process, the honest, stateful pro-
cess I chooses the “honest, secret”, “honest, protected”,
and “honest, unprotected” inputs (xihs, x

i
hp, x

i
hu) which

couldn’t be obtained by the environment E. Then, based
on EV IEW i

real, the previous round of state, and the in-

puts (xihs, x
i
hp, x

i
hu) of TU

′
, E can choose estatei (a vari-

able to remind the next operation), ji (an index), xiap, x
i
au

(two inputs of adversary A), stopi (a Boole function that
declares if round i is the last one). After that, on the in-
puts (tstatei−1, xihs, x

i
hp, x

i
hu, x

i
ap, x

i
au), the algorithm TU

′

produces a new state tstatei, the secret yis, protected yip
and unprotected yiu outputs, where tstatei−1 is the previ-
ous state of T . Based on the previous state ustatei−1, U ′

saves the current state as ustatei. The output at round i
is (estatei, yip, y

i
u) for the real process , and in the whole

real process, the output of U is the output of the last
round, so stopi = TREU . The ideal process:

EV IEW i
ideal = {(istatei, xihs, xihp, xihu)←I(1k, istatei−1);

(estatei, ji, xiap, a
i
au, stop

i)

← E(1k, EV IEW i−1
ideal, x

i
hp, x

i
hu); (astatei, yis, y

i
p, y

i
u)

← Alg(astatei−1, xihs, x
i
hp, x

i
hu, x

i
ap, x

i
au);

(sstatei, ustatei, Y ip , Y
i
u, replace

i) :

← S
U ′(ustatei−1)
1 × (sstatei−1, xihp, x

i
hu, x

i
ap, x

i
au, y

i
p, y

i
u);

(zip, z
i
u) = replacei(Y ip , Y

i
u) + (1− replacei)(yip, yiu) :

(estatei, zip, z
i
u)}

(2)
EV IEWideal = EV IEW i

ideal if stopi = TRUE.

In ideal process, simulator S1 cannot get secret input
xihs, but it can get the protected and unprotected out-
put of algorithm Alg at round i. Then S1 can choose to
output (yip, y

i
u) or replaces it with another value (Y ip , Y

i
u)

according to Boole variable replacei. During the whole
process, U ′ can be invoked by S1 while whose state may
be stored by U ′ as the real process.

Pair Two : UV IEWreal ∼ UV IEWideal

Untrusted software U ′ programmed by the adversarial
environment E is unable to get any information about
inputs or outputs when it executes TU .

Similar to pair one, if stopi = TREU , U ′ in the real
process just has the state UV IEWreal ∼ ustatei. The
ideal process:

UV IEW i
ideal = {(istatei, xihs, xihp, xihu)

← I(1k, istatei−1); (estatei, ji, xiap, a
i
au, stop

i)
← E(1k, estatei−1, xihp, x

i
hu, y

i−1
p , yi−1u );

(astatei, yis, y
i
p, y

i
u)

← Alg(astatei−1, xihs, x
i
hp, x

i
hu, x

i
ap, x

i
au);

(sstatei, ustatei)

← S
U ′(ustatei−1)
1 × (sstatei−1, xj

i

hu, x
i
au) : (ustatei)}

(3)
UV IEWideal = UV IEW i

ideal if stopi = TRUE.

In the ideal process, simulator S2 can only obtain the
unprotected inputs (xihu, x

i
au) and it has right to make

queries to U ′. Similar to PairOne, it is possible that U ′

keeps its state.
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Definition 3. (α-Efficient, Secure Outsourcing). Algo-
rithm (T,U) is an α-efficient implementation of Alg when
TU is a correct implementation of Alg and for any input
x, multiplicative factor of T’s running time than Algs′ is
no more than α.

Definition 4. (β-Checkable, Secure Outsourcing). Algo-
rithm (T,U) is a β-checkable implementation of Alg when
it is a correct implementation of Alg, and for any input x,
the probability for T could catch any error once U ′ work
maliciously is no less than β.

Definition 5. ((α,β)-Outsource-Security). Algorithm
(T,U) is an (α, β)-outsource-secure implementation of
Alg when it is not only α-efficient but also β-checkable.

Analogous to the two untrusted program model pre-
sented by Hohenberger et al. [13], in our algorithm based
on single server, E programs an application as the un-
trusted servers U ′ and sends it to T , then T installs it in
a manner. The adversary is A = (E,U ′) where U ′ is the
untrusted server. Our algorithm is secure in this model.

2.2 Euler Theorem

Euler Theorem [22] is a theorem about identity, which was
named after the Swiss mathematician Leonhard Euler. It
is considered as one of the most beautiful theorems in
the mathematical world. Euler Theorem is actually an
extension of Fermat’s little theorem.

Euler Theorem is the important computing features in
the proposed algorithm. We will make a brief introduction
of it here, please refer to [22] for details.

Theorem 1. Supposing x and y are two positive inte-
gers, and x is co-prime with y, we can get that xϕ(y) ≡
1(mody), thereinto, ϕ(y) denotes the number of integers
which are smaller than y and co-prime with y. The func-
tion ϕ is known as the Euler function of y [20].

Euler Theorem can greatly simplify some computing
operations, for example, solving the multiplication in-
verse, reducing the power when modulo and so on. There-
fore, it is widely applied in cryptography, economics and
so on. It is also the core of the famous public key encryp-
tion algorithm named RSA. The correctness of encryption
and decryption for RSA is just based on Euler Theorem.

2.3 Smart Contract

Smart contract was firstly presented by Nick [18] in 1995.
Then, it becomes the core of the second generation of
blockchain. Essentially, on the one hand, it is a contract
including a set of commitments defined digitally from con-
tract participants. On the other hand, it is a program
which can be executed automatically once it meets the
trigger condition. In another word, ideally, no matter
whatever clients want to do, they can make a contract
according to their specific requirement. Once they reach

an agreement of the contract, the contract can be pro-
grammed to a smart contract, which will automatically
execute strictly according to its content [12].

But how does smart contract work on blockchain?
Firstly, developers who construct the blockchain appli-
cation will program and code the smart contract on
the blockchain programming platform just like Ethereum
or Hyperledger Fabric according to the specific contract
contents which participants have reached an agreement
on. Secondly, the smart contract will be deployed to
blockchain. Just as a transaction in blockchain net-
work, the smart contract will be ultimately packed to
chain through the mining by blockchain nodes. Thirdly,
clients can call the specific smart contract they want by
the unique account address of it. The operation is also
built as a transaction, including the account address of
smart contract clients want to call, the function and in-
put clients hope the contract to execute, the account ad-
dress of clients and the cost clients will pay for the trans-
action. Finally, when the transaction of invoking smart
contract is packed to the chain, the smart contract will
be executed by all blockchain network participant nodes.
Achieving the executing, all nodes in blockchain will up-
date the data state.

The information about deploying and invoking of smart
contract is all packed as a transaction to blockchain,
which is just like the Phase 1 and Phase 2 show in
Figure 1. According to the consensus mechanism of
blockchain, all the transaction will be put on the chain
and recognized to be valid only when all network nodes
have verified it and reach a consensus. In another word,
the deploying and invoking of smart contract are all cer-
tificated by the whole blockchain system and they must
be legal. After being deployed and invoked, smart con-
tract will be executed automatically by all the nodes in
blockchain network. The results of smart contract from
all the nodes must coincide to each other or they will be
invalid in the blockchain system.

Figure 1: Deploying and invoking Smart contract on the
blockchain
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Even if there are some incorrect results from malicious
nodes, they will not be recognized.

In conclusion, even if there is no trust between smart
contract and the clients who call it, the executing results
from smart contract are trusted.

3 Efficient Outsourcing of Mod-
ular Exponentiation based on
Smart Contract

In this section, we firstly construct a specific outsourcing
model which uses smart contract as the single outsourcing
server. Then we present a secure outsourcing algorithm
of modular exponentiation based on smart contract with
a checkability of 1. Finally, we give security analysis for
the proposed algorithm and compare its efficiency and
checkability with those of the previous ones.

3.1 An Outsourcing Model with Smart
Contract

In our outsourcing model, we choose smart contract which
has implemented modular exponentiation computation to
replace the untrusted server the previous algorithm used
to give the computation results of specific modular expo-
nentiation.

In the outsourcing model with smart contract shown
in Figure 2, the Blockchain System with smart contract
implementing MExp supports the deploying and execut-
ing of smart contract, which is specifically the blockchain
application programming platform just like Ethereum or
Hyperledger Fabric and so on, and based on the features
of blockchain, it is trusted to outsourcer. The Outsourcer
is the party who outsources the modular exponentiation
computation he can’t afford.

Figure 2: An outsourcing model with smart contract

An outsourcing model mainly includes the following
steps:

1) The Outsourcer sends outsourcing requirement to the
Blockchain System with smart contract implement-
ing MExp;

2) Receiving the computation requirement, nodes in
Blockchain System could make a transaction of de-
ploying the smart contract. Once the transaction is
packed to chain, the smart contract will be recog-
nized by the whole blockchain network and it can
be invoked and executed by all of the nodes in the
blockchain;

3) After being deployed, as a client in the blockchain,
the outsourcer can make a transaction to invoke the
specific smart contract by the account address of it
to execute the computation.

4) After receiving the transaction of invoking the smart
contract on the chain, the nodes in the blockchain
will execute it. When the results reach an agreement
under the consensus mechanism by all of the nodes
in the network, they will recognize the results and
update the data status of the blockchain.

5) Finally, the results will be sent to the outsourcer who
invokes the smart contract as an output of the smart
contract.

As introduced in Subsection 2.3, the results from smart
contract are trusted to the outsourcer, and the validity
verification of the outsourcing results is not needed. Be-
sides protecting the inputs and outputs, there is no need
for the outsourcing algorithm to make sure whether the
computation results are valid. Therefore, the algorithm
of outsourcing MExp based on smart contract obviously
has the lower complexity and the higher efficiency while
keeping the outsourcing inputs and outputs secret.

3.2 The Proposed Outsourcing Algo-
rithm

Then we present the specific outsourcing algorithm of
MExp based on smart contract with a checkability of 1.

In our algorithm, there are two large primes p, q and
q|p−1. Similar to the subprogram named Rand in [9], we
have a subprogram named Rand′ to make the generation
of a random tuple as follows:

{(α, gα, g−α}, (β, gβ)(t−11 , gt1), (ξj , g
−ξj ), µj , g

∑
i∈A ξiµi}

where j = {1, 2, . . . , b}, A ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , b}, and b is a posi-
tive, α, β ∈ Zq, g is a generator of Z∗p . The specific real-
ization of the subroutine can utilize EBPV generator [17]
or the table-lookup method [1].

In our presented algorithm, the inputs are a ∈ Zq and
the output is uamodp, where u ∈ Z∗p and uq ≡ 1(mod p).
To protect the privacy of the outsourcer, u and a are all
private to the smart contract. When receiving the inputs
(x, y), it outputs yxmod p. Specifically, the outsourcer
does the following operations to outsource modular expo-
nentiation:

1) T invokes Rand′ to create a tuple

{(α, gα, g−α}, (β, gβ)(t−11 , gt1), (ξj , g
−ξj ), µj , g

∑
i∈A ξiµi}
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where j = {1, 2, . . . , b}, A ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , b}, and gets
the first logical division:

ua = (vw)a = gαawa = gβgγwa (4)

where v = gα, w = uv−1, γ = αa− β.

2) To make the exponent a blind to smart contract, T
chooses a set of µi, i ∈ A, which is from the set of
random numbers µj , j = {1, 2, . . . , b} according to
the Rand′ subroutine. Then T computes

r1 = a−
∑
i∈A

µu

Therefore, another logical division is:

ua = gβgγwa = gβgγwr1 +
∑
i∈A

µi(mod p)

3) Next, T computes

wj = wg−ξj , j = {1, 2, . . . , b}

4) Then T makes invocations of U in random order,
where U is the smart contract which has been pro-
grammed to compute modular exponentiation:

U(γt−11 , gt1) → η1 = gγ(mod p)

U(r1, w) → η2 = wr1(mod p)

U(µj , wj) → w
µj

j (mod p), j = {1, 2, . . . , b}

As introduced in 2.3, the results from smart contract
are trusted for the outsourcer. Therefore, T can multiply
the outputs of U without the verification process to get
the result of uamod p as follows:

gβ · η1 · η2 · (Πi∈Aw
µi

i ) · g
∑

i∈A ξiµi

= gβ · gγ · wr1 ·
∏
i∈A

(
wg−ξi

)µi · g
∑

i∈A ξiµi

= gβ · gγ · wr1+
∑

i∈A µi = ua(modp).

Remark 1. As introduced in 3.2, we can see that security
of the outsourcing algorithm has a tight relation to the
value of b. As shown in [24], the bit length of a random
number must be no less than 64. In another word, the
possible values of a random number should be more than
264. To meet this requirement, the parameter b should be
at least 53 in our algorithm based on smart contract. Now
we give the details of the computing the value of b.

As shown in 3.2, a ≡ r1 +
∑
i∈A µi(modq), which

means that security of the presented algorithm is decided
by the value of r1 and

∑
i∈A µi.

For the smart contract, since the b+2 queries from T is
executed in random order, the number of possible values
for r1 is b+ 2. Having the value of r1, the smart contract
should try to the find all of µi(i ∈ A) from the set of
µj(j = 1, 2, . . . , b) and compute

∑
i∈A µi. So the number

of possible values for
∑
i∈A µi is Cbb+1 ·

∑b
k=1 ·Ckb , where

Cbb+1 denotes the possible values of selecting b queries

from b+ 1 queries and Ckb denotes possible values of pick-
ing k integers from b integers. In conclusion, there are
(b+2)·Cbb+1 ·

∑b
k=1 ·Ckb possible number of a for the smart

contract, and it approximately equals 264 when b = 53.
Therefore, we set b should be at least 53 to make sure the
security of the algorithm we proposed.

3.3 Security Analysis

Theorem 2. In the outsourcing algorithm based on sin-
gle server (smart contract), no matter the input (a, u) is
“honest, secret”, “honest, protected” or “adversarial, pro-
tected”, (T,U) is an outsource-secure implementation of
the presented algorithm.

Proof. As same as [24], A = (E,U ′) is an adversary who
makes interaction with the outsourcing algorithm in the
security model based on single server.

Pair One: EV IEWreal ∼ EV IEWideal.

EV IEWreal ∼ EV IEWideal means that environ-
ment E can’t learn anything from the execution of
(T,U). If the input (a, u) is “honest, protected” or
“adversarial, protected”, the behavior of the simula-
tor S1 is same as that executed in the real execution.
In another word, what we only need to prove is that
it still holds when (a, u) is “honest, secret”.

Assuming the input (a, u) is honest and secret, the behav-
ior of simulator S1 is shown as follows. After obtaining
the inputs of round i, S1 ignores them and invokes U ran-
domly for b + 2 times instead. Then the simulator S1

tests all of the outputs U ′ returns. If S1 detects an er-
ror, the simulator S1 stores the states and outputs of it,
Y ip = “error′′, Y iu = ∅, replacei = 1. If there is no error

detected, S1 outputs Y ip = ∅, Y iu = ∅, replacei = 0; other-
wise, S1 picks a random element r ∈ Z∗p , gives the output

Y ip = r, Y iu = ∅ and makes replacei = 1. In this case, S1

also stores its states. In the ideal experiment, the inputs
are picked by T randomly; in the real one, all operations of
invoking the server made by T are re-randomized, in an-
other word, they are all computationally random. So, in
fact, the input of U ′ in both the ideal and the real experi-
ments are all computationally indistinguishable. At round
i, if U ′ is honest in the real experiment, TU

′
executes

the algorithm correctly and S1 won’t replace the outputs,
and there is no doubt that EV IEWreal ∼ EV IEWideal.
If U ′ isn’t honest at round i, all failures are known for T
(from blockchain) and S1, and the outputs will just be “er-
ror”. In the real experiment, along with a random value
r, all outputs amounting to |A| + 2 returned by U ′ will
be multiplied together. Though U ′ behaves dishonestly,
EV IEWreal ∼ EV IEWideal still holds. With the hybrid
argument, we believe that EV IEWreal ∼ EV IEWideal.

Pair Two: EV IEWreal ∼ EV IEWideal.
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The simulator S2 behaves as follows. After obtaining
the inputs at round i, S2 ignores them and invokes
U ′ randomly for b+ 2 times instead. Then S2 stores
the states of its own and U ′. E can easily find any
difference between the ideal experiments and the real
ones, however, there can’t be any interaction between
E and U . So, at each round, we have EV IEWreal ∼
EV IEWideal.

Theorem 3. (T,U) is an (O( log2m
m ), 1)-outsource-secure

implementation of the algorithm for outsourcing modular
exponentiation computation based on smart contract.

Proof. The presented algorithm based on smart con-
tract has one call to Rand′ and b + |A| + 5 modular
multiplications (MMs) to compute uamodp. There are
O(log2m) MMs during the invocation of Rand′ if we
choose the EBPV generator while there are O(1) MMs
if we choose the method of table-lookup. So (T,U) is an

O( log2m
m )-efficient implementation of the presented algo-

rithm based on smart contract. Meanwhile, the features
of the blockchain make sure all the results returned by
smart contract must be correct, which means the invoking
T makes have no need to be verified. Once U is dishonest,
the fault will be detected by the blockchain network with
a probability of 1.

3.4 Efficiency Comparison

In this subsection, we compare efficiency and checkability
of our algorithm with those of the previous algorithms
based on single server, where efficiency is measured at
computational cost for the outsourcer and the server while
checkability is measured at the verification probability of
the computing results from the server.

In Table 1, from the aspect of checkability and effi-
ciency, we give the performance comparison for the out-
sourcer in the algorithms based on single server. In Ta-
ble 2, also from the aspect of checkability and efficiency,
we give the performance comparison for the single server
in these algorithms. As shown in [15, 24] and Remark 1,
to make the security of all algorithms being on the same
level, we set c = r = 4, k = l = 29, b′ = 33, b = 53, where
χ, t1, t2 are all random number which is larger than 264.

According to Table 1, we can get the following conclu-
sions. Firstly, compared with the algorithms in [15,16,19,
24], it is obvious that the presented algorithm is superior
both in efficiency and checkability. Secondly, compared
with the algorithms in [29], the outsourcer T in our al-
gorithm has no need to execute the operation of modular
inversions (MInvs) though T needs a little more modular
multiplications (MMs). However, the outsourcer needs to
compute MInvs for 9 times in the algorithm of [29]. It
is well known that MInv has much higher computation
complexity compared to MM, so the presented algorithm
still has a higher efficiency than the algorithm in [29].

From Table 2, we can get the following conclusions.
Firstly, compared with the algorithms in [16, 29], our al-
gorithm needs less computing afford for the server and

has higher checkability. Secondly, compared with the al-
gorithms in [19, 24], there are more queries to the server
in our algorithms. However, the checkability of the al-
gorithms in [19, 24] are both smaller than 1. In another
word, they are not sure for the outsourcing result and
it is still possible for the server to cheat the outsourcer.
Thirdly, compared with the algorithms in [15], there are
still more queries to the server in our algorithms. Nev-
ertheless, the queries to U in [15] is for exponential com-
putation while the queries to U in our algorithm is for
modular exponential computation. It is also known to us
that exponential computation has much higher computa-
tional cost compared to that of modular exponentiation
computation. That is to say, the computing efficiency for
the server in our algorithm is still higher than that of [15]
while keeping the checkability equivalence.

We will give the details of performance comparison in
the experiments in 4.2. For the outsourcer, the computa-
tion efficiency in our algorithm is almost 2 times higher
than that in [15]. And for the server, the computation
efficiency in our algorithm is almost 5 times higher than
that in [15]. Therefore, with the help of smart contract,
there is no need for T to verify the results of the out-
sourcing computation, which greatly decreases the com-
putation complexity of the outsourcing algorithms, so the
presented algorithm based on smart contract has higher
checkability and efficiency compared with the previous al-
gorithms both for the outsourcer and the server.

4 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we make a simulation experiment on Hy-
perledger Fabric for the outsourcing of modular exponen-
tiation based on smart contract. Meanwhile, we give a
comparison of computation performance between our out-
sourcing algorithm and direct computation for MExp, and
the results show the proposed algorithm simultaneously
improves the computation efficiency and the checkabil-
ity. We also make the comparison of computation perfor-
mance between our outsourcing algorithm and the previ-
ous algorithms based on single server from the aspect of
the outsourcer and the server respectively, which shows
that our algorithm has the best performance in these al-
gorithms.

4.1 Realization

Hyperledger is an enterprise alliance blockchain platform,
which was launched by the Linux foundation in 2015 to
promote blockchain digital technology and transaction
verification. It also makes blockchain technology can be
widely used in other scenarios besides cryptocurrency. At
the very beginning of the project, IBM, Jpmorgan Chase,
Cisco, Intel and other technology and financial giants have
joined it. As the representative of the third generation of
blockchain, Hyperledger makes blockchain technology to
be applied in business environment indeed.
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Table 1: Efficiency comparison for the outsourcer among the algorithms with single server

[24] [27] [15] [5] [21] ours

MM
12 + 1.5 logχ
≥ 108

1.5 log r + 1.5 log t1
+1.5 log t2 + 15 ≥ 210

l + k + 8 log c
+38 = 112

22 2b′ + 16 = 82
b+ |A|

+5 = 59
MInv 4 6 1 9 1 0
Rand 6 6 5 12 1 1

Checkability 0.5 0.991 ≈ 0.917 ≈ 1 1 1

Table 2: Efficiency comparison for the server among the algorithms with single server

[24] [27] [15] [5] [21] ours
Queries to U(for MExp) 4 4 l + k + 1 = 59 170 0 b+2=55
Queries to U(for Exp) 0 0 0 0 b’+7=40 0

Checkability 0.5 0.991 ≈ 0.917 ≈ 1 1 1

Specially, as one of the most important sub-projects of
Hyperledger, Fabric is widely used in blockchain applica-
tion deployment. Same with the Ethereum, Hyperledger
Fabric provide platform for developers to program smart
contract according to their specially application require-
ments. And after deployment, the smart contract can
be invoked to execute as the contents of it. Different
from Ethereum, Hyperledger Fabric supports more con-
ventional programming language, for example the Java,
which is friendlier to developers [4].

In our experiment, smart contract is just the server
for outsourcer to outsource the computation of modular
exponentiation to. Specially, the computation of modular
exponentiation will be the contents to be programmed to
smart contract. After deployment, outsourcer can invoke
the smart contract as the query to server to execute the
computation of modular exponentiation.

We will mainly provide the following details to prove
that the presented algorithm of outsourcing modular ex-
ponentiations truly has the higher efficiency than the pre-
vious algorithms proposed in [5, 15, 21, 24, 27] when they
have the same level of security.

The parameters p and q are set similarly to [9], where
p and q are all prime with the bit length of 512 and 160
respectively. In our experiment, there are specially set as:

p =fca682ce8e12caba26efccf7110e526db078b05edecbcd

1eb4a208f3ae1617ae01f35b91a47e6df63413c5e12ed0

899bcd132acd50d99151bdc43ee737592e17;

q =962eddcc369cba8ebb260ee6b6a126d9346e38c5

The blockchain platform is Hyperledger Fabric and the
programming language is Java. Therefore, the server is
just the smart contract which is programmed and de-
ployed in Hyperledger Fabric at version of 0.6 and simu-
lated by the processors of Intel Core i5 at 2.3GHz with
8G RAM. The outsourcer is simulated by the processors
of Intel Core i3 at 1.0GHz with 2G memory.

We simulate the outsourcing of computation of mod-

ular exponentiation when the base u = 398812729285
73704140368200322773517511596507286978293015422372
88153879986166771590838581438309852110118869474363
937459055257572091339387318417484081871494 and the
exponent a = 272122579386114794811291367966997255
945069587330.

The theoretical computation and outsourcing compu-
tation result equal as follows:
Outsourcing computation results:

1279006281009028788288110512861140636704905172743

5464331176902976317191779728845798673358720931057

5042484723473665941090868497579825258766061745497

94265465.

Theoretical Computation results:

1279006281009028788288110512861140636704905172743

5464331176902976317191779728845798673358720931057

5042484723473665941090868497579825258766061745497

94265465.

4.2 Efficiency Comparison with the Pre-
vious Algorithms

After the realization of our algorithm, we make the simu-
lation experiment to show the computation performance
of our algorithm. In the experiment, the smart contract is
programmed and deployed in Hyperledger Fabric at ver-
sion of 0.6 and simulated by the processors of Intel Core i5
at 2.3GHz with 8G RAM. The outsourcer and the server
making direct computation are simulated by the proces-
sors of Intel Core i3 at 1.0GHz with 2G memory. The
cloud server in the previous algorithms is simulated by
the processors of Intel Core i7 at 3.4GHz with 4G RAM.

Firstly, we make the performance comparison between
our algorithm and direct computation. Combining the
outsourcer and the server in our algorithm with the server
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making direct computation, we give the comparison of
their computation efficiency, which is specifically reflected
by computation time in Figure 3. It is clear that both
the outsourcer and server in our algorithm have the lower
computation consumption than the server which making
direct computation for modular exponentiation. In an-
other word, the outsourcing algorithm based on smart
contract we presented greatly reduces the computing bur-
den of the outsourcer and improves the efficiency of MExp
computation.

Figure 3: Simulation for the proposed algorithm with
smart contract

Then, we make the performance comparison between
our algorithm and the previous outsourcing algorithms
based on single server. Specifically, in Figure 4 and Fig-
ure 5, we show the comparisons about the computation
efficiency which is still reflected by computation time for
the outsourcer and the server between our algorithm and
the outsourcing algorithms proposed in [5, 15, 21, 24, 27].
As introduced in 3.4, to make security of these algorithms
being at the same level, we set that c = r = 4, k = l = 29,
b′ = 33, b = 53, where χ, t1, t2 are all random numbers
which are larger than 26.

As shown in Figure 4, it is obvious that computing
time for the outsourcer in all of the algorithms grows
linearly with the number of computing rounds approxi-
mately. And computing time for the outsourcer in our
algorithm is always lower than those of the previous al-
gorithms. Therefore, our algorithm has higher computing
efficiency than all of the previous algorithms for the out-
sourcer. Specially, computing efficiency for the outsourcer
in our algorithm is almost 2 times higher than that in [15].

From Figure 5, we can see that computing time for the
server in all of the algorithms also grows linearly with the
increase of computing rounds approximately. In detail,
computing efficiency for the server in [24,27] is higher than
that in our algorithm. However, their checkabilities are
all smaller than 1 while the checkability in our algorithm
keeps 1, which means security of the algorithms in [24,
27] is lower than ours. Compared to [5, 15], it is known

Figure 4: Time comparison of the outsourcer among the
outsourcing algorithms with single server

Figure 5: Time comparison of the server among the out-
sourcing algorithms with single server
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to us that no matter the efficiency or the checkability,
the presented algorithm is all higher than theirs. Then
compared to [21], our algorithm has higher efficiency for
the server than that in [21] while two algorithms have
same checkability of 1. Specially, computing efficiency for
the server in our algorithm is almost 5 times higher than
that in [15].

In conclusion, combining checkability with computing
efficiency for the outsourcer and the server, our algorithm
has higher efficiency while keeps the outsourcing process
secure. Therefore, our algorithm has better performance
including security and efficiency compared with the out-
sourcing algorithm in [5, 15,21,24,27].

5 Conclusions

We present an algorithm of outsourcing modular expo-
nentiation based on smart contract with a checkability
of 1 in this paper. We firstly give a security model in
outsourcing computation based on smart contract. Then
we propose a specific outsourcing algorithm and give its
secure analysis in the security model. Finally, we make
a simulation experiment to prove the correctness of the
algorithm and show it truly decreases the computation
cost for the direct computation of MExp and has higher
efficiency than those of the previous algorithms based on
single server at the same security level.
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Abstract

With the development of internet technology, mobile pay-
ment has entered our life and brought great convenience
to daily buying. But, prevailing payment systems do not
provide privacy-protection for customers. Some existing
payment schemes have high computation cost. In this
paper, combining efficient cloud computing service and
e-cash schemes providing privacy protection, we propose
a lightweight anonymous mobile payment scheme for dig-
ital commodity. Compared with some existing payment
schemes, the proposed scheme not only satisfies fairness
and common safety requirements, but also efficiently re-
duces the computational burden of merchants with a lot
of businesses.

Keywords: Anonymity; Cloud Computing; Digital Com-
modity; Fairness; Mobile Payment

1 Introduction

With the development of internet technology, mobile pay-
ment has entered our life and brought great convenience
to daily buying [10, 21, 22]. But, prevailing payment sys-
tems do not provide privacy-protection for customers.
Such systems can reveal not only purchases information
of customers, but also customer’s details including their
names, emails, postal addresses [16].

To address the aforementioned issues, only anonymous
payment schemes that protect personal information can
be used. Relevant research works [5, 18, 20, 24] have
been conducted in recent years, and their concerned is-
sues focus on security, privacy in mobile payment. But
high computation cost makes these systems unsuitable for
resource-constrained mobile devices. Recently, based on
signcryption algorithms, Cao et al. [2] proposed a strong
anonymous mobile payment scheme. Unfortunately, in
their scheme merchants have advantages over customers,
since customers should give money at once to merchants.

Even though Cao et al.’s scheme has revocation function
for settling disputes, consumers’ identity information will
be exposed in revocation phase. This contradicts the re-
quirement of anonymity. Also Cao et al.’s scheme [18]
cannot efficiently resolve disputes and include many time-
consuming bilinear pairing computations.

In fact, e-cash [7, 9, 11, 12, 14, 15, 23] schemes are ideal
approach to achieve anonymous payment. Kang et al [7]
proposed an e-cash anonymous payment scheme with low
computation cost compared with many e-cash payment
schemes. But, their scheme is not suitable to mobile pay-
ment since there are also time-consuming bilinear pairing
computations.

In recent years, with the development of network tech-
nology, digital economy and cloud services are becoming
more and more popular [8,13,17]. Many people buy digi-
tal goods and digital services through the Internet. Cloud
services have accelerated such business growth with their
powerful computing and processing capabilities. In this
paper, combining efficient cloud service and e-cash provid-
ing privacy protection, we propose a lightweight anony-
mous mobile payment scheme for digital commodity. To
merchants with a lot of businesses, the proposed scheme
can efficiently reduce their computational burden.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we give the system and security model. In Sec-
tion 3, we give some parameters and briefly review Ting et
al.’s signcryption scheme used in the proposed scheme.
Our scheme is proposed in Section 4. Security cryptanal-
ysis and comparisons are given in Section 5. Finally, the
article is concluded in Section 6.

2 The System and Security Mod-
els

This section introduces the system and security models of
our proposed mobile payment scheme for digital commod-
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ity in cloud service environment. It will describe the role
of participants in the proposed scheme and put forward
security objectives.

2.1 The System Model

The system model of our proposed mobile payment
scheme is shown in Figure 1. It is consists of four en-
tities:

1) A customer who with a smart phone can access the
Internet to buy digital commodities or digital services
using e-cash from a merchant.

2) A merchant who sells various digital commodities or
digital services.

3) A bank that generates valid e-cash for the customer
and accepts e-cash deposit from the merchant.

4) A cloud service platform (CSP) which provides pay-
ment service and solves disputes between the cus-
tomer and the merchant.

Bank

Merchants User

Cloud Server

Figure 1: The system model

2.2 The Security Model

In a mobile payment scheme for digital commodity in
cloud service environment, the bank and the cloud ser-
vice platform CSP are honest but curious. They gener-
ally strictly execute the terms of the scheme. But, they
are also interested in the customer’s identity information.
The customer and the merchant may deceive the bank
and CSP for their benefit. The customer may forge an e-
cash to cheat the merchant and the bank. The merchant
may cheat the customer in digital commodities or digital
services.

In view of the above-mentioned models, our security
objectives are threefold:

1) Anonymity: The proposed scheme will protect the
customer’s identity information. The bank cannot

know who ever withdrawn the e-cash deposited by a
merchant. CSP and the merchant cannot know the
real identity of the customer who conducts a trans-
action with the merchant through CSP.

2) Unforgeability: No one but the bank can generate
valid e-cash. One who personates others or forges
messages cannot pass validity verifications.

3) Fairness: Neither the customer nor the merchant has
advantages over the other in dealing. Even a dispute
arises, it can be dealt with fairly through CSP.

3 Preliminary

In this section we give some parameters and notations
used in our scheme. We also introduce Ting et al.’s sign-
cryption scheme [19] used in our scheme.

3.1 The Notations

The notations used in this article are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: The notations

Symbol Description
G1 An additive group of prime order q
P A generator of G1

PKG The Private Key Generator
w PKG’s private key

Ppub PKG’s public key
H1, H2, H3 Three hash functions

U A customer
IDU Identity of the customer U
M A merchant

IDM Identity of the merchant M
xB , PKB Private key and public key of the bank

xCSP , PKCSP Private key and public key of the cloud
service platform (CSP )

N Denomination of e-cash
DC A digital commodity’s name or content

CertDC The certificate of the digital commodity DC

3.2 Ting et al.’s Signcryption Scheme

In a signcryption scheme there are a sender and desig-
nated receiver. The sender can achieve encryption and
signature in a logical single step. So, a signcryption
scheme can efficiently provide confidentiality and authen-
tication. Ting et al.’s signcryption scheme is indistin-
guishable against adaptive chosen-ciphertext attacks un-
der the computational Diffie’Hellman assumption, and
is unforgeable against adaptive chosen-message attacks
under the elliptic curve discrete logarithm assumption.
Following is the description of Ting et al.’s signcryption
scheme [19].
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Let G1 be an additive group of prime order q and P
be a generator of G1. The Private Key Generator (PKG)
randomly chooses a number w ∈ Zq as its master private
key and computes the corresponding public key Ppub =
wP . PKG also chooses three one-way hash functions:
H1 : G1 × Zq → Zq,
H2 : G1 ×G1 ×G1 → Zq,
H3 : Zq ×G1 ×G1 ×G1 × Zq × Zq → Zq,

then publishes system parameters{P, Ppub, q,H1, H2, H3}.
For a user U with his identity IDU , PKG randomly

chooses rU ∈ Zq, computes
RU = rUP , DU = rU + wH1(RU , IDU )modq,

and securely returns skU = (RU , DU ) to U as U ’s private
key.

Signcrypt: Given a sender’s private key skU and a re-
ceiver’s public key PKT (correspondingly private key
is xT and PKT = xTP ), the algorithm firstly chooses
randomly two numbers b1, b2 ∈ Zq, and computes

B1 = b1P,B2 = b1(PKT ), d = b2DU mod q.

Then the algorithm computes

c = m⊕H2(RU , B1, B2),

h = H3(m,RU , B1, B2, d, c),

v = (h+ b1)−1b2
−1 mod q.

The signcrypted ciphertext for the message m is σ =
(c,RU , B1, d, v).

Unsigncrypt: Given a ciphertext σ = (c,RU , B1, d, v),
the sender’s identity IDU and the receiver’s private
key xT , this algorithm computes

B2 = xTB1,

m = c⊕H2(RU , B1, B2),

h = H3(m,RU , B1, B2, d, c),

and checks the validity of message by the following
equation:

vd(B1 + hP ) = RU +H1(RU , IDU )Ppub.

4 The Proposed Scheme

Suppose that a customer U and a merchant M have their
account in advance at a bank. When U wants to buy a
digital commodity from M , U firstly browses M ’s web-
site, and gets the price N of his wanted digital commod-
ity. Then, U withdraws a N denomination e-cash at the
bank and pays the e-cash to the merchant M through the
cloud service platform CSP. Finally, U obtains his wanted
digital commodity.

The proposed scheme consists of four phases: the with-
drawal phase, the payment phase, the deposit phase and
the adjudication phase. In the proposed scheme, the cus-
tomer U and the merchant M have identity IDU and
IDM , respectively. The customer U has his id-based

private key (RU , DU ) generated by PKG. Here DU =
rU + wH1(RU , IDU )modq, RU = rUP , w is PKG’s pri-
vate key. The bank and CSP have their private/public
key pairs xB/PKB = xBP , xCSP /PKCSP = xCSPP ,
respectively.

4.1 The Withdrawal Phase

In the withdrawal phase, we use the idea of Ting et al.
signcryption scheme [19] and blind signatures [9] to make
the customer U to securely get an e-cash from the bank.

Firstly, U sends a request information (including U ’s
identity IDU and account Information AIU ) for an e-cash
to the bank. When the request information passes the ver-
ifications, the bank sends an e-cash to U by the following
steps. We also depict the withdrawal phase in Figure 2.

1) The bank chooses element a ∈ Z∗q computes A = aP
and sends A to U .

2) U receives A and generates his pseudonym PIDU =
H1(IDU , z), where z is a random number in Z∗q .
Then, U randomly chooses b1, b2 ∈ Zq, and computes

B1 = b1A,B2 = b1(PKB), d = b2DU mod q.

m = IDU ||N ||b−11 b2H1(PIDU , IDM , B1),

c = m⊕H2(RU , B1, B2),

h = H3(m,RU , B1, B2, d, c),

v = (h+ b1)−1b−12 mod q,

and sends σ = (c,RU , B1, d, v) to the bank.

3) On receiving σ = (c,RU , B1, d, v), the bank computes

B2 = a−1xBB1,

m = c⊕H2(RU , B1, B2),

h = H3(m,RU , B1, B2, d, c),

and extracts the customer’s identity information
from the message m. Then the bank checks the fol-
lowing equation:

vd(a−1B1 + hP ) = RU +H1(RU , IDU )Ppub.

4) When the equation holds, the bank extracts N and
b−11 b2H1(PIDU , IDM , B1) from the message m and
computes

S′ = a−1b−11 b2H1(PIDU , IDM , B1)H2(N, t)xB mod q.

Where t is the deadline for the e-cash. Then the bank
sends (N, t, S′) to U .

5) On receiving (N, t, S′), U computes S = b−12 S′, and
checks the following equation

SB1 = H1(PIDU , IDM , B1)H2(N, t)(PKB).

If the equation holds, U obtains a valid e-cash
(PIDU , IDM , B1, S,N, t).
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4.2 The Payment Phase

During the payment phase, the customer U pays the e-
cash to the merchant M though the cloud service platform
CSP. We depict this phase in Figure 3. Following is the
detailed steps.

1) U chooses a random number y ∈ Z∗q and computes

Y = yP, F = (S +H1(y(PKCSP ), DC, Y )) mod q,

and send (PIDU , IDM , B1, F,N, t, Y,DC) to CSP.
Here DC only denotes the wanted digital commod-
ity’s name.

2) On receiving (PIDU , IDM , B1, F,N, t, Y,DC), CSP
obtains by the following computation

S = (F −H1(xCSPY,DC, Y )) mod q,

and checks whether the equation

SB1 = H1(PIDU , IDM , B1)H2(N, t)(PKB),

holds or not. If it holds, and there is not
(PIDU , IDM , B1, F,N, t, Y,DC) record in CSP-list,
CSP chooses a random number j ∈ Z∗q , and computes

J = jP,

L1 = (j +H2(PIDU , IDM , S,N, t)xCSP ) mod q,

L2 = (j +H2(PIDU , IDM , DC,N, Y, t)xCSP ) mod q.

Then, CSP sends (J, L1) to U , sends (PIDU , IDM ,
DC, N , Y , t, J , L2) to M and records (PIDU , IDM ,
B1, F,N, t, Y,DC) in the CSP-list.

3) Upon receiving (PIDU , IDM , DC, Y, t, J, L2), the
merchant M firstly checks the equation

L2P = J +H2(PIDU , IDM , DC,N, Y, t)YCSP .

If the equation holds, M encrypts the digital com-
modity DC with Y , and sends EY (DC) to U . Here
E is a public encryption algorithm.

4) Upon receiving EY (DC), U decrypts it with the cor-
responding secret value y, gets DC and checks it. If
DC is valid, U chooses a random number i ∈ Z∗q ,
computes

I = iP, Q = (y + iH2(PIDU ||DC)) mod q,

and sends (I,Q) to M .

5) On receiveing (I,Q), M checks the following equation

QP = Y +H2(PIDU ||DC)I.

If the equation holds, M sends EY (CertDC) to U .
Meanwhile, M sends (PIDU , IDM , N, Y, I,Q, J, L2)
to CSP.

6) On receiveing EY (CertDC), U decryptes it, gets the
certificate CertDC of digital commodity DC and
check the certificate.

7) On receiveing (PIDU , IDM , N, Y, I,Q, J, L2), CSP
checks the following equations

L2P = J +H2(PIDU , IDM , DC,N, Y )YCSP ,

QP = Y +H2(PIDU ||DC)I.

If the equations holds, CSP sends the e-cash
(PIDU , IDM , B1, S,N, t) to M . After the expiry
date, CSP delete (PIDU , IDM , B1, S,N, t) from the
CSP-list.

4.3 The Deposit Phase

In this phase, when the bank obtains an e-cash from the
merchant, the bank deposits money into the merchat’s
account.

1) Before the deadline t of the e-cash (PIDU , IDM ,
B1, S,N, t), the merchant M chooses a random num-
ber k1 ∈ Z∗q , computes

K1 = k1P, O1 = (S +H1(k1(PKB),K1)) mod q,

and sends (PIDU , IDM , B1, O1, N, t,K1) to the
bank.

2) On receiving (PIDU , IDM , B1, O1, N, t,K1), the
bank computes

S = (O1 −H1(xBK1,K1)) mod q,

and checks whether the equation

SB1 = H1(PIDU , IDM , B1)H2(N, t)(PKB),

holds or not. If the equation holds, the bank deposits
N amount money into the merchant M ’s account.

4.4 The Adjudication Phase

In the Step 4 of the payment phase, if the customer U
finds the commodity DC is not valid, or DC is valid,
but U does not go on the terms of the scheme, then the
merchant cannot receive (I,Q) from U in time. Whatever
the case may be, in the near deadline t, the merchant M
chooses a random number k2 ∈ Z∗q , computes

V = DC||CertDC ,

K2 = k2P,

O2 = (V +H1(k2(PKCSP ),K2)) mod q,

and sends (PIDU , IDM , B1, O2, N, t,K2) to CSP.
On receiving (PIDU , IDM , B1, O2, N, t,K2), CSP

computes

V = (O2 −H1(xCSPK2,K2))modq,

obtains DC, CertDC and checks them. When DC and
CertDC are valid, CSP sends the e-cash to the merchant
M , and sends EY (DC||CertDC) to the customer U .
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5 Security Analysis and Compar-
isons

In this section, we evaluate the security of the proposed
scheme, including anonymity, unforgeability and fairness
analysis. We also show the comparison results of the pro-
posed scheme with some existing schemes in security and
computational efficiency.

5.1 Security Analysis

We analyze the security of the proposed scheme from the
following three aspects.

1) Anonymity. In the whole payment phase, only the
customer U ’s pseudonym PIDU = H1(IDU , z) di-
rectly related to the real identity is used. But, the
real identity IDU of the customer U is protected by
hash function, any one cannot obtain IDU from the
pseudonym PIDU . So, in the whole payment phase
neither CSP nor the merchantM knows the real iden-
tity of the customer U .

Moreover, since we use signcryption and blind sig-
nature technology in the withdrawal phase and only
pseudonym PIDU appears in the e-cash, when the
merchant deposits the e-cash to the bank, the bank
cannot track the real identity of the customer who
withdraw the e-cash from the bank.

In summary, our proposed scheme satisfies the
anonymity secure property.

2) Unforgeability. In the payment phase and deposit
phase, since all transmitted vital messages, such as

F = (S +H1(y(PKCSP ), DC, Y )) mod q,

L1 = (j +H2(PIDU , IDM , S,N, t)xCSP ) mod q,

Q = (y + iH2(PIDU ||DC)) mod q,

O1 = (S +H1(k1(PKB),K1)) mod q,

are generated by secure ElGamal-Type encryption
and signature technology [1] using corresponding
public key in encryption and private key or secret
value of the senders in signatures, and all transmitted
messages must pass the verifications, anyone cannot
personate others to forge valid messages.

In the withdrawal phase, the bank generates an e-
cash by using its private key. So, no one can produce
valid e-cash except the bank. Moreover, on one can
personate the customer U to withdraw an e-cash, be-
cause the secure Ting et al. signcryption scheme [19]
is used in the withdrawal phase.

Therefore, our proposed scheme satisfies the unforge-
ability secure property.

3) Fairness. In the proposed scheme when a customer
wants to buy digital commodity from a merchant, the
customer sends his e-cash to the CSP instead of giv-
ing the e-cash to the merchant directly. Only after

the merchant sends the valid wanted digital commod-
ity to the customer and shows the receipt information
(I,Q) from the customer to CSP, CSP sends the e-
cash to the merchant. So, in the proposed scheme
the merchant has not advantages over the customer.

On the other hand, when the merchant receives the valid
purchase information (PIDU , IDM , DC, Y, t, J, L2) from
CSP, the merchant encrypts the digital commodity and
sends to the customer. Here, we note that the merchant
does not send the certificate CertDC with the commod-
ity DC. Only after the merchant receives the receipt in-
formation (I,Q) from the customer, the merchant sends
the certificate CertDC to the customer. Even if a un-
kind customer does not send the receipt information to
the merchant, the merchant also can obtain the e-cash in
the adjudication phase. So, in the proposed scheme the
customer has not virtual advantages over the merchant.

To sum up above mentioned two aspects, neither a cus-
tomer nor a merchant has advantages over each other in
dealing. Even a dispute arises, it can be dealt with fairly
through CSP. The proposed scheme satisfies the fairness
property.

5.2 Comparisons

In this section, the comparisons of the proposed scheme
with schemes [2, 3, 5, 6] are shown. The comparison re-
sults of the security features and computation costs are
shown in Table 2, Table 3, respectively. From Table
2, our proposed scheme satisfies anonymity, unforgeabil-
ity and fairness, it is superior to the schemes [2, 3, 5] in
security properties. Since there are on concrete signa-
ture/verification algorithm in the schemes [3, 6], we see
once signature/verification in the two schemes as once
encryption/decryption operation for the comparison of
computation cost. We also omit the statistics of mul-
tiplication operation and inverse operation in the two
schemes. From Table 3, the total computation cost of
Cao et al. scheme [2], Chaudhry et al. scheme [3] and
Kang et al. scheme [6] are T1 = 8X+14H+6P+6(E/D),
T2 = 6X+2H+11(E/D) and T3 = 6X+3H+14(E/D),
respectively. But, the total computation cost of our pro-
posed scheme is T4 = 30X + 23H + 2(E/D). According
to [4], T1 ≈ 8662X + 6(E/D), T2 ≈ 52X + 11(E/D),
T3 ≈ 75X + 14(E/D), T4 ≈ 53X + 2(E/D). So, our pro-
posed scheme is also superior to the schemes [2, 3, 6] in
computation cost.

Table 2: Comparison of security (F1: Anonymity, F2:
Unforgeability, F3: Fairness)

F1 F2 F3
Isaac et al. scheme [5] No Yes No
Cao et al. scheme [2] Yes Yes No
Chaudhry et al. scheme [3] No Yes No
Our scheme Yes Yes Yes
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Table 3: Comparison of computation costs (X: Scalar multiplication in Groups, H: Hash Calculation, P: Bilinear
pairing operation, (E/D):Encryption/decryption operation)

Schemes Ticket(e-cash)issuance Payment phase Deposit phase
Cao et al. scheme [2] 8X + 10H + 2P 2H + 2P + 4(E/D) 2H + 2P + 2(E/D)

Chaudhry et al. scheme [3] 2X +H + 4(E/D) 2X +H + 6(E/D) 2X + (E/D)
Kang et al. scheme [6] 2X +H + 3(E/D) 4X +H + 9(E/D) H + 2(E/D)

Our scheme 10X + 8H 15X + 11H + 2(E/D) 5X + 4H

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a lightweight anonymous mo-
bile payment scheme for digital commodity. The scheme is
very suitable to merchants having a lot of businesses, since
the proposed scheme can efficiently reduce the computa-
tional burden of such merchants by cloud services. We
discuss the security of the proposed scheme in anonymity,
unforgeability and fairness. Furthermore, we compare
our scheme with some existing mobile payment schemes.
The proposed scheme is superior to some existing schemes
in security and computational efficiency and suitable for
resource-constrained mobile payment devices. Next, we
should try our best to reduce the calculation cost signifi-
cantly.
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Abstract

The accuracy of time source in power system is required
to be high, and the time benchmark of ground usu-
ally synchronizes with satellite time. The experimen-
tal environment is operated in the open outdoor area.
SMBV100A is used as the pseudo Beidou signal trans-
mitter and ATGM332D-5N is used as the Beidou sig-
nal receiving chip. The experiment changes the power
of pseudo-Beidou satellite signal to explore the influence
of spoofing jamming on satellite-ground time synchroniza-
tion of a single receiving module, and changes the rela-
tive position of two receiving modules to study the influ-
ence of spoofing jamming on satellite common-view time
synchronization. The experimental results show that in
the case of deceptive jamming, the greater the power of
pseudo-Beidou signal, the shorter the time interval be-
tween the receiving module and pseudo-Beidou; when the
dual receiving module uses satellite common-view syn-
chronization, there is a large time difference in a period
of time. Experiments directly show that time-service time
in power system is susceptible to spoofing interference

Keywords: Beidou Spoofing Jamming; Satellite Com-
mon View; Time Synchronization between Satellite and
Ground; Time Synchronization in Smart Grid

1 Introduction

In the power system, each power automation device,
microcomputer monitoring device, and safety automatic
protection device are highly dependent on clock synchro-
nization [7, 12]. In order to ensure the accuracy of clock
synchronization, the timing clock in the power system is
mostly synchronized with the satellite clock by means of

satellite synchronization [11,19]. However, due to the nav-
igation message format of the civilian part of the satel-
lite signal including Beidou and GPS, the code modula-
tion mode, carrier frequency and other information are
all public. It is easy to use this information to design
the Beidou satellite simulator to deceive the satellite re-
ceiver,which makes the timing clock of the ground having
an error [2, 15,17].

There are two main ways of time synchronization
in the power system:master-slave time synchronization
and satellite common-view time synchronization [9, 18].
Master-slave clock synchronization relies on the accuracy
of single receiver satellite time synchronization. Satel-
lite common-view time synchronization relies on time
synchronization accuracy between multiple satellite re-
ceivers [5, 6, 10]. In the case of deception jamming, this
work studies the change of the satellite synchronization
time of the single Beidou receiver and the change of the
satellite synchronization time synchronization of the dual
receiver.

2 Experimental Principle

2.1 Satellite-Ground Time Synchroniza-
tion

Satellites in space continuously transmit satellite signals
to the ground by broadcasting, and the ground receiver
can resolve the position of the satellite and the time stamp
of transmitting signal from the satellite signals.

In theory, when four satellites are used, the ground
time and satellite time can be synchronized by Formu-
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las (1), (2), (3), and (4) [13].
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2
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2
+ cb
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2
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2
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2
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In Formulas (1), (2), (3) and (4), the subscripts 1, 2,
3 and 4 represent the satellite signal sequence number,
ρi is the pseudo range of the transmitting satellite to the
receiver, ti is the time stamp of the transmission, and t
is local time. c is the speed of light , (x, y, z) is the local
location, (xi, yi, zi) is the location where the satellite is
launched, and b is the deviation of local time from stan-
dard satellite time. It is known that (xi, yi, zi) , ti and t
can find four unknown quantities x , y , z and b , and find
(t − b) is the synchronization time between the receiver
and the satellite.

2.2 Deception Interference Time Syn-
chronization Principle

When the ground satellite receiver performs the satellite
time synchronization normally, it will first capture the
signals of different satellite serial numbers from the re-
ceived signals, and then keep track of the satellite sig-
nals. However, the power of the satellite signal received
by the ground receiver is relatively small, only about -
160dBW [8,14].

If a pseudo-satellite signal with a relatively large power
is transmitted near the receiving module, the pseudo-
satellite signal will mask the real satellite signal. The re-
ceiving module thereby captures the tracking pseudo lite
signal and synchronizes the pseudo lite time according to
the navigation message of the pseudo lite signal [3, 4, 16].

2.3 Satellite Common-view Time Syn-
chronization Principle

Satellite common view is a method of time synchroniza-
tion between devices based on satellite time. Figure 1
shows the schematic diagram of satellite common-view
time synchronization.

Figure 1: Satellite common view

In Figure 1, device A and device B simultaneously re-
ceive satellite signals for satellite time synchronization.
Since the durations of the signal processing and data
transmitting of device A are different from those of de-
vice B, there is a relatively fixed time offset between A
and B [1].

3 Experimental Equipment and
Experimental Environment

3.1 Experimental Equipment

The main equipment of this experiment is GPS/BD dual-
mode receiver module and pseudo-Beidou signal simulator
equipment. The GPS/BD dual-mode receiving module
includes three parts: Receiving antenna, signal processing
chip and serial interface tool. The GPS/BD dual-mode
receiving module is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: GPS/BD receiving module

The receiving antenna is an ordinary GPS/BD an-
tenna for receiving signals; The signal processing chip is
ATGM332D-5N, which is used to capture, track, and an-
alyze satellite signals, and calculates local position and
time information; The serial interface tool is CP 2102
USB- TTL BOARDV4.0, used to transfer chip processing
data to a computer. Among them, ATGM332D-5N is a
key part of the receiving module. Its positioning accu-
racy is 2.5m, cold-start capture accuracy is -148dBm and
tracking capture sensitivity is -162dBm.

The pseudo-Beidou signal simulator is SMBV100A,
which is a vector signal generator produced by ROHDE &
SCHWARZ. It can simulate the transmission of 12 Beidou
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satellite signals, and can set the power of pseudo-satellite
signals, UTC, and the location of pseudo-satellite signals.

This experiment records the processing data of the re-
ceiving module through the serial port assistant on the
computer.

3.2 Experimental Environment Con-
struction

The system block diagram of this experiment is shown in
Figure 3. The receiving module receives the real GPS/BD
satellite signal during normal operation; when the receiv-
ing module is deceived, it receives the real GPS/BD signal
and the pseudo-high-pitched signal with high power. The
received satellite signal is processed by the serial port tool
on the computer.

Figure 3: The block diagram of deception interference
experiment system

This experiment is carried out in an outdoor open envi-
ronment to ensure that the receiving module can receive
more satellite signals. The transmitting antenna of the
pseudo-Beidou signal simulator is placed on a higher floor,
ensuring that the pseudo-Beidou signal can cover a larger
area. The experimental scene of the BD/GPS receiving
module is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: The experimental site map of BD/GPS receiver
module

The pseudo-Beidou signal simulator SMBV100A (Fig-
ure 5) placed on the upper floor simulates the pseudo-
Beidou signal transmitted to the receiving module by a
non-omnidirectional antenna with a small beam angle.

Figure 5: Pseudo-beidou signal simulator and signal
transmitting antenna

4 Experimental Steps

This experiment separately studies the effect of decep-
tion jamming on the time synchronization of the single
receiver module and the effect of deception jamming on
the satellite synchronization time synchronization of the
dual receiver module. The experimental steps are as fol-
lows:

1) Turn off the signal transmission switch of the pseudo-
Beidou signal simulator, the receiving module nor-
mally receives the real GPS, BD satellite signal and
records the signal processing data for 5 minutes
through the serial port assistant of the computer af-
ter the data is stable.

2) Set the transmission power of the pseudo signal
to -20dBm; set the pseudo positioning position of
the Beidou signal to be (30◦18’53”N, 120◦22’23”E),
which is about 2’ difference from the longitude of the
real position; The UTC of the interference source is
set to 08:00:00, which is about 12 hours from the
real time; the pseudo satellite signal number is 01,
02, 03, 04, 05, 06. Turn on the pseudo-Beidou signal
simulator signal emission switch.

3) The serial port assistant records 5 minutes of sig-
nal processing data. Turn off the signal transmission
switch of the pseudo-Beidou signal simulator.

4) Study the effect of deception jamming on the time
synchronization of the single receiver module. Ensure
that the experimental environment is unchanged, set
the UTC to 04:00:00, change the power of the pseudo-
Beidou signal to -20dBm, -15dBm, -10dBm and -
5dBm, and repeat the experimental steps from a to
c.

5) The effect of deception jamming on the dual-
receiving module on satellite common-view time syn-
chronization is studied. Ensure that the experi-
mental environment is unchanged, set the UTC to
07:00:00, the power of the pseudo-Beidou signal to
-5dBm, and change the relative distance between the
dual receivers to 5m, 10m, 15m and 20m. Experi-
mental steps from a to c were repeated in sequence.
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5 Experimental Results and Anal-
ysis

5.1 Deception of the Receiving Module

The receiving module normally receives the BD/GPS
data, and the GNRMC data read by the computer serial
port is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Serial GNRMC data under normal conditions

The serial port results show that the UTC is 10:49:37
and the local location is (3018.8702N, 12020.3913E),
which is (30◦18’87.02”N, 120◦20’39.13”E). The synchro-
nization time and the positioning position are consistent
with the local time and local location, indicating that the
receiving module has not received fraudulent interference.

After about 5 minutes of transmitting the pseudo Bei-
dou signal, the GNRMC data read by the serial port
is shown in Figure 7. The result shows that the UTC
is 08:56:33, and the positioning position is (3018.8835N,
12022.3833E), which is consistent with the parameters set
by the Beidou simulator, and is inconsistent with the local
time and position. The receiving module is deceived.

Figure 7: Serial GNRMC data in case of fraudulent inter-
ference

5.2 Satellite-Ground Time Synchroniza-
tion under Deception

When the receiving module receives the real Beidou sig-
nal, the transmission power of the pseudo Beidou signal
is changed to -20dBm, -15dBm, -10dBm and -5dBm, and
the experimental data simulation results are shown in Fig-
ures 8–11.

Figure 8: Receiver synchronization time under -20dBm
pseudo lite signal

Figure 9: Receiver synchronization time under -15dBm
pseudo lite signal

Figure 10: Receiver synchronization time under -10dBm
pseudo lite signal

Figure 11: Receiver synchronization time under -5dBm
pseudo lite signal

In Figures 8–11, the abscissa is the number of data
frames received by the serial port, and 1 s corresponds to
one data point. The ordinate is the UTC resolved by the
receiving module and is represented by scientific notation.

In Figures 8–11, the UTC line starts from the left
and the first black point indicates the moment when
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the pseudo-beidou signal is transmitted, the second black
point indicates the last moment of the synchronized real
satellite time, and the third black point indicates the first
moment of time of the synchronous pseudo-beidou. It
can be seen that after the pseudo-Beidou signal is trans-
mitted, the UTC parsed by the receiving module does not
immediately synchronize the pseudo-dipper time, and still
maintains the real satellite time before the interference.

The time interval between the first black point and the
second black point indicates the time required for synchro-
nizing the satellite time and the pseudo-beidou signal in
the case of fraudulen interference. According to Figures
8–11, the length of time required for synchronizing the
UTC of the receiving module and the pseudo Beidou sig-
nal is recorded in the case of pseudo-Beidou signal fraud
interference of different powers, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Time required for synchronizing pseudo-beidou
signals

Pseudo-Beidou
Signal Power/dBm -20 -15 -10 -5

Synchronized Pseudo-beidou
Signal Time/s 163 89 57 44

It can be seen from Table 1 that the greater the power
of the pseudo-Beidou signal, the shorter the time that the
UTC resolved by the receiving module is synchronized to
the pseudo-Beidou signal.

5.3 Satellite Common Time Synchroniza-
tion under Deception Jamming

The power of the pseudo-Beidou signal is kept at -5dBm,
and the relative distance between the two receivers is
changed, which is 5m, 10m, 15m and 20m, respectively,
and the experimental data simulation results are obtained
(Figures 12–15). In Figures 12–15, it is ensured that
the two receiver modules have the same abscissa of the
UTC at the same moment. The significance of the three
black points on the two UTC lines in the figure is still
the pseudo-Beidou signal transmitting time, the last mo-
ment of the synchronized real satellite time, and the first
moment of time of the synchronous pseudo-beidou is an-
alyzed.

In Figures 12–14, both the receivers 1 and 2 have a
UTC hopping condition, and in Figure 15, the receiver 1
always maintains the true UTC, indicating that it is not
subject to spoofing interference.

Figure 12: UTC synchronization time when the distance
between the two receivers is 5m

Figure 13: UTC synchronization time when the distance
between the two receivers is 10m

Figure 14: UTC synchronization time when the distance
between the two receivers is 15m

Figure 15: UTC synchronization time when the distance
between the two receivers is 20m

As can be seen from Figure 12 to Figure 15, in the
case of fraudulent interference, the dual-receiving module
satellite common-view synchronization time has a large
time difference over a period of time. Record the length
of time when the synchronization time of the two receivers
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is different under different relative distances. The results
are shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Dual receiver satellite common-view synchronous
UTC deviation duration

Relative Distance
Between Two Receivers/m 5 10 15 20

Satellite Common-view
Time Deviation Duration/s 78 44 38 –

It can be seen from Table 2 that when the relative dis-
tance between the receivers is too large, the time deviation
between the two receiving modules is always large because
the pseudo-Beidou signal cannot cause deception to inter-
fere with one of the receiving modules. When the relative
distance between the receiving modules is less than 20m,
the time deviation between the two receiving modules will
be relatively large during a period of time, about 40s to
80s.

6 Conclusion

In this work, based on two time synchronization meth-
ods of timing time source in the power system: Satellite-
Ground Time Synchronization and Satellite Common
Time Synchronization, experiment changes the transmis-
sion power of the pseudo-Beidou time signal and the dis-
tance between the two receivers to explore the satellite
fraudulent interference. The following conclusions are ob-
tained:

1) After being deceived, the time of synchronization of
the satellite will jump to the pseudo-Beidou signal
time.

2) The greater the power of the pseudo Beidou signal,
the shorter the time that synchronizes the receiving
module and the pseudo Beidou signal.

3) When the distance between two receivers based on
satellite common view synchronization is too large,
the pseudo-Beidou signal transmitted by the Beidou
simulator may not be able to successfully deceive one
of the receivers. The time offset between the two
receivers is kept large.

4) When the relative distance of the receiver is within
20m, the dual receivers based on the satellite com-
mon view synchronization are deceptively interfered,
and the synchronization time will have a large devi-
ation during a period of time, about 40s to 80s.
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Abstract

In this paper, we study the linear complexity of pseu-
dorandom binary sequences of period pr (an odd prime
power) derived from the discrete logarithm in finite fields.
We determine the exact values of the linear complexity of
the sequences for odd r ≥ 3 and the k-error linear com-
plexity for k < (p − 1)/2. The results extend that of Z.
Chen and Q. Wang from an earlier work.

Keywords: Binary Sequences; Finite Field; k-Error Lin-
ear Complexity

1 Introduction

Legendre sequence introduced below is a classic sequence
defined using (multiplicative) character of finite fields.
They have been extensively studied in the literature. The
Legendre sequences have a lot of interesting randomness
properties, in particular, they are quite good from the
linear complexity viewpoint.

Let p be an odd prime, the Legendre sequence ` =
(`0, `1, . . . , `p−1) of period p is defined as

`n =

{
0, if n = 0,
1−(n

p )
2 , if, 1 ≤ n < p,

`n+p = `n,

where
(

·
p

)
is the Legendre symbol. Legendre sequence

has a number of good properties, the reader is referred
to [4–6,8] for details.

Very recently, Z. Chen and Q. Wang [2] discussed a
generalization of Legendre sequence over the extension
field Fq of Fp, where q = pr. Let {γ1 = 1, γ2, . . . , γr} be
a fixed basis of Fq over Fp, then define the element of Fq
as follows

ξn = n1γ1 + n2γ2 + · · ·+ nrγr,

if

n = n1 + n2p+ · · ·+ nrp
r−1,

0 ≤ n < q, 0 ≤ ni < p,

i = 1, . . . , r.

Then the binary sequence σ = (σ0, σ1, . . . , σq−1) is defined
by

σn =
1− χ(ξn)

2
, 0 ≤ n < q, (1)

where χ is the quadratic character of Fq and we add
χ(0) = 1 (here and hereafter). We can set σn+q = σn
to get a periodic sequence. Clearly, we have χ(ξn) =
(−1)σn . The σ had indeed been investigated in earlier
references [9–11, 13]. It should be noted that these se-
quences are not cyclotomic sequences for r > 1. They
have a different structure, and our method differs from
the methods used in [1,7,14,15] to study the linear com-
plexity and k- error linear complexity of the cyclotomic
sequences with period pr.

Z. Chen and Q. Wang [2] proved a lower bound on
the linear complexity of σ for r ≥ 2 and determined the
exact values of the k-error linear complexity for r = 2. In
this work, we continue this project. Exactly speaking, we
will present the exact values of the linear complexity of σ
for odd r ≥ 3 in Sect. 3 and prove some partial results
about the k-error linear complexity for r ≥ 3 in Sect. 4.
Some subsidiary statements will be presented in Sect. 2.
Conclusions will be drawn in Sect. 5, some final remarks
are also presented there.

Finally we conclude this section by introducing the no-
tions of the linear complexity and the k-error linear com-
plexity. Let F be a field. For a T -periodic sequence (sn)
over F, recall that the linear complexity over F, denoted
by LCF((sn)), is the least order L of a linear recurrence
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relation over F

sn+L = cL−1sn+L−1 + . . .+ c1sn+1 + c0sn for n ≥ 0,

which is satisfied by (sn) and where c0 6= 0, c1, . . . , cL−1 ∈
F. Let

S(X) = s0 + s1X + s2X
2 + . . .+ sT−1X

T−1 ∈ F[X],

which is called the generating polynomial of (sn). Then
the linear complexity over F of (sn) can be computed as

LCF((sn)) = T − deg
(
gcd(XT − 1, S(X))

)
, (2)

which is the degree of the characteristic polyno-
mial, (XT − 1)/gcd(XT − 1, S(X)), of the sequence.
See, e.g., [3] for details.

A cryptographically strong sequence must have high
linear complexity. At the same time, changing several
members of such a sequence should not significantly re-
duce the linear complexity. This leads to the concept
of the k-error linear complexity. For integers k ≥ 0,
the k-error linear complexity over F of (sn), denoted by
LCF

k ((sn)), is the lowest linear complexity (over F) that
can be obtained by changing at most k terms of the se-
quence per period (see [12], and see [6] for the related
sphere complexity that was defined even earlier). Clearly,
LCF

0 ((sn)) = LCF((sn)), and

T ≥ LCF
0 ((sn)) ≥ LCF

1 ((sn)) ≥ . . . ≥ LCF
w((sn)) = 0

when w equals the number of nonzero terms of (sn) per
period, i.e., the weight of (sn).

2 A Subsidiary Polynomial

For our discussion, we need to introduce a subsidiary poly-
nomial.

For 1 ≤ m ≤ r, we use γ1 = 1, γ2, . . . , γm (as in Sect.
1) to build the set Lm = {i1γ1 + i2γ2 + . . .+ imγm : 0 ≤
i1, i2, . . . , im < p}. For β ∈ Lm, we define

φ(m)(β) =

p−1∏
im+1=0

· · ·
p−1∏
ir=0

χ(β + im+1γm+1 + . . .+ irγr).

Then we introduce the subsidiary polynomial

A(m)(X) =

pm−1∑
n=0

a(m)
n Xn ∈ F2[X]

of degree < pm with coefficients

a(m)
n = (1− φ(m)(ρn))/2, (3)

where
ρn = n1γ1 + n2γ2 + · · ·+ nmγm,

for 0 ≤ n < pm and

n = n1+n2p+ · · ·+nmpm−1, 0 ≤ ni < p, i = 1, . . . ,m.

We have the following statement.

Proposition 1. With notations as above. For 1 ≤ m ≤
r with odd r ≥ 3, we have

wt(A(m)(X)) = (pm − 1)/2 + δm,

here and hereafter wt(h(X)) denotes the number of non-
zero coefficients of the polynomial h(X), and

δm =

{
1, if p ≡ 3(mod 4) and m is even,

0, otherwise.

In order to prove Proposition 1, we need to discuss
some lemmas. Let 0 < g < p be a primitive root modulo
p. In the sequel we will use the following notations:

â ≡ a (mod p) and 0 ≤ â < p,

and
g ∗ b = ĝb0 + ĝb1 · p+ . . .+ ĝbl · pl

for b = b0 + b1p+ . . .+ blp
l, where 0 ≤ b0, b1, . . . , bl < p.

Lemma 1. Let χ be the quadratic character of Fq with
q = pr and odd r ≥ 3 and g : 0 < g < p a primitive root
modulo p. With m,Lm and φ(m) as above, we have

(i). χ(g) = −1.

(ii). φ(m)(gβ) = −φ(m)(β) for any β ∈ Lm.

Proof.

(i). Let ξ be a primitive element of F∗
q . We can write

g = ξ
t(q−1)
p−1 for some integer t since the order of g

modulo p is p−1. We need to show gcd(t, p−1) = 1.
Since otherwise, if d = gcd(t, p− 1) > 1, we see that

g(p−1)/d = ξ
t(q−1)

d = (ξq−1)t/d = 1,

a contradiction. So we derive that t is odd and q−1
p−1 =

1 + p + · · · + pr−1 is odd too when r is odd. Hence
χ(g) = −1.

(ii). This comes from the definition of φ(m) and (i).

Lemma 2. Let l ≥ 1 and Zpl be the ring of integers
modulo pl. Let g : 0 < g < p be a primitive root modulo
p. Then there exists a subset M such that Zpl \ {0} =
M∪g∗M and M∩g∗M = ∅, where g∗M = {g∗j : j ∈M}.

Proof. Put

M =

l−1⋃
i=0

(p−3)/2⋃
k=0

{ĝ2k · pi + ai+1p
i+1 + . . .+ al−1p

l−1 :

0 ≤ ai+1, . . . , al−1 < p}.

We see that M exactly contains p−1
2 (pl−1 + · · ·+ p+ 1) =

(pl− 1)/2 integers, so does g ∗M . It is clear that M ∩ g ∗
M = ∅. Hence M ∪ g ∗M = Zpl \ {0}.
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Now for 1 ≤ m ≤ r and 0 ≤ j < pm−1, we write

U
(m)
j (X) =

{∑p−1
k=0 a

(m)
j+kpm−1X

j+kpm−1

, if m > 1,

0, if m = 1,

and

V (m)(X) =

p−2∑
k=0

a
(m)

ĝk·pm−1
X ĝk·pm−1

.

Indeed, U
(m)
0 (X) = V (m)(X) + a

(m)
0 for m > 1. Hence it

is clear to see that

A(m)(X) = a
(m)
0 +

pm−1−1∑
j=1

U
(m)
j (X) + V (m)(X). (4)

Lemma 3. With notations as above, we have

(i). wt(V (m)(X)) = (p− 1)/2.

(ii). a
(m)
0 = (1− (−1)(p

r−m−1)/2)/2.

(iii). There is a set J ⊂ Zpm−1 such that Zpm−1 \ {0} =
J ∪ g ∗ J and J ∩ g ∗ J = ∅ for m > 1. And for any
j ∈ J , we have

wt
(
U

(m)
j (X)

)
+ wt

(
U

(m)
g∗j (X)

)
= p.

Proof.

(i). From Equation (3), if a
(m)

ĝk·pm−1
= 1 then φm(ĝk ·

γm) = −1. Hence, by Lemma 1 (ii) we have φm(ĝk+1·
γm) = 1, from which we derive a

(m)

ĝk+1·pm−1
= 0 and

vice verse. Thus, wt(V (m)(X)) = (p− 1)/2.

(ii). By Equation (3) again, we only need to compute

φ(m)(0) =

p−1∏
im+1=0

· · ·
p−1∏
ir=0

χ(im+1γm+1 + . . .+ irγr).

Let Mr−m = {im+1γm+1 + . . . + irγr : 0 ≤
im+1, . . . , ir < p}. For any β ∈ Mr−m, we have
gβ ∈ Mr−m. Since χ(gβ) = −χ(β) for β 6= 0 by
Lemma 1, we define two subsets of Mr−m:

{β : χ(β) = 1, 0 6= β ∈Mr−m}

and
{gβ : χ(β) = 1, 0 6= β ∈Mr−m},

both with the same cardinality (pr−m − 1)/2. So we

get φ(m)(0) = (−1)(p
r−m−1)/2.

(iii). By Lemma 2, such J ⊂ Zpm−1 always exists.

Let j = j1 + j2p + . . . + jm−1p
m−2 ∈ J , where

0 ≤ j1, j2, . . . , jm−1 < p. For those k : 0 ≤ k < p

such that a
(m)
j+kpm−1 = 1, we have φ(m)(j1γ1 + j2γ2 +

. . . + jm−1γm−1 + kγm) = −1 and hence φ(m)(ĝj1γ1 +

ĝj2γ2 + . . . + ĝjm−1γm−1 + ĝkγm) = 1, which derives

a
(m)

g∗j+ĝkpm−1
= 0.

Similar, for those k : 0 ≤ k < p such that a
(m)
j+kpm−1 = 0,

we derive a
(m)

g∗j+ĝkpm−1
= 1. So we complete the proof.

Proof of Proposition 1. It follows from Equation (4)
and Lemma 3.

3 Linear Complexity

In this section, we present the main result on the linear
complexity. We first describe a connection between the
subsidiary polynomial A(m)(X) above and the generating
polynomial S(X) = σ0 + σ1X + . . .+ σpr−1X

pr−1 of σ.

Proposition 2. Let σ be the binary sequence of period
q = pr with odd r ≥ 3 defined in Equation (1) and let
S(X) be the generating polynomial of σ. Then for 1 ≤
m ≤ r we have

S(X) ≡ A(m)(X) (mod Xpm − 1).

Proof. Write

S(X) ≡
pm−1∑
i=0

biX
i (mod Xpm − 1).

Then we have

bi ≡ σi + σi+pm + · · ·+ σi+(pr−m−1)pm (mod 2).

Let i = i1 + i2p + . . . + imp
m−1 < pm with 0 ≤

i1, i2, . . . , im < p and ρi = i1γ1 + i2γ2 + . . . + imγm.
For t = tm+1 + tm+2p + . . . + trp

r−m−1 < pr−m with
0 ≤ tm+1, tm+2, . . . , tr < p, we compute

(−1)bi = (−1)
∑pr−m−1

t=0 σi+tpm =

p−1∏
tm+1=0

· · ·
p−1∏
tr=0

χ(ρi + tm+1γm+1 + . . .+ trγr)

= φ(m)(ρi) = (−1)a
(m)
i .

So we complete the proof.

Theorem 1. Let σ be the binary sequence of period q =
pr with odd r ≥ 3 defined in Equation (1). If 2 is a
primitive root modulo p2, the linear complexity of σ over
F2 satisfies

LCF2(σ) =

{
pr, if p ≡ 3(mod 4),

pr − 1, if p ≡ 1(mod 4).

Proof. According to Equation (2) and

Xpr−1 = (X−1)

r−1∏
j=0

(
1 +Xpj +X2pj + . . .+X(p−1)pj

)
,
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we only need to consider

gcd(X − 1, S(X)) and gcd(Φj(X), S(X)),

where Φj(X) = 1 +Xpj +X2pj + . . .+X(p−1)pj for 0 ≤
j < r. Φj(X) is irreducible since 2 is a primitive root
modulo p2.

We suppose Φj0(X)|S(X) for some 0 ≤ j0 < r, then
Φj0(X)|A(j0+1)(X) by Proposition 2. If we write for some
H(X)

A(j0+1)(X) = Φj0(X)H(X),

then wt(Φj0(X)H(X)) is divided by p, but
wt(A(m)(X)) = (pm − 1)/2 + δm by Proposition 1,
a contradiction. So we derive gcd(Φj(X), S(X)) = 1 for
all 0 ≤ j < r. Finally, since S(1) = (pr − 1)/2 it is easy
to get gcd(X − 1, S(X)) depending on p (mod 4).

We remark that, Theorem 1 is not true if 2 is not a
primitive root modulo p2. For example, let q = 73 (i.e.,
p = 7 and r = 3) and Fq = Fp(α), where α is a root of
primitive polynomial X3 + 3X + 2. For the basis 1, α, α2,
we have S(X) = X4 + X2 + X (mod X7 − 1). Thus
X3 + X + 1 divides gcd(S(X), Xq − 1). Indeed in this
case, LCF2(σ) = 340(< q = 343).

4 k-Error Linear Complexity

In this section, we prove the k-error linear complexity of
σ over F2 for small k.

Theorem 2. Let σ be the binary sequence of period q =
pr with odd r ≥ 3 defined in Equation (1). If 2 is a
primitive root modulo p2, then for 1 ≤ k < (p − 1)/2 the
k-error linear complexity of σ over F2 satisfies

LCF2

k (σ) = pr − 1.

Proof. Let e(X) be an error corrected sequence and
wt(e(X)) < (p − 1)/2. It is clear that S(X) − S(1) is
divided by X − 1 and LCF2

1 (σ) ≤ pr − 1.
Further, if we suppose that S(X) + e(X) is divided by

Φm(X) = X(p−1)pm−1

+ · · ·+Xpm−1

+1 for some 1 ≤ m ≤
r then as in the proof of Theorem 1 we obtain

A(m)(X) + e(X) (mod Xpm − 1) = Φm(X)H(X)

for someH(X), then wt
(
A(m)(X) + e(X) (mod Xpm − 1)

)
is an integer divided by p, but wt(A(m)(X)) =
(pm − 1)/2 + δm by Proposition 1 and wt(e(X)
(mod Xpm − 1)) < (p − 1)/2, a contradiction. So,
gcd(S(X) + e(X), Xq− 1) = X− 1 and LCF2

k (σ) = pr− 1
for 1 ≤ k < (p− 1)/2.

For k ≥ (p − 1)/2, it seems not easy to determine the
k-error linear complexity. Below, we list some examples
when r = 3.

Let ∆ = min
(
wt
(
U

(2)
1 (X)

)
, wt

(
U

(2)
g (X)

))
. Then

∆ ≤ (p − 1)/2. By Equation (4) and Proposition 2 it is
clear that for k from (p− 1)/2 to (p2 − 1)/2 the values of

the k-error linear complexity of σ depend on ∆. The sum
S(X) + e(X) can be divided by Xp(p−1) + · · · + Xp + 1
for some e(X) with k terms for k ≥ (p− 1)∆ + (p− 1)/2.
However the value of ∆ is from 0 to (p−1)/2 and depends
on the choice of the basis.

Let Fp3 = Fp(α), where α is a root of primitive poly-
nomial p(X).

1) Suppose p = 5, p(X) = X3+3X+2 or p = 13, p(x) =
x3 + x2 + 7. We check that

LCF2

k (σ) =



p3 − 1, if 0 ≤ k < (p− 1)/2,

p3 − p, if

(p− 1)/2 ≤ k < p(p− 1)/2,

p3 − p(p− 1)− 1, if

p(p− 1)/2 ≤ k < (p2 − 1)/2.

2) Suppose p = 11, p(x) = x3 + x+ 4. we have

LCF2

k (σ) =


p3, if 0 ≤ k < 5,

p3 − p, if 5 ≤ k < 45,

p3 − p(p− 1)− 1, if 45 ≤ k < 61.

5 Conclusions and Final Remarks

We studied the linear complexity of binary sequences of
period pr derived from the discrete logarithm in finite
fields for odd r. We found the exact values of the linear
complexity of the sequences for odd r ≥ 3 and proved
some partial results about the k-error linear complexity.
To complete the work, we make a few remarks on the even
case for r > 3.

For even r > 2, we also have S(X) ≡ A(m)(X)
(mod Xpm − 1) for the generating polynomial of σ. But,
in this case χ(g) = 1, which leads to wt

(
V (m)(X)

)
∈

{0, p − 1} and wt
(
U

(m)
j (X)

)
= wt

(
U

(m)
g∗j (X)

)
for any j

from 1 to pm−1− 1. Hence Lemma 3(iii) and Proposition
1 are not true for even r > 2. Further, we see here that

S(X) (mod Xp−1) = wt
(
U

(2)
1 (X)

)∑p−1
j=1 X

j and hence

LCF2(σ) ≤ pr − p+ 1.

Examples indicate that even with small values of k,
calculating k-error linear complexity of σ for even r seems
to be a difficult task.

Let Fp4 = Fp(α), where α is a root of primitive poly-
nomial p(X). We choose 1, α, α2, α3 as the basis.

1) Suppose p = 5 and p(X) = X4 +X2 + 2X + 2. Then

we have wt
(
U

(2)
1 (X)

)
= 2, wt

(
V (m)(X)

)
= 4 and

check that LCF2
9 (σ) = 54−20 = 605(= p4−(p−1)p).

2) Suppose p = 5 and p(X) = X4+X3+X+3. Then we

have wt
(
U

(2)
1 (X)

)
= 4, wt

(
V (m)(X)

)
= 0 and check

that LCF2
4 (σ) = 54 − 20 = 605(= p4 − (p− 1)p).
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3) Suppose p = 11 and p(X) = X4 + X + 2. Then

we have wt
(
U

(2)
2 (X)

)
= 2, wt

(
V (m)(X)

)
= 10 and

check that LCF2
21 (σ) = 114−110 = 14621(= p4− (p−

1)p).
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Abstract

In 2014, Wu et al. proposed a reversible data hiding
method with contrast enhancement (RDH-CE) that em-
phasized that the visual quality of the image was more
important than having a high peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR). But this method focused only on global enhance-
ments and ignored the details. There were more obvious
distortions of the visual image as the embedding level in-
creased, and embedding capacity was relatively low when
the embedding level was small. Therefore, in this paper,
we proposed a new RDH method with contrast enhance-
ment based on Laplacian sharpening. First, the details of
the edges of images and the clarity of images were empha-
sized by Laplacian sharpening, and the visual distortions
of the images were reduced by sharpening scale factor.
Then, the embedding capacity was increased by combin-
ing the difference expansion and digital inverse transfor-
mation to apply the operator to all of the pixels in the
image. The experimental results demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of the proposed scheme.

Keywords: Reversible data hiding; Laplacian sharpening;
Contrast enhancement

1 Introduction

Data hiding has been used extensively in protecting own-
ership, fingerprinting, authentication and secret commu-
nication [9,17,20]. Data hiding can be classified into two
categories, i.e., reversible and irreversible data hiding,
with the latter usually causing permanent distortion of
the image. However, for sensitive images, such as art,
military, and medical images as carriers of stored data,
permanent damage to the original images is not allowed
during the embedding and extraction of information. For

example, a patient’s record and diagnosis can be embed-
ded into her or his CT image for confidentiality purposes.
When a new diagnosis is to be made based on the orig-
inal image, the hidden data have to be extracted, and
the original image has to be recovered losslessly. This re-
quires reversible data hiding (RDH) technology that can
both extract the embedded bits and restore the original
cover image without any error [1, 2, 4, 7, 8, 10,12,13,15].

RDH algorithms are based mainly on three tech-
niques, i.e., difference expansion (DE) [1,2, 7, 12,15], his-
togram shifting (HS) [4,8,10,13,14], and prediction-error
(PE) [5, 11, 18, 19], the purposes of which are to provide
higher capacity and PSNR. Tian [12] was the first to pro-
pose the idea of DE for RDH. The algorithm computed
the features of consecutive pixel pairs in the image using
a decorrelation operator, and, then, the data were embed-
ded into an expanded version of these features, thereby
effectively improving the hiding capacity. However, RDH
based on DE usually causes visual distortion in the stego-
image when the difference is large. Ni et al. [10] proposed
the RDH algorithm based on HS. After determining the
peak and zero of the bins of the histogram, this algorithm
moved the bins between the peak and the zero toward the
zero points, and vacated the bins near the peak to embed
the information. Although Ni et al. is algorithm achieved
a significant improvement in the quality of images and en-
sured higher PSNR values, the embedding capacity was
relatively low due to the limitation on the number of peak
points. Ou et al. [11] proposed an RDH approach based
on PE, in which the pixels were sorted according to pixel
correlation, and secret information was embedded accord-
ing to the difference relationship between the minimum
and the second minimum value, as well as the maximum
and the second maximum values. The algorithm achieved
better image quality, but the hiding capacity was low due
to the limited effective difference.
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It should be noted that these RDH algorithms pay
more attention to the improvement of PSNR than to the
visual quality of the stego-image. In 2014, Wu et al. [16]
proposed a reversible data hiding algorithm with contrast
enhancement (RDH-CE), and it provided a new direc-
tion for research related to RDH. The motivation for the
proposed algorithm was that they believed that the im-
provement of the contrast in an image was more impor-
tant than maintaining a high PSNR. Although the value
of the PSNR is not high in some images, the improvement
of the contrast in the image still can maintain the good
visual quality of the image. Therefore, stego-images with
better contrast are less likely to be suspicious to attacker
when they don’t know the original cover image. In or-
der to embed information and improve contrast, Wu et
al. [16] designed an algorithm based on traditional his-
togram equalization. Their algorithm pushes the pixel
values to the two ends of the dynamic range by hiding
data to enhance the contrast of the image. However, this
algorithm focuses on the global contrast of the image,
and it ignores the local contrast and the details of tex-
ture. The algorithm does not achieve higher embedding
capacity for the histogram distributions that have lower
peaks and wider dynamic ranges, and obvious visual dis-
tortion of the image appears when the embedding level is
high.

In view of the loss of the details of the texture and the
low capacity caused by the traditional RDH-CE scheme,
we considered that sharpening the image could enhance
the details of the image effectively, such as the edges and
the textures of the image, while simultaneously increasing
the number of bits embedded in all of the pixels. There-
fore, we propose an RDH-CE algorithm based on Lapla-
cian sharpening, which can effectively improve the edges
and clarity of images, while increasing their embedding
capacities. First, the Laplacian response of all of the pix-
els is calculated according to the Laplacian operator, and,
then, the response and secret bits are mixed with the orig-
inal pixels in order to enhance the visual effects of the
image and hide the secret information. The experimental
results showed that the algorithm has higher embedding
capacity and image sharpening.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the
next section, we review the RDH algorithm and the Lapla-
cian operator which are related closely to the proposed
algorithm. In Section 3, we introduce the embedding and
extraction processes used in the proposed algorithm. In
Section 4, we discuss our evaluation of the performance
of the proposed algorithm, our conclusions are presented
in Section 5.

2 Related Works

2.1 Wu et al.’s Scheme

The RDH-CE algorithm proposed by Wu et al. [16] is con-
sidered to be the first RDH algorithm to improve image
contrast. The algorithm embeds data by changing the

distribution of image histograms, and it achieves global
enhancement of image contrast. For a grayscale image I,
the embedding of data bits starts by searching for the two
largest peaks in the histogram of the image. If we assume
that IR represents the peak with a larger pixel value and
IS represents the peak with a smaller pixel value, the bit
Bk is embedded into the original image by modifying the
pixels values i using Equation (1):

i′ =


i− 1, if i < IS

IS −Bk, if i = IS
i, if IS < i < IR

IR + Bk, if i = IR
i + 1, if i > IR

(1)

This implies that the pixel values between IS and IR
are unchanged, and the histogram bins outside the peak
and the second peak shift one pixel toward both ends of
the dynamic range, and the bins next to the peak and
the second peak are used to embed the information. This
scheme identifies the peak and the second peak repeat-
edly, and then it shifts the bins and embeds information
to fill the dynamic range of the histogram. In fact, the
effect of pushing pixel values toward the two extremes of
the dynamic range is similar to histogram equalization
for improving the global contrast of the image. Thus, it
is expected to enhance the global contrast of the image.

Pre-processing is required in this scheme to avoiding
pixel overflow. The pixel value i is increased by L when
i ∈ (0, L−1), and decreased by L when i ∈ (256−L, 255),
where L is the number of loops of the algorithm, which
is determined by the size of the embedded data. The po-
sitions of the pixels during pre-processing are recorded
using a location map, and the position where the pixel
is changed is recorded as 1, and the position where the
pixel is unchanged is recorded as 0. Then, the location
map is encoded and compressed as extra bits embedded
in the image. During this process, the peak and the sec-
ond peak must be embedded into the image to ensure the
extraction of secret bits and the restoration of the image.
In the extraction and recovery process, only IS and IR
are required.

Since only IS and IR are required and they can be
extracted by the LSB of the image, the embedded bit B

′

k

is extracted by considering the values ofISand IS − 1 and
IR and IR + 1 in the stego-image, such that

B
′

k =

{
1, if i′ = IS − 1 or i′ = IR + 1
0, if i′ = IS or i′ = IR

(2)

The original pixel values, i, are recovered using

i =


i′ + 1, if i′ ≤ IS − 1
IS , if i′ = IS
IR, if i′ = IR

i′ − 1, if i′ > IR + 1

(3)

This algorithm can improve the image contrast and em-
bed significant payloads into the stego-image. However,
the enhancement that is achieved in the contrast is global
enhancement.
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2.2 Image Sharpening of Laplace

The Laplace operator is one of the commonly used edge
detection and image sharpening operators, and it is de-
scribed by Equation (4):

52f (i, j) =f (i + 1, j) + f (i− 1, j) + f (i, j + 1)

+ f (i, j − 1)− 4f (i, j) ,
(4)

where f(i, j) is the pixel value of the digital image, and the
Laplace operator also can be represented as a template,
as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Laplace template, (a) Laplace algorithm tem-
plate; (b) Laplace extension template; (c) Laplace other
templates

The sharpening of the image enhances the grayscale
contrast of the image by differential operation, and it
highlights the details of the image, which makes a blurred
image clearer. The Laplace operator also is a differential
operator, and it can enhance the region where the image
grayscale is interrupted. Therefore, the Laplace operator
is selected to perform template convolution on the image,
and the Laplace response image that is generated is su-
perimposed on the original image to generate a sharpened
image. The basic method is represented by Equation (5):

g (i, j) = f (i, j) + k52 f (i, j) , (5)

where g(i, j) is the pixel value of the sharpened image. It
can highlight the image edge while preserving its back-
ground.

3 Proposed Scheme

The main intention of our scheme is to absorb the vi-
sual effect of the image brought about by sharpening the
image, thereby enhancing the detailed information of the
image and achieving the purpose of RDH. Therefore, by
combining Laplace sharpening, difference expansion and
digital inverse transformation, we propose a reversible
data hiding algorithm with contrast enhancement based
on Laplace sharpening.

Figure 2 shows the framework of the algorithm, which
consists of two phases. In the embedding phase, three

steps are performed, i.e., global image enhancement,
Laplace sharpening and data embedding, and extra bits
embedding. In the extraction phase, the order of the three
steps is reversed to restore the original cover image and
the embedded data. The details of these phases are pre-
sented in the following subsections.

Figure 2: Framework of algorithm

3.1 The Embedding Phase

3.1.1 Pre-Processing of the Image to Achieve
Global Enhancement

The embedding process starts with pre-processing the im-
age. For natural pixels of the image that are not dis-
tributed over the entire dynamic range, a simple linear
stretch is used to achieve global enhancement.

Assuming that HG, LG and MG are the highest, lowest,
and average values of the pixel values in an 8-bit M ×N
grayscale cover image, I, the pixel value in cover image I
are classified first into two groups based on MG, and the
pixel values p in the range [LG,MG − 1] are mapped to
the range [0,MG−1] by using the following transformation
function:

FL (p) =

⌊
MG − 1

MG − 1− LG
(p− LG)

⌋
(6)

Similarly, the pixel values, p, in the range [MG, HG] are
mapped to the range [MG, 255] by using the following
function:

FH(p) = b255−MG

HG −MG
(p−MG) + MGc. (7)

Because the transformation functions in Equations (6)
and (7) strictly are monotonically increasing functions,
the two functions are connected seamlessly. Thus, stretch-
ing the intensity values using these functions preserves
the order of the intensities without any merging between
neighboring intensities. However, in order to ensure that
the image can be recovered completely after the secret
information has been extracted, the parameters of the
transformation function must be embedded into the cover
image as additional information.

3.1.2 Laplace Sharpening and Data Embedding

The next stage is sharpening and embedding secret data
in the globally enhanced image. The following Laplace
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Figure 3: Laplace operator

operator was chosen to ensure higher embedding capac-
ity and reversibility of the algorithm. The processes of
Laplace sharpening and embedding data are described as
follows:

Input: The pre-processed cover-image, I
′
, sized 512 ×

512, and the randomly generated secret bits, Bk.

Output: The stego-image, LW .

Step 1. As shown in Figure 4, divide the cover-image,
I

′
, into region A and region B for embedding the se-

cret bits and unchanging area, respectively, and each
small square represents a pixel. For example, given
a 512× 512 cover image,region A contains 510× 510
pixels, and the pixels in the first row and column
on the far side of the image, i.e., region B, are not
processed.

Figure 4: Division of the cover image region

Step 2. Select a 3 × 3 block from the first pixel of the
cover image Region A, as shown in the red area
of Figure 4, and perform a Laplace convolution on
the block center pixel value (red region), to get the
Laplace response of the center pixel 52f(i, j).

52f (i, j) =4f (i, j)− f (i + 1, j)− f (i− 1, j)

− f (i, j + 1)− f (i, j − 1) .
(8)

Step 3. Sum the current image pixel and the Laplace
response of the point according to Equation (9) to
obtain a response pixel, P (i, j).

P (i, j) = f (i, j) +

⌈
1

k
×52f (i, j)

⌉
, (9)

where k is the degree of scaling of the Laplace re-
sponse. The value of k is determined by the pixel

value of the image detail that must be enhanced, as
well as the visual effect.

Step 4. Embed the secret bits into the response pixel
according to Equation (10) and obtain the watermark
sharpening pixel, LW .

LW (i, j) =

{
P (i, j) + 1 +Bk, if P (i, j)mod2 = 1
P (i, j) +Bk, if P (i, j)mod2 = 0

(10)

where Bk is the sequence of the secret information.

Step 5. Repeat Steps 2 through 4 until all of the blocks
have been scanned.

Step 6. Perfect the remaining pixels (green areas) of re-
gion A according to the same operation on the sharp-
ened image LW of the above steps to further adjust
the image contrast. The selection of the k-value also
depends on the scaling required and the visual effect
of the image.

3.1.3 Embedding Extra Information

In the aforementioned process, if the result of the pixels
exceeds 255 or is less than 0, we must consider the pixel
overflow, and the pixel that may overflow is not processed
and retains the original value. As shown in Equation (11),
the location map (LM) is used to record the position of
the pixel. The location map requires code compression
for extra information to be embedded into the image.

LM (i, j) =

{
1, if LW (i, j) < 0 or LW (i, j) > 255
0, others

(11)

In this paper, the two parts of extra information, i.e.,
the parameters of the transformation function and LM,
are embedded by pixel value ordering and the prediction
error expansion embedding scheme (PVO-k) [11]. This is
because the algorithm effectively can embed additional in-
formation into the image without affecting the enhanced
image. The PVO-k algorithm is not described here, be-
cause the embedding of extra bits can be replaced by any
RDH algorithm.

3.2 Data Extraction and Image Restora-
tion

The goal of data extraction is to extract the secret bits
from the stego-image accurately while ensuring that the
cover image is not distorted. In our scheme, the data
extraction algorithm is a simple inverse process of data
embedding. Its steps are described as follows:

Input: The stego-image LW .

Output: The cover-image, I, and the secret bits, Bk.

Step 1. Extract the extra bit through the inverse process
of PVO-k. And obtain the location map and the
parameters of the linear transformation function.
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Step 2. Divide the stego-image into region A and region
B; extraction is started from the green area pixels of
region A in Figure 4.

Step 3. The embedded information is extracted accord-
ing to Equation (12).

Bk
′ = LSB (LW (i, j)) . (12)

Step 4. Restore the response pixels using the acquired
embedded information, as shown in Equation (13).

P ′ = (LW (i, j)−Bk
′) . (13)

Step 5. Restore the pixels,I
′
(i, j),of the point according

to Equation (14).

I ′(i, j) =b 1

k + 4
× [k × P ′ + LW (i + 1, j)

+ LW (i− 1, j) + LW (i, j + 1)

+ LW (i, j − 1)]c.

(14)

Step 6. The cover image I can be restored completely
according to the linear transformation parameters.

3.3 An Example Demonstrating the Pro-
cess

In this section, we present a simple example of processing
the hypothetical image shown in Figures 5 and 6 in order
to show the mechanics of the proposed algorithm. In order
to guarantee reversibility, the white pixels in the image are
not processed.

Start with the first shaded pixel 26, and bring the tem-
plate into the template using its top, bottom, left, and
right values, here the value of k is 2.

Embedding process:

52f(1, 1) = d4× 26− 22− 25− 24− 22

2
e = 6

P (1, 1) = 26 + 6 = 32

Bk = 1

LW (1, 1) = 32 + 1 = 33

Extraction process:

Bk
′ = 1

P ′ = 33− 1 = 32

I ′ (i, j) =

⌊
1

2 + 4
× (2× 32 + 22 + 25 + 24 + 22)

⌋
= 26.

Red is the hidden pixel of the first layer, and green is
the hidden pixel of the second layer. Together they form
Region A, and the embedding process is started from the
red pixels, and all red pixels are completed before the
green pixels. In the extraction, starting from the green
pixels, the least significant bits are extracted sequentially,

and the original values are restored using Equations (13)
and (14); then, the secret bits and the original pixels are
extracted and restored according to the restored green
pixels until all secret information has been extracted and
the original image has been restored.

Figure 5: The first layer

Figure 6: The second layer

4 Experimental Results

The proposed algorithm was compared with the tradi-
tional contrast enhancement algorithm proposed by Wu et
al. [16], the SARDH algorithm proposed by Jafar et al. [6]
and the PAB algorithm proposed by Chen et al. [3]. In
the comparison, the SARDH algorithm here also was an
RDH algorithm that considered image sharpening. The
test images were 512× 512 grayscale images of Lena, Ba-
boon, Airplane, and Watch, and they were used to verify
the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.

Figure 7 shows a shadow at the nose of the (b) and
(c) images, and the nose of the (d) image is not smooth
enough. Figure(e) has better visual effects than the other
three figures.

In Figure 8, although the hair in images(b) and (c) is
relatively darker in color and the global contrast is strong
enough, it is more abrupt in terms of visual effects. Com-
pared with the other three figures, the overall visual ef-
fect of image(e) is gentler, and the details of the hair are
clearer.

Compared to the other three pictures, the letters on
the airplane in Figure 9 are clearer than the letters in
image(e). The mountains and clouds in images (b) and
(c) are too abrupt, and the details of the mountains and
clouds details are clearer in image(d).

Compared to the other three pictures, the picture of
the digit on the watch and the buckle in Figure 10 is
clearer than that of image(e). As can be seen from the
partial detail in Figures 7, 8, 9, and 10, the proposed al-
gorithm can enhance the details at the edges of the image
better, and the visual effect of the image is not too abrupt
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Figure 7: (a) original, (b) RDH-CE, (c) PAB, (d)
SARDH, (e) the proposed scheme

Figure 8: (a) original, (b) RDH-CE, (c) PAB, (d)
SARDH, (e) the proposed scheme

Figure 9: (a) original, (b) RDH-CE, (c) PAB, (d)
SARDH, (e) the proposed scheme

Figure 10: (a) original, (b) RDH-CE, (c) PAB, (d)
SARDH, (e) the proposed scheme

after the overall enhancement, making it more consistent
with the human visual sense.

Based on the description of the above four experiments,
the RDH-CE and PAB schemes mainly improved the
global contrast of the images, and the proposed scheme
did a better job of enhancing the details at the edges of
the images. Thus, the visual effect of the image will not be
too abrupt after the overall enhancement, and the image
is more consistent with the human visual sense. Thus, the
proposed scheme makes up for the shortcoming associated
with the enhancement of the details in the images.

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed
scheme further and compare it with the state-of-the-art
algorithms, different performance metrics were consid-
ered. The gray mean grads (GMG), information entropy
(H) and tenegrad measure (TEN) were used to judge the
enhancement effect of the images, and the embedding ca-
pacity (E) was used to measure the data hiding perfor-
mance.

1) The gray mean grads (GMG). The GMG value is ob-
tained by squaring the gray value of adjacent pixels
in the length and width directions of the image and
then determining the root mean square, which can
reflect the contrast and texture features of the im-
age. Higher GMG values usually reflect higher clarity
and quality in images. The formula used to calculate
GMG was:

GMG =
1

(M − 1) (N − 1)

M−1∑
i=1

N−1∑
j=1

√
∆I2x + ∆I2y

2

(15)
Table 1 shows the GMG values of different algo-
rithms. Compared with the other three algorithms,
the proposed scheme achieves some enhancement of
the details for all pixels of the image, and the gra-
dient value of each pixel is relatively higher. So the
proposed scheme has better visual effects concerning
the details of the image.

2) Information entropy (H). Information entropy, H,
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Table 1: Gray Mean Grads (GMG) of different algorithms

Image RDH-CE PAB SARDH Proposed
Lena 6.9029 6.4713 8.7163 14.1713
Baboon 24.8951 22.6067 25.9783 57.8684
Airplane 7.7471 7.3489 8.9676 14.2437

Watch 8.7406 8.7406 8.9476 15.9453

represents the average amount of information in an
image. Higher H values usually reflect more details
in the image. The formula is:

H = −
l−1∑
i=0

p (i) log2p (i) . (16)

The data in Table 2 indicate that the H value of
the proposed scheme is slightly higher than the H
values for other algorithms, which indicates that our
proposed algorithm provides more details.

3) The tenegrad measure (TEN). The TEN is a well-
known benchmark measure of the sharpness of im-
ages, and it is defined by Equation (17). Higher
TEN values usually reflect higher contrast levels and
stronger edges in images.

TEN =
∑
i

∑
j

Gij . (17)

It is obvious that our algorithm has better perfor-
mance than the others.

4) The embedding capacity (E). The E is reported as
the pure embedding capacity that is normalized by
the image size to measure the embedding rate in bits
per pixel (bpp) using Equation (18).

E =
EmbeddedBits− Extra bit

M ×N
. (18)

The results show that the proposed algorithm signif-
icantly improves the number of embedding bits. Com-
pared with the SARDH algorithm, our algorithm provides
an embedding capacity closer to 1 bpp, which is far more
than the other three algorithms.

5 Conclusion

The RDH-CE scheme, which improves the contrast in im-
ages after information has been embedded, gives a new
direction for RDH. It can be said that the stego-images
that have better contrast are less likely to attract the
attention of attackers if they do not know the original im-
age. In this paper, we proposed an RDH-CE algorithm
based on image sharpening, which can sharpen the details
of images and embed a large amount of secret informa-
tion. Compared with the traditional, contrast-enhanced

RDH algorithm, the proposed algorithm compensates for
the details of images that are neglected by the global en-
hancement. Our experimental results indicated that our
proposed algorithm provided better visual effects for the
details of images than the other algorithm. Also, our
experimental evaluations verified that the proposed algo-
rithm has a large embedding capacity and a relatively
better edge enhancement effect.
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Abstract

SSL/TLS (Secure Sockets Layer/Transport Layer Secu-
rity) protocols have been widely used in data transmission
to protect the security and integrity of the data. How-
ever, due to the encryption of SSL/TLS, the application
data over transmitted packets are invisible and difficult to
be distinguished by traditional port-based and DPI(Deep
Packet Inspection) ways. Though the method based on
statistical features can overcome shortages of the above
two ways, it is still hard to achieve fine-grained identi-
fication. In this paper, we proposed a solution to ex-
tract fingerprint information and then identify the types
of flows during handshake phase to avoid inspecting the
encrypted data and privacy violation. Besides, two hash
tables are built to help fast identify the packets with the
same APP ID in the same or among different conversa-
tions. Finally, 300 flows are captured and the experiment
results show the method is accurate and efficient.

Keywords: Fine-Grained; Identification; SSL/TLS

1 Introduction

For the security and privacy of data transmission,
SSL [7]/TLS [6] (Secure Sockets Layer/Transport Layer
Security) has been widely applied in the encryption trans-
mission in many aspects(such as e-banking, email, VPN),
especially in web security. Because of the encryption by
using SSL/TLS, the data transmitted over the Internet
are invisible, thus is difficult for network traffic classifica-
tion and identification. Traffic identification is the signifi-
cant part for network management, quality of service and
network security. The identification of traffic can distin-
guish the application types of the packets so as to better
manage the network, allow or deny bad packets. How-
ever, existed methods such as port-based method only
identify SSL/TLS packets, but is difficult to identify the
concrete types of SSL/TLS packets(For example, Google
email type or some companies’ VPN types). Even though
most enterprises utilize traditional DPI(Deep Packet In-
spection) method to achieve identification of SSL/TLS

packets, it is not easy to identify non-transparency pay-
load. Besides, brute decryption needs more cost and may
also violate the privacy protection.

In view of the above facters, in this paper, we pro-
posed a fine-grained method to identify the SSL applica-
tion types accurately and fast without touching encrypt-
ing information. This approach will be an essential basis
for network audit, network management and network se-
curity, even for packets label. The main contributions are
as follows:

1) To distinguish SSL/TLS packets accurately, we pro-
posed a fine-grained method through fingerprint ex-
traction and matching during the handshake phase.

2) Two hash tables are built so as to fast distinguish
packets followed the identified packets in the same
flow or among different flows.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 re-
views SSL/TLS principle and the related work. Section 3
shows four modules in this methodology and introduces
the fine-grained identification algorithm. Section 4 shows
the experimental results and discusses the performance of
this methodology. Section 5 concludes the whole paper.

2 Related Work

Port-based method is a traditional way to identify the
application of packets through recognizing port numbers.
These port numbers are usually well-known port num-
bers registered in IANA (Internet Assigned Numbers Au-
thority) [5] and can be identified by comparing with the
records stored in IANA. For example, normally HTTP
packets are transmitted by port number 80 and ftp uses
port number 21 to transmit data. Port-based method
is simple and easy to realize, but not reliable. More
flows may not use well-known port numbers to perform
data transmission, and some kind of flows may use dy-
namic port numbers to establish conversations such as
P2P flows [1, 3, 11]. Even, to avoid the firewalls certain
flows hide their port numbers. All these above make port-
based method unreliable.
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DPI(Deep Packet Inspection) is a method by inspect-
ing the content of packets payloads and find out the fin-
gerprint information to determine the application types
of flows. It is widely applied in companies and has
been proved accurate and reliable [4, 12]. However, tra-
ditional DPI methods only perform coarse identification
for TLS/SSL [3]. Because the payloads of the packets are
not transparent and clear after encryption. If using brute
force techniques, it will be costly and may sometimes vi-
olate the private laws. So traditional DPI is difficult to
realize fine-grained identification for TLS/SSL.

Different from DPI, the method based on statistical
characteristics of Internet traffic do not inspect the con-
tent of packets and mainly foucus on extracting the sta-
tistical features of packets or flows [2, 8, 10, 13, 14]. Com-
monly, these features describe the characteristics of pack-
ets behaviors or flow behaviors. They can be packets size,
packets intervals or durations of flows, et al. It works
when facing TLS/SSL packets because it can utilize the
statistics to roughly distinguish SSL/TLS packets, but
fine-grained identification is also a tough task.

In this paper, we propose a fine-grained identification
methodology, which can identify the types of SSL packets
accurately and avoid the privacy problem. And through
the establishment of two hash tables, the speed of identi-
fication is also improved.

3 SSL/TLS Background

3.1 SSL/TLS Overview

SSL is a protocol above TCP layer that utilizes encryption
technology to guarantee the security of transmitted data
and avoid hijack by the third party. TLS is the subsequent
protocol following SSL 3.0 (the latest version of SSL).
They are all used to protect the security and integrity of
the data. SSL/TLS layer is based on TCP/IP structure,
which can be clearly seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1: SSL/TLS layer

From Figure 1 we can learn that, SSL/TLS works over
the transport layer, and the protocol information can be

analyzed and extracted above this layer. SSL/TLS in-
cludes two phases: Handshake phase and application data
transmission phase. Handshake phase starts before appli-
cation data transmission phase to validate the identity of
two communication endpoints, negotiate encryption al-
gorithms and exchange keys. The data transmitted in
handshake phase is transparent and easily identified and
extracted.

In this paper, the identification module is performed
in this phase and the process of handshake phase will be
showed in the next part.

3.2 Handshake

The process of handshake phase can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Process of handshake phase

In the handshake phase, there are commonly the fol-
lowing steps to finish handshake session which can be seen
in Figure 2:

Step 1. The client firstly sends ClientHello message to
start handshake session.

Step 2. The server sends to ServerHello to respond the
client. Then the server will send X.509 certificate [9]
to the client. And a ServerKeyExchange message
and CertificateRequest message may be sent in some
cases. Then the client will send ServerHelloDone
message to finish the hello phase.

Step 3. The client sends the ClientKeyExchange mes-
sage to the server and immediately follows the
ChangeCiperSpec. Then the client sends finish
messeage to complete the handshake session.
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Step 4. The server sends ChangeCiperSpec message to
the client.At this time,the handshake session is fin-
ished. After that the application data begin to be
transmitted.

From Figure 2, we noticed that the second SSL/TLS
packet from server to client, the server sends the
ServerCertificate message to the client. This message in-
cludes X.509 certificate where the fingerprint information
can be extracted, transformed as features and used to
identify the types of TLS/SSL packets. The fingerprint
information can be the organization of the application
publisher, the department of the application publisher
and the purpose of application and so on.

4 The Proposed Method

4.1 The Model of The Proposed Method

Different from most other network flows, SSL flows be-
gin to transmit encrypted data after communication tun-
nel established in handshake phase. For SSL flows, the
packet payloads are transparent in this stage which be-
longs to the early stage in the whole communication. In
this paper, the identification is performed in this early
stage and utilizing transparent information in ServerCer-
tificate message and cached hash tables to achieve fine-
grained and fast identification.

Figure 3: Four modules of fine-graind identification
method

The proposed model is mainly composed of four mod-
ules: Preprocessing module, filter module, identification
module and update module as seen in Figure 3.

Preprocessing module: Two cached hash tables are
built to store hash values of APP ID for flows having
been identified. Thus it can be used to fast identify
packets with the same APP ID through matching
with the items stored in these two tables.

Filter module: Create predefined rules to identify if a
flow is TLS/SSL flow or not.

Identification module: Extract fingerprint informa-
tion from the SeverCertificate message and trans-
formed identification features. A newly flows can be
identified through computing the similarity with the
features.

Update module: Compute the APP ID of newly iden-
tified flows and update to the two hash tables.

4.2 Preprocessing Module

In this module, two hash tables will be built. The first
hash table H1 stores the mapping relationships between
application types and corresponding application ID (Iden-
tification) numbers , that is <APPID1,Type>. Type
is application types and APPID1 is the corresponding
ID numbers within the same conversation(network flow)
which can be computed by five-tuple elements(source IP
address, destination Ip address, source port, destination
port and transport protocol). All items recorded in H 1

infact indicate the packets in the same flow with the same
application types.

H 2 indicates the application of packets from different
flows and stores mapping relationships <APPID2,Type>.
APPID2 can be computed by four-tuple elements (source
IP address, destination Ip address, destination ports and
transport protocol) because different flows with the same
application types have the same four tuples. The items
recorded in H 2 indicate the packets in different flows with
the same application types.

H 1 and H 2 are utilized to process oncoming packets.
When a packet comes, get APPID1 of the packet and
query H 1 to check if there is a matching item in H 1. If
the matching result is true, the application type can be
directly obtained; If the result is false, query H 2. If there
is a matching item in H 2, then the application type can
be obtained; if not, perform futher identification in the
filter module and identification module.

This preprocessing module can fast the packets distin-
guishing which have been identified and avoid unnecessary
work for them.

4.3 Filter Module

Filter module aims at identifying whether a packet is a
SSL packet based on the predefined rule. The predefined
rule describes the features of the packets and can be ex-
pressed as follows:

filterRule = {dir = 0, count = 1, dstport = 443}
&&{dir = 0, count = 3, offset = 0,

feature = 0× 16}.

In the formula dir represents the transmission direction of
the packet. If dir = 0, it indicates the data is transmitted
from the client to the server. If dir = 1, it indicates the
data is transmitted from the server to the client. count
indicates the number of the packet located in the whole
flow compared with all the other packets in the same flow.
dstport is the destination port number and offset is the
offset in the payload of this packet, while feature is the
fingerprint information of the offset.

So dir = 0, count = 1, dstport = 443 refers to the port
number of the first packet from the client to the server
is 443. dir = 0, count = 3, offset = 0, feature = 0x16
refers to the payload offset of the third packet from the
client to the server is 0, and starting from the first byte
in the third packet, the fingerprint information is 0x16.
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4.4 Identification Module

In this module, the fingerprint information will be
extracted from the payload of predetermined packets
(PrePks), and compare with the records in the feature
library. According to the comparsion result, the specific
types of PrePks can be get, and the mapping relation-
ships <APPID1, Type> and <APPID2, Type> will be
updated in H 1 and H 2. Then the following packets after
PrePks will be directly identified through filter module.

Predetermined packets refers to the first five
packet(dir = 1, count = 5) from the server to the client
for exchanging X.509 certificates in the handshake phase.
Fingerprint information is the features that can be used to
identify the specific application types of packets including
countryName, stateOrProvinceName, localityName,
organizationName, organizationalUnitName and
commonName.

The fingerprint information and the related location in
the packets’ payload are stored in the linked list as binary
numbers. Then the similarity between linked list and the
items recorded in feature library is computed:

Sim(F, Fk) =

n∑
j=1

|fj − fkj |.

In the above formula, F is the linked list(infact a vector
including n elements), Fk is the kth record in the feature
library(also a vector including n elements), fj the jth bit
of F , fkj is the jth bit of the kth record.

If Sim(F, Fk) = 0, the application type of predeter-
mined packets is the corresponding type of the kth feature
record.

4.5 Update Module

Based on the identification module, new application
types are identified and the corresponding APPID1 and
APPID2 are computed, and then new mapping relation-
ships will be come up. Finally, H1 and H2 are updated by
new mapping relationships. The subsequent packets with
the same APPID1 and APPID2 can be fast identified
by the latest H1 or H2.

4.6 Fine-grained Identification Algo-
rithm

TLS/SSL packets get fast and accurate identification
through preprocessing module, filter module and identi-
fication module. Here, the concrete identification algo-
rithm will be given in Algorithme 1.

The identification procedure can also be described in
Figure 4.

Algorithm 1 fine-grained identification algorithm

1: Require: The packet Pk
2: Begin
3: Compute APPID1 of Pk, get (APPID1)pk
4: for i = 1 to |H1|
5: if (APPID1)pk == (APPID1)i
6: The application type of Pk is (Type)i
7: else Compute APPID2 of Pk, get (APPID2)pk
8: for j = 1 to |H2|
9: if (APPID2)pk == (APPID2)j

10: The application type of Pk is (Type)j
11: else Perform filterRule
12: Extract the fingerprint information
13: Compute the Similarity
14: Determine the application type
15: Update the mapping relations to H1and H2

16: End

Figure 4: fine-grained identification algorithm

5 Experiment and Analysis

5.1 Dataset

In this paper, to validate this methodology, we captured
300 flows including 10 types TLS/SSL flows including e-
mail, e-banking, e-commence, VPN, et al, which can be
seen in Table 1.

For each type, 30 flows are captured and totally 300
flows are collected. In the whole dataset, 60% of flows
are used for model training, while 40% are used for model
testing.
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Table 1: TLS/SSL traffic types

Application organizationName commonName
QQ Shenzhen Tecent System company antibot.qq.com

WeChat Shenzhen Tecent Computer Systems Compan *.wx.qq.com
VPN \346\267\261\345\234\263\344\277\241\346 *.sziit.edu.cn

QQ Email Shenzhen Tecent System company *.mail.qq.com
Google Browser Google LLC *.googleapis.com

Taobao Alibaba(China) Technology Co., Ltd. *.taobao.com
Industrial and Commercial Bank of China Software Development Center mybank.icbc.com.cn

163 Email NetEase(Hangzhou)Network Co., Ltd *.163.com
Xiami Music Alibaba(China) Technology Co.,Ltd. *.xiami.net

Youku Alibaba(China) Technology Co., Ltd. *.youku.com

5.2 Fingerprint Extraction and Feature
Representation

The fingerprint information is extracted from X.509
certificate, and includes:
countryName, stateOrProvinceName, localityName,
organizationName, organizationalUnitName and
commonName.

All these fingerprint information are transformed to
Hexadecimal numbers as features to identify the applica-
tion types. For example, if the application is 163 mail,
the fingerprint information are:

countryName = CN
stateOrProvinceName = Zhejiang
localityName = Hangzhou
organizationName = NetEase(Hangzhou)
NetworkCo., Ltd
organizationalUnitName = MAILDept.
commonName = ∗.mail.163.com.

The corresponding hexadecimal numbers of fingerprint in-
formation can be seen in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Hexadecimal numbers

Then through matching to the feature library to judge
if the application packets belongs to 163 mail application.

5.3 Evaluation

For evaluating the method, four items are involved: True
Positive (TP),True Negative(TN),False Positive(FP) and
False Negative(FN). They are usually used to evaluate the
results of traffic identification.

• True Positive: The type of the flow is X, and the
prediction result is also X.

• True Negative: The type of the flow is not X, and
the prediction result is not X.

• False Positive: The type of the flow is not X, and
the prediction result is X.

• False Negative: The type of the flow is X, and the
prediction result is not X.

The accuracy is the most useful indicator values, which
can evaluate the good or bad of the identification method.
It can be calculated as follows:

Accuracy = (TP + TN)/(TP + FP + TN + FN).

Through fine-grained identification algorithm, we got
98.4% result which show good performance. It has been
proved this method is very effective to identify the specific
types of SSL/TLS packets.

After the identification module, the APP ID will be
recorded in the two hash tables. hash tables are recorded
as < index, value >. If the application is 163 mail, h(x) is
hash function, binary(x) is the binary transform function,
in hashtable h1,

x = {192.168.21.160, 163.177.151, 110, 58473, 443, 6}
index = binary(x)
value = 5
In hashtable h2,
x = 192.168.21.160, 163.177.151, 110, 443, 6
index = binary(x)
value = 5

”5” represents the value of 163 mail type. Other packets
with the same APP ID can be fast identified through hash
computing.

5.4 Compasion with Traditional Methods

Compared with traditional methods, our method real-
ized a more concrete and fine-grained distinguishment for
TLS/SSL packets, which help better control and manage
network. Besides, because of the fast running of hash
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function and search, it only takes tens of milliseconds
for hash computation. The building of two hash tables
reduces redundant work and speed up the identification
work. All these help improve the accuracy and increase
the efficiency.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, for TLS/SSL network flows identification,
the fingerprint information in handshake phase is trans-
parent, and easy extracted to distinguish different types
of TLS/SSL flows. It also avoids violating privacy laws.
Besides, two hash tables are built and network flows with
the same APP ID can be fast identified by comparing
with the items in hash tables. Finally, 300 flows for 10
TLS/SSL types are captured and the experiment shows
the proposed method can achieve fine-grained and fast
identification for TLS/SSL traffic.
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Abstract

With the rapid development of mobile network technol-
ogy, Vehicular ad-hoc Networks (VANETs), one of the
most promising applications in the smart transporta-
tion systems, have drawn widespread attention. Unfor-
tunately, authentication and privacy protection of users
have seriously restricted the development of VANETs.
The past works used to allow a centralized trusted au-
thority to distribute identity information and maintain
the operation of the whole system lacking of distributed
and decentralized security. In this paper, we propose an
authentication scheme based on consortium blockchain
with anonymous identity in VANETs. First, when au-
thenticating and providing services, our scheme allows
the vehicles using Pseudo IDs obtained from the Road
Side Unit (RSU) to protect the privacy of the vehicles
preventing location tracking due to disclosure of informa-
tion. Second, based on consortium blockchain technology,
it provides a decentralized, secure and reliable database
for storing certificates and the pointer to storage location,
which is maintained by the multiple Trusted Authorities
(TAs) and RSUs. Furthermore, in the revocation, the
RSUs are able to determine promptly that the vehicle has
been revoked by adding a revocation tag to the pseudo ID
instead of searching the entire certificate revocation list
(CRL). According to the security and performance anal-
ysis, our scheme owns higher security and efficiency.

Keywords: Anonymity; Blockchain; Privacy-preserving;
Revocation; Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks (VANETs)

1 Introduction

Recently, with the rapid development of the automobile
industry and Internet of Things (IOT), Vehicular ad-hoc
Networks (VANETs) have become one of the hotspots in
the research fields of intelligent transportation systems

Figure 1: The architecture of VANETs

for scholars focusing on how to improve the efficiency and
safety of the road [5, 11, 23, 25]. It is estimated that the
number of registered vehicles around the world wil reach 2
billion within the next 10 to 20 years [4]. Based on the On-
Board-Unit(OBU) installed on vehicle, VANETs include
two types of communications:

1) The Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V);

2) The Vehicle-to-Road Side Unit (V2R). The architec-
ture of VANETs is shown in Figure 1. With the help
of Road Side Units (RSUs), nearby vehicles can ex-
change traffic, weather and other information via the
dedicated short range communication (DSRC) [10],
which helps drivers make timely and reasonable driv-
ing strategies. In such situations, authentication and
security need to be ensured.

However, due to the high mobility and variability of
network topology, the system is vulnerable to be threaten
by the malicious adversary in the VANETs. Therefore, se-
curity, privacy and authentication should be taken into ac-
count [2]. Specially, two types of issues, namely disclosure
of location privacy and identity privacy pose some serious
threats to the entire networks. Firstly, if the adversary
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learns the location of a particular node, the node’s com-
munication behavior will be tracked and eavesdropped.
In other words, an attacker can track the driving line of
a user with a special identity. Secondly, it is extremely
serious that malicious attackers launch a Sybil Attack by
using these identity information stored in cloud servers.
In order to provide secure communication environments,
researchers used to focus on the traditional infrastructure,
namely the public key infrastructure (PKI). Asymmetric
cryptography algorithm and digital certificates are uti-
lized in PKI, protecting identity information of the users
via a centralized trusted third party (TA) [17]. How-
ever, with the number of vehicles increasing, the manage-
ment of PKI certificates requires huge storage and com-
putational overhead, especially for certificate revocation.
Moreover, a single centralized trusted third party may
cause a single point of failure. Therefore, how to pro-
vide an effective solution is still a problem remained to
be solved urgently, such as efficiency and distributed se-
curity.

With all this in mind, blockchain is considered as a rev-
olutionary technology to cope with the problems above.
As the underlying technology of the Bitcoin, blockchain
was initially proposed by Nakamoto in 2008 [16]. It uti-
lizes a distributed database in the peer to peer (P2P)
network to record all transaction behaviors and maintain
a consistent and tamper-proof ledger. Due to high se-
curity and reliability, the combination of blockchain and
VANETs has received considerable attention [21,26]. On
the one hand, in VANETs, all activities and informa-
tion could be written into the immutable and unforgeable
ledger, which can be verified and traced by all legitimate
members. On the other hand, it can avoid single point of
failure in a distributed way and enhance the security of
the system.

1.1 Related Research

Compared with open access environment, providing a se-
cure and reliable communication environment for vehi-
cles plays an extremely important role in VANETs [3,27].
Therefore, authentication, privacy, and confidentiality of
information should be taken into account seriously. Lin et
al. [13] proposed a secure protocol based on group signa-
ture, which can guarantee privacy of users and provide the
desired traceability for each vehicle. However, the pure
group signature verification is usually time-consuming,
and it is hard to meet the real-time requirements of the
application in VANETs. For obtaining high privacy and
security, Yao et al. [22] proposed a biometrics-based au-
thentication scheme, which uses a temporary MAC ad-
dress to conceal the real MAC address. Jiang et al. [6]
adopt pseudonyms to realize batch authentication by us-
ing an identity-based signature (IBS). However, most of
them are based on traditional digital signature technol-
ogy of PKI, which have high computational and storage
overhead. Vijayakumar et al. [20] proposed a secure au-
thentication and key management mechanism to ensure

the security of user’s key in VANETs. Lim et al. [12]
proposed an efficient protocol for fast dissemination of
authentication messages, and Tan et al. [19] proposed
a secure certificateless authentication to realize vehicle’s
identity authentication. However, these solutions rely on
a centralized trusted third party and cannot provide the
distributed security.

With the properties of decentralization, transparency,
traceability and non-tampering, blockchain, a distributed
public ledger shared and maintained by all nodes in the
system, has attracted wide attention, not only in the fi-
nancial industry but also in VANETs. Specifically, many
researchers in VANETs focus on improving efficiency and
security to ensure vehicle’s privacy through blockchain
technology. Yuan et al. [24] proposed a seven-layer
conceptual model for Intelligent Transportation Systems
(ITS) via blockchain technology, and claimed that the de-
centralized model will be the future of ITS. Dorri et al. [1]
proposed a blockchain-based architecture to increase the
security and protect the privacy of users. Although the
privacy and security were considered in the paper, they
do not give the concrete and practical scheme. Lei et
al. [9] proposed a secure blockchain-based key manage-
ment framework with a security managers (SMs) in ITS.
Lu et al. [14] designed a decentralized anonymous repu-
tation system using blockchain technology for VANETs.
Rowan et al. [18] proposed a blockchain-based PKI and
an inter-vehicle session key establishment protocol for se-
cure V2V communications. In the above researches, the
blockchain is applied to enhance security between infor-
mation and energy interactions. However, these schemes
are only suitable in Bitcoin. Malik et al. [15] proposed
an authentication and revocation of framework using
blockchain technology, which authenticates vehicles in a
decentralized way. However, they store a certain number
of bytes using the OP RETURN instruction in Bitcoin.
Actually, storing a large amount of non-transaction infor-
mation in the Bitcoin network affects the performance of
system, therefore, the size of OP RETURN instruction
is limited, and with the number of vehicles increasing,
the amount of information stored in the blockchain will
be enormous, which directly affects the scalability of the
system.

1.2 Our Contributions

In this paper, we propose an anonymous authentication
scheme based on consortium blockchain in VANETs, and
the real identity of the vehicle can be concealed by using
pseudo IDs to ensure the privacy of the vehicle. Specifi-
cally, we make the following contributions:

1) Our scheme allows the vehicles using Pseudo IDs ob-
tained from the Road Side Units (RSUs) to conceal
the real identity of the vehicle, which can prevent
location tracking. Furthermore, each transaction in-
cludes a unique transaction ID (TID) and the RSU
can quickly verify vehicular identity information us-
ing TIDs.
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2) Based on consortium blockchain, we conduct a rigor-
ous review of the nodes joining the system to ensure
the confidentiality of the ledger and provide a de-
centralized, distributed, reliable database maintained
by multiple trusted authorities (TAs) and RSUs for
storing certificates. In addition, a great deal of
anonymous certificates are stored in the trusted cloud
server and pointers to the storage location are stored
in the blockchain, which can improve the scalability
of the system.

3) In the revocation, compared with searching the en-
tire certificate revocation list (CRL), RSUs are able
to determine promptly that the vehicle has been re-
voked by adding a revocation tag in our scheme, and
the latter requires less computational overhead.

1.3 Organization

The remainder of this paper is as follows: Section 2
demonstrates a succinct concise overview of the consor-
tium blockchain, VANETs and assumptions. In Section 3,
the system model of anonymous authentication based on
consortium blockchain for VANETS is discussed. In Sec-
tion 4, the proposed scheme including registration, au-
thentication and revocation is given. Section 5 analyzes
the security of our scheme and evaluates the theoretical
performance. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Consortium Blockchain

The Consortium blockchain, a type of permission
blockchain, is not completely decentralized, but it is a
multicenter blockchain as shown in Figure 2. The pre-
defined authoritative node A can select the accounting
nodes 1, 2 and 3 by voting and the remaining nodes are
the ordinary nodes. Compared with public blockchain,
only legitimate nodes (member nodes) can access the
ledger and view related information stored in consortium
blockchain by setting up access permissions. In addition,
the access authority and record authority of the ledger
are determined jointly by authoritative nodes to ensure
the confidentiality of ledger, and provide a higher secu-
rity. Generally, considering the efficiency of the system,
it do not use mining mechanisms, such as Proof of Work
(POW) algorithm.

2.2 VANETs

VANETs, a special wireless ad-hoc network, can provide
a secure and efficient environment for Vehicle-to-Vehicle
(V2V) communication and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure
(V2I) communication as shown in Figure 1. There are
three types of entities in VANETs: Trusted Authority
(TA), Roadside Unit (RSU), and On-Board Unit (OBU).

Figure 2: Structure of consortium blockchain

TA plays an extremely important role in the process of ve-
hicle registration and authentication. Multitude of wire-
less gateway points, i.e., RSUs, are deployed along the
roadside. Through the RSU, Vehicles can share valuable
driving information with neighboring vehicles to improve
traffic efficiency and safety. OBU configured into vehicle
is responsible for communicating with RSU by utilizing
dedicated short range communication (DSRC) radio.

2.3 Assumption

The process of registration is divided into two phases.
Firstly, the vehicle obtains the public key certificate from
the TA. Secondly, it obtains the Pseudo ID from the RSU
within the region covered by the TA. In addition, the
distance affects the communication delay, therefore, the
nearest RSU to the vehicle is responsible for generating
PID in our scheme. All of the above are prerequisites for
authentication, we need make the following assumptions:

1) We assume that TAs and RSUs generated Pseudo ID
for vehicle are completely trusted and they are not
be compromised.

2) When the vehicle obtains the public key certificate
from the nearest TA, the locations of RSUs within
the region covered by the TA are stored in the OBU
installed in the vehicle. Therefore, at any time, the
vehicle knows the nearest RSU and the RSU gener-
ates pseudo ID for vehicles quickly.

3) we assume that the cloud server in our work is abso-
lutely trustworthy.

3 System Model

In this section, we introduce the system model and the
specific function of each entity in the system model.

There are five entities in the proposed system: A Traf-
fic Department (TD) , multiple Trust Authorities (TAs),
Road Side Units (RSUs), On Board Units (OBUs) in-
stalled in vehicle and a Trusted Cloud Server (TCS). It is
worth noting that TD, TA and RSU represent three types
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of nodes, namely supervisory nodes, accounting nodes (re-
vocation nodes) and verification nodes. As shown in Fig-
ure 3.

• Traffic Department: Firstly, as the supervisory node
of the system, the traffic department is responsible
for supervising the operation of the entire system.
Secondly, the supervisory node needs to select the
accounting nodes (TAs) in advance for generating the
transaction information and uploading them to the
blockchain. In addition, the vehicle needs to submit
personal information to the TD before registration
and obtain a unique plate number namely VID;

• Trust Authority: There are multiple authoritative
nodes in our system and their accounting rights are
granted by the TD. There are mainly three functions
for TA. First, it is responsible for assigning a public-
private key pair to the vehicle and RSU within the
region coverd by the TA, which are used to authenti-
cate between vehicle and RSU. Second, a candidate
transaction set is generated by the TA including a
large number of public key certificates encrypted us-
ing the public key of the TA. Finally, the TA up-
loads the integral transactions to the blockchain. It
is worth noting that a integral transaction consists of
a candidate transaction and a pointer to the storage
location of pseudo ID;

• Road Side Unit: There are many RSUs distributed
within the region covered by each TA. Each RSU is a
verification node in the blockchain and is mainly re-
sponsible for generating a pseudo ID for the vehicles
and sending the generated pseudo ID to the TCS. In
addition, a pointer to the storage location of pseudo
ID is transferred to the TA. RSU1 and RSU2 repre-
sent two different RSUs;

• On Board Unit: Due to the limited resources and
computing power of OBU, it only participates in
the simple encryption and transmission of data, and
sends the collected data as a data set to the RSU;

• Trusted Cloud Server: We can only upload the user’s
real identity and the hash index of the pseudo ID to
the blockchain, and a large number of pseudo IDs are
sent to a Trusted cloud server. Here, we assume that
this cloud server is absolutely trustworthy.

4 The Proposed Anonymous
Authentication Scheme in
VANETs

In this section, we describe the blockchain-based anony-
mous authentication scheme in detail including system
initialization, registration, mutual authentication and ex-
peditious revocation.

Figure 3: System model

4.1 System Initialization

The notations used in this paper are given in Table 1.

Table 1: Notations

Notation Meaning
PVi The public key of vehicle

SKVi
The private key of vehicle

PRi The public key of ith RSU
TXi() Candidate transaction set
Ti() Timestamp

TIDj() Transaction ID of jth transaction
POINTER A pointer to the storage location

of Pseudo ID
E() Encrypt

Sig() Digital signature
R Random numbers

The system is comprised of five participants: Traf-
fic Department (TD), multiple Trust Authorities TA =
{TA1, TA2, ..., TAn}, vehicle sets V = (V1, V2, ..., Vi),
Roadside Units R = {RSU1, RSU2, ..., RSUi} and
Trusted Cloud Server. In the registration, different par-
ticipants prepare to be occupied with numerous domain
parameters required for security operations. The system
is maintained by multiple Trust Authorities for Elliptic
curve cryptography (ECC) based PKI technology, and
system parameters set {q, a, b, P} is initialized. Here,
a and b are constants defining the Elliptic curve equa-
tion (a, b ∈ Fq and 4a3 + 27b2 6= 0). P is the genera-
tor of the Elliptic Curve E with prime order q. There
are many RSUs within coverage of each TA. We assume
that TA1 ∈ TA needs to distribute ECC public-private
key pairs to the RSUs. TA1, one of multiple trusted
authorities, selects a integer set (a1, a2, ..., an ∈ Zq) as
private keys of RSUs and generates a public key set
(PR1, PR2, ..., PRn), where PRn = ai · P .
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The consortium blockchain is established amoung TD,
multiple Trust Authorities and RSUs. Multiple Trust Au-
thorities are responsible for generating new identities for
vehicles. The TA1 elected as a accounting node by using
suitable voting mechanism uploads transaction informa-
tion to the blockchain.

4.2 Registration of the Vehicle

In our work, there are two stages for the vehicle to com-
plete the registration. Firstly, the TA is responsible for
generating an ECC public-private key pair namely PVi

and SKVi
for the vehicle, and generating a candidate

transaction set waiting for being uploaded. Secondly, the
RSU generates a pseudo ID for the vehicle.

1) The TA generates a Public-Private key pairs for Vi:

Table 2: Registration of the vehicle

1.Vi → TA1 :< V IDi||Other >

2.TA1 → V IDi :< V erify(V IDi) >

3.TA1 → Vi :< d||PVi ||Sig{H(PVi ||d)}||T1 >

4.TA1 → Vi :
< TXi{E(CertVi

)}||TXi+1{E(CertVi+1
)} >

The steps of registration are described in Table 2.
The vehicles register with TA for the first time by
submitting their V IDi issued by TD. The supervi-
sory node (TD) in the system need to select a node
being responsible for the registration of the vehicle
according to a specific consensus algorithm. Here,
we assume that TA1 is only an authoritative node
that is temporarily elected for this registration.

TA1 verifies the V IDi and selects a integer b ∈ Zq

as the private key of the vehicle namely SKvi = b
and generates a public key PVi

, where PVi
= b · P .

TA1 send < b, PVi , H(Sig), Sig, T1 > to the vehicle
through a secure channel, and at the same time, it
generates a partial transaction set waiting for being
uploaded including real identities of a large number
of vehicles.

It is worth noting that the public key certificates are
stored in the partial transaction set in the form of
ciphertext, and they are encrypted with the public
key of the TA1.

2) The RSU generates a Pseudo ID for Vi:

The vehicle sends a request message encrypted with
public key of RSU1 including the public key certifi-
cate PVi

obtained from the TA1 and timestamp T1.
After receiving the request message, RSU1 can select
a random number R1 ∈ Zq and calculate a message
M1 = a ·PV1

·R1 for the vehicle. The vehicle selects a

Algorithm 1 Generation of Pseudo ID

1: Begin
2: A vehicle Vi wants to send a Request to the nearby

RSU1.
3: Let Request =< EPR1

(CertVi
(PVi

)||T1) >.
4: The RSU1 receives the Request from Vi.
5: Let M1 = a · PV1

·R1.
6: The RSU1 sends to the M1 to Vi.
7: The vehicle Vi sends to a Reply to the nearby RSU1

8: Let M3 = R2 ·M1, and M2 = b · PR1
·R1.

9: Let Reply = M3||M2.
10: The RSU1 verifies the information of the vehicle Vi.
11: Let M4 = M2 ·R1.
12: if M3 = M4 then
13: Let M = PIDi||T1

14: Send message M to the vehicle.
15: end if
16: Periodically refresh the PIDi

17: End

random number R2 ∈ Zq and calculates two messages
M2, M3, where M2 = b ·PR1

·R1 and M3 = R2 ·M1.
Here, (PR1

, a) is the public-private key pair of RSU1.
The vehicle sends a reply message M = M2||M3 and
a T1 to RSU1, and RSU1 can verify the identity of the
vehicle by determining if M3 is equal to M4, where
M4 = M2 ·R2. After the identity of the vehicle Vi is
authenticated, the RSU sends the pseudo ID with the
timestamp T1 to the vehicle and at the same time,
the vehicle has completed registration.

4.3 Uploading Transaction to Blockchain

After sending the pseudo ID to vehicle, the RSU1 will
send the PIDi generated for this vehicle to the Trusted
Cloud Server and forward a pointer to the memory ad-
dress of PIDi namely POINTER PIDi to the TA1.

The TA1 records the pointer in the partial transaction
previously waiting to be uploaded. At the same time, the
TA1 generates a complete transaction set and uploads it
to the blockchain. In addition, we redefine contents of
each transaction in blockchain, and each transaction in-
cludes a public key certificate encrypted by using public
key of T1, a pointer and a transaction ID as shown in Fig-
ure 4. The registration information of the vehicle forms
a transaction with a uniquely identified transaction ID,
namely TIDj . Using transaction ID, we can determine
the identity of a vehicle by viewing records stored in the
blockchain.

4.4 Mutual Authentication Between
RSU2 and Vehicle

The vehicle Vi leaves the region covered by RSU1 and
enters a region covered by RSU2 as illustrated in Fig-
ure 5. It is critical for the vehicle and RSU2 to complete
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Figure 4: Transaction format of our scheme

Figure 5: Mutual authentication between RSU2 and ve-
hicle

Figure 6: Revocation of malicious vehicle

anonymous authentication. The authentication process is
divided into five steps:

• Step 1: The vehicle sends an authentication mes-
sage Mi including PIDi, CertPIDi , H(CertPIDi), a
timestamp T2 and a transaction ID encrypted with
the public key of RSU2 namely EPR2

< TIDj > to
RSU2.

• Step 2: After receiving the message Mi, the RSU2

decrypts the message Mi by using its private key a2
and gets the PIDi transaction ID (TIDj), and times-
tamp T2. The RSU2 can verify the legality of the
vehicle by querying the blockchain using TIDj .

• Step 3: Based on the transaction ID provided by the
TA1, the RSU2 can quickly know identity informa-
tion of the vehicle by visiting transaction information
instead of traversing the entire blockchain system.

• Step 4: Firstly, through the transaction informa-
tion recorded in the blockchain, the RSU2 determines
whether the transaction information corresponding
to the TIDj exists. If it does not exist, the vehi-
cle can be considered as an illegal node. Secondly,
if a pointer to PIDi has a revocation tag namely
PIDTAB

i , the information provided by the vehicle
is invalid. Finally, RSU2 can verify whether the
message has been tampered with by comparing the
H(CertPIDreceieved

) with H(CertPIDi
). If the equa-

tion H(CertPIDi
) = H(CertPIDreceieved

), the vehicle
is legal.

• Step 5: Once the legality of vehicle identity is veri-
fied, RSU2 can provide the corresponding service to
it.

4.5 Expeditious Revocation

In the revocation, we assume that there are some reports:
”Dangerous”, ”OK” and ”dangerous” from three vehicles
in the region covered by RSU3 for the same road condi-
tion, and contents of the message are proven fallacious by
using the evaluation algorithm. As shown in Figure 6,
PID1, PID2, PID3 represent three different vehicles re-
spectively.

When the RSU finds that the PID2 is sending ”Forged
Message” (”FM”), the RSU forwads a message including
CertPID2 , PID2 and ”FM” to TA2, and the message
is encrypted by using the public key of TA2. Once veri-
fied, the TA2 sends a revocation command to the Trusted
Cloud Server (TCS) through a secure channel. In our
work, we set a revocation tab PIDTAB

2 . The TA2 is re-
sponsible for updating ledger in this paper. When the ve-
hicle (PID2) enters the region covered by the RSU4, the
RSU4 can query the information stored in the blockchain
and determine whether the vehicle has been revoked. Be-
cause of obtaining the PIDTAB

2 instead of the (PID2),
the system refuses to provide the corresponding service
for vehicles.
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The data stored in the blockchain is just a pointer
to the storage location. When a malicious vehicle is
found, the information of vehicle can be modified with-
out changing the transaction itself. In addition, compared
with searching the complete revocation list(CRL), we just
need to determine whether the content of the pointer is
PIDTAB

i that requires lower computational overhead.

5 Security and Performance Anal-
ysis

5.1 Security Analysis

• Confidentiality: In the registration, the vehicle cal-
culates message M1 = a · PVi

· R1, where a is the
private key of vehicle. RSU1 calculates messages
M2 = b · PR1

· R1 and M3 = R1 ·M1 , where b is
the private key of RSU1. Two parties of the com-
munication complete the mutual authentication by
determining whether M2 · R1 is equal to R2 · M1.
Messages encrypted with their public key can’t be
decoded, unless the attacker can obtain their private
key. Specifically, the process of obtaining the private
key is an ECDLP problem. Therefore, our scheme
satisfies confidentiality.

• Anonymity: In the mutual authentication be-
tween the vehicle and the RSU2, the vehi-
cle sends a message M including PIDi, T2,
CertPIDi and TIDi to the RSU2, namely <
EPR2

(PIDi||CertPIDi ||T2||TIDi) >. The RSU2

decrypts it by using its private key, and de-
termines whether the equation H(CertPIDi

) =
H(CertPIDreceieved

) is true by querying the informa-
tion stored in the blockchain. In the authentication,
the real identity of the vehicle can be concealed by
using PIDi, which can ensure the anonymity of the
vehicle.

• Single point of failure: There is no single point
of failure in our scheme. Firstly, multiple Trusted
Authorities (TAs) and RSUs jointly maintain a reli-
able ledger with authority. Each TA is responsible
for distributing public-private key pairs for vehicles
and RSUs. Secondly, in order to weaken permissions
of the authoritative node TA, the RSU generates a
pseudo ID for the vehicle in our scheme. Ultilizing
a blockchain with authority can ensure distributed
features. In addition, we have restricted on access to
the ledger, so not all nodes can view the information
stored in the blockchain.

• Unforgeability: Attackers generally complete au-
thentication by forging the user’s identity. We as-
sume that the attacker forges the identity of the ve-
hicle and calculates M ′

2 = c · PR1
· R1, where c is

the private key of attacker. In our work, the vehicle
calculates message M2 = b · PR1 · R1 and sends it to

RSU1. The equation M ′
2 is not equal to M2, unless

the attacker can obtain the private key of the vehicle.
The equation M ′

2 ·R1 6= R2 ·a·PV1
·R1, the RSU failed

to verify the identity of vehicle that the registration
was unsuccessful.

• Repaly attack: The attacker achieves the purpose
of deceiving the system by sending the same packets
repeatedly. However, The process of authentication
is based on random numbers R1, R2, and the random
number can only be known by itself. It can ensure
that there is no fixed connection for the request and
reply between the vehicle and RSU, so the vehicle’s
private key cannot be decoded by the replay attack.

5.2 Performance Analysis

In this section, we analyze the feasibility of our scheme
in terms of time consumption, storage capacity and secu-
rity. The scalar multiplication operation on the Elliptic
Curve, encryption operation, decryption operation and
hash operation will be involved. In addition, it also in-
volves digital signature and verifying. In our paper, we
use the Elliptic Curves recommended by [7] and all op-
erations are based on the ECC algorithm. Specially, we
refer to the time of the scalar multiplication operation
used in [8]. For the convenience of description, it will be
defined in Table 3.

Table 3: The operation involved in this scheme

Operation Time

Tmul
The time of a scalar multiplication
operation

Tsig The time of one digital signature

TV eri
The time of verifying the
signature

TH The time of hash operation
Tenc The time of encryption operation
Tdec The time of decryption operation

Specifically, our scheme involves digital signature, ver-
ifying, encryption operation, decryption operation and
four scalar multiplication operations in the registration.
The computation overhead of a vehicle can be summa-
rized as: 4Tmul + 1Tsig + 1V eri + 1Tdec. There are mul-
tiple trusted authorities (TAs) in this paper. We assume
that the maximum number of vehicles supported by a TA
is 100 and n represents the number of vehicles. Under
different values of n, the time consumption is tested in
the registration and the authentication. As shown in Fig-
ure 7, in the registration, the total time taken for the 20
vehicles to complete the registration is 644.712ms. The
number of vehicles increased from 20 to 100, and the total
time taken is 3235.193 ms, which is the maximum time
spent on registration.

In the authentication, hash operation, encryption op-
eration and decryption operation based on ECC will be
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Table 4: Comparison of security and function

Scheme Anonymity Decentralization Tamper-Resistant System Scalability
[13]

√

[22]
√

[6]
√

[15]
√ √ √

Our Scheme
√ √ √ √

involved, the computation overhead can be expressed
as: 1TH + 1Tenc + 1Tdec. In authenticating, vehicles
provide H(CertPIDi) to the RSU, and the RSU can
authenticate legality of the vehicle by comparing with
H(CertPIDi

)block. Determining whether the message has
been tampered with, we need to search its PID informa-
tion and perform a hash operation. As shown in Figure 8,
The time taken for 20 vehicles to complete the authentica-
tion is 5.245ms, The number of vehicles increased from 20
to 100, and the total time taken is 36.79ms.

Figure 7: Registration of vehicle

Figure 8: Authentication of vehicle

Figure 8 compares the time consumption of our scheme
with [15, 22] under different values of n. Yao et al. [22]
proposed an anonymous authentication scheme, seven en-
cryption operations, six hash operations are required in
their scheme. The scheme of [15] requires three encryp-
tion operations, two decryption operations, one hash op-
eration. Compared with our scheme, their scheme au-

thenticating 20 vehicles takes 40.454ms and 23.052ms re-
spectively. In addition, the maximum time spent on au-
thentication is 140.216ms in [22]. The results of simula-
tion demonstrate that our proposal can meet the real-time
performance of the VANETs.

For revocation, different from searching the complete
certificate revocation list (CRL) bringing huge computa-
tional overhead, we introduce a revocation tab. Once the
system considers that the vehicle is a malicious node, the
PIDs stored on the trusted server will be marked with
a tab. According to the blockchain, the RSU can deter-
mine whether the vehicle has been revoked by obtaining
a PIDi instead of PIDTAB

i .

In VANETs, many authentication schemes are based
on the Bitcoin system. For example, in [15], they only
store a certain number of bytes using the OP RETURN
instruction in bitcoin. In the Bitcoin system, Bitcoin de-
velopers believe that OP RETURN will cause users to
store too much non-transaction information in the Bit-
coin network affecting the system performance of Bitcoin,
therefore, the storage space is strictly restricted. How-
ever, with the number of vehicles increasing, the number
of information stored in the blockchain will be enormous,
which will directly affect the scalability of the system. In
our scheme, only the pointer to PIDi are stored in the
blockchain, and the PID is stored in the trusted cloud
server. The storage capacity of the trusted server is un-
doubtedly huge. Therefore, we do not worry about the
storage problems caused by the explosion of vehicles.

In addition, as shown in Table 4, we compare it with
schemes [6, 13, 15, 22] in terms of anonymity, tamper-
resistant and decentralization. Our scheme has more ad-
vantages in security and function.

6 Conclusions

Aiming at providing a distributed security, in this paper,
we propose an authentication scheme based on consor-
tium blockchain with anonymous identity in VANETs.
The anonymity of vehicles can be guaranteed by using
PIDs to conceal the real identity of users. In order to im-
prove the scalability of the system, we introduce a trusted
cloud server to store the PIDs, and location pointers are
uploaded to the blockchain. In addition, a vehicle can be
considered an illegal node by judging whether the PID has
a revocation tab instead of searching the entire certificate
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revocation list (CRL). Finally, we analyze the security of
our scheme and evaluate the performance of the anony-
mous authentication scheme.
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Abstract

Snooping is one of the most significant issues that the
cybersecurity industry faces in this modern era of tech-
nology, leading to substantial financial losses for individ-
uals and organizations. The detection of snooping at-
tacks with efficiency and preciseness is proving to be a
challenge due to the complex nature of the snooping at-
tacks. A snooping website appears to be very similar to
the corresponding genuine website, which deceives the un-
knowing users to believe that they are on the right site.
Banks and other financial institutions should prevent loss
of money through snooping attacks. To achieve this, they
should understand how the snooping attacks occur and
the techniques that can be used to detect visual similar-
ity snooping attacks. There is also a need to develop and
implement a mechanism that can check against snooping
attacks, and this can be achieved by checking for mali-
cious links and attachments.

Keywords: Email; Malware; Snooping Attacks

1 Introduction

The email security threat has risen to become one of the
biggest threats to companies across the world. Subse-
quently, it can be noted that a majority of the hacking at-
tacks begin with some form of snooping attack. Snooping
can be described as a kind of attack which is engineered
socially to steal private and confidential data like pass-
words, credit card information, and login details. These
snooping attacks occur when the attackers masquerade
as genuine and trusted entities and end up tricking the
unknowing users into opening the spammed emails [2].
When the recipient of the email receives the email and
clicks on the embedded emails, malicious malware from
the links infiltrate the computer system and, in the pro-
cess, end up accessing and stealing private, sensitive, and
confidential information.

The fake emails typically look very legit and genuine,
and even the links that the user is asked to click on appear

to be very legit when they request personal information.
The snooping messages propagate themselves past instant
messages, social media sites, emails, and VoIP. Nonethe-
less, email is the most popular way of carrying out the
snooping attacks. It is true since 65% of the snooping
attacks occur when the user clicks on a link and visits the
hyperlink attached in the snooped email. More compli-
cated snooping attacks target specific persons or groups
from a firm [17]. Metaphorically, snooping is the same as
fishing in a lake; rather than attempting to fish a fish, the
attackers try to steal the user’s personal information [27].
When the user unknowingly opens the fake website and
feeds personal information such as login details, these per-
sonal details are acquired by the hacker who can then use
this information for other malicious intentions.

The snooping websites have an appearance that is very
similar to the genuine website to attract many users to the
website [24]. With the development of snooping detec-
tion techniques, new approaches have been developed to
detect visual similarity attacks. Optical similarity-based
techniques use comparisons of the suspicious websites’ vi-
sual appearance in correspondence to the genuine website
by analyzing different parameters.

Banks should ensure that they prevent financial losses
due to snooping attacks and should come up with tech-
niques for preventing more snooping attacks. Moreover,
there should be a technique that should check for snooping
attacks before they occur. It should be done by checking
for malicious links and attachments in the snooped emails
sent to unsuspecting victims [22,24].

2 Background and Statistics of
Snooping Attacks

Snooping attacks and scams have gained both corporate
and academic scholars’ attention since this issue has led
to serious privacy breaches and adverse security issues in
the banking industry, resulting in the loss of millions of
dollars. Snooping attacks cannot be mitigated through
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the use of encryption software and firewalls.

The first snooping attacks that were experienced took
place on the American online network systems (AOL),
which occurred during the onset of the 1990s. There
were many fraudulent users registered on the AOL site
using fake credentials. The AOL verified fake accounts
using a simple test without analyzing the validity of the
credit cards. After activating the fake accounts, the
hackers could access the different resources offered by
the American online system. During the billing process,
AOL was able to find out that the charges were illegiti-
mate, together with the fact that the linked credit cards
were not valid [2]. Thus, AOL stopped and closed down
the accounts with immediate effect. After this incident,
the American online networks system put measures that
would ensure that the same does not happen in the fu-
ture. The AOL put in place measures to prevent this by
verifying and authenticating the credit cards linked to the
billing accounts. It also enabled the attackers to switch,
making it possible for them to obtain the AOL accounts.
Rather than now creating the fake accounts, they changed
to stealing the personal data of the users that were regis-
tered on the AOL system. The attackers then contacted
the registered users using emails and instant messages,
requesting them to verify their personal information and
passwords for security reasons [10]. The emails and the
news appeared to be originating from the AOL employees.
It ended up duping most users to provide their personal
information and passwords to hackers. The attackers, in
turn, used confidential information in place of valid cus-
tomers. Here, the attackers did not restrict themselves
to masquerading as the actual AOL users but also, they
actively tricked many other commercial websites in the
USA.

As per research by the Internet World Stats, the to-
tal number of users on the internet stood is 2.97 billion
in 2014, and by 2019 this number stood is 4.39 billion.
This number is expected to rise as the years keep ongo-
ing. With these figures in mind, over 38% of the global
population makes use of the internet [26]. Many internet
users give hackers the chance to take advantage of un-
knowing users and insecure online systems to scam users.
Snooping emails are used for defrauding people and finan-
cial firms of money using the internet [8].

In 2012, there was a general increase in the number
of snooping attacks translating to a 160% increase from
the previous year. The total number of snooping attacks
detected in the year 2013 stood at close to 45000, result-
ing in financial losses that stood at over 5.9 billion dol-
lars. It meant a 1% increase in the number of snooping
attacks from 2012 to 2013. The total number of snoop-
ing attacks observed in the first quarter of the year 2014
stood at 125215, and this was a 10.7% rise from the fourth
quarter of 2013. Over 55% of the snooping sites have a
similar name to that of the target website to dupe the
user. Research has shown that the financial industry’s
snooping attackers mostly target payment systems and
services [18].

3 The Mechanism of Snooping At-
tacks

The snooping mechanism is shown in Figure 1. The fake
site is the clone of the simple website that the hackers tar-
get. It always has input fields such as the text area where
the targeted user enters their personal information, then
transferred to the hacker [3]. The hacker then steals this
personal information from the unknowing user through
the following steps:

Developing the snooping website: It is the initial
step that the hacker takes by identifying the target
or the organization. The attacker then gathers com-
prehensive information about the company by vising
the website of the organization. The attacker then
uses the data to develop a similar website [1].

Sending the URL: Here the hacker creates an email
that is bogus and sends to many users. In the email,
the hacker has attached the URL of the fake web-
site. The attacker can also spread the snooping site’s
link using blogs or social media sites to reach many
users [29].

Stealing the confidential information: When the
unknowing user clicks on the embedded link, the
fake website opens in the browser. The phony site
has a fake login interface or login form that the
attacker uses to steal personal information from
the victim. Moreover, the attacker can gain access
to confidential information that the user has filled
up [13].

Identity theft: The hacker then uses the personal in-
formation obtained for malicious purposes. For in-
stance, the hacker may make purchases online using
the credit card information of the unknowing vic-
tim [15].

4 The Taxonomy of Visual Simi-
larity Snooping Attacks

The attacker carries out the snooping attack by using
social engineering mechanisms and technical subterfuge.
With social engineering mechanisms, hackers manage to
attack unknowing users by sending out bogus emails to
thousands of unsuspecting users. The attackers typically
convince the recipients of the emails to respond to the
emails by keying their names, bank details, credit card
firms, and e-retailers [15]. The technical subterfuge mech-
anism installs malware into the user’s computer system.
In the process, personal and confidential information is
stolen by the use of crucial logger spyware and Trojan
malware. The malware also misdirects users to websites
that are fake or proxy servers [32]. The hackers embed
malicious links or fraudulent links/ URLs in the emails
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Figure 1: The snooping mechanism

that install malicious applications or software in the user’s
system. The malicious software then collects confidential
data from the system and sends it back to the hackers.
The hackers can also remotely access the user’s computer
system and then gather the data that they deem neces-
sary [15].

A person can quickly become a snooping attack victim
due to the visual similarity snooping site’s high visual
resemblance with the simple site because of the page set
up, image layouts, font color and size, and the content.
Figure 2 is an example of a fake and a genuine messenger
of PayPal. The websites have the same visual appearance;
however, one can observe that the URLs are different on
a keen look. People are not always careful to take note of
the URL and the SSL Certificates of the sites [7, 31].

If the hacker does not manage to copy the visual resem-
blance of the website being targeted, then the probability
of the users inputting their credentials is minimal [19].
The hacker aims to fool the users using the following ways:

Through visual appearance: The snooping website
has a similar look to that of the authentic website.
The hackers steal a copy of the source code to build
a legitimate website to develop a fake website.

Address bar: The hackers also hide the URL or the ad-
dress bar of the site using an image or a script. It
makes the users think that they are keying informa-
tion on the legit site.

Embedded objects: The hackers also utilize embedded
objects, such as scripts and images, to conceal the
HTML code or the textual content from the snooping
detection mechanisms.

Favicon similarity: It refers to an image that is linked
to a specific site. A hacker can copy the image of
the website that is targeted. If the shown favicon
in the address differs from the current website, it is
regarded as a snooping attempt.

Research conducted by Dhamija et al., on different
users to Identity if a website is genuine or a snooping
site established that 90% of the users could not recognize
snooping attacks [11]. A majority of the users judged the
website wrongly using its visual appearance. The schol-
ars also found out that even the experienced users could
easily be duped through the illegitimate website’s visual
similarity. They also noted that 23% of the participants
do not take time to view the site’s address bar. Thus, it
can be concluded that if the appearance of the snooping
website looks exactly like that of a legit website and with
a different domain, then the users can easily be fooled by
the snooping attackers [4].

5 Mechanisms for Detecting
Snooping Attacks

The following are mechanisms that have been devised to
detect snooping attacks: Attribute-based, Identity-based,
Content-based, and Character-based.

1) Attribute based anti-snooping technique:
The attributes based anti-snooping technique exe-
cutes every proactive and-anti-snooping technique
defenses. This method has also been reinforced in
Phish Bouncer Tool [21]. A comparison of images
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Figure 2: (a) Genuine PayPal webpage and (b) Snooping webpage of PayPal

visiting the website will be done using the image at-
tribution check and checking for sites that are already
registered under the Phish chucker-out. The HTML
cross-link checks for responses that originate from
websites that are not registered and count the dif-
ferent links that are not from registered websites [9].
When there is a large number of cross-links, it shows
there is a snooping site. In the feeder check of false
information, the false data is keyed in, and if the
website accepts this information, then there is a high
chance the link is also snooped. The anti-snooping
suspicious check analyzes and validates the certifi-
cates given throughout the SSL handclasp. It carries
on to daily usage by logging in for certification au-
thority as time goes by [9].

Pros: This technique takes into consideration a lot
of checks so that it can identify snooping web-
sites in comparison to the other methods. The
method can also detect snooping attacks that
are known and those that are not known [25].

Cons: Because the technique carries out many
checks for authentication of a website, there is
a high probability of slow response time [9].

2) Identity based anti-snooping techniques:
This mechanism makes use of the methodology of
mutual authentication where an online entity and ev-
ery user confirms each other’s Identity through test
suggestibility or handclasp. The method is asso-
ciated with the technique of nursing ant snooping,
which uses partial credential sharing alongside shop-
per filtering mechanism to hinder the attackers from
pretending to be legit online users [16]. Mutual au-
thentication is followed in this method; hence there is
no need for the users to re-enter their details. There-
fore, using passwords has never changed between the

users and online entities, except the first method of
setting it up [9].

Pros: This technique provides for mutual authenti-
cation for the client and server-side. Making use
of this technique does not expose the personal
details of a user, for example, the password that
is set up except for the initial time that it is set
up [5].

Cons: Using this technique, if the attacker can
access the user’s computer and then disable
the browser plugins, it ends up being compro-
mised [9].

3) Content based anti-snooping approaches:
The GoldPhish tool executes this technique and then
utilizes google as the program of the computer. This
technique then offers seniority to firm websites on
the internet. It has been confirmed that snooping
web-content for a small amount of time can obtain
low ranks in terms of internet search, and this then
becomes the foundation for this technique [28]. The
approach of planning can be reduced to three main
steps. The major step is capturing an image of the
website in the user’s application. The step that fol-
lows uses the optical character mechanisms for con-
verting the image captured to text that is machine-
readable. The third step entails inputting the text
that is reborn into a research engine to obtain re-
sults and analyze the page’s rank [20].

Pros: Overall, the GoldPhish does not lead to false
positive. Also, it offers a zero-day snooping.

Cons: The GoldPhish technique slows down the pro-
cess of rendering a webpage. It is also vulnerable
to attacks on Google’s PageRank algorithm and
the search service [14].
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4) Character based anti-snooping approaches:
Many times when hackers attempt to steal data from
users, they do so by enticing the users to click on URI
and hyperlinks that they have embedded in snooped
emails. A hyperlink is made up of the format:
<ahref=’URI’. Anchor text, n >.
The URI (Universal Resource Identifiers) offers the
real link to where the user shall be guided. The
anchor text refers to the text displayed in the web
browser and stands for the visual connection [30].
This approach makes use of hyperlink characteristics
in detecting the links that are snooped. LinkGuard
refers to a tool that implements and executes this
methodology. After many snooping websites are an-
alyzed, the hyperlinks are then grouped into differ-
ent categories. To detect the snooping websites, the
LinkGuard tool initially obtains the DNS names, and
if the terms are not the same, then it is a snooping
attack [6].

This methodology’s weakness is that it can lead to
false positives because it uses decimal IP addresses
that are dotted in place of domain names. Nonethe-
less, this may be appropriate in some special situa-
tions [12].

6 Conclusion and Future Work

With the advancement in technology, the recent years
have come with a drastic increase in the sophistication
and the number of email snooping attacks. Several tech-
niques have been developed to detect and prevent snoop-
ing attacks such as attribute-based anti-snooping tech-
niques, Identity-based anti-snooping techniques, content-
based anti-snooping approaches, and character-based
anti-snooping approaches. Visual similarity-based snoop-
ing involves sending large amounts of spoofed emails, ask-
ing the targeted users to click the links embedded in
emails. By just a mere glance, the hyperlinks in the emails
are generally challenging to suspect, and this makes it
easy for the victim to click on them without their knowl-
edge. Future work on the visual similarity snooping tech-
nique should entail creating improved ways to detect the
malicious links and attachments in the snooped emails
and deleting them. Another improvement that should be
done on the method is applying machine learning tech-
niques to make the visual similarity snooping technique
adaptive.
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Abstract

Communication networks play a critical role in industry
and our daily lives. Network security is among the most
concerned research topics in academic field, especially in
the multi-parallel wireless communication for example 5G
which is significant for the next communication channel.
Theoretical models are limitedly reported from literature
to examine the security in multi-parallel wireless commu-
nication network. This paper thus introduces a biology-
based multidimensional network security (BMNS) model
which uses hidden Markov chain model for investigating
the security states. The parameters could be estimated
and improved using Gibbs replacement method. The pro-
posed model is able to describe the technical characteris-
tics which could be used for the network security exami-
nation in the practical implementation.

Keywords: Biology-based Multidimensional Network Se-
curity (BMNS); Multi-parallel Network; Network Secu-
rity; Security Model

1 Introduction

Communication networks play critical roles in our daily
lives since our Internet and smart phone systems are
mostly based on the wired or wireless communication
channels [10, 16, 17]. 5G as a next communication media
is attracting more and more attention. Next generation
mobile networks alliance (NGMNA) has published a 5G
white paper that covers the expectations, challenges and
how the standards bodies, operators and vendors can ac-
complish to successfully enter the 5G decade [11]. 5G will
embrace a high-speed environment from multiple access
technologies, multi-layer networks, to large number of de-
vices with billions of user interactions. Such enormous
interactions will take advantage of 5G to municipalities
such as energy and health from social organizations to
public safety and defense [7]. 5G enables new services for
all these users at low cost by providing a seamless and
efficient communication and improve the way people in-

teract with each other, with the final goal of improving
people’s lives [9]. Therefore, 5G network doesn’t have the
limitations to the radio access (RAN), but will encompass
the whole network, including aspects as subscriber, pol-
icy and security management, core network and transport
components [13].

Security is very critical in the 5G network as it is to
move beyond delivering connectivity which uses security
as a competitive advantage [3]. Therefore, different indi-
vidual is able to seize the 5G opportunities in various pur-
poses. A huge botnet formed by hacking into user devices
in 4G could be used to mount large-scale DDOS attacks
on websites, but in 5G world, that same botnet could be
used to take out an entire network [6]. Network secu-
rity is important as vast amounts of remote sensors and
smart devices hooked up to global networks. For instance,
it will radically increase the complexity of securing cor-
porate networks from intruders and cyber criminals and
the sheer amount of data being created by 5G networks
will make it much more difficult to spot anomalies in user
behavior resulting from hackers [1, 14].

In order to enhance the network security, this paper in-
troduces a Biology-based Multidimensional Network Se-
curity (BMNS) model for a multi-parallel wireless com-
munication network. BMNS conceptual model is a de-
scriptive model that has abundant biological properties
and technical features [5]. In this paper, based on BMNS
conceptual model, a network security approach is estab-
lished by using hidden Markov model (HMM) theory to
quantify the safe state transition of BMNS through pa-
rameter estimation and model correction so as to achieve
adaptive and robust for improving the network security.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 introduces the parameter estimation for BMNS.
Three sub-sections are included in this section to illustrate
the initial model mechanism, solution algorithm, and the
estimations of parameters in the multi-parallel wireless
communication. Section 3 reports on the improved math-
ematic model which uses Gibbs replacement method, pro-
posed state stay approach, and correction of model with
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theoretical analysis. Section 4 concludes this paper by
giving the contributions and future research directions.

2 Parameter Estimation

A reasonable setting of the states sequence, the rela-
tionship between state transition, and observations are
based on parameter estimation for BMNS. State prob-
ability distribution can be obtained when the system is
steady through transition relationship between states and
transition probabilities, resulting in randomness of state
transition process. Markov transition theory can quanti-
tatively analyze the limiting steady-state characteristics
of this process by converting the continuously changing
process into states that are linked by transition relation-
ships of transition probabilities [15, 20]. Markov transi-
tion theory treats network operation process of BMNS
as a series of specific states. According to the progress
of safe-state time stages (precaution, detection and re-
sponse, tolerance, and recovery), original data and initial
model for BMNS parameter estimation will be provided.

2.1 Initial Model

Different initial models may generate different training
results as the algorithm can obtain the model parameters
when P (O/λ) is the local maximum. It’s meaningful to
select a good initial model for the final local maximum
that is close to the global maximum [12]. Generally, the
initialization of π and A has a little impact on the results,
so their values can be initialized randomly or uniformly as

long as the constraints 0 ≤ aij ≤ 1,
N∑
j

aij = 1, 0 ≤ πi ≤ 1

and
∑
i

πi = 1 are satisfied. However, the initialization of

B has a profound impact on the trained HMM, initialize
approach for the value is adopted.

The initial model of BMNS mathematical model can be
established according to functional features of the concep-
tual model. Different functions of safe mechanisms con-
tain precaution, detection and response, tolerance, and
recovery, and transition relationship between states can
refer to [4]. According to the completion progress of dif-
ferent time stage states, there are a continuous process
of each state includes three phases, namely initializing,
processing and completing. Thus, based on HMM theory
and BMNS state transition relationship, there is an initial
model λ = (N,M,Π, A,B):

1) N = 4 means four states, namely precaution state,
detection and response state, tolerance state and re-
covery state, and let S1, S2, S3, S4 denote these states
respectively;

2) M = 3 means three observations, namely Initializing
(I), Processing (P ) and Completing (C), where the
observation at time t is Ot ∈ {I,P,C};

3) The model starts from S1, and ends at S4. Thus,
Π = (π1, π2, π3, π4) = (1, 0, 0, 0);

4) According to the state transition relationship of the
model, we set

A = (aij)4×4 =


1/3 1/3 1/3 0
0 1/3 1/3 1/3
0 0 1/2 1/2
1 0 0 0

 ;

5) B = (bjk)4×3 =


0.1 0.5 0.4
0.6 0.1 0.3
0.2 0.4 0.4
0.2 0.1 0.7


Where bjk represents the probability

(1 ≤ j ≤ N, 1 ≤ k ≤M) when the observation of
the model in state is. In parameter estimation process,
the probability Sj with observation Ok when the state
is converted from Si to Sj is introduced. Thus, we can
extend B shown as Table 1.

It is assumed that the operation states of network are
always in completing phase for BMNS. Thus, we choose
O = (O1, O2, O3) = (C,C,C) as samples and use Baum-
Welch algorithm to estimate parameters for BMNS math-
ematical model [19]. Firstly, N , M , Π, A and B of initial
model serve as input to estimate λ̄ that is composed of π̄,
āij and b̄ij . Then π̄, āij and b̄ij , as new inputs, are used
to re-estimate the parameters. This process is repeated
until a λ = (Π, A,B) is obtained to maximize P (O/λ).

2.2 Solution Algorithm

Baum-Welch algorithm is used for solving HMM param-
eter estimation problem [18]. Given the sequence of ob-
servations O = O1, O2, · · · , OT , λ = (Π, A,B) can be
determined to maximize P (O/λ). Re-estimation formula
of Baum-Welch algorithm is shown as follows.

π̄ = ξ1 (i) (1)

āij =

T−1∑
t=1

ξt (i, j) /

T−1∑
t=1

ξt (i) (2)

b̄jk =

T∑
t=1,Ot=Vk

ξt (j) /

T∑
t=1

ξt (j) (3)

Where

ξt (i) = P (O, qt = Si/λ)

=

N∑
j=1

ξt (i, j) = αt (i)βt (i) /P (O/λ)

is the probability that Markov chain is in state Si
at time t; ξt (i, j) = P (O, qt = Si, qt+1 = Sj/λ) =
[αt (i) aijbj (Ot+1)βt+1 (j)] /P (O/λ) is the probabil-
ity that Markov chain is in state Si at time t
and next in state Sj at time t + 1; αt (i) =
P (O1, O2, · · · , Ot, qt = Si/λ) , 1 ≤ t ≤ T is the forward
variable, and its recursive process is shown as follows:
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Table 1: The extended B

i
bij (Ok)

j = 1 j = 2 j = 3 j = 4
k = 1 k = 2 k = 3 k = 1 k = 2 k = 3 k = 1 k = 2 k = 3 k = 1 k = 2 k = 3

1 0.1 0.5 0.4 1/3 1/3 1/3 1/3 1/3 1/3 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0.6 0.1 0.3 1/3 1/3 1/3 1/3 1/3 1/3
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.4 0.4 1/3 1/3 1/3
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.1 0.7

1) Initialization βT (N) = 1, βT (j) = 0 (j 6= N).

2) Recursion formula βt (i) =
N∑
j=1

βt−1 (j)aijbij (Ot−1)

(t = T − 1, T − 2, · · · , 1; i, j = 1, 2, · · · , N).

3) The final result P (O/λ) =
N∑
i=1

β1 (i) is the backward

variable, and its recursive process is shown as follows:

a. Initialization βT (N) = 1, βT (j) = 0 (j 6= N).

b. Recursion formula

βt (i) =

N∑
j=1

βt−1 (j)aijbij (Ot−1)

(t = T − 1, T − 2, · · · , 1; i, j = 1, 2, · · · , N)

c. The final result P (O/λ) =
N∑
i=1

β1 (i).

In practical applications, if the functions (or states)
of the model are added or changed, this algorithm can
be generalized according to HMM module training meth-
ods. For a training dataset, such as DA, DB and DC ,
λA, λB and λC are generated by Baum-Welch algorithm.
The number of relevant transition, the number of vec-
tors and the number of states to flexibly reflect each
model’s parameters of DA + DB , DA + DC , DB + DC

and DA+DB +DC , as long as corresponding numerators
and denominators are added respectively. Therefore, the
process of HMM parameter estimation could be adaptive.

2.3 Parameter Estimations

This paper uses VC++ to realize Baum-Welch algorithm,
where π̄, āij , b̄ij , and can be calculated by Equations (1),
(2), (3) and (4).

P (O/λ) =

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

αt (i) aijbij (Ot+1)βt+1 (j) ,

1 ≤ t ≤ T − 2 (4)

As shown in Figure 1, P (O/λ) gradually converges with
the number of cycles increasing.

The final results of Π, A, B and P (O/λ) are shown in
Table 2.

Figure 1: Relationship between P (O/λ) and repeating
times

During the running process, data related to parameter
estimation are shown in Table 3.

From Table 3, it could be observed that with the in-
crease of iteration time, the deviation of P (O/λ) is not
significant. That shows the reliability of network which
attributes the Baum-Welch algorithm that figures out the
P (O/λ) considering λ. For the medium variables, it is
found that αt(i) and βt(i) are decreasing when the iter-
ation times increase. However, the values remain stable
when n→∞.

3 Improved Multidimensional
Mathematical Model

Based on Baum-Welch algorithm, BMNS mathematical
model can exactly reflect the transition relationship of
the conceptual model. However, camped probability of
effective states of Markov chain represented by π and A
stay in different time stages cannot be clearly presented.
Therefore, this section focuses on of the improvement of
BMNS model. Two approaches can be adopted:

1) Using Gibbs distribution to replace HMM of Markov
chain;

2) Increasing state duration.
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Table 2: Parameter estimation results

P (O/λ) Π A B

0.33333 (1, 0, 0, 0)

4.46357e-007 0.327284 0.672715 0 0 0 1
0 1.93327e-007 4.22823e-007 0.999999 0 0 1
0 0 3.249e-007 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 0 0 1

Table 3: Result variables
Cycles P (O/λ) A B

1 0.0348

0.104 0.311 0.584 0 0 0 1
0.088 0.867 0 0 1 0 1
0.076 0.923 0 0 1 0 1
0 1 0 0 1 0 1

2 0.299

0.029 0.323 0.647 0 0 0 1
0.026 0.961 0 0 1 0 1
0.02 0.979 0 0 1 0 1
0 1 0 0 1 0 1

3 0.324

0.009 0.326 0.664 0 0 0 1
0.008 0.987 0 0 1 0 1
0.006 0.993 0 0 1 0 1
0 1 0 0 1 0 1

4 0.33

0.003 0.326 0.67 0 0 0 1
0.002 0.995 0 0 1 0 1
0.002 0.997 0 0 1 0 1
0 1 0 0 1 0 1

n 0.333

0.0003 0.327 0.672 0 0 0 1
0.0003 0.999 0 0 1 0 1
0.0002 0.999 0 0 1 0 1

0 1 0 0 1 0 0

3.1 Gibbs Replacement Method

Gibbs distribution is used to describe the sequence of
states of HMM [2, 8]. It can replace Markov chain rep-
resented by π and A so as to obtain a complete HMM.
In HMM, by adopting Gibbs distribution, the probability
generated by the sequence of states S = q1, q2, · · · , qT is:

P (S/λ) = exp [−U (S)] /Z. (5)

Z =
∑
∪S

exp [−U (S)]. (6)

where U (S) is the energy function, and Z is a normalized
term, namely

Therefore, Gibbs distribution is determined by its
energy function U (S). For one-dimensional first-order
Markov random field, the general form of the energy func-
tion U (S) is:

U (S) =

T∑
t=1

h (qt) +

T∑
t=2

g (qt−1, qt). (7)

where h and g are any real functions. If Gibbs distribution
is used to represent Markov chain, there is:

U (S) =

N∑
j=1

π̂jJj (q1) +

T∑
t=2

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

âijJij (qt−1, qt) . (8)

Jj (q1) =

{
1, ifq1 = θj
0, otherwise

(9)

Jij (qt−1, q1) =

{
1, ifqt−1 = θi, qt = θj
0, otherwise

(10)

N∑
j=1

e−π̂j = 1 (11)

N∑
j=1

e−âij = 1, i = 1, · · · , N (12)

Gibbs distribution can be described by parameters π̂j and
âij . Clearly, the relationships between these parameters
and π as well as A are

π̂j = − lg πj , j = 1, · · · , N (13)

âij = − lg aij , i, j = 1, · · · , N (14)

Therefore, if the sequence of states of HMM that is de-
scribed by Gibbs distribution presented by energy func-
tion U (S) in equation Equation (8) is totally equal to the
sequence of states of Markov chain that is described by
π and A. However, given the general formula of U (S) as
shown in equation Equation (7), there is a wide variety
of Gibbs distribution to describe the sequence of states.
For example, energy function can be selected under one-
dimensional nearest field situation:

U(S)=

N∑
j=1

T∑
t=1

âjJj (qt)+

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

T∑
t=1

β̂j−1Jj (qt−1, qt)

where âj is an external field parameter, β̂j−1 is a con-
joint intensity function, and they are used together to
describe energy function U (S) or related Gibbs distribu-

tion. Therefore,
(
α̂, β̂, B

)
is a set of parameters of HMM

by introducing Gibbs distribution, where α̂ and β̂ are used
to describe Gibbs distribution. The correction process is
based on Baum-Welch algorithm, forward function and
backward function are defined to effectively solve the cal-
culation issue of P (O/λ):

P (O/λ) =
∑
∪S

P (O/S, λ)P (S, λ) . (15)

In Equation (5) of P (S/λ), P (O/λ) cannot be obtained
by direct calculation due to the computational complex-
ity. However, this correction process is not suitable for
BMNS model.
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3.2 State Stay

In BMNS model, the probability that d observations are
generated gradually in state Si

pi (d) = (aij)
d

(1− aij) . (16)

The probability pi (d) describes state duration of state
Si. It is an exponential distribution, and its maximum
value is located in d = 0. However, this characteristic
does not accord with state transition process of BMNS.
Therefore, the basic idea for correction of BMNS model is
to use the non-exponential distribution Pi (d) to describe
state duration. That means parameter sets ( Π, A and
B ) are used to describe Markov chain are corrected by
introducing the probability Pi (d) that is used to describe
state duration using the follow methods:

3.2.1 Non-Parameter Estimation Method

Non-parameter estimation is widely used. In Markov
chains, let aij = 0, and the probability distribution Pi (d)
of state duration is introduced, where d = 1, · · · , D and D
is the longest duration of all the possible state stay. Thus,
the process of inputting observation sequences produced
by HMM follows that initial state qi is selected according
to πi, and state duration d1 that produces d1 observa-
tions O1, O2, · · · , Od1 is determined according to Pq1 (d).

The probability is
d1∏
t=1

bq1 (Ot). According to aq1q2 , state

q2 is selected. The above process is repeated until all the
sequence of observations O = O1, O2, · · · , OT is gener-
ated. To calculate P (O/λ), forward variables are defined
as αt (i) = P (O1, O2, , Ot, stateSi/λendsattimet). There-

fore, P (O/λ) =
N∑
i=1

aT (i) is similar to classical HMM. To

train this corrected HMM, we have to redefine three for-
ward and a backward variables, and derive re-estimation
formula to estimate parameters. Besides, although the
performance is better compared with classical HMM, pa-
rameter Pi (d) of HMM is added. Especially, in order
to estimate reliable parameter Pi (d) , i = 1, · · · , N, d =
1, · · · , D, there is a request for more training data.

3.2.2 Parameter Estimation Method

In order to estimate Pi (d) with limited training data, pa-
rameter estimation method is proposed to describe state
duration. The specific value of Pi (d) cannot be estimated
directly, but Pi (d) is assumed to be drawn from a certain
distribution and Pi (d) can be estimated through param-
eters used to describe the distribution. Assume Pi (d) is
drawn from the Gamma distribution:

Pi (d) =
ηVi
i d

Vi
−1

e−η
d
i

Γ (Vi)
(17)

Thus, the estimation of Pi (d) is converted to estimate
parameters vi and ηi of the Gamma distribution. For
the revised HMM, parameter set used to describe Markov

chain is (Π, A, V, η), where V = (v1, · · · , vN ) and η =
(η1, · · · , ηN ). According to the forward-backward algo-
rithm and Baum-Welch algorithm, it is easy to derive cal-
culation formula of probability P (O/λ) and re-estimation
formula of other parameters.

When this method is used to obtain Pi (d), although we
can avoid the strict requirement for the volume of train-
ing data used to estimate value of Pi (d) by non-parameter
method, more computational power is needed. And this
method is not suitable for all states, because Pi (d) is as-
sumed to be drawn from a certain distribution manually.

3.2.3 Upper Limit and Lower Limit Estimation
Method

Except parameter estimation method and non-parameter
estimation method, upper limit and lower limit estima-
tion method is a satisfying method to correct classical
HMM by only estimating upper parameters ui and lower
parameters li of state duration of each state Si. The
parameter set of this revised HMM is (Π, A, L, U,B),
where Π, A and B are parameters of classical HMM
while L = (l1, · · · , lN ) and U = (u1, · · · , uN ) are
new parameters that describe minimum and maximum
(lower limit and upper limit) of each state duration.
Let d (i) denote the length of state duration of Si.
Thus, for a state sequence S = q1, q2, · · · , qT , if assume
Markov chain starts from state Sl and ends at state
ST , then:S = θ1 · · · θ1︸ ︷︷ ︸

d(1)

θ2 · · · θ2︸ ︷︷ ︸
d(2)

· · · θN · · · θN︸ ︷︷ ︸
d(N)

. Estimation

method of newly added parameter L and U is follow-
ing: Let dik denotes state duration of Si in optimal state
sequence Q∗k calculated by Viterbi algorithm of k − th

training sequences O(k) = O1
(k), O2

(k), · · · , OTk(k), and
assume there are K training sequences, so:

li =
K

min
k=1
{max [dik/T k, 1/T k]} , i = 1, 2, · · · , N

ui =
K

max
k=1
{max [dik/T k, 1/T k]} , i = 1, 2, · · · , N

3.3 Correction of Model

We adopt upper limit and lower limit estimation method
to correct HMM of BMNS. Based on the model, we set
k = 3, O(1) = (C,C,C), O(2) = (C,C,C,C), O(3) =
(C,C,C,C,C), Q∗k

1) Initialization:

δ1 (i) = πibij (Ot) , 1 ≤ i ≤ N
ϕ1 (i) = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ N

2) Recursion:

δt (j) = max
1≤i≤N

[δt−1 (i) aij ] bij (Ot) , 2 ≤ t ≤ T,

1 ≤ j ≤ N
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ϕt (j) = arg max
1≤i≤N

[δt−1 (i) aij ] , 2 ≤ t ≤ T,

1 ≤ j ≤ N

3) End:

P ∗ = max
1≤i≤N

[δT (i)]

q∗T = arg max
1≤i≤N

[δT (i)]

4) Optimal sequence of states:

q∗t = ϕt+1

(
q∗t+1

)
, t = T − 1, T − 2, · · · , 1

The obtained three optimal state sequence correspond-
ing to three observation sequence are: Q∗1 = (S1, S3, S3),
Q∗2 = (S1, S3, S4, S4) and Q∗3 = (S1, S3, S4, S4, S4).

And based on Equation (6) and Equation (7),
L = (l1, l2, l3, l4) = (1/5, 1/5, 1/5, 1/3) and U =
(u1, u2, u3, u4) = (1/3, 1/3, 1/3, 3/5) can be obtained.
Thus, the whole BMNS mathematical model λB−MNS =
(Π, A, L, U,B) can be obtained, where

1) Π = (1, 0, 0, 0)

2) A=

 4.46357−7 0.327284 0.762715 0
0 1.93327e−7 4.22823e−7 0.999999
0 0 3.249e−7 1
0 0 0 1


3) L = (l1, l2, l3, l4) = (1/5, 1/5, 1/5, 1/3)

4) U = (u1, u2, u3, u4) = (1/3, 1/3, 1/3, 3/5)

5) B =


0 0 1
0 0 1
0 0 1
0 0 1


4 Conclusion

Based on Markov transition theory, the network opera-
tion process of BMNS is converted into a serial of specific
states. States make a transition according to the comple-
tion progress of safe-state time stages (precaution, detec-
tion and response, tolerance, and recovery). This paper
uses HMM theory to quantify the process of BMNS state
transition and uses Baum-Welch algorithm to estimate
its parameters. Upper limit and lower limit estimation
methods are then adopted to increase state duration and
to establish the reasonable BMNS model.

Future research will be conducted as follows. Firstly,
comparison analysis or studies will be carried out to ex-
amine the performance with other approaches such as
stochastic models and chaotic models. Secondly, the
model testing and results analysis will be focused after in-
troducing the theoretical models. Some key performance
indicators will be examined like mean response rate, Hit-
velocity in BMNS, and HTTP response rate in the multi-
parallel wireless communication networks for example 5G.
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Abstract

With the wide application of multiple wireless communi-
cation technologies, vehicle nodes realize the connection of
various networks such as WiFi, Bluetooth, 802.11p, LTE-
V2X, and 5G. The attacker accesses the car’s internal net-
work through wireless communication,install malware for
malicious attacks, these malicious attacks interfere with
normal vehicle communication, spoofing or tapmer infor-
mation, which will seriously threaten the security of the
Internet of Vehicles. Therefore, this paper studies the
main threats of malicious attacks on the Internet of Ve-
hicles, extracts their malicious attack features, weights
these features in combination, and proposed CW-KNN,
which is a malicious attack detection algorithm suitable
for Internet of Vehicles. Simulation experiments prove the
effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.

Keywords: Combined Weight; CW-KNN; Internet of Ve-
hicles; Malicious Attack Detection; Malware

1 Introduction

In the United States, the research work on the Internet
of Vehicles (IoV) is based on Wireless Access in Vehicular
Environment (WAVE) in Dedicated Short Range Com-
munications(DSRC). The use of WAVE requires the con-
struction of a dedicated service base station of IoV, this
has greatly limited the popularity of IoV. But in China,
in the 5G environment, vehicle nodes in the IoV rely on
cellular wireless communication technology to communi-
cate, and the related information is presented to the user
through the upper-layer application. Huawei has estab-
lished an LTE-V network and developed a communication
chip. By loading a SIM card into a car, real-time commu-
nication services between cars can be achieved.

IoV is a part of wireless communication, wireless com-
munication is generally integrated in vehicle systems, the
CW-KNN detection algorithm proposed in this paper can
also be integrated to protect the safe of IoV. Attackers in-
stalling malware can cause significant threats to IoV. The

malicious attacks in this paper are active attacks, and the
main threats are the following three aspects.

Denial of Service (DoS): Malware can interfere or block
communication, causing vehicle nodes to fail to es-
tablish communication within the receiving range;

Spoofing: IoV’s application technology requires accurate
and timely access to application data. The attacker
faked the relevant information and sent it, causing
the vehicle to receive the wrong information, caus-
ing the driver to make abnormal behaviors, posing a
certain threat to driving.

Tapmer: Malware can tamper information, each vehicle
in IoV can be used as a terminal or relay node, infor-
mation sent or received by them may be tampered,
this will bring more scams and cause huge losses to
the user.

It turns out that tapmer is easier than spoofing. Over-
all,malware will affect the normal function of the system,
seriously affect driving safety, and even cause traffic acci-
dents.

In terms of security of IoV, [15] proposed data falsi-
fication attack detection using hashes for enhancing net-
work security and performance by adapting contention
window size to forward accurate information to the neigh-
boring vehicles in a timely manner. [20] in order to
analyze the virus propagation under the road environ-
ment mixed with Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control
(CACC) vehicles andcommon vehicles, considering the in-
teraction among traffic flow, information flow and virus
propagation, CACC vehicle virus infection probability
is calculated and the dynamic model of virus propaga-
tion is built. [22] aimed at the problem of security under
the internet of vehicles environment, combining K area
with fake names anonymous technology, a kind of im-
proved Privacy Preservation Algorithm-Internet of Vehi-
cles (PPA-IOV) privacy protection algorithm is formed.
at the same time, researchers have also conducted related
research on protocol and model strategies [8, 24, 25]. In
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terms of malicious attack detection, [1] proposed a so-
lution to the problem of detecting semantic attacks in
data based on hybrid automata implementation state
constraints. [12] proposed a network intrusion detection
model based on K-nearest neighbor(KNN)algorithm of
extreme learning machine Extreme Learning Machine
(ELM)feature mapping. [9] proposed a semi-supervised
fuzzy kernel clustering algorithm based on quantum arti-
ficial fish group.

Although researchers have recently proposed many de-
tection methods [2–7, 11, 13, 14, 17–19], these detection
methods are not very suitable for the IoV. In the above,
we have proposed the main threats of the IoV, which have
corresponding attack features. Traditional malicious at-
tack detection methods treat the feature contributions of
the samples as the same, and do not weight the features
from these threats. The direct use in the IoV will reduce
the detection accuracy.

The main technical contributions of this paper are as
follows. First, a specific method for establishing a simu-
lated attack dataset of IoV is proposed, which can pro-
vide support for further research on the detection tech-
nology of the malicious attack of IoV. Second, the Com-
bination Weight-KNN (CW-KNN) detection algorithm is
proposed, which makes up for the lack of a malicious at-
tack detection method in IoV.

2 Building a Simulated Attack
Dataset of IoV

2.1 Feature Selection

The KDD CUP 99 [16]dataset marks each network con-
nection as normal or abnormal. These anomaly types are
further subdivided into 4 categories and a total of 39 at-
tack types. A total of 22 attack types appeared in the
training set, while the remaining 17 appeared only in the
testing set. The criterion for evaluating intrusion detec-
tion is the ability to detect unknown attack types. KDD
CUP 99 can well test the generalization power and appli-
cability of the classification algorithm. It is also a recog-
nized standard data set in the field of anomaly intrusion
detection.

As the real-world malicious attack data set of IoV can-
not be obtained, we improved KDD CUP 99 to obtain the
simulation data set for experiments. The specific process
is as follows.

The first step is to prune the original data set. There
are 41 features in original KDD CUP 99 dataset. If
all 41 features are used, this will lead to inaccurate
and time-consuming results. Therefore, it is necessary
to specifically remove some redundant features or low-
important features. For example, “num outbound cmds”
and “is hot login”, The values are the same and they are
all 0, So delete them.

The second step is to obtain the corresponding features
of the malicious attack of the IoV. We studied the main

Figure 1: Feature contribution

threats to the IoV, and got the corresponding features.
Some of these features are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Feature contribution

The main
malicious

attacks on IoV
Features

Malicious code protocol type, service, src bytes,
implantation srv count, count etc.

Spoofing
hot, root shell, logged in,
num access files, flag etc.

Tamper
is hot login, is guest login,

num failed logins etc.

Denial of service
src bytes, dst host count,

dst host srv count etc.

Signal playback
dst host same srv rate,

dst host same src port rate etc.

The third step is to further optimize the selection of
features. In order to avoid feature selection being too
subjective in the previous section, and to make the selec-
tion persuasive, the Random Forest was used to evaluate
the feature importance. Random forest can find out the
degree of contribution of each feature to each tree, then
take the average value, and finally compare the degree of
contribution between features. the degree of contribution
is usually measured using the Gini index as an evaluation
indicator. as shown in Figure 1.

Finally, after many experiments, we selected 17 fea-
tures, as shown in Table 2. We use the data set created
by these 17 features as the simulation dataset for experi-
ments.
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Table 2: Final selected feature

Number
Feature
name

Description Types

1 protocol type Network protocol type Discrete
2 service The network service type of the target’s host Discrete
3 flag Connected to a normal or incorrect state Discrete
4 src bytes The number of bytes of data from source host to target host Continuous
5 dst bytes The number of bytes of data from target host to source host Continuous
6 hot Number of times to access system sensitive files and directories Continuous
7 logged in Successful login or not Discrete
8 root shell Get superuser privileges or not Discrete

9 count
The number of connections to the same target host as the
current connection in the last two seconds

Continuous

10 srv count
The number of connections with the same service as the current
connection in the past two seconds

Continuous

11 same srv rat
Percentage of connections with the same service as the current
connection in the last two seconds of a connection with the
same target host

Continuous

12 dst host count
Of the top 100 connections,the number of connections with the
same target host as the current connection

Continuous

13
dst host srv

count

Of the top 100 connections,the number of connections with the
same target host and the same service as the current connec-
tion

Continuous

14
dst host same

srv rate

Of the top 100 connections, percentage of connections with the
same target host and the same service as the current connec-
tion

Continuous

15
dst host diff

srv rate

Of the top 100 connections, percentage of connections with
the same target host as the current connection but different
services

Continuous

16
dst host same
src port rate

Of the top 100 connections, the percentage of connections with
the same target host and the same source port as the current
connection

Continuous

17
dst host srv
diff host rate

Of the top 100 connections, the current connection has the
same target host and the same service. the percentage of con-
nections with different source hosts from the current connec-
tion

Continuous

2.2 Data Preprocessing

To make the experiment more accurate, the data needs
to be pre-processed before the experiment.

Numeric: One-hot encoding for the some features. for
example,encoding ”tcp”, ”udp”, ”icmp” as ”0”, ”1”,
”2”.

Standardization: Sij is the value normalized by the Xij
value, as shown in Equations (1), (2), and (3).

Sij =
Xij −AV Gj

STADj
(1)

AV Gj =
X1j +X2j + · · ·+Xnj

n
(2)

STADj =
|X1j −AV Gj |+ · · ·+ |Xnj −AV Gj |

n
(3)

Normalization: The data is uniformly mapped to the
interval [0, 1], and Nij is the normalized value of the Xij

value, as shown in Equation (4), Equation (5), and Equa-
tion (6).

Nij =
Sij −Xmin

Xmax −Xmin
(4)

Xmin = min {Sij} (5)

Xmax = max {Sij} (6)
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Figure 2: Weight calculation total flow chart

3 Building Malicious Attack De-
tection Algorithm of IoV based
on CW-KNN

3.1 Weight Calculation

The main work of this section is to weight the KNN al-
gorithm using combined weights, the purpose is to get
the CW-KNN algorithm. In Part 2, 17 main malicious
attack features of the IoV were selected. In this section,
combined weights are given to these 17 features. We use
the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) to calculate sub-
jective weights, and use random forests to calculate ob-
jective weights, then the distance function method is used
to calculate combined weights. This not only reflects peo-
ple’s intuitive understanding of malicious attacks, but also
reflects the authenticity of objective data, and also can
make the results more accurate. The overall calculation
process is shown in Figure 2.

(1) Calculating Subjective Weights

The first step is to use AHP to calculate subjective
weights. AHP is a decision analysis method that com-
bines qualitative and quantitative methods to solve multi-
objective complex problems. It is widely used in various
fields.

AHP model is established according to Table 2. As
shown in Figure 3. But the established AHP model needs
to pass the consistency check [23], details as follows. The
calculation method of CI is shown in Equation (7).

CI =
λmax − n
n− 1

(7)

n is the dimension of the matrix, the value of RI is shown
in Table 3.

Table 3: the value of RI

n 1 2 3 4 5 6

RI 0 0 0.58 0.9 1.12 1.24

The consistency ratiois CR, as shown in Equation (8).

CR =
CI

RI
(8)

If CR < 0.1, passes the consistency check; Begin to cal-
culate the subjective weight of 17 features. The judgment
matrix [23] of the Criterion Bj (j = 1, 2, 3, 4) to the Goal
A is as shown in Equation (9).

A =


1 2 2 1

2
1
2 1 1 1

2
1
2 1 1 1

2
2 2 2 1

 (9)

The maximum eigenvalue is λmax. From the Equation
Aµ = λ∗maxµ, λmax = 4.0604 can be calculated, the eigen-
vectors of Bj (j = 1, 2, 3, 4) is [0.2775, 0.3925, 0.1650,
0.1650].
CR = 0.0226 < 0.1 is calculated. Through the consis-

tency check. The Weight of [B1, B2, B3, B4] is [0.2775,
0.3925, 0.1650, 0.1650].

The judgment matrix of the sub-criteria C1-C5 versus
B1 is as shown in Equation (10).

B1 =


1 1 1

3
1
4

1
4

1 1 1
4

1
4

1
4

3 4 1 1
2

1
2

4 4 2 1 1
4 4 2 1 1

 (10)

λmax = 5.0552 of the B1 can be calculated, and the
eigenvectors of Ci (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) is [0. 0751, 0. 0709,
0.2028, 0.3256, 0.3256].
CR = 0.0123 < 0.1 is Calculated. Through the con-

sistency check. the weight of [C1, C2, C3, C4, C5] is [0.
0751, 0. 0709, 0.2028, 0.3256, 0.3256].
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Figure 3: AHP model

The judgment matrix of the sub-criteria C6-C8 versus
B2 is as shown in Equation (11).

B2 =

 1 6 3
1
6 1 1

3
1
3 3 1

 (11)

λmax = 3.0183 of the B2 can be calculated, and the eigen-
vectors of Ci (i = 6, 7, 8) is [0.6548, 0. 0953, 0.2499].
CR = 0.0176 < 0.1 is Calculated. Through the con-

sistency check. the weight of [C6, C7, C8] is [0.6548, 0.
0953, 0.2499].

The judgment matrix of the sub-criteria C9-C11 versus
B3 is as shown in Equation (12).

B3 =

 1 1
3

1
2

3 1 3
2 1

3 1

 (12)

λmax = 3.0536 of the B3 can be calculated, and the eigen-
vectors of Ci (i = 9, 10, 11) is [0.1571, 0.2493, 0.5936].
CR = 0.0516 < 0.1 is Calculated. Through the consis-

tency test, the weight of [C9, C10, C11] is [0.1571, 0.2493,
0.5936].

The judgment matrix of the sub-criteria C12-C17 versus
B4 is as shown in Equation (13).

B4 =


1 1

2
1
3

1
3

1
2

1
3

2 1 1
3

1
3

1
2

1
2

3 3 1 2 3 2
3 3 1

2 1 2 2
2 2 1

3
1
2 1 1

3
3 2 1

2
1
2 3 1

 (13)

λmax = 6.2454 of the B4 can be calculated, and the eigen-
vectors of Ci (i = 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17) is [0. 0660, 0. 0890,
0.3144, 0.2333, 0.1851, 0.1121].

CR = 0.0390 < 0.1 is Calculated. Through the consis-
tency test, the weight of [C12, C13, C14, C15, C16, C17] is
[0. 0660, 0. 0890, 0.3144, 0.2333, 0.1851, 0.1121].

The total consistency check of AHP model is as follows.

CI =

4∑
j=1

B∗
jClj

= 0.2775 ∗ 5.0552− 5

5− 1
+ 0.3925 ∗ 3.0183− 3

3− 1

+ 0.1650 ∗ 3.0536− 3

3− 1
+ 0.1650 ∗ 6.2454− 6

6− 1

= 0.0198

RI =

4∑
j=1

B∗
jRIj

= 0.2775 ∗ 1.12 + 0.3925 ∗ 0.58 + 0.1650 ∗ 0.58

+ 0.1650 ∗ 1.24 = 0.83875

The result is ”CR = CI/RI = 0.0236 < 0.1”, so the total
consistency check is passed.

Subjective weight is defined as WSi
. The calculation

method of WSi is shown in Equation (14). And summary
in Table 4.

WSi
=


ci∗B1; i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

ci∗B2; i = 6, 7, 8

ci∗B3; i = 9, 10, 11

ci∗B4; i = 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17

(14)

(2) Calculation of Objective Weights

The second step uses a random forest to calculate objec-
tive weights. Random forests are not prone to overfitting
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Table 4: Subjective weights

B layer B1 B2 B3 B4 WSic layer 0.2775 0.3925 0.165 0.165
C1 0. 0751 0. 0208
C2 0. 0709 0. 0197
C3 0.2028 0. 0563
C4 0.3256 0. 0904
C5 0.3256 0. 0904
C6 0.6548 0.257
C7 0. 0953 0. 0374
C8 0.2499 0. 0981
C9 0.1571 0. 0259
C10 0.2493 0. 0411
C11 5936 0. 098
C12 0. 066 0. 0109
C13 0. 089 0. 0147
C14 0.3144 0. 0519
C15 0.2333 0. 0385
C16 0.1851 0. 0305
C17 0.1121 0. 0185

and have a high tolerance for outliers and noise. In this
paper, the creation of the random forest model is per-
formed in the R Language environment. It can provide
some integrated tools, such as the ”RandomForest” and
”caret” toolkits required for this modeling.

In this paper, an another important reason for choosing
a random forest is that the random forest can calculate
the importance value of each variable. Random forest
provides two basic variable importance values: Mean De-
crease Gini and Mean Decrease Accuracy. this paper used
Mean Decrease Gini as an objective weight. Some feature
weights calculated by the random forest are shown in Fig-
ure 4.

Figure 4: Some features and weights

Objective weight is defined as WOi
, Repeat the experi-

ment 10 times and take the average, The serial number in
WOi

corresponds to Table 2. Objective weights calculated

by Random Forest as shown in Table 5.

Table 5: Typical states of SEIR model

WO1
WO2

WO3
WO4

0. 0368 0. 0286 0. 0461 0. 0814
WO5 WO6 WO7 WO8

0. 0982 0. 0184 0. 0982 0. 0002
WO9

WO10
WO11

WO12

0.2087 0. 0532 0. 0627 0. 0859
WO13

WO14
WO15

WO16

0. 0266 0. 0266 0. 0327 0. 0384
WO17

0. 0573

(3) Calculation of Combined Weights

The third step uses the distance function method to cal-
culate the combined weight. Because KNN is based on
distance, and the distance function method introduces
the concept of distance function, therefore, this paper
choosed distance function method for combined weight-
ing. The distance function method is used to reduce the
difference between subjective and objective weights, so
that the subjective and objective weights are organically
combined,and this also makes the combination weights
statistically significant.

Make WCi
as the combined weight, α is the coefficient

of subjective weighting, β is the coefficient of objective
weight,as shown in Equation (15).

WCi
= αWSi

+ βWOi
(15)
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The distance function expressions [10] is shown in Equa-
tion (16).

d (WSi
,WOi

) =

√√√√1

2

n∑
i=1

(WSi
−WOi

)
2

(16)

To reduce the difference, make the distribution coefficient
equal to the distance function, as shown in Equation (17).

d (WSi
,WOi

)
2

= (α− β)2 (17)

The value of α and β is calculated, as shown in Equa-
tion (18). and α+ β = 1.

α =

√√√√1

8

n∑
i=1

(WSi −WOi)
2

+
1

2

=

√
1

8
∗ 0.11368 +

1

2

= 0.12 + 0.5 = 0.62

(18)

β = 1− 0.62 = 0.38, α and β can be substituted into the
Equation (15) to calculate the combination weight of each
feature, as shown in Table 6.

3.2 Improve KNN Algorithm

The direct use of KNN in the IoV will reduce the ac-
curacy, because KNN uses Euclidean distance to consider
the contribu- tion of all features in the sample as the same,
and does not weight features,Therefore, this section is to
improve the KNN algorithm. The combined weights cal-
culated in Table 6 are brought into the weighted distance
to obtain the CW-KNN classification algorithm. The spe-
cific process is as follows.

(1) Weight the Distance

Different features have their corresponding weights. Bring
the combined weight WCi

into the Euclidean distance,
obtaine the weighted distance of two arbitrary samples x
and y, as shown in Equation (19).

d(x, y) =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

(xi − yi)2WCi
(19)

(2) Building CW-KNN

The main classification decision rule in CW-KNN is a
majority vote. The process is as follows.

4 Simulation Experiment

4.1 Experimental Benchmarks and
Methods

This paper used python3 to perform binary classifica-
tion experiments on CW-KNN. The experimental bench-
mark is to use the confusion matrix to analyze from four

Algorithm 1 CW-KNN

Input: training dataset D = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), · · · , (xi,
yi)}; k is the number of neighbors;

Output: The category y to which the instance x belongs;
1: Begin
2: Calculate combination weighted Euclidean distance

d(x, y) =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

(xi − yi)2WCi

3: Find the k points closest to x in the training set D,
4: The neighborhood of x covering the k points is de-

noted as Nk(x)
5: In Nk(x), ater majority vote, determine category to

which instance x belongs;
6: End

aspects: Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F1. In or-
der to verify the efficiency of CW-KNN, it will be com-
pared with many different types of detection methods.
Specifically, it includes KNN without combined weighting,
SVM(Support Vector Machine) based on machine learn-
ing, FCD-KNN [21] based on Related to the Distance of
Attribute Values, Adaboost based on ensemble learning
and Random Forest based on tree.

The experiment is divided into two parts. The first
part is the comparison between CW-KNN and the other
two KNN algorithms. The second part is the compari-
son between CW-KNN and other types of classification
algorithms.

Considering the factors of calculation time and memory
consumption, in this paper, 10% training set and extracts
part of the testing set are finally used for experiments, as
shown in Table 7:

4.2 Comparison within KNN

This section reserch on the effect of different values of
K on CW-KNN, and compared with the other two KNN
algorithms. The value of K is the nearest neighbor num-
ber,and it is the most important value in Knn. The value
of K will directly affect the quality of classification. The
combined weight set by CW-KNN is shown in Table 6.
K takes 3 to 10 and K ∈ Z, the experimental results are
shown in Figure 5.

From Figure 5 it can be seen that when K = 7, the
accuracy of all the KNN algorithms is the same. When
k = 8, the accuracy of FCD-KNN and CW-KNN is the
same. When k 6= 7 or 6= 8, the accuracy of CW-KNN is
higher than KNN and FCD-KNN.

In order to reduce the influence of the values of K on
experimental results, this paper set K = 7, and get the
ROC curves of the three kind of KNN algorithms, As
shown in Figure 6.

The experiments in this section prove that the accuracy
of CW-KNN is higher than KNN and FCD-KNN.
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Table 6: Feature combination weight table

Feature number and Subjective Objective Combination
name i = 1, 2, · · · , 17 weight WSi

weight WOi
weight WCi

1. protocol type 0. 0208 0. 0368 0. 0267
2. service 0. 0197 0. 0286 0. 023
3. flag 0. 0563 0. 0461 0. 0524
4. src bytes 0. 0904 0. 0814 0. 087
5. dst bytes 0. 0904 0. 0982 0. 0934
6. hot 0.257 0. 0184 0.1663
7. logged in 0. 0374 0. 0982 0. 0605
8. root shell 0. 0981 0. 0002 0. 0609
9. count 0. 0259 0.2087 0. 0954
10. srv count 0. 0411 0. 0532 0. 0457
11. same srv rat 0. 098 0. 0627 0. 0846
12. dst host count 0. 0109 0. 0859 0. 0394
13. dst host srv count 0. 0147 0. 0266 0. 0192
14. dst host same srv rate 0. 0519 0. 0266 0. 0423
15. dst host diff srv rate 0. 0385 0. 0327 0. 0363
16. dst host same src port rate 0. 0305 0. 0384 0. 0335
17. dst host srv diff host rate 0. 0185 0. 0573 0. 0332

Table 7: Sample distribution of dataset

Num Type
Number of samples
Training Testing

0 normal 97278 118835
1 abnormal 396743 29371

Figure 5: Accuracy with different K values

4.3 Comparison Between CW-KNN and
Other Classification Algorithms

This section focuses on the measurement of CW-KNN
benchmarks,and compared with the other five classifica-
tion methods.

The value of K of all KNN is set to 7, the other clas-
sification algorithm parameters are Python3 original pa-
rameters. Obtain the confusion matrix of 6 classification
algorithms through experiments, as shown in Tables 8-13.

Comparison of multiple classification results, As shown

Figure 6: ROC graph of three KNN algorithms

in Table 14.

From Table 14, it can be seen that the value of F1 of
CW-KNN is higher than other classification algorithms,
which illustrates CW-KNN is superior in comprehensive
performance. Second, CW-KNN has improved in Pre-
cision, which shows that CW-KNN has better detection
ability than other classification algorithms. however, CW-
KNN is inferior to SVM and Adaboost in terms of Accu-
racy, this is also an issue that needs to be addressed in
the next step. In sumary,the experiment proves that the
CW-KNN proposed in this paper has better classification
effect in binary classification.
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Table 8: Confusion matrix of KNN

KNN
prediction

normal abnormal

actual
normal 117910 925

abnormal 1 29370
Precision 0.994

Recall 0.992
Accuracy 0.995

F1 0.984

Table 9: Confusion matrix of Random Forest

Random Forest
prediction

normal abnormal

actual
normal 118129 706

abnormal 18 29353
Precision 0.977

Recall 0.999
Accuracy 0.995

F1 0.988

5 Conclusion

Few researchers currently optimize the classification algo-
rithm for IoV, and the KNN without combined weight-
ing does not consider the difference of sample attribute
contribution. Therefore, this paper proposed CW-KNN
algorithm for IoV. First of all, we selected the featurs
of main threats according to IoV, built a simulated at-
tack dataset of IoV, then calculated the combined weight
of each feature, and finally brought the combined weight
into the KNN for classification. The experimental results
show that the CW-KNN has higher efficiency.

The shortcoming of this paper is that the accuracy of
CW-KNN is lower than SVM and Adaboost, this will be
the next problem to be solved. With the increase of new
types of malicious attacks of IoV, dimensions of data will
also increase, KNN is based on distance, so it is not good
for multi-dimensional data processing, which may lead to
a decline in accuracy. Random forest is better at process-
ing multi-dimensional data, so the next step is to bring
the combined weights to the Random Forest for research
to improve the accuracy.
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Table 10: Confusion matrix of Adaboost

Adaboost
prediction

normal abnormal

actual
normal 118316 519

abnormal 125 29246
Precision 0.983

Recall 0.996
Accuracy 0.996

F1 0.989

Table 11: Confusion matrix of FCD-KNN

FCD-KNN
prediction

normal abnormal

actual
normal 118683 152

abnormal 1 29370
Precision 0.995

Recall 0.998
Accuracy 0.995

F1 0.991
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Abstract

In order to improve the efficiency of scalar multiplication
on the Twisted Edwards curve, the mathematical formula
is used to optimize the equations, and the new point addi-
tion, double point and point tripling calculation formulas
are obtained, which makes the calculation efficiency in-
crease by 24.0%, 24.8% and 22.7% respectively compared
with the original calculation formula. Based on balanced
ternary, a new round-down balanced ternary scalar mul-
tiplication algorithm against SPA attacks was proposed,
and combined with the Twisted Edwards curve charac-
teristics. When the ternary scalar length is 101 bits, the
computational efficiency are improved by 13.5%, 26.3%
and 26.6% compared with the BTSM algorithm, the STF
algorithm and the HSTF algorithm, respectively.

Keywords: Balanced Ternary; Elliptic Curve Cryptosys-
tem; Scalar Multiplication; Twisted Edwards Curve

1 Introduction

In 1985, Miller [?] and Koblitz [?] proposed the elliptic
curve cryptography (ECC), which has become one of the
research hot spots in the field of cryptography in recent
years. Because ECC can achieve the same security re-
quirements as the a cryptosystem based on finite field with
a shorter key length and thus can complete encryption
and decryption operations at a faster speed . At present,
ECC has been widely used in cryptographic chips, e-
commerce, wireless communications, satellite communica-
tions and other fields. The development of Internet tech-
nology makes the radio frequency identification (RFID)
rendering large-scale application requirements, as a re-
sult, the RFID protocols based on ECC encryption also
arises at the historic moment.

The most basic and time-consuming operation in the
elliptic curve cryptosystem is the scalar multiplication al-
gorithm kP, where k is an integer, P is a point defined on
the elliptic curve E on the field Fq, and kP = P + ...+P .
It determines the operation speed of the elliptic curve

cryptosystem. When the two points on the elliptic curve
are the same, the sum is called the double point opera-
tion. If not same, it is called the point addition operation.
Scalar multiplication algorithm includes basic operations
such as field multiplication, field addition, field square
and inverse, among which the most expensive operation
is inverse operation.

There are many ways to improve the efficiency of the
elliptic curve scalar multiplication algorithm, in which dif-
ferent expansion forms of the scalar k can be studied,
thereby reducing the number of point addition or dou-
ble point in the scalar multiplication, such as binary ex-
pansion,ternary expansion [?, ?, ?], w-NAF [?], addition
Chain [?], and other forms to represent scalar k. Or can
reduce the field multiplication in the formula, the number
of field square calculations [?], or converted the inverse
operation to field square or field multiplication [?] to op-
timize the point addition and double point operation.In
addition, the expansion of k can be combined with differ-
ent elliptic curves. In [?] and [?], a formula for 3P opera-
tion in Jacobian coordinate and the ternary Montgomery
algorithm on Hessian curve were proposed respectively,
all of those algorithms improve the operational efficiency
of the scalar multiplication.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 introduces the basics of the Twisted Edwards
curve and balanced ternary [?]. Section 3 proposes an el-
liptic curve scalar multiplication optimization algorithm
on the Twisted Edwards curve. Section 4 provides ef-
ficiency analysis and comparison with other algorithms.
Finally, the Section 5 draws a conclusion.

2 Basis Knowledge

2.1 Twisted Edwards Curve

In 2007, Edwards proposed a new representation form of
elliptic curve that field feature is not 2, which is called the
elliptic curve of Edwards form and referred to as Edwards
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curve for short [?]. It is defined as:

x2 + y2 = c2(1 + dx2y2)

Where c, d ∈ k, c, d 6= 0, and cd4 6= 1. The Edwards
curve has simple group operation rules, unified point ad-
dition and double point formula, and the efficiency and
safety of the algorithm are higher than those of Hessian,
Jacobian, Doche, etc. [?]. Bernstein improved the Ed-
wards curve in 2008. He proposed the Twisted Edwards
curve and proved that it covered more curves on the fi-
nite field than the Edwards form [?, ?, ?], and the basic
computational efficiency of the Twisted Edwards curve is
higher.In recent years, more and more research has been
done on the twisted Edwards curve. in [?], an ECDSA
signature for double scalar multiplication on a distorted
Edwards curve is proposed. [?] propose formulas for com-
puting 3 and 4 isogenies on twisted Edwards curves and [?]
propose a coordinate system for elliptic curve cryptosys-
tem on twisted Edwards curve. These studies have made
Twisted Edwards more widely used.

Let E be the field whose feature value is not 2. P1 =
(x1, y1), P2 = (x2, y2) are two points on Twisted Edwards
curve, the curve equation is:

E : ax2 + y2 = 1 + dx2y2 (1)

The basic operation rules [?] are as follows:

1) Unit: For all P ∈ E, P +∞ =∞+ P ;

2) Negative: If P = (x, y) ∈ E, then (x, y) + (−x, y) =
∞. Let the negative of P be −P = (−x, y).

Point addition operation: Let P1 = (x1, y1), P2 =
(x2, y2), P1, P2 ∈ E and P1 6= P2, then P1 + P2 = P3 =
(x3, y3). 

x3 =
x1y2 + y1x2

1 + dx1x2y1y2

y3 =
y1y2 − ax1x2

1− dx1x2y1y2

(2)

Double point operation: Let P1 = (x1, y1), P1 ∈ E then
2P1 = P4 = (x4, y4).

x4 =
2x1y1

1 + dx2
1y

2
1

y4 =
y21 − ax2

1

1− dx2
1y

2
1

(3)

Can be introduced by Equation (??):

1 + dx2y2 = ax2y2 (4)

1− dx2y2 = 2− (ax2 + y2) (5)

Bring Equation (??) and Equation (??) into Equa-
tion (??), at which double point formula becomes:

x4 =
2x1y1

ax2
1 + y21

y4 =
y21 − ax2

1

2− (ax2
1 + y21)

(6)

Equation (??) reduces the one field multiplication op-
eration compared to Equation (??).
Point tripling operation:

Let P1 = P2 = P3 = (x1, y1), P1 + P2 + P3 =
3P1 = (x5, y5). Bring the double point formula into the
point addition formula, which can be obtained from Equa-
tion (??):

d =
ax2 + y2 − 1

x2y2

Instead of the d in the point addition formula, point
tripling operation formula can be obtained:

x5 =
(ax2

1 + y21)2 − 4y21
4ax2

1(ax2
1 − 1)2 − (ax2

1 + y21)2
x1

y5 =
(ax2

1 + y21)2 − 4ax2
1

4y21(y21 − 1)2 − (ax2
1 + y21)2

y1

(7)

In the underlying field operations of the above mentioned
point addition, double point, and point tripling, let I de-
note the inversion operation, S denote the field square
operation, and M denote the field multiplication opera-
tion, generally I = 10M , S = 0.8M . Then, the point
addition operation amount is 2I + 5M = 25M , the dou-
ble point is 2I + 1M + 3S = 23.4M , and the triple point
is 2I + 6S + 6M = 30.8M .

2.2 Balanced Ternary

For any integer k, it can be expressed as k = anan−1a1a0,
where an = 1, an−1, ... , a1, a0 is a form of any one of
-1,0,1, called the balanced ternary form(BTF) [?]. For
balanced ternary, 160-bit and 256-bit binary correspond
to 101-bit and 162-bit ternary, respectively [?]. The bal-
anced ternary form expansion algorithm is shown in Al-
gorithm ??, and balanced ternary scalar multiplication
(BTSM) algorithm is given by Algorithm ??.

Algorithm 1 Balanced ternary expansion algorithm

1: Input: integer k
2: Output:k = (kn−1kn−2 · · · k1k0)3, ki ∈ {0, 1,−1}
3: i← 0
4: while k > 0 do
5: if k mod 3==2 then
6: ki ← −1;
7: k = dk/3e;
8: else if k mod 3==1 then
9: ki ← 1;

10: k = bk/3c;
11: else
12: ki ← 0;
13: k = k/3;
14: end if
15: i← i + 1;
16: end while
17: Return k = (kn−1kn−2 · · · k1k0)3
18: End
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Algorithm 2 Balanced ternary scalar multiplication al-
gorithm(BTSM)

1: Input: k = (kn−1kn−2 · · · k1k0)3, P
2: Output:kP
3: Q← O
4: for n-1 to 0,i−− do
5: Q← 3Q;
6: if ki = 1 then
7: Q← Q + P ;
8: else if ki = −1 then
9: Q← Q− P ;

10: end if
11: end for
12: Return Q
13: End

Algorithm ?? performs a point tripling operation ev-
ery time. Only when ki=1 or -1, a point addition op-
eration is performed. The probability of occurrence of
1 and -1 is 2/3. In the operation, A represents a point
addition operation, D represents a double point opera-
tion, and T represents a point tripling operation. So the
total calculation amount require nT + (2/3)nA. In [?],
a anti-SPA algorithm based on ternary is proposed, the
STF algorithm and the HSTF algorithm require nT +nD
and nT + 1D + nA respectively.

3 New Algorithm on the Twisted
Edwards Curve

3.1 Optimization Algorithm of Field Op-
eration on The Twisted Edwards
Curve

The basic part of the previous section mentioned the op-
eration rules of the Twisted Edwards curve. The opera-
tions of the underlying field operations of point addition,
double point and point tripling are 2I + 5M = 25M ,
2I + 1M + 3S = 23.4M and 2I + 6S + 6M = 30.8M
respectively. It can be seen that each of operations costs
two inverse that make the overall computational complex-
ity too large. Therefore, the mathematical formulas (10)
and (11) are used to propose new computational formulas
for algorithm optimization.{

A−1 = (AB)−1B

B−1 = (AB)−1A
(8)

A1B2 + A2B1 = (A1 + B1)(A2 + B2)−A1A2 −B1B2 (9)

By applying Equation (??) and Equation (??) to Equa-
tion (??), the optimized point addition formula can be

obtained:

x3 =
(x1 + y1)(x2 + y2)− x1x2 − y1y2
(1 + dx1x2y1y2)(1− dx1x2y1y2)
·(1− dx1x2y1y2)

y3 =
y1y2 − x1x2

(1− dx1x2y1y2)(1 + dx1x2y1y2)
·(1 + dx1x2y1y2)

The Equation (??) applied to Equation (??), can be op-
timized double point formula:

x4 =
2x1y1[2− (ax2

1 + y21)]

(ax2
1 + y21)[2− (ax2

1 + y21)]

y4 =
(y21 − ax2

1)(ax2
1 + y21)

[2− (ax2
1 + y21)](ax2

1 + y21)

By applying Equation (??) to Equation (??), the opti-
mized point tripling formula can be obtained:

x5 =
[(ax2

1 + y21)2 − 4y21 ]x1

[4ax2
1(ax2

1 − 1)2 − (ax2
1 + y21)2]

·[4y21(y21 − 1)2 + (ax2
1 + y21)2]

·[4y21(y21 − 1)2 + (ax2
1 + y21)2]

y5 =
[(ax2

1 + y21)2 − 4ax2
1]y1

4y21(y21 − 1)2 + (ax2
1 + y21)2

·[4ax2
1(ax2

1 − 1)2 − (ax2
1 + y21)2]

·[4ax2
1(ax2

1 − 1)2 − (ax2
1 + y21)2]

(10)

The optimized point addition, double point, and point
tripling formulas makes the denominator of the calcula-
tion formula of x and y unified by the Equation (??),
thus reducing the inverse operation, adding the three field
multiplication operation. At the same time, the use of
Equation (??) for point addition operation reduces the
one field multiplication operation. The calculated opera-
tions of point addition, double point, and point tripling
are 1I + 9M = 19M , 1I + 6M + 2S = 17.6M and
1I + 6S + 9M = 23.8M respectively.

3.2 Anti-SPA Round-down Symmetric
Ternary Scalar Multiplication Algo-
rithm

Simple power analysis (SPA) attack is one of the secu-
rity threats of elliptic curve cryptosystems. Because the
formulas for calculating the underlying field of point ad-
dition and double point are very different, the energy tra-
jectory can be distinguished directly. Therefore, based on
the measured power consumption trajectory, the attacker
judges the program and operation input by the encryption
device according to a certain moment, thereby recovering
the currently used key information [?]. Any implementa-
tion that determines the execution route by the key bit is
potentially vulnerable to be attacked. In order to resist
SPA attacks, a new scalar multiplication algorithm uses
an uniform point addition and double point formula. The
algorithm are as Algorithm ?? and Algorithm ??.
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Algorithm 3 Round-down BTF expansion algorithm

1: Input: integer k
2: Output: (kn−1, kn−2, ..., k1, k0)3
3: i← 0
4: while k > 0 do
5: if k mod 3 = 2 then
6: ki ← −1, k ← bk/3c
7: else if k mod 3 = 1 then
8: ki ← 1, k ← bk/3c
9: else

10: ki ← 0, k ← k/3
11: end if
12: i← i + 1
13: end while
14: Return (kn−1, kn−2, ..., k1, k0)3
15: End

Algorithm 4 Anti-SPA round-down BTSM algorithm

1: Input: integer k, P ∈ E(Fq)
2: Output: Q = kP
3: Use algorithm 3 to represent k as round-down BTF:

k = (kn−1, kn−2, ..., k1, k0)3
4: T1 ← O, T2 ← P
5: i = 1
6: for 0 to n− 2, j + + do
7: if kj = 0 then
8: Ti+3 = 2Ti + Ti+1, Ti+2 = Ti+3 − P
9: else if kj = 1 then

10: Ti+2 = 2Ti + Ti+1, Ti+3 = Ti+2 + P
11: else if kj = −1 then
12: Ti+2 = 2Ti+1 + Ti, Ti+3 = Ti+2 + P
13: end if
14: i = i + 2
15: end for
16: if kj = 0 then
17: Ti+2 = 2Ti + Ti, Ti+3 = Ti+2 + P
18: else if kj = 1 then
19: Ti+2 = 2Ti + Ti+1, Ti+3 = Ti+2 + P
20: else if kj = −1 then
21: Ti+2 = 2Ti+1 + Ti, Ti+3 = Ti+2 + P
22: end if
23: Return Ti+2

24: End

Algorithm ?? adopts a unified double - addition - ad-
dition formula. The attacker can not obtain the key
information by executing the difference in the branch
statement, but the operation efficiency of the algorithm
is reduced. Therefore, Algorithm ?? is combined with
the Twisted Edwards curve which optimize the underly-
ing field operations. The specific algorithm is as Algo-
rithm ??.

The meaning of the arrows in Steps 6 and 7 of the
Algorithm ?? is to assign the value of T (A,B,C,D) on
the right side of the arrow to the left side of the arrow.
The underlying field operation solution for TP ,TQ, and

Algorithm 5 Anti-SPA round-down BTSM algorithm on
the Twisted Edwards curve
1: Input: integer k, P = (x1, y1) ∈ E(Fq)
2: Output: Q = kP
3: Use algorithm 3 to represent k as round-down BTF:

k = (kn−1, kn−2, ..., k1, k0)3
4: T1 ← O, T2 ← P
5: A1 ← 0, B1 ← 0, C1 ← 0, D1 ← 0, A2 ← x1, B2 ←

0, C2 ← y1, D2 ← 0
6: Ti = (Ai, Bi, Ci, Di)
7: TM , TN , TP , TQ, TR ← (0, 0, 0, 0)
8: i = 1
9: for 0 to n − 2, j + +, combined with Algorithm ??

do
10: if kj = 0 then
11: TM ← Ti, TN ← Ti+1, TP ← 2TM , TQ ← TP +

TN , TR ← TQ − P, Ti+2 ← TR, Ti+3 ← TQ

12: else if kj = 1 then
13: TM ← Ti, TN ← Ti+1, TP ← 2TM , TQ ← TP +

TN , TR ← TQ + P, Ti+2 ← TQ, Ti+3 ← TR

14: else if kj = −1 then
15: TM ← Ti+1, TN ← Ti, TP ← 2TM , TQ ← TP +

TN , TR ← TQ + P, Ti+2 ← TQ, Ti+3 ← TR

16: end if
17: i = i + 2
18: end for
19: if kn−1 = 0 then
20: TM ← Ti, TN ← Ti, TP ← 2TM , TQ ← TP +

TN , TR ← TQ − P, Ti+2 ← TR, Ti+3 ← TQ

21: else if kn−1 = 1 then
22: TM ← Ti, TN ← Ti+1, TP ← 2TM , TQ ← TP +

TN , TR ← TQ + P, Ti+2 ← TQ, Ti+3 ← TR

23: else if kn−1 = −1 then
24: TM ← Ti+1, TN ← Ti, TP ← 2TM , TQ ← TP +

TN , TR ← TQ + P, Ti+2 ← TQ, Ti+3 ← TR

25: end if
26: if Ti+2 = TR then

27: Return (
ARDR

CRDR
,
CRBR

BRDR
)

28: else if Ti+2 = TQ then

29: Return (
AQDQ

CQDQ
,
CQBQ

BQDQ
)

30: end if
31: End

TR is as Algorithm ??.

Table 1: TP , TQ, TR specific operation costs

T i i=P i=Q i=R
Ai 3M 6M 4M
Bi 2S 6M 4M
Ci 0 2M 2M
Di 1M + 1S 0 1M

Total costs 4M + 3S 14M 11M

Table 1 intuitively shows the costs of Algorithm ?? in
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Algorithm 6 TP , TQ, TR underlying field operations

1: Input: TM = (AM , BM , CM , DM ), Ti =
(Ai, Bi, Ci, Di)

2: Output: TP = (AP , BP , CP , DP ), TQ =
(AQ, BQ, CQ, DQ), TR = (AR, BR, CR, DR)

3: A ← AMDM , B ← BMCM , C ← BMDM , D ←
A2, E ← B2, F ← C2

4: AP ← 2AB,BP ← aD + E,CP ← E − aD,DP ←
2F −BP

5: A′ ← APDP , B
′ ← BPCP , C

′ ← BPDP , D
′ ←

APCP

6: E′ ← ANDN , F ′ ← BNCN , G′ ← ANCN , H ′ ←
BNDN

7: G ← A′F ′, H ← B′E′, I ← C ′H ′, J ← D′G′,K ←
B′F ′, L← A′E′

8: AQ ← G + H,BQ ← I + dJ,CQ ← K − aL,DQ ←
I − dJ

9: A′′ ← AQDQ, B
′′ ← BQCQ, C

′′ ← AQCQ, D
′′ ←

BQDQ

10: G′ ← A′′y1, H
′ ← B′′x1, I

′ ← x1y1, J
′ ← I ′D′′,K ′ ←

B′′y1, L
′ ← A′′x1

11: if TR = TP + P = (AR, BR, CR, DR) then
12: AR ← G′ + H ′, BR ← C ′′ + dJ ′, CR ← K ′ −

aL′, DR ← C ′′ − dJ ′

13: else if TR = TP − P = (AR, BR, CR, DR) then
14: AR ← G′ − H ′, BR ← C ′′ − dJ ′, CR ← K ′ +

aL′, DR ← C ′′ + dJ ′

15: end if
16: Return (AP , BP , CP , DP ), (AQ, BQ, CQ, DQ),

(AR, BR, CR, DR)
17: End

calculating TP , TQ, TR, and thus the total amount of com-
putation of Algorithm 5 can be directly calculated from
the data of Table 1. Algorithm ?? does not perform an
inverse operation when performing the underlying field
operation of point addition and double point. Only when
the value in the last step is returned, does an inverse op-
eration performed using Equation (??). It has an unified
scalar multiplication formula that can resist SPA attacks
and improve computational efficiency.

4 Efficiency Analysis

The optimization algorithm of the underlying field oper-
ation of the Twisted Edwards curve proposed in Section
3.1 reduces the underlying field operation of the origi-
nal Twisted Edwards curve. Table 2 intuitively gives the
original and optimized operations of point addition, dou-
ble point, and point tripling. In comparison, the efficiency
of the optimized point addition, double point, and point
tripling are 24.0%, 24.8%, and 22.7% higher than the orig-
inal operation efficiency.

When the Algorithm ?? executes a conditional state-
ment, by combining the underlying field operations of the
Algorithm ??, the inverse operations of the point addition

and double point execution are not required, and only the
TP , TQ, and TR operations are performed n times, an in-
verse operation and three field multiplication operation
are performed when the algorithm return the value. It is
concluded by Algorithm ?? that TP requires 4M + 3S,
TQ requires 14M , and TR requires 11M , so the computa-
tional amount of Algorithm ?? is (29M +3S)n+1I+3M .
The computations of the BTSM algorithm, the STF al-
gorithm and the HSTF algorithm using the underlying
operation of the Twisted Edwards curve are (1I + 6S +
9M)n+ (1I + 9M)(2/3)n, (1I + 6S + 9M)n+ (1I + 9M)n
and (1I + 6S + 9M)n + (1I + 9M)n + 1I + 2S + 6M re-
spectively. Table 3 visually shows the comparison of the
computational costs of several algorithms at 101-bit and
162-bit lengths, respectively.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, the two inversions in the original calcula-
tion formula of the underlying field operations of the point
addition, double point and point tripling on the Twisted
Edwards curve are converted into one inversion and three
field multiplication. The formula A1B2 + A2B1 = (A1 +
B1)(A2 + B2) − A1A2 − B1B2 makes the point addi-
tion operation reduce the domain multiplication by one
time. Therefore, the calculation efficiency of point addi-
tion, double point, and point tripling are 24.0%, 24.8%,
and 22.7% higher than the original calculation efficiency.
In addition, this paper proposes Anti-SPA round-down
BTSM algorithm on the Twisted Edwards curve, and
combines the characteristics of Twisted Edwards curve,
so that the inverse operation is not needed in the whole
operation process, only when the last step returns a value
does an inverse operation perform. Therefore, when the
scalar length is 101 bits, the computational efficiency are
13.5%, 26.3%, and 26.6% higher than that of the BTSM
algorithm, the STF algorithm, and the HSTF algorithm
respectively. When the scalar length is 162 bits, the com-
putational efficiency is improved by 13.7% , 26.4% and
26.6% respectively.
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Abstract

Due to increasing threats from malicious software (mal-
ware) in both number and complexity, researchers have
developed approaches to automatic detection and classifi-
cation of malware, instead of analyzing methods for mal-
ware files manually in a time-consuming effort. At the
same time, malware authors have developed techniques
to evade signature-based detection techniques used by an-
tivirus companies. Most recently, deep learning is being
used in malware classification to solve this issue. In this
paper, we use several convolutional neural network (CNN)
models for static malware classification. In particular,
we use six deep learning models, three of which are past
winners of the ImageNet Large-Scale Visual Recognition
Challenge. The other three models are CNN-SVM, GRU-
SVM and MLP-SVM, which enhance neural models with
support vector machines (SVM). We perform experiments
using the Malimg dataset, which has malware images that
were converted from Portable Executable malware bina-
ries. The dataset is divided into 25 malware families.
Comparisons show that the Inception V3 model achieves
a test accuracy of 99.24%, which is better than the ac-
curacy of 98.52% achieved by the current state of the art
system called the M-CNN model.

Keywords: Convolutional Neural Network; Malware Clas-
sification; Malware Detection; ImageNet

1 Introduction

Internet connectivity is an essential infrastructure for
business organizations, banking institutions, universities,
and governments, and is growing exponentially. This
growth is threatened by attackers with malicious codes
and network threats [41]. The execution of malware forces
a computer to perform operations that are not normal,
and may harm a victim’s computer systems. The amount
of malware in circulation has been increasing rapidly in
the recent years, and malware has affected computer sys-
tems all over the world [21]. Thousands of malware files

Figure 1: Number of worldwide malware attacks for the
last ten years [26].

are being created daily. Figure 1 presents annual statistics
of malware attacks over the last 10 years, showing that
the total number of malware in circulation has increased
to more than 900 million in 2019, which is a 2000% in-
crease compared to the number of malware in the year
2010 [26].

The cost of malware infection can run into millions of
dollars for each incident inflicted upon small and medium
sized businesses [32]. Routing protocols alone are not suf-
ficient to detect malware [48]. As a result, researchers
and anti-virus vendors employ machine learning to de-
tect and classify malicious software. A large number of
studies have focused on malware binary since binaries are
normally used to infect computers. Malware is analyzed
based on static as well as dynamic analysis. While static
analysis extracts malware features that can be used to
detect or classify malware employing machine learning,
dynamic analysis analyzes malware behavior as it is ex-
ecuted in a controlled environment like Cuckoo Sandbox
[14], which is open source, available on GitHub.

Various traditional machine learning approaches such
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as support vector machine [20], k-nearest neighbors [11],
random forests [24], naive bayes [8] and decision tree [31]
have been used to detect and classify known malware.
In particular, Nataraj et al. [28] proposed a method for
visualizing and classifying malware using image process-
ing methods, which first converts malware binaries to
grayscale images. Techniques from computer vision, par-
ticularly for image classification can be used to obtain
high accuracies.

Researchers have classified malware using CNN mod-
els, initially used for image classification [36]. It is ob-
vious that in order to use such an approach, the mal-
ware binary must first be converted to an “image”. The
ANN models used include simple multilayer perceptron,
and a mix of GRU-based RNNs and CNNs. Kalash et
al. [17] used a CNN model called M-CNN, based on a
well-known image classification architecture called VGG-
16 [37]. Methods have also replaced the last layer of an
artificial neural network with an SVM classifier [30].

In this paper, we compare the performance of several
CNN-based models which had achieved state-of-the-art
results for malware image classification with the CNN-
mixed models used by Agarap and Pepito [2], the CNN
models we choose have performed well in the large-scale
image classification contest called ILSVRC [34], within
the last few years.

The paper is organized in the following way. In the
next section, we briefly review related work. Section 3
describes the methodology used to classify malware. Sec-
tion 4 discusses experimental results. Lastly, Section 5
concludes the paper and discusses plans for future work.

2 Related Work

Below, we discuss research effects that primarily convert
malware binaries to images before classifying them. Ap-
proaches based on traditional machine learning depend
on manual feature extraction. Deep learning can extract
useful features automatically by avoiding manual feature
extraction.

2.1 Methods Based on Traditional Ma-
chine Learning

Grayscale images can be extracted from the raw malware
executable files showing features of malware [29] [28] [22].
Such images enable analysis of malware by extracting vi-
sual features. Nataraj et al. [28] were the first to explore
the use of byte plot visualization as grayscale images for
automatic malware classification. They used a malware
image dataset consisting of 9,342 malware samples be-
longing to 25 different classes. They extracted GIST [43]
features from the grayscale images and classified them us-
ing K-nearest neighbor classification with Euclidean dis-
tance as metric. Their approach had high computational
overhead. Mirza et al. extracted features from malware
files and combined decision trees, support vector machines

and boosting to detect malware [27]. Zhang et al. pro-
posed a static analysis technique based on n-grams of op-
codes to classify ransomware families [49]. Makandar and
Patrot [25] used multi-class support vector machine mal-
ware classification with malware input as images. They
used wavelet transform to build effective texture based
feature vectors from the malware images. This reduced
the dimensionality of the feature vector and the time com-
plexity.

2.2 Methods Based on Deep Learning

Several studies on malware classification have been per-
formed using CNN architectures. Cui et al. [6] de-
tected code variants that are malicious after convert-
ing to grayscale images and using a simple CNN model.
Kalash et al. [17] classified malware images by convert-
ing malware files into grayscale images, using two dif-
ferent datasets, Malimg [28] and Microsoft malware
[33]. They obtained 98.52% and 99.97% accuracies, re-
spectively. Yue [47] proposed a weighted softmax loss
for CNNs for imbalanced malware image classification,
and achieved satisfactory classification results. Gilbert.
et al. [12] built a model consisting of three convolu-
tional layers with one fully connected layer and tested on
two datasets, Microsoft Malware Classification Challenge
dataset and Malimg dataset. Seonhee et al. [35] pro-
posed a malware classification model using a CNN that
classified malware images. Their experiments were di-
vided into two sets. The first set of experiments classi-
fied malware into 9 families and obtained accuracies of
96.2%, 98.4% considering the top-1 and top-2 ranked re-
sults. The second set of experiments classified malware
into 27 families and obtained 82.9% and 89% top-1 and
top-2 accuracies. Tobiyama et al. [42] proposed a malware
process detection method by training a recurrent neural
network (RNN) to extract features of process behavior,
and then training a CNN to classify features extracted by
the trained RNN. Vinayakumar et al. proposed a deep
learning model based on CNN and LSTM for malware
family categorization. Experiments showed an accuracy
of 96.3% on the Malimg dataset [46]. Su et al. [38] created
one-channel grayscale images from executable binaries in
two families, and classified them into their related families
using a light-weight convolutional Neural Network. They
achieved a accuracies of 94.0% and 81.8% for malware and
goodware, respectively.

3 Methodology

In this paper, we use six CNN models for malware classi-
fication, considering malware binaries as images.

3.1 Malware Binaries

The malware binaries we use are in Portable Executable
(PE) form. Generally, PE files are programs that have file
name extensions such as .bin, .dll and .exe. PE files are
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usually recognized through their components, which are
called .tex, .rdata, .data and .rsrc. The first component,
called .text, is the code section, containing the program’s
instructions. .rdata is the part that contains read only
data, and .data is the part that contains data that can be
modified, and .rsrc is the final component that stands for
resources used by the malware.

Malicious data binaries can be converted 8 bits at a
time to pixels in a grayscale image, consisting of textu-
ral patterns. In Figure 2, we see the sections of a mal-
ware binary showing different textures, when seen as an
image [28]. Based on these patterns, we can classify mal-
ware. In this paper, we use the Malimg dataset [28] which
is a set of grayscale images corresponding to malware bi-
naries saved in .jpg format. Some examples of malware
families are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2: Portable Executable file represented as an im-
age.

3.2 Malware as Image

Researchers and practitioners can understand malware
better by visualizing malware binaries as images since, the
patterns within such images become clearly visible. Find-
ing patterns within images can be performed well by deep
learning [13]. The most important patterns of features
in the malware images can be used to identify the mal-
ware families also. Images for a specific malware family
have similar patterns, allowing a deep learning model to
recognize important patterns using automatic extraction
of features. In particular, CNN models are good at clas-
sifying images because they can extract relevant features
within an image by subsampling through convolutions,
pooling and other computations. In this case, CNNs look
for the most relevant features within an image from a
specific malware family for the purpose of classification
[6]. Malware binaries can be translated into an images
using an algorithm that converts a binary PE file into a
sequence of 8 bit vectors or hexadecimal values. An 8 bit

Figure 3: Sample images of malware belonging to different
families.

vector can be represented in the range 00000000 (0) to
11111111 (255). Each 8 bit vector represents a number,
and can be converted into pixel in a malware image, as
shown in Figure 3. Images obtained from different mal-
ware families have different characteristics [17].

Figure 4: Converting malware binary to an image.

3.3 Problem Statement

The problem that we solve in this paper is classification of
malware object code into malware families. We have 9,342
malware samples given in the form of images obtained
from their object codes. There are 25 malware families,
with the biggest family containing 2,950 samples and the
smallest containing 81 samples. We classify these images
using deep learning models that have performed well in
image classification.
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3.4 Motivation and Approach

CNNs have performed well for classification in a vari-
ety of domains including object recognition [19], image
classification [23], and video classification [18]. CNNs
have shown superior performance compared to traditional
learning algorithms, especially in tasks such as image clas-
sification. Since we represent malware object codes as
images, we classify malware based on their corresponding
images using CNN models. Malware images are classi-
fied into families by extracting patterns within them, be-
cause binary image files generated from a malware family
are likely to produce similar images. Feature extraction
allows image classification models to recognize patterns
based on pixel distribution in an image. Before CNNs,
features were extracted manually, and it was one of the
biggest challenges in image classification. The ImageNet
Large-Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) [34]
has led to sophisticated CNN-based classification models
that have achieved excellent results, demonstrating that
the models are likely to perform well in static analysis of
malware.

In this paper, we compare the performance of several
CNNs-based models for classification of malware binaries
that have been converted to images. In particular, we
compare the performance of several well-known CNNs-
based deep learning models from the ILSVRC competi-
tions and a few additional CNN and CNN-mixed mod-
els to classify malware images, that automatically extract
features based on the static analysis approach. These
models are publicly available.

3.5 CNN Models Used

The experimental work of this paper is to run six deep
learning models to classify malware images to detect mal-
ware. These models are briefly described below.

3.5.1 VGG16

The first model we use is called VGG-Net16 [37], which
was the winner of ILSVRC in 2014. Its contribution was
in increasing the depth using 3x3 convolution filters that
are small, allowing them to increase the number of layers
from 16 to 19. The depth of the representation was very
helpful in increasing the accuracy of image classification.
On the ImageNet dataset, the VGG model outperformed
many complicated models, signifying the importance of
the depth.

3.5.2 Inception V3

The Inception V3 model contains 42 layers, and is an
improvement over the GoogleNet Inception V1 model that
was the winner of ILSVRC in 2015 [39]. The Inception
V3 model architecture starts with a 5x Inception module
A, 4x Inception module B, 2x Inception module C, and 2x
grid size reduction; one of the grid size reductions is done
with some modification, and the second one is applied

Figure 5: VGG-16 model architecture [3].

without any modification. An auxiliary classifier is also
applied as an extra layer to help improve the results.

Figure 6: Inception V3 model architecture [45].

3.5.3 ResNet50

The third model we use is called Residual Networks
(ResNet50) [15]. ResNet50 was the winner of ILSVRC
in 2016. The novel technique that this model introduced
provides extra connections between non-contiguous con-
volutional layers, using shortcut connections. This tech-
nique allowed the model to skip through layers to deal
with vanishing gradients in order to achieve lower loss and
better results. The network had 152 layers, an impressive
8 times deeper than a comparable VGG network. This
is an improvement over the VGG16 model with Faster
R-CNN, producing an improvement of 28% in accurcy
in image classification. The architecture of the original
ResNet50 is illustrated in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: ResNet50 model architecture [5].

3.5.4 CNN-SVM Model

For classification, deep learning models usually use the
softmax activation function as the top layer for predic-
tion and minimization of cross-entropy loss. Tang [40]
replaced the softmax layer with a linear SVM and ap-
plied it on MNIST and CIFAR-10 datasets, and the ICML
2013 Representation Learning Workshop’s face expression
recognition challenge. The SVM is a linear maximum
margin classifier. CNN-SVM allowed for extraction of
features for input images with a linear SVM [9]. Agarap
and Pepito [2] applied CNN-SVM [40] on Malimg and
achieved 77.22% accuracy.

Figure 8: Architecture of CNN-SVM [7].

3.5.5 GRU-SVM Model

Agarap and Pepito [2] modified the architecture of a
Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) RNN by using SVM as its
final output layer for use in a binary, non-probabilistic
classification task (see Figure 8). They used GRU-SVM
on the Malimg dataset and achieved 84.92% accuracy.

Figure 9: GRU-SVM architecture model, with n GRU
cells and SVM for the classification function [1].

3.5.6 MLP-SVM Model

Bellili et al. [4] proposed MLP-SVM for handwritten digit
recognition. MLP-SVM is a model that combines both
SVM and Multilayer Perceptrons for the classification of
binary image. Multilayer Perceptrons are a fully con-
nected network that allows for the inputs to get classified
using input features. The MLP-SVM is a hybrid model
that run the MLP and SVM classifiers in parallel. The
MLP-SVM model was used by Agarap and Pepito [2] on
the Malimg dataset with 80.46% accuracy.

Figure 10: MLP-SVM architecture model [44].

3.6 Dataset

There are a few malware datasets available for academic
research. One of the these datasets is Malimg [28]. The
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dataset contains 9,342 malware images, classified into 25
malware families. The widths and lengths of the malware
images vary. The images have been created from various
malware families such as Dialer, Backdoor, Worm, Worm-
AutoIT, Trojan, Trojan-Downloader, Rouge and PWS.
All malware images are PE files that were first converted
to an 8-bit vector binary, and then to images. The mal-
ware image sizes were modified, so that they can be input
to a CNN model. The family breakdown for the Malimg
dataset is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: 25 malware families (classes) and the number of
samples in each family.
Malware Family Samples Malware kind

Adialer.C 123 Dialer
Agent.FYI 117 Backdoor
Allaple.A 2950 Worm
Allaple.L 1592 Worm

Alueron.gen!J 199 Trojan
Autorun.K 107 Worm AutoIT

C2LOP.gen!g 201 Trojan
C2LOP.p 147 Trojan

Dialplatform.B 178 Dialer
Donoto.A 163 Trojan Downloader
Fakerean 382 Rouge
Instaccess 432 Dialer

Lolyada.AA1 214 PWS
Lolyada.AA2 185 PWS
Lolyada.AA3 124 PWS
Lolyada.AT 160 PWS
Malex.gen!J 137 Trojan

Obfuscator.AD 143 Trojan Downloader
RBot!gen 159 Backdoor

Skintrim.N 81 Trojan
Swizzor.gen!E 129 Trojan Downloader
Swizzor.gen!I 133 Trojan Downloader

VB.AT 409 Worm
Wintrim.BX 98 Trojan Downloader

Yuner.A 801 Worm

4 Experimental Results

All experiments in this study were conducted on NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPU. As stated, we ran six
models on the Malimg dataset: Inception V3, VGG16-
Net, ResNet50, CNN-SVM, MLP-SVM and GRU-SVM.
Since the Malimg dataset is not similar to the ImageNet
dataset, we could not directly use grayscale images with
VGG16 and ResNet50 because the input layers require
the shape of (3, 224, 224). The 3 is represents Red,
Green and Blue (RGB) channels of the image, whereas
the grayscale images require (1, 224, 224). VGG16 and
ResNet50 showed low performance compared to the other
models, since both of these models architectures were de-
signed to recognize colored images that requires RGB for-

mat. Therefore, both give low accuracies when tested
on the grayscale images. The results for malware pre-
diction using all these models are shown in Table 2 and
Figure 11. The Inception V3 model had a significantly
higher accuracy at 99.24%. Table 4 shows the best pre-
dicted accuracies of the six models when run 10 times.
CNN-SVM, GRU-SVM, and MLP-SVM performed well
but VGG16 and ResNet50 performed poorly compared
to the Inception V3 model. We provide the results of
testing the dataset with several traditional models as well
as other deep learning models in Table 4.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

These days many antivirus programs rely on deep learn-
ing techniques to protect devices from malware. Deep
learning architectures have achieved good performance in
detecting malware when used with Windows PE binaries.
We have presented the performance comparison among
six classifiers on a malware image dataset created from
PE files. We used the models from the ImageNet Large-
Scale Visual Recognition Challenge and three other CNN
models to classify grayscale malware images. We success-
fully trained the six models on the Malimg dataset, and
the results indicate that the Inception-V3 model outper-
forms all compared work. To the best of our knowledge,
it is the state-of-the-art of performance in classification
on grayscale malware images.
Future work will be focused on conducting results using
additional models from leaderboards of image classifica-
tion competitions. We also want to convert malware im-
ages into color RGB images before classification.
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Figure 11: Prediction accuracy of six models
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Abstract

Fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) is a useful primi-
tive which allows anyone to perform arbitrary operations
on encrypted data without decryption key, but any arith-
metic (such as addition and multiplication) must be con-
strained to the underlying domain (finite fields or rings).
In this paper, we revisit Dasgupta-Pal FHE scheme, and
discuss its applications in client-server scenario. We find
its calculation process cannot be practically completed
due to the flawed relationship between the key size and the
length of the plaintext. We would like to stress that the
main purpose of cryptography using modular arithmetic
is to obscure and dissipate redundancies in plaintext, not
to perform numerical calculations. We think FHE could
be of little significance in client-server scenario.

Keywords: Client-Server Computing; Fully Homomorphic
Encryption; Polynomial Rings; Symmetric Encryption

1 Introduction

In recent years, fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) has
flourished in various fields such as cloud computing, eco-
nomic, searchable encryption, spam filtering, watermark-
ing, e-voting, and medical services [16–18, 22, 29], which
can be used to protect user privacy. Homomorphic en-
cryption (HE) supporting either addition or multiplica-
tion (but not both), has some limitations for various sce-
narios.

In 1978, Rivest et al. [25] investigated the problem of
privacy homomorphisms. Paillier’s encryption [21] was a
popular quasi-homomorphic encryption. In 2009, Gen-
try [10] presented a fully homomorphic encryption over
ideal lattices which can allow anyone to evaluate the cir-
cuit on the encrypted data without the decryption key.
But it is very slow because its key size is too large.
In 2010, Gentry et al. [13] proposed a simple BGN-type

cryptosystem from LWE. Shortly afterwards, Gentry and
Halevi [11] presented a fully homomorphic encryption free
of using depth-3 arithmetic circuits. In 2010, Dijk et al. [9]
constructed an integer-based FHE scheme using modular
operations. At Crypto’11, Coron et al. [7] provided a FHE
scheme over integers with shorter public key. In 2013,
Gupta and Sharma [14] presented a FHE scheme using a
symmetric key with a smaller size. The works [3, 12, 28]
tried to optimize ciphertext length and to improve effi-
ciencies of some FHE schemes. In 2015, Nuida and Kuro-
sawa constructed a fully homomorphic encryption scheme
over integers with the message space ZQ for any prime Q.
The later works [2, 5, 6, 20, 27] studied the possible ap-
plications and optimizations of FHE. In 2019, Salavi et
al. [26] considered the combinations of some traditional
and modern cryptographic techniques for designing FHE
schemes.

Cloud computing is a promising innovation for stor-
ing large amount of data. Sensitive data stored on cloud
platforms are vulnerable to attacks by hackers and unau-
thorized parties. The works [19, 23, 24] discussed how to
protect the security of cloud computing. In 2016, Jeng et
al. [15] proposed a method to resist attacks against cloud
storage services. Dasgupta and Pal [8] designed a sym-
metric FHE scheme based on polynomial rings. In 2018,
Aganya and Sharma [1] improved the FHE scheme. Cao
et al. [4] pointed out that some typical FHE schemes were
not suitable for client-server or cloud computing scenar-
ios.

In this paper, we revisit the Dasgupta-Pal FHE scheme
and analyze its applications in client-server scenario. We
would like to point out that the scheme fails to draw a
clear line between numerical operations and modular op-
erations. The relationship between the key size and the
length of the plaintext is also confused. We want to stress
that any computations operated on encrypted data should
be constrained to the underlying domain. Otherwise, the
related computations will generate some wrong outputs.
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2 Dasgupta-Pal FHE Scheme

2.1 Description

The scheme can be described as follows.

KeyGen. For a security parameter l, generate secret
key Sk. Pick a prime number of l bits and an even
integer z of length γ. Set Rk = z · Sk.

Enc. Pick n-degree polynomial y(x), d(x) such that
mp(x) ≡ y(x) mod Sk, coefficients of d(x) are inte-
gers of length la. Compute c(x) = y(x) + Sk · d(x).

Dec. Compute c(x) mod Sk mod 2 = mp(x).

Refresh. Compute c′(x) = c(x) mod Rk.

Clearly, we have

c1(x) + c2(x) mod Sk mod 2 = mp1(x) +mp2(x),

c1(x) · c2(x) mod Sk mod 2 = mp1(x) ·mp2(x).

2.2 An Example in Client-Server Sce-
nario

Suppose that Sk = 13. There are two numbers m1 = 69
and m2 = 57, a client asks a server to check if (c1 +
c2)(x) mod Sk mod 2 is equal to (mp1 + mp2)(x). Now,
the scheme will encrypt m1 and m2 as follows.

m1 = 69→ (1000101)2 → x6 + x2 + 1, y1(x)

≡ m1(x) mod 13 = 27x6 + 14x2 + 14.

If pick d(x) = 2650x6 + 995x5 + 259x2 + 100. Then

c1(x) = y1(x) + Sk · d1(x)

= 34477x6 + 12935x5 + 3381x2 + 1314.

mp1(x) = c1(x) mod Sk mod 2

= (34477x6 + 12935x5

+3381x2 + 1314) mod 13 mod 2

= x6 + x2 + 1.

m2 = 57→ (111001)2

→ x5 + x4 + x3 + 1 ∈ R[x],

y2(x) ≡ m2(x) mod 13 = 14x5 + 27x4 + 40x3 + 14.

If pick d(x) d2(x) = 119x5 + 224x4 + 17x3 + 2249x2 + 36.
Then

c2(x) = y2(x) + Sk · d(x)

= 1561x5 + 2939x4 + 261x3 + 29237x2 + 482.

mp2(x) = c2(x) mod Sk mod 2

= (1561x5 + 2939x4 + 261x3

+29237x2 + 482) mod 13 mod 2

= x5 + x4 + x3 + 1.

2.3 Analysis

Suppose a, b are in the domain of one FHE encryption
algorithm E(·), and D(·) is the corresponding decryption
algorithm. Hence,

D(E(a) + E(b)) = D(E(a+ b)) = (a+ b) mod p
D(E(a) · E(b)) = D(E(a · b)) = (a · b) mod p.

where p is the associated modular. Generally,

a+ b 6= (a+ b) mod p, a · b 6= (a · b) mod p

a < b /=⇒E(a) < E(b),

a mod q mod p /=⇒a mod p mod q.

Any modular computations are constrained to the un-
derlying domain, such as finite fields and rings. The above
scheme uses only elementary modular operations on poly-
nomial rings. But as we see that modular arithmetic
is mainly used to obscure and dissipate redundancies in
plaintext, not for common numerical calculations.

In the above example, the server who is not knowing
the secret key will generate the following results for addi-
tion and multiplication.

c1(x) + c2(x) mod 13 mod 2

= 34477x6 + 14496x5 + 2939x4 + 261x3

+32618x2 + 1796 mod 13 mod 2

= x6 + x5 + x4 + x3 + x2 → (1111100)2 = 124.

But m1 +m2 = 69 + 57 = 126 6= 124.

c1(x) · c2(x) mod Sk mod 2

= 53818597x11 + 121519438x10 + 47014462x9

+1011380084x8 + 383458336x7 + 9936759x6

+9168265x5 + 98850297x4 + 342954x3 + 40047060x2

+633348 mod 13 mod 2

= x11 + x10 + x9 + x7 + x4

+x3 + x2 + 1→ (111010011101)2

= 3741.

But But m1 ×m2 = 69× 57 = 3933 6= 3741.
That is to say, the server will generate wrong outputs

even for the two simple operations. In short, the scheme is
not suitable for client-server scenario, because the over-
flow errors. Besides, it can not deal with any rounding
errors in common numerical computations.

3 Aganya-Sharma FHE Scheme

In 2018, Aganya and Sharma [1] tried to improve
Dasgupta-Pal FHE scheme. For readers’ convenience, we
now describe it as follows.

3.1 Description

The message space is {0, 1}p, where p is called batch size.
l is a security parameter. Divide m into n substrings
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m(1), . . . ,m(n), each of p bits. If the length of m is not an
integer multiple of p, then add some padding bits 0s at
its right end until it becomes a p bits string. For encryp-
tion purposes, each p bits string m(i) is converted into a
decimal integer m(i).

KeyGen. Generate Sk, a prime number of l bits.
Choose an even integer z of length γ, where γ =
log2 l. Then set Rk = z · Sk.

Enc. Choose a polynomial y(x) of degree n such that
mp(x) ≡ y(x) mod Sk. Pick a polynomial d(x) of
degree n, with coefficients are integer of length la.
Compute c(x) = y(x) + Sk · d(x).

Dec. Compute c(x) mod Sk mod 2p = mp(x).

Refresh. Compute c′(x) = c(x) mod Rk.

3.2 Example

Suppose that m1 = 69, m2 = 57, a = 5. Set
Sk = 13 be the secret key. m1 = 69 = (1000101)2,
m2 = 57 = (111001)2. Pad m(n) with some 0s to en-
sure its length is an integer multiple of 3. Then p = 3 and
the chunks are 001, 000, 101. In client-server scenario, its
encrypting process is described as follows Table 1.

Table 1: m1 and m2 chunks

Encrypt 1: y11 = 2453972, d11 = 995, c11 = 2466907
Encrypt 0: y21 = 445042, d21 = 874, c21 = 456404
Encrypt 5: y31 = 300708, d31 = 742, c31 = 310354
Encrypt 0: y12 = 445042, d12 = 874, c12 = 456404
Encrypt 7: y22 = 834750, d22 = 731, c22 = 844253
Encrypt 1: y32 = 2453972, d32 = 995, c32 = 2466907

We shall obtain the coefficients 2923311, 1300657,
2777261. Its decrypting process will return the sum
(1111110)2 = 126.

3.3 Analysis

In the above example, the server who is not know-
ing the secret key will return wrong output for other
texts. In fact, if choose m3 = 123 = (1111011)2 and
m4 = 181 = (10110101)2. Adding 0s to the left ends of
m(3) and m(4), we shall obtain the following two cipher-
texts:

2466907, 844253, 315955︸ ︷︷ ︸
c3

and 458057, 453251, 310354︸ ︷︷ ︸
c4

For the function f(x, y) = x + y, the server eval-
uates it with the ciphertexts. It then returns val-
ues: 2924964, 1297504, 626309. Therefore, the decrypting
process will return values:

2924964 mod Sk mod 2p = 3,
1297504 mod Sk mod 2p = 0,
626309 mod Sk mod 2p = 0.

Clearly, (11000000)2 = 192, which is not the wanted
value, 304. That is to say, the scheme has also con-
fused the common numerical operations with the underly-
ing modular operations. Namely, the improvement is also
unsuitable for client-server scenario in cloud computing.

3.4 Further Discussions

What computations do you want to outsource privately?
Backup your phone’s contact directory to the cloud? Ask
the cloud to solve a mathematic problem in your home-
work? Do a private web search? · · · . It seems obvious
that the daily computational tasks are rarely constrained
to some prescribed modulus. Moreover, the client-server
computing model can not deal with relational expressions
which are defined over plain data, not over encrypted
data. This is because

a < b 6=⇒ E(a) < E(b), E(a) < E(b) 6=⇒ a < b.

In view of this drawback of FHE and the flaws discussed
above, we think FHE seems inappropriate for the scenario
of cloud computing.

4 Conclusion

In this note, we analyze two FHE schemes over polyno-
mial rings in client-server scenario. We find the problem
that what computations are worth delegating privately by
individuals and companies to untrusted devices or servers
remains untouched. We think the cloud computing com-
munity has not yet found a good for-profit model con-
vincing individuals to pay for this or that computational
service.
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Abstract

This study mainly analyzed the theory of the attack-
defense game. Firstly, it analyzed the game theory,
then established the network attack-defense game model
(NADGM), analyzed its replicator dynamics equation, ex-
pounded the network security game algorithm, and built
the simulation experiment’s network system. It was found
from the results that the model and algorithm designed
in this study could reflect the changes in network secu-
rity well. It was also found from the analysis of nodes in
the network that the number of infected nodes in the net-
work first increased and then decreased. In contrast, the
number of recovered nodes increased gradually, and the
proportion of the final damaged nodes was about 10%.
The experimental results verify that game theory is use-
ful in network security and can be further promoted and
applied.

Keywords: Attack-Defense Game; Defense Mechanism;
Game Algorithm Network Security;; Replicator Dynam-
ics

1 Introduction

With the rapid development of computer technology [11],
the network has become an indispensable part of people’s
production and life [18] and played an irreplaceable role
in various fields such as politics and the economy. More-
over, network security issues have become more promi-
nent [13], and network attack means are becoming in-
creasingly complex. Network security incidents may even
affect the economic security of the world [9]. Therefore,
network security has become an increasingly important
issue. At present, most of the defense mechanisms used
are passive and static [17], such as firewall [7], vulnerabil-
ity scanning, etc., which can not comprehensively, accu-
rately, and timely detect attacks and is not conducive to
the establishment of dynamic defense mechanisms.

How to realize the dynamic and active defense of the
network has become a research hotspot. Almohri et al. [2]
designed a probabilistic graph model and algorithm to
reduce the possibility of attacks on dynamic and com-
plex networks, adopted the linear programming technol-
ogy and verified the method’s reliability by experiments
on real large-scale networks. Mohamed et al. [1] stud-
ied the security of infinite sensor networks, designed an
evolutionary game, a theory-based active defense model.
They established a prevention mechanism to improve the
stability and reliability of the network effectively.

Li et al. [12] designed a malicious code immune pro-
gram based on an unbalanced support vector machine to
achieve active defense against malware and maintain the
system’s stability in real-time. Guo et al. [10] studied
Honeynet technology and provided the detailed imple-
mentation and deployment of solutions to realize a more
effective security defense. In this study, the application of
the game theory was studied. Based on the game theory,
a model was established, and the algorithm was analyzed.
The simulation experiment was carried out to verify the
availability of the model in network security. This study
makes some contributions to the realization of dynamic
and reliable defense of the network.

2 The Establishment of Network
Attack-Defense Game Model
(NADGM)

2.1 Game Theory

Game theory was first applied in the field of the econ-
omy [15]. It mainly studies how the central bodies in-
volved in decision-making make decisions. The interac-
tion between the central bodies will change the decision
making and equilibrium. The goal of all central bodies is
to maximize interests [14]. There are three elements:
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Figure 1: Network security and game theory

1) Player, i.e., decision-makers who will continuously
seek the best strategy to maximize their interests;

2) The strategy set, i.e., the actions and rules of players;
the more the strategies are, the more complex the
game process is;

3) Revenue function, i.e., the profit obtained by players,
which reflects the utility of different strategies.

Network security is also a process of the attack-defense
game, as shown in Figure 1. Therefore, network security
can be realized by establishing NADGM.

2.2 Modeling

NADGM can be described as a quadruple, NADGM =
(P, S,B, U). P is the set of players, P = (PA, PD),
where PA is the attacker and PD is the defender. S
is the game action space, S = (SA, SD), where SA is
the set of strategies of the attacker and SD is the set
of strategies of the defender. B is the set of game beliefs,
B = (BA, BD), where BA = {BA1

, BA2
, · · · , BAi

} and
BAi stands for the probability of selecting attack strat-
egy SAi (i = 1, 2, · · · , n). BDj represents the probability
of selecting defending strategy SDj

, j = 1, 2, · · · ,m. U
is the set of revenue functions, U = {UA, UD}, where UA

is the attacker revenue function and UD is the defender
revenue function. The combination of those parameters
can help calculate the revenue of attacker and defender,
as shown in Table 1.

In Table 1, Aij represents the revenue of attacker,
Aij = DC(SAi) − DR(SDj ) − AC(SAi). DC represents
the system loss cost; DR represents defense return; AC
represents attack cost; Dij represents the benefit of de-
fender, Dij = DR(SDj

)−DC(SAi
)−DE(SDj

), and DE
represents defending cost.

Table 1: Calculation of attack-defense revenue

Attacker Expected return UAi =
∑m

j BDjAij

Average revenue ŪA =
∑n

i BAi
UAi

Defender Expected return UDi
=
∑n

j BDj
Dji

Average revenue ŪD =
∑m

i BDi
UDi

2.3 Replicator Dynamic Equation

It is assumed that there are xi(k) defenders selecting SDi

at time k, which is qDi
(k) of the total, the expected return

of SDi
is UDi

(k), the average return is ¯UDi
(k), then the

dynamic replicator equation can be written as follows:

q′Di
(k) = qDi

(k)(UDi
(k)− ¯UDi

(k)).

In the same way, the dynamic replicator equation of SAi

can be written as:

q′Ai
(k) = qAi

(k)(UAi
(k)− ŪAi

(k)).

Combining the above two equations, there is:

Y =

[
q′Di

(k)
q′Ai

(k)

]
= 0.

The game equilibrium state point can be obtained by
solving the above equation and the stable equilibrium so-
lution.

2.4 Network Security Game Algorithm

The above model is applied to network security. It is
assumed that the strategy set of the network defender
is SD = {SD1 , SD2}, where SD1 represents implement-
ing network defense and SD2

represents not implement-
ing network defense). The strategy set of the attacker
is SA = {SA1

, SA2
}, where SA1

represents implementing
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Figure 2: Experimental environment

network attacking and SA2
represents not implementing

network attacking. Then the attack-defense game tree
can be obtained. In other words, when the attacker se-
lected SA1 with a probability of qA1 , the defender may
select SD1 with a probability of qD1 or select SD2 with a
probability of qD2

; when the attacker selected SA2
with a

probability of qA2
, it is similar.

The specific steps of the network security game algo-
rithm are as follows.

1) The strategy set of the network attacker and defender
is determined.

2) The revenue matrix is calculated, and the attack-
defense game tree is established.

3) Probability inferences qAi
and qDi

of the attacker and
defender are established.

4) The replicator dynamic equation of the attacker and
defender is established;

5) The stable equilibrium solution is calculated by si-
multaneous equations;

6) The revenue of both sides in the stable state is cal-
culated, and the attacking and defending strategies
at that moment is output.

3 Experimental Analysis

A simple network information system was used for the ex-
periment. The topological environment of the system is
shown in Figure 2. There were1000 nodes in the system.
The attacker was located in the external network. There
were four servers in the internal network. The internal
and external networks were separated by firewall equip-
ment. The Web and Mail servers provided HTTP, SMTP,
and IMAP services to the external network. DB and FTP
servers could not be accessed from the external network.
The attacker mainly regarded obtaining the root right of
the FTP server to attack the internal network.

The network information system was scanned by a vul-
nerability scanning tool Nessus [6]. The vulnerability in-
formation is shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Vulnerability information

Hosts Service Name CVE number

Web server Apache CVE 2014-0098
DB server Postgresql CVE 2014-0063

FTP server Linux CVE 2013-1324
MS-office CVE 2014-0038

The possible network attacks were analyzed using Mul-
Val open-source attack, and the network information sys-
tem might have the following five states:

M1: Normal;

M2: Attack the Root right of web server;

M3: Aattack Root right of DB server;

M4: Attack User right of FTP server;

M5: Attack Root right of FTP server.

The NADGM model designed in this study was used for
calculation. The attack path of the attacker was M1 →
M2 → M3 → M4 → M5. Based on the MIT attack and
defense behavior database [8], the optional attacks and
defense strategies are shown in Tables 3 and 4.

According to the above attack and defense strategies,
the stable equilibrium solutions under different states
were analyzed, and then the revenues of both sides were
calculated. The results are shown in Table 5.

The change curve of network security was analyzed, as
shown in Figure 3.

It was seen from Figure 3 that the revenue of the
attacker was more massive at the beginning. In this
stage, the attacker gained the Web server’s root permis-
sion through the vulnerability attack and obtained con-
siderable revenue. At that moment, the defender has not
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Figure 3: The change curve of network security

Table 3: Attack strategy

Number Action name Attack intensity

1 FTP host attack 0.3
2 LPC to LSASS 0.4
3 Send abnormal data to

GIOP
0.5

4 Steal account and crack
it

0.7

5 Install Trojan 0.8

Table 4: Defense strategy

Defensive
Number Action Name Intensity

1 Patch SSH on FTP 0.2
2 Delete suspicious account 0.3
3 Repair database 0.4
4 Add physical resource 0.5
5 Restart database server 0.6
6 Renew root data 0.6
7 Uninstall delete Trojan 0.7
8 Reinstall listener program 0.8
9 Install oracle patch 0.8
10 Limit packets form ports 0.8

Table 5: Game results

State Revenue of attacker Revenue of defender

M1 630 -610
M2 80 -75
M3 360 -345
M4 90 -110
M5 60 -75

had time to make an adequate response. Then, a sta-
ble point 2, the defender began to detect and respond to
the attack behavior; at that moment, the defender had
increased revenue, while the attacker had decreased rev-
enue.

A stable point 3, the attacker got the Root permission
of the DB server, which caused a significant loss to the
system; at that moment, the defender’s revenue was less
than that of the attacker. Then, at stable points 4 and 5,
the revenue of both sides was stable. It was found that
the NADGM model could reflect the changing trend of
network security well.

If the Susceptible Infected Recovered (SIR) model was
used for reference, the nodes in the system could be di-
vided into four types:

N (normal node): The node in the normal working
state;

I (infected node): The node that has been attacked
but has no decline in the quality of service;

R (recovered node): The node which is under the pro-
tection of defense strategy and will not be damaged
by the attack;

M (damaged node): The node has been attacked and
has declined or completely lost service quality.
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Table 6: Changes in the number of different nodes

Time point Normal node Infected node Recovered node Damaged node

0 1000 0 0 0
1 622 321 22 35
2 517 393 51 39
3 436 378 121 65
4 402 359 164 75
5 400 303 218 79
6 385 206 326 83
7 380 172 355 93
8 377 156 371 96
9 370 101 432 97
10 312 78 508 102

The change in the number of different nodes in the system
was analyzed with the change of time. The results are
shown in Table 6.

It was seen from Table 6 that the number of the normal
nodes in the system gradually decreased; the number of
the infected nodes increased first and then decreased. The
number of recovered nodes and damaged nodes increased
gradually with time. As the attacker implemented the
attack strategy, many normal nodes in the system were
attacked and became infected nodes in the initial stage.
Then, as the defender’s defense strategy, the number of
the attacked nodes began to decrease, and the number of
recovered nodes began to increase significantly. Finally,
the number of nodes protected by the defense strategy was
significantly larger than the number of the attacked nodes,
indicating that the defense strategy had a healthy defense
level. However, it can also be found from the changes of
damaged nodes that the attacker’s attack strategy has
some influence on the system. About 10% of the nodes
are damaged.

4 Discussion

Network security is a complex task [4]. The dynamic and
active defense mechanism can realize the protection of
the network better. The active defense can be carried
out before the network crisis so that the attacker can not
achieve its purpose. The active defense includes situation
awareness [3], security detection [16], risk assessment [5],
etc. This study mainly analyzed the attack-defense game
model.

After analyzing game theory, this study designed the
NADGM model, analyzed its dynamic replicator equa-
tion, described the network security game algorithm, and
carried out simulation experiments to verify the method’s
performance. Through the construction of the simulation
system and the simulation of attack and defense behav-
iors, it was found that network security could be accu-
rately analyzed under the NADGM model and game al-

gorithm designed in this study. When the attacker began
to attack, the defender obtained a relatively large revenue
as its response was not in time. After the defender be-
gan to detect and defend the attack, the revenue became
more extensive than that of the attacker, indicating that
the defender’s strategy was effective.

As shown in Table 6, most of the system nodes were
initially infected due to attacks. And their number is in-
creasing. However, after the defense strategy began to
take effect, the number of recovered nodes in the system
increased rapidly, while the number of infected nodes de-
creased. It showed that the defense strategy played a use-
ful role in protecting the system. Moreover, it was also
found that about 10% of the nodes in the system were
damaged because of the attack. Therefore, to realize the
network security, the defender should:

1) Improve the speed of decision-making to make a
timely and rapid response to attacks;

2) Increase defense investment and enhance defense in-
tensity;

3) Scientifically arrange a defense strategy to enhance
the defense effect.

5 Conclusions

In this study, the dynamic defense problem of network
security was studied. Based on the attack-defense game
theory, the NADGM model was designed, and the simu-
lation system was built for test and analysis. It was found
that:

1) The NADGM model can calculate the attack path of
the attacker;

2) The NADGM model can understand the changing
trend of network security;

3) In the network security game, the number of the
attacked nodes increased and then decreased; with
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the implementation of defense strategy, the recovered
nodes increased, but about 10% damaged nodes.

The results showed that the NADGM model and game
algorithm designed in this study were useful in network
security. It could establish a dynamic defense mecha-
nism and help the defender understand network situation
changes and make an appropriate response.
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Abstract

Aiming at the problems of single speech format, non-
universal algorithm and low accuracy of tamper detec-
tion and location in existing speech content authentica-
tion algorithms, a multi-format speech perception hash-
ing algorithm based on short-time logarithmic energy and
improved energy parameter fusion is proposed. Firstly,
the speech signal to be processed is preprocessed, and
the short-time logarithmic energy and improved Mel en-
ergy of each frame are calculated. Then, perform time-
frequency parameter fusion on time-frequency features by
mean filtering, and the time-frequency parameters are
constructed by difference hashing method. Finally, in
order to improve the security of the algorithm, logical
chaotic map is used to encrypt hash sequences with equal
length scrambling. The experimental results show that
the proposed algorithm not only has a good compromise
between robustness and discrimination, but also has good
robustness, discrimination and key dependence for multi-
format speech signals, and can achieve small-scale tamper
detection and location.

Keywords: Improved Mel Energy; Perceptual Hashing;
Short-Time Logarithmic Energy; Speech Authentication;
Tamper Detection and Localization

1 Introduction

Nowadays, with the popularization and diversification of
computer network and information technology, the num-
ber of images, speech and video increase exponentially.
As an important way of information transmission, the au-
thenticity, integrity and security of speech signal become

more and more important [4, 12,21].

Traditional hashing technology is highly sensitive to
multimedia content preservation operations, which makes
traditional hashing technology no longer applicable to
content authentication of speech. With the introduction
of speech perception hashing technology [11], perceptual
hashing technology with good robustness, discrimination
and security has rapidly become one of the important
methods of speech, video content authentication and secu-
rity transmission. In recent years, the speech feature ex-
traction methods based on perception hashing mainly in-
clude linear prediction-minimum mean square error (LP-
MMSE) [13, 15], discrete cosine transform (DCT) [17],
discrete wavelet transform (DWT) [16,20], Mel-frequency
cepstral coefficients (MFCC) [1,6,7], and model [5,22], etc.
Li et al. [8] and Chen et al. [2] proposed speech percep-
tion hashing algorithms with good robustness, but the
discrimination is poor, the efficiency is not high, and
the security problem is not considered. Zhang et al. [14]
and Li et al. [9] proposed speech perception hashing al-
gorithms with good robustness and efficiency, but poor
discrimination. Chen et al. [3] proposed a perceptual
hash algorithm with good anti-collision and robustness,
but low efficiency. Li et al. [10] proposed a speech au-
thentication algorithm with good robustness and security,
which can achieve tamper detection and localization, but
it has poor discrimination and low efficiency. The above
algorithms are only for the study of single format speech
signal, and they are not universal, and they do not have
good anti-collision ability in content preservation opera-
tions. The multi-format speech perception hashing algo-
rithm proposed by Zhang et al. [19], it achieves content
authentication of five different speech formats including
the original domain and the compressed domain. The
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tamper detection and location accuracy is high, but the
robustness and discrimination are poor, and the security
issue is still not considered. The multi-format speech per-
ception hashing algorithm proposed by Zhang et al. [18],
it has high authentication efficiency. However, robustness
and discrimination still need to be further improved.

In order to solve the above problems, a multi-format
speech perception hashing algorithm based on time-
frequency parameter fusion is proposed in this paper. The
algorithm solves the problem that the algorithm is not
universal, low accuracy of tamper detection and location
in small-scale. It also has good robustness and discrim-
ination to common speech formats WAV, MP3, FLAC,
OGG and M4A.

2 Related Theory

2.1 Short-Time Logarithmic Energy

The energy of the speech signal changes with time, the
energy difference between the unvoiced and voiced sounds
is quite obvious. Therefore, the short-time energy is one
of the most commonly used features in the time domain
analysis of speech signals.

Let the speech signal be x�n�, and after pre-processing,
the speech signal of the i-th frame is yi�n�, yi�n� satisfies:

yi�n� � w�n� � x��i � 1� � inc � n� 1 B n B L,1 B i B N.

Where, w�n� is a window function, generally a Rectangu-
lar window or a Hamming window. L is the frame length.
inc is the frame shift length. N is the total number of
frames after the frame.

The short-time energy (E�i�) formula of the i-th frame
speech signal yi�n� is shown as Equation (1):

E�i� � L

Q
n�1

y2i �n� 1 B i B N. (1)

The short-time logarithmic energy (LE), which is an
improved short-time energy after taking the logarithm,
LE is shown as Equation (2):

LE�i� � ln�E�i� � a� � ln�a�. (2)

Where, a is a constant, a � 1.

2.2 Improved Mel Energy

The Mel frequency is to better simulate the auditory
mechanism of the human ear, and convert the spectrum
of the speech signal into the perceived frequency domain.

The energy of the sensing domain can be expressed by
Mel energy (ME). The algorithm flow is shown in Fig-
ure 1. The ME is defined as:

ME�i� � ln
M

Q
m�1

s�i,m�.

Where, ME�i� is the i-th frame improved mel energy.
s�i,m� is the Mel subband energy of the m-th subband
of the i-th frame, which is defined as:

s�i,m� � N

Q
k�1

E�i, k� �Hm�k� 1 Bm BM (3)

Where, Hm�k� is the frequency response of the Mel filter.
E�i, k� is the energy spectrum of each frame (where i rep-
resents the i-th frame and k represents the k-th spectral
line in the frequency domain), which is defined as:

E�i, k� � Sx�i, k�S2
Where, x�i, k� is the fast Fourier transform of yi�n�.
3 Construction of Multi-format

Speech Perception Hash

The flow diagram of multi-format speech perception hash-
ing algorithm based on short-time logarithmic energy and
improved Mel energy parameter fusion is shown in Fig-
ure 2.

3.1 Perceptual Feature Extraction

Step 1: Pre-emphasis The input speech x�n� is pre-
emphasized to enhance the high frequency portion
and obtain the pre-emphasis signal x

��n�.
Step 2: Framing and windowing Firstly, divides x

��n�
into a speech signal with a frame length of L, a frame
shift of inc, and a total number of frames of N . Then
the speech signal is smoothed by a Hamming window
to obtain a speech signal yi�n�, where yi�n� is the n-
th sample value of the i-th frame.

Step 3: Short-term logarithmic energy Calculate the
short-time energyE�i� of the speech signal yi�n� of
the i-th frame according to Equation (1). Then,
calculate the short-time logarithmic energy of each
frame according to Equation (2). The matrix of
LE�i� is shown as Equation (4):

LE � � LE �1� LE �2� � LE �N� � (4)

Step 4: Improved Mel Energy Calculate the Mel en-
ergy of the m-th subband of the i-th frame of the
speech signal according to Equation (3), the matrix
of s�i,m� is shown as Equation (5). Then, calculate
the ME of each frame of speech signal according to
Equation (3), the matrix of ME is shown as Equa-
tion (6):

s�i,m� �

<@@@@@@@>
s �1,1� s �1,2� � s �1,m�
s �2,1� s �2,2� � s �2,m�

� � � �

s �i,1� s �i,2� � s �i,m�
=AAAAAAA?

(5)

ME � � ME �1� ME �2� � ME �N� �
(6)
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Figure 1: Improved Mel energy flow diagram

Figure 2: Speech perception hash authentication algorithm flow diagram

Step 5: Time-frequency parameter fusion Firstly, the
time-domain parameter LE of each frame is mul-
tiplied by the frequency-domain parameter ME.
Then, three-point mean filtering is performed
to obtain the time-frequency fusion parameter
LME(LME��i�Si � 1,2,�,N�), which is defined as:

LME�i� � smooth�c �LE�i� �ME�i��.
Where, smooth represents three-point mean filtering,
c is a weighting factor, c � 1.

Step 6: Hash construction The LME of each frame is
hash-structured by difference hash method to obtain
hash sequence h � h��i�Si � 1,2,�,N�.

h � � h �1� h �2� � h �N� �
Constructing method: Set the hash sequence h�1�

to 0. If the i-th data of the vectorLME is greater
than the �i � 1�-th data, the i-th data of the hash
sequence is 1, otherwise 0.

h�i� � � 1 if h�i� A h�i � 1�
0 otherwise

�i � 2,3,�N�¡
Step 7: Scramble the encryption Firstly, the logistic

chaotic map is used to generate the pseudo-random
sequence s�i��1 B i B N� with the same length as
the hash sequence h�i�, the s�i� satisfies Bernoulli
independent distribution. Then, arrange s�i� in de-

scending order to obtain s
��i�, there is a one-to-one

mapping relationship between s
��i� and h�i�. Fi-

nally, by assigning h�i� to s
��i� through the map-

ping relationship, and restoring s
��i� to the unsorted

state, which forms a scrambling encryption for hash
sequence h

�

� h
���i�Si � 1,2,�,N�.

3.2 Matching

During the authentication process, for the two speech seg-
ments x1 and x2, they will get the perceptual hash se-
quence h1, h2 after they pass the hash template. The
normalized Hamming distance D��, �� of perceptual hash
sequence can be regarded as bit error rate (BER), the
calculation formula is as follows:

D�x1, x2� � d�h1, h2� � 1

N

N

Q
i�1

Sh1�i� � h2�i�S
Where, D is the bit error rate.

In order to measure the overall performance of the al-
gorithm, this paper uses the hypothesis test of BER to
describe the hash match.

P0: If the perceived content of the two speech segments
x1 and x2 are the same, then: D B τ .

P1: If the perceived content of the two speech segments
x1 and x2 are different, then: D A τ .

τ is the perceived authentication threshold. When the
mathematical distance is less than or equal to the au-
thentication threshold, it is passed, otherwise, it is not
passed.
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To further measure this algorithm, this paper defines
the false accept rate (FAR) and false reject rate (FRR),
which are:

RFAR � S
τ

�ª

f�xSµ,σ�dα �
1

σ
º

2π
S

τ

�ª

e
��x�µ�2

2σ2 dα.

RFRR � S
τ

�ª

f�xSµ,σ�dα � 1 �
1

σ
º

2π
S

τ

�ª

e
��x�µ�2

2σ2 dα

Where, RFAR represents the FAR, RFRR represents the
FRR, τ represents the perceived authentication thresh-
old, µ represents mean of the BER, σ represents standard
deviation of the BER.

4 Experimental Results and Anal-
ysis

The speech data used in the experiment are speech signals
in TIMIT(texas instruments and Massachusetts Institute
of technology) and TTS(text to speech) speech libraries,
in which the sampling frequency is 16kHz, the sampling
precision is 16bit, the channel is mono-channel, the speech
signal length is 4s. In order to verify the generality of
the proposed algorithm for the authentication process of
different speech formats, six speech libraries were estab-
lished. Five of the speech libraries each contain a speech
format (The formats of the speech libraries I, II, III, IV
and V are WAV, MP3, FLAC, OGG and M4A respec-
tively), each speech library is composed of 450 speech sig-
nals composed of Chinese men and women, English men
and women, a total of 2250 speech signals. The other
speech library TOATL is composed of the above five for-
mats, a total of 2250 speech signals.

The experimental hardware platform is AMD
A10-5750M CPU with Radeon(TM) HD Graphics,
4G, 2.5GHz, the software environment is MATLAB
R2018b under Windows 10 operating system. The main
parameters of the experiment are as follows:the frame
length L � 256, the frame shift inc � 80, the number
of frames N � 802, and the window function used is
Hamming window.

4.1 Discrimination Analysis

Discrimination is used to evaluate the reliability of an al-
gorithm in distinguishing between different or identical
speech signal content. The BER of the perceptual hash
value of different content speech signals basically obeys a
normal distribution. From the BER data of each speech
library obtained from the experiment, the normal distri-
bution of the BER of each speech library can be obtained.

According to the De Moivre-Laplace central limit the-
orem, the Hamming distance approximation obeys a nor-
mal distribution(µ � p, σ �

»
p�1 � p�~N), where p repre-

sents the probability of occurrence of 0 or 1 in the per-
ceptual hash sequence, N represents the total number of

(a) speech libraryI (b) speech libraryII

(c) speech libraryIII (d) speech libraryIV

(e) speech libraryV (f) speech library TOTAL

Figure 3: BER distribution of the algorithm

frames.So the parameters of the Normal distribution in
the ideal state are equal to µ � 0.5, σ � 0.0177. The pa-
rameters of normal distribution obtained by each speech
library in the experiment are as shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Normal distribution parameter values of each
speech library

Speech library
Theoretical
values

Experimental
values

µ σ µ σ
I 0.5 0.0177 0.4993 0.0178
II 0.5 0.0177 0.4911 0.0175
III 0.5 0.0177 0.4980 0.0110
IV 0.5 0.0177 0.4989 0.0114
V 0.5 0.0177 0.4968 0.0102

From Table 1, it can be seen that the normal distribu-
tion parameters of the proposed algorithm for eight differ-
ent speech formats are very close to the theoretical values,
so the algorithm has good randomness and anti-collision.

From Table 2 , when the frame shift of the algo-
rithm is 128, 192 and 256 respectively, the FAR is
about 5.9 � 105, 1.2 � 109 and 6.3 � 1010 times when the
frame shift is 80. This is because when the speech segment
is preprocessed, only the internal data of the window func-
tion is weighted, and the data outside the window is set
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Table 2: Comparison of FAR of different frame shifting algorithm

τ inc=80 inc=128 inc=192 inc=256
0.10 1.0232 � 10�112 3.4775 � 10�71 7.0784 � 10�48 3.4588 � 10�36

0.20 1.1250 � 10�64 7.6298 � 10�41 1.0299 � 10�27 4.1983 � 10�21

0.25 1.6400 � 10�45 6.5425 � 10�38 8.9089 � 10�20 3.6614 � 10�15

0.30 2.5396 � 10�29 3.9529 � 10�19 2.9067 � 10�13 2.7695 � 10�10

0.35 2.9210 � 10�17 1.7193 � 10�11 3.6493 � 10�8 1.8527 � 10�6

to 0. Therefore, as the frame shift is gradually increased,
the overlapping frames between the speech segments are
less, and the data are less, anti-collision ability also de-
creases.

As can be seen from the Table 2, FAR is also differ-
ent when different frames, that is, in the same algorithm,
FAR is affected by the length of the hash sequence, so in
the experiment, it is not sufficient to measure the discrim-
ination of the algorithm only by FAR. The entropy rate
(ER) is a measure to measure the uncertainty of random
events. It is also a good method to measure the discrim-
ination of hash sequences. ER is defined as:

ER � �p log2 p � �1 � p� log2�1 � p�,
where p �

1

2
�½�σ2

�σ2
0

σ2
�σ2

0
� � 1�.

Figure 4: The FAR curve of the algorithm

Table 3: Entropy rate comparison of different algorithms

Algorithm ER
Proposed algorithm 0.9957
Algorithm [10] 0.9864
Algorithm [3] 0.8633
Algorithm [16] 0.9187
Algorithm [15] 0.9745

From Figure 4 and Table 3, it can be seen that not
only does the FAR experimental curve and the theoret-
ical curve almost completely coincide, but the algorithm
has a higher entropy rate, which further proves that the
algorithm has good discrimination.

From Table 4, as the order increases, the FAR of the
algorithm decreases, that is, the correct rate of the al-

gorithm increases. This is due to the increase of the or-
der, and the feature extraction points in the frequency
domain also increase, which leads to the decrease of the
algorithm’s FAR .

It can be seen from Table 5 that compared with the
other three algorithms, the proposed algorithm with over-
lapping frames has better anti-collision capability. Among
them, when τ=0.35, the number of misjudged words per
1 � 1017 speech segments is 2.9210, and under the same
conditions, it is 1.5�109 times smaller than [18], 2.9�1010

times smaller than [2], 3.4 � 1014 times smaller than [10].

4.2 Robustness Verification and Analysis

When performing the robustness test, eight kinds of con-
tent preservation operations shown in Table 6 are per-
formed on five different speech libraries. Then, the av-
erage BER of the five different formats of the speech li-
braries is calculated after the content preservation oper-
ations is performed. The average BER of each speech
library for content preservation operations is shown in
Table 7.

According to the average value of each content preser-
vation operations in Table 9, it can be seen that the av-
erage value of speech in different format speech librariess
are mainly distributed in the region [0.0002,0.1750], which
shows that the algorithm in this paper has good robust-
ness to multi-format speech signals. Because this algo-
rithm uses short-term energy and Mel energy as signal
characteristics, combines with the various content preser-
vation operations of five speech formats in Table 9, it
can be concluded that for adding echo operation, because
adding echo will superimpose the amplitude of speech sig-
nal and the amplitude of echo, so the robustness is poor.
For narrowband noise operation, because the low signal-
to-noise ratio has a greater influence on the probability
density of the speech spectrum, so the robustness is poor.
For the low-pass filtering operation, because of the filter-
ing, the operation will filter out a part of the speech signal,
so the robustness is poor. For resampling operations, the
robustness is better because the signal amplitude and the
speech spectrum are not changed. For the volume ad-
justment operation, since the WAV format and the MP3
format use lossy compression, which has a large influence
on the speech spectrum, the WAV and the MP3 are less
robust. The FLAC format and the M4A format have less
influence on the speech spectrum, so FLAC and M4A have
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Table 4: FAR of N-order algorithm

τ 8-order 16-order 24-order
0.10 1.2807 � 10�109 1.2360 � 10�111 1.0232 � 10�112

0.20 1.7803 � 10�62 1.2315 � 10�63 1.1250 � 10�64

0.25 6.0328 � 10�44 6.1204 � 10�45 1.6400 � 10�45

0.30 9.0343 � 10�29 2.6071 � 10�29 2.5396 � 10�29

0.35 6.1135 � 10�17 2.9411 � 10�17 2.9210 � 10�17

Table 5: Comparison of FAR of different algorithms

τ Proposed algorithm Algorithm [18] Algorithm [2] Algorithm [10]
0.10 1.0232 � 10�112 2.1420 � 10�47 3.0310 � 10�38 2.9390 � 10�12

0.20 1.1250 � 10�64 1.9220 � 10�27 2.6890 � 10�22 1.1440 � 10�5

0.25 1.6400 � 10�45 1.3754 � 10�18 5.1740 � 10�16 2.7150 � 10�4

0.30 2.5396 � 10�29 3.8423 � 10�13 7.5420 � 10�11 1.6820 � 10�3

0.35 2.9210 � 10�17 4.2761 � 10�8 8.4900 � 10�7 9.9900 � 10�3

Table 6: Content preservation operations

Operation means Operation method Abbreviation
Volume adjustmean1 Volume up 50% V.�
Volume adjustmean2 Volume down 50% V.�
Resampling 1 Sampling frequency decrease to 8 kHz, and then increase to 16kHz R.�
Resampling 2 Sampling frequency increase to 32 kHz, and then droppsed to

16kHz
R.�

Adding echo Echo attenuation 25%, delay 300 ms E.A
Narrowband noise SNR=30 dB narrowband Gaussian noise, center frequency distri-

bution in 0 4 kHz
G.N

Low-pass filtering1 12 order Butterworth low-pass filtering, Cutoff frequency of 3.4
kHz

B.W

Low-pass filtering2 12 order FIR low-pass filtering, Cutoff frequency of 3.4 kHz F.I.R

Table 7: Average BER of each speech library after content preservation operations

Operation means I II III IV V
V.� 0.1069 0.1551 0.0568 0.0643 0.0611
V.� 0.1750 0.2021 0.0545 0.0633 0.0606
R.� 0.0119 0.0811 0.0090 0.0113 0.0109
R.� 0.0004 0.0351 0.0002 0.0017 0.0016
E.A 0.1669 0.2030 0.1506 0.1505 0.1490
G.N 0.1270 0.1666 0.1146 0.1146 0.1173
B.W 0.0711 0.1276 0.1393 0.1347 0.1347
F.I.R 0.0816 0.1331 0.1468 0.1408 0.1406

better robustness. Although OGG format is lossy com-
pression, it is compressed by acoustic model, which has
less influence on Mel energy feature extraction of analog
acoustic model, so OGG format has better robustness.

It can be concluded from Figure 5 that as the order
increases, the effect is getting better and better.

Figure 6 shows the FRR�FAR curve of [18], this paper

uses five different formats of speech signals such as WAV,
MP3, FLAC, OGG and M4A.

In the content preservation operations of the speech li-
brary, through the pairwise comparison of the perceived
hash values, the speech libraries I � V each obtained
101025 data, the speech library TOTAL obtained 2530125
data, get the FAR and FRR of each speech library, and
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(a) 8th (b) 16th

(c) 24th

Figure 5: N-order FRR � FAR curves of the algorithm

Figure 6: The FRR � FAR curve of the algorithm [18]

the FRR�FAR curves of Figure 7 is drawn according to
the data.

By comparing Figure 6 with Figure 7, it can be con-
cluded that although the proposed algorithm and [10]
have good robustness, the FRR�FAR curve decision in-
terval of this algorithm is larger, that is, the compromise
between robustness and discrimination is better.

In conclusion, the proposed algorithm has good robust-
ness and discrimination.

4.3 Security Analysis

In order to improve the overall security performance of
the proposed algorithm, a key-controlled logistic chaotic
mapping algorithm is proposed.

In order to measure the disorder of the scrambling al-
gorithm, the position number before scrambling and the
change of the position number after scrambling are used
to describe it in this paper.

T0: If the position number before and after the scram-
bling of a speech segment has not changed, then:

∆i � A�i� �A��i� � 0.

T1 : If the position number before and after the scram-
bling of a speech segment changes, then:

∆i � A�i� �A��i� x 0,

(a) speech library I (b) speech library II

(c) speech library III (d) speech library IV

(e) speech library V (f) speech library TOTAL

Figure 7: FRR�FAR curves for different speech libraries

where ∆i represents the position difference. A�i� rep-
resents the i-th position number of the original hash
sequence. A

��i� represents the i-th position number
after scrambling.

It can be seen from Figure 8(a) that ∆i and line y � 0
have very few intersections in the same sequence, this
further proves the disorder of logistic chaotic maps.

In order to test the security before and after scram-
bling, this paper randomly extracts 100 speech segments
from the speech library, calculates the Hamming distance
of each frame before and after scrambling, and calculates
the Hamming distance of the unencrypted hash sequence
of the same speech after two feature extractions.

From Figure 7 and Figure 8(b), it can be seen that the
decision interval of this algorithm is [0.2,0.42], the Ham-
ming distance of each frame before and after scrambling is
distributed in [0.46,0.55], the normalized Hamming codes
of the unscrambled hash sequence are distributed on a
straight line of y � 0. Therefore, the logistic chaotic map
algorithm based on key control proposed in this paper has
good security.

From Figure 8(c), it can see that the Hamming distance
between the correct key hash sequence and the original
hash sequence is distributed on the straight line y � 0,
the hash sequence using the correct key and the Hamming
distance using the wrong key are distributed in [0.44,0.55],
which further proves that the proposed chaotic mapping
algorithm has good security.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 8: (a) The intersection of A:Difference of po-
sition number before and after scrambling and B:y=0.
(b)Distribution of Hamming distance before and after
speech scrambling in the same group. (c)Distribution of
Hamming distance between correct key and error key.

To sum up, scrambling encryption does not change
the size of Hamming distance of hash sequence, but only
makes hash sequence disordered, thereby improving the
security of the algorithm.

4.4 Tampering Detection and Location

For small-scale malicious attacks, it is generally tamper-
ing with the local part of the speech, the tampering range
is small and the BER is low. This paper proposes a tam-
per detection and localization algorithm based on mini-
mum code distance (MCD) of Hamming code.

In the process of tamper detection, for the original
speech x and the tampered original speech x

�

, the per-
ceptual hash sequences h�i� and h

��i� are obtained after
passing through the hash sequence template. The MCD
of the perceptual hash sequences h�i� and h

��i� is defined
as:

MCD�i� � � 1 if h�i� x h�i � 1�
0 otherwise

¡
where, MCD�i� is the MCD of the Hamming code of
the i-th frame, and the matrix form of MCD is shown as
Equation (7):

MCD �i� � � MCD �1� MCD �2� � MCD �i� �
(7)

In order to measure the small-scale tamper detection
and localization ability of MCD algorithm, this paper ran-
domly extracts a speech from the speech library. Since
the speech duration is 4s, if it is 1%, 5%, 10% malicious
attack, the duration of malicious attack should be sepa-
rately 4s�1% � 0.04s, 4s�5% � 0.2s and 4s�10% � 0.4s.

(a) Original speech (b) 0.04s

(c) 0.2s (d) 0.4s

Figure 9: Tampering detection and location

In Figure 9, blue represents speech and red regions
represent tampering content regions. It can be concluded
from Figure 9 that the algorithm in this paper can detect
the tampering content area very well.

Table 8: Tampering detection and location in different
ranges

Theoretical value Experimental value
1% 1.30%
5% 5.20%
10% 10.20%

It can be seen from Figure 10 and Table 8 that the
proposed algorithm not only can detect and locate the
tampering area well, but also the actual attack range is
very close to the theoretical attack range, both of which
further prove that the algorithm has a good ability to
tamper detection and localization.

To sum up, this algorithm can not only detect whether
speech is maliciously attacked, but also locate small-scale
tampering of speech.

4.5 Efficiency Analysis

Efficiency analysis of the algorithm is an important fac-
tor to measure speech content authentication. Before
calculating the computational efficiency of the proposed
algorithm, 450 speech signal segments are randomly ex-
tracted from the speech library as the speech signal to be
tested. Then the average running time of the algorithm is
counted, it is shown as in Table 9. Finally, the algorithm
is compared with single speech format the [2] and the [10]
and multi-format speech format [18, 19], it is shown as
Table 10.

From Table 9, it can be concluded that the efficiency
of this algorithm is higher than that of the [2], but lower
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(a) Original speech (b) 0.04s

(c) 0.2s (d) 0.4s

Figure 10: The minimum code distance minimum code
distance of Hamming code

Table 9: The average running time of the proposed algo-
rithm in different frame shifts

Frame shifts Overlap N Average run-
ning time/s

inc � 80 176 802 0.4333
inc � 128 128 501 0.3044
inc � 192 64 334 0.1844
inc � 256 0 251 0.1400

than that of [10, 18, 19]. Compared with the [3], this
algorithm uses multi-feature extraction and has a large
amount of computation. From Table 10, the average run-
ning time of the algorithm in different frame shifts can
be concluded that the larger the frame shift, the smaller
the overlapping frame, the faster the running efficiency.
Compared with [18,19], this algorithm not only has over-
lapping frames, but also calculates Mel energy. There-
fore, compared with [18, 19], which has simple structure
and less feature extraction, the efficiency of this algo-
rithm is lower. But this algorithm improves discrimina-
tion by adding overlapping frames. Moreover, this al-
gorithm can satisfy the requirements of speech authen-
tication for multi-format speech signals under real-time
communication conditions.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presents a multi-format speech perception
hashing algorithm based on short-time logarithmic energy
and improved Mel energy parameter fusion. It not only
solves the problems of the existing algorithms not uni-
versal, low anti-collision ability, low accuracy of tamper
detection and location, but also has good robustness, dis-
crimination and security. The experimental results show

that the algorithm has good robustness to volume ad-
justment, resampling and low-pass filtering, has a good
improvement in discrimination, and the algorithm has a
good compromise between discrimination and robustness,
has a great improvement in tamper detection and loca-
tion, has a good enhanced in security, the Hamming dis-
tance before and after scrambling, the Hamming distance
between the correct speech key and the wrong key are far
from the decision domain. Because of the low frame shift
in preprocessing, the efficiency of this algorithm is low.
So we will improve it by studying frame shift in the next
step.
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